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The Heri ui.es I'.i etle.

What is an Insect ?

I\ .1 work intended to give .1 popular accounl oi the Wonders oi insei t Life,

it is essentia] thai there should be .1 1 \< ar understanding as to the particular animals

that .11c ( omprisi d undi r the term Insect. Formerly any living creature of small

size was regarded as an Insect; and we fear that among the present generation

there are many persons for whom the word ha- scan e!\ any more definite meaning.

But in this work we shall deal only with those animals that are .1.

as Insects by modern
naturalist,

; for though

we shall endeavour to

desi ribe their structure

and their ways in language

understanded o t the
people," we hope to speak

with the accuracy that is

often wanting in popular

accounts.

All the multitudinous

forms ol animal life have

been sorted out by

naturalist-, and placed in

a number oi grand di\ 1

sions according to linn

possession of certain
. . . .... . [nsect and Spider Contrasted.

characteristics. 1 here is

inglail, \vhi< I

'• »'ith .1

no preseni need to name ,, r t
•, wmii

n , , r • "" -'' lpe
'''': t h«"-' N

'
distinguishing character in all

ati tnese, nut one envision
i ,vingiess.



Marvels of Insect Life.

Ring-like Structure.

A <]i igram representing a few
ts of an [nsei t's body.

The thick portions of outline
indii ate thi harder parts,

which thin away into the
supple, inward folds, which
allow the hard rings frei play.

The thin lines connecting the
hard and soft parts repn sent

the muscles which move the
several parts.

The Insect Heart
A small portion only of the " dorsal ve sel

"

of a beetle is here shown. The connected
chambers of which it consists expand and con-
tract in rotation, and the free blood i> drawn
in .it the valvular openings and discharged
from the fore-part of the vessel, whenceit finds

its way to all parts of the body and limbs.

consists of animals to which

these authorities have given

the name of Arthropods. It

includes the crabs and lobsters,

spiders, centipedes, Insects, etc.

All these creatures agree in

having the body built in seg-

ment- or rings, all or some
of which bear jointed append-

ages. The Insects differ from

the others in having these

segments grouped, in adult life,

into three regions, usually

quite distinct. These regions

are the head, the fore-body,

and the hind -body. The
spiders, which are commonly
regarded in popular esti-

mation as Insects, have onlv

two body-regions. There are

other differences, of course,

which are not evident upon a

superficial view of the exterior

form ; but even here two or

three additional points may be

mentioned, contrasting a spider

with an Insect. The
head of the Insect

bears a pair of an-

tennas, or " feelers" ;

the spider has no

antenna;. The Insect,

with a few excep-

tions among the
simpler forms, has a

pair of prominent

compound eyes made
up of a large num-
ber of lenses, and
two or three simple

eyes, or " ocelli,"

placed between the

compound eyes. The
spider's eyes are all

simple, and number

The Nerves of ax Insect.
Here is shown the nervous system of a gad-fly.
Tile central trunk line i^ enlarged into
knots or nerve centres at intervals, from which
finer nerve threads extend to the extremiti -

l the limbs and to every part of the body.

\x Insect's Digestive System.
The bodv of a bee is here laid open from above
to show the digestive system. At the upper
part of the diagram its beginning is shown in

the extended mouth parts passing back into thi

gullet with it^ terminal enlargement, the crop
or stomach, ami ending with the intestines.

The nervous and circulatory systems are here

turned aside to the right arid left respectively.
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Marvels of Insect Life.

Photos by] I . Step, F.L.S.

Beetle and Ant.
A I Brazilian beetle is lure eomp.iivd with one of

the largest ants from the same region. The
limbs, antenna?, and jaws, though agreeing in

number and in general structure, ye.t present
considerable modifications of form. The ant is

twice the size of life; the beetle is only
half the actual size.

six or eight. All the winged Insects pass through

a series of changes, cailed metamorphoses, after

they leave the egg, in the last stage having their

wings fully developed. Spiders pass through their

developmental stages before they leave the egg, and

after hatching merely increase in size without

change ot form. Insects have only three pairs of

true legs ; spiders have four pairs.

Owing to the fact that the segments of which

an Insect's body is composed are strengthened by

the secretion in the outer skin of a substance called

chitin—which gives it firmness and serves for the

attachment of the muscles—expansion of these

segments to meet the growth of the internal parts

is impossible. The difficulty is met by the throwing

ell of the old integument, after a new one has

been formed beneath. The new one, before the

chitin has hardened, expands sufficiently to permit

of a certain period of new growth, and it may be

said that when an Insect has thrown off an old

skin the new one is much larger than is necessary

to accommodate tin

of chitin reaches its in

beetles, where it forms a hard, rigid armour ; but

it is also present in the soft, pliable skin of the

beetle's grub, and in that of all other grubs and

caterpillars. Let it be clearly understood that the

chitin itself does not constitute the outer covering.

As a matter of fact somewhat less than one-half the

weight of the skin consists of chitin. This fact ma}!

be ascertained by carefully burning, when the

animal constituents are destroyed, but the chitin

remains and, owing to its uniform distribution,

retains its form. The dark colour of chitin is due

to the action of light. Beetles, etc., on emergence

from the chrysalis are quite white, and remain so if

kept in the dark. Those Insects which live in total

darkness—as wood-boring grubs, cave Insects, etc.

—retain their whiteness.

We have spoken of Insects and their allies

having the body built up of segments or rings.

It must not be supposed, however, that these

rings are separate and distinct. Taking a long

cylindrical body, like that of a caterpillar or a

dragon-fly for example, and making a longitudinal

internal parts. This case

6 nest development in the



What is an Insect ?

section oi it, we should find that u forms one continuous tube oi skin which has

i fortified by the deposit oi chitin in rings, having connecting rings oi thin,

supple skin which allows oi contraction 01 distension in length and oi lateral

curvature oi the body, .1- a whole or in parts. By the attachmenl oi muscles

from the hard to the sofl rings, such movements are broughl undei the control

,,i the Insect. This plan oi structure allow a considerable amount of elasticity to

the bodj .1- .1 whole.

The theoretical fnseci consists oi twenty oi these strengthened rings, but

the whole twenty are not evidenl in most cases. Some oi them are combined to

form the three distim 1 re [ions oi the body the head, the fore-body and the hind-

and one or

in. ire "i the hindmost

tents ari "teli

scoped "so thai they

do nol appeal except

1 Hi dissei tion. It is

considered that the

four first rings have

bee nsolidated

to form the head,

w hich bears foui

pairs "i externa]

organs .1 pair oi

jointed feelers

antennae, .1 pair oi

mnd ej es, and

the appendages oi

the mouth. In like

manner the next

three segments have

been united to form

the fore - body or

thorax, bearing on

the lower side the

three pairs oi legs,

and on the uppei

ide thi -<
< ond and

third rings bear the

two pairs oi wings,

["he hind - body,
though theoretically

it may have thii te< n

rings, usuallj 1 onsists

< 'i ten or eleven; and

often oi a smaller

Horned Rhinoceros Beetle

exhibit very striking rhich render them, q
graph of tin 1



Marvels of Insect Life.

Pholo by] [Lwmdai.

Pigeon Parasite.

An example of the adaptation of

st] w tun- to habit. These Insects live

among the plumage of birds, and are

fitti d for secure hi >lding to their hi ist.

The actual length of the Insect is

about one-eighth of an inch.

of the backboned animals.

What may be termed the heart

(it is usually known as the

"dorsal vessel") is a series

of about eight connected sacs

extending one behind the other

from head to tail, and opening one

into the other by valves which
permit the blood to flow in one

direction only—from behind for-

wards. There are no arteries or

veins, the blood filling vacant

number. The hind-body bears no appendages, except

those connected with the function of reproduction.

Stings, where present, are modifications of these

organs.

The limbs of mature Insects are all made up of

several joints, and it is remarkable that these joints are

constructed on the same principle as in backboned

creatures, and are extended or folded by the contraction

of similar sets of muscles, though in the one case the

muscles are attached to the central bony portion, and

in the other to the chitinous exterior. The number of

joints in these limbs is not the same in all orders or

families of Insects. There is considerable variation in

the terminal section of the legs—the foot — which

normally consists of five segments, but may be reduced

to three or two. In caterpillars the only true legs are

the three pairs at the front end of the body : those in

the middle and at the hind extremity are unjointed

temporary structures. The jaws and sucking apparatus

of the mouth are seen by the process of development

within the egg to be essentially modified limbs. So

also are the feelers or antenna;.

The internal organs of an Insect may be said

briefly to consist of the circulatory system, the organs

of nutrition, the nervous system, the breathing apparatus

and the reproductive organs. The nervous system

occupies the lower side of the body, the circulatory

system the upper side, with the alimentary system

central. The circulatory system is of a simpler character

than is

to be
f o u n d

in any

Photo by} Brazilian Rhinoceros Beetle. I.E. Step, F.L.S.

Another example of the eccentric forms taken by the fore-parts of some ol

the beetles. Here only the first horn is from the head, the massivi two

p. int< d i n ction behind it being from the fore-body. Natural size. »
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8 Marvels of Insect Life.

spaces between the internal organs. There are valvular openings in the sides

of the dorsal vessel as well as at the ends ; and as the chambers of the vessel

contract and expand in rotation the blood is drawn in from all parts and sent in

a stream to the fore-part, whence it finds its way again all over the body.

The nervous system consists of a brain, situated above the gullet, and

a double series of nerve-cords extending to the further extremity of the body

along the lower surface, connecting up a large number of ganglia, or knots, from

which run nerves to all parts.

The digestive system occupies the greater part of the body cavity and

consists of various well-defined portions, which differ in the several orders

according to the nature of the food. It will be understood that in many Insects

whose habits change during their life period, considerable modification takes

place in this system.

The breathing system of Insects is a most remarkable one, which must be

dealt with in a separate article.

A Mouse-catching Locust.

A remarkable locusl from the Congo, which was caught in the act of catching a ml eating a mouse, and is now with its victim pres irved
in the Natural History Museum at South Kensington. This photograph i^ not .in arrangement, but is taken from the actual
specimens .1- reci ived fr Vfrica.

A Mouse-catching Locust.

The general impression respecting grasshoppers and locusts is that they are

purely vegetarian Insects. It is from that point of view that they are universally

considered ; but it i> highly probable that creatures possessed of such efficient

cutting jaws vary their diet, at least on occasion. We have kept examples of



A Mouse-catching Locust.

our

grassi

The Spinning Am
The .mi thai

i- shown "ii this page in two i

.

. , rili .,, , ,

itural size.

and other household scraps to leather

slippers .'

In the British Museum (Natural

History) there is a specimen of one of

the largest known locusts,3 which was
received from a missionary in the Congo
Free State a few war- ago, who had taken

it in the act of feasting upon a mouse it

had i aught. It was from this specimen,

with the same mouse held securely in its

jaws, that our illustrations were made.
A good idea of this locust's size and
strength may be obtained from the photo-

graph on pagi 8 and the drawing on
page -, which show it- natural propor-

tions. The locust in question dues not
(online it- attention to mice ; large

spiders, beetle- and other [nsects, and
probably small nestling bird- serve it

equally for food.

This is really one of the most extra-

ordinary facts oi Insect life upon r&

Innumerable species worry the back-

boned animal-, including man himself,

with their jaws and stings ; the big

South American spiders are -aid to catch

small bird-; but, so far as we know,
this locust i- the only Insect that

actually catches and kills a foiu footed

animal.

native greal

shoppei ' health

month on a diet oi flies

and moth-chrysalids ; and

it is within the experiem e

oi main entomologists

w ho " sugar " tree-trunks

for the capture oi moths
thai the same [nsei I ofti n

robs them of some oi th< ii

prey. The nearly-related

house cricket - i- a prel t)

general feeder, its food

ranging from breadcrumbs

The Spinning Ant.

["his example is

in thi ir jaws whilst th

larger than nature. These work
i

which has

i^ bright -

Locusta \ uuli - Gryllus domestii us. Cyrtacanthat ns nil
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The Spinning Ant.

In considering the ways of ants one is prepared for almost anything. We
know them as creatures of great resource in many ways ; but by what process

one of them arrived at the idea of what is now to be described, is a great

mystery. Its accustomed name is the red tree ant, 1 and in India it is considered

one of the chief pests of a country that has a choice assortment of attentive

Insects. But, as in the case of some other Insects that annoy us by the exercise

of their natural functions, a little study of their methods is calculated to soften our

detestation of them through respect for their cleverness or other admirable quality.

The popular name of red ant

is a misnomer, and the scientific

name indicates emerald-green as

the colour. The real hue of the

worker is described as sherry-

brown colour ; it is the female

to whom the scientific name
refers, and there is a good reason

why she should be green, though

why the workers should not be of

the same colour is not, at present,

so clear. They are not stinging

ants, so their jaws are the only

weapons of defence and offence.

The red ant— which must

not be confused with our British

red ant 2—is not confined to

India, but is found also in Ceylon,

New Guinea, and the tropical

parts of Australia and Africa. It

lives among the foliage of trees,

and constructs its nests of leaves

glued or spun together by then-

edges and tips. In India new nests

are begun about July, when a

female may be seen sitting in the centre of a leaf brooding as many grubs as she

can cover, as shown in the upper part of the picture on page n. These are the

beginning other family; and at present no attempt is made to construct a nest,

because all her efforts are required to feed the grubs. When these have com-
pleted their development she has a small company of workers to assist in the

feeding of the next batch of grubs. When the latter are almost ready to spin

their little cocoons in which to change to chrysalids, their silk-glands are

Photo by]

"Brown Bug,

[W. West.

Domesticated by the Spinning Ant.

This scale Insert, which may often be found on the rind of oranges, is kept
as " domestic i attle " by the spinning ant in special structures, in ordi i lint
the ant may benefit by thi excretions of the scale Insect. It is here shown
magnified to thirty-five times larger than its actual size.

i Ei i iphylla smaragdina. 2 Formica rufa.
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12 Marvels of Insect Life.

Photo by] [E. Step, F.LS-

Cicada.
The "cicada, though of chief

repute as a musician, serves

as food in parts of Africa, and
is mixed with dates for the

purpose.

ready for use, and the workers utilize them in the building
operations. Many of the workers draw the edges of several

leaves together ; another seizes a grub in her jaws and applies

its mouth to the leaves and presses out the liquid silk.

It is a gum-like fluid and serves to cement the leaves

together effectually. Numerous workers
hold grubs in the same manner, and
draw out threads connecting leaf to leaf.

In some cases, by this means they fabricate

sheets of webbing with which they surround

leafy twigs upon which thev are pasturing

some of their domestic cattle. One would
not be surprised if under the peculiar cir-

cumstances of its fabrication, this web was
a loosely constructed and flimsv material

;

but it is closely woven, and in some cases

made so solid that it can be written upon
like paper. Some of these nests are a foot

across ; others may be regarded as cattle-

sheds, for in them numbers of a scale-insect,

known in India as the brown-bug, 1 are enclosed. The ants value

these on account of their sweet excretions. Saville Kent found

aphides in some of these nests in Australia. Among other

Insects taken under their protection (for their own ends)

is the caterpillar of a small tail-winged " blue " butterfly. 2

It is now well known that most, or all, of the "blue" cater-

pillars have a special apparatus on the upper side for the

secretion of a presumably sweet liquid which is much in demand
by ants all over the world. The particular caterpillar favoured

by this red ant varies in colour from light green to dark red.

[Tiese the ants watch over, and surround each individual, with

the leaf upon which it is feeding, with a tent, " protecting

them jealouslv, and attacking most fiercely any living thing

intruding upon them." When the caterpillar is about to change

to a chrysalis the ants become much excited, and two or three

of them guide it down the tree trunk, fixing the place at the

foot of the tree where it is to enter the ground for tin'

purpose. Mrs. Wylly says that "If you gently scrape away
the earth at the base of the tree, you will see some hundreds

of larvae and pupae in all stages of development, arranged in a

broad, even band all round the trunk, and lightly covered

with earth. The ants object to their being uncovered, and will

immediately set to work to re-cover them, and if yon persist

Pholoby [E.Slep,F.L.S

" Vegetable
Caterpillar."

A New Zealand caterpillar

,tl|i r being killed by a fungus
—which grows out from it as

shown in the photograph

—

is esteemed by the Chinese,

who sell it in bundles as
we sell asparagus. One-third
li - than the at tual size.

1 Lecanium hesperidium. Tarucus theophrastus.



Insects as Human Food. i ;

they will remove all the chrysalids and bury them lower down. Winn the

butterfly is ready to emerge, which is in aboul six orsevendays.il i tenderl;

assisted to disengage itseli from the shell."

In -mnc part- oi India this ant is esteemed as a curry; and elsewhere it is

used as smelling salts ' The ants being crushed in the hands, the pungenl odours

from their bodies are inhaled, and said to relieve .1 headache or cold at once

Hi \l. 01 Prionus,

r part of il I is a rub 1

:

Insects as Human Food.

A visitor from om oi the other planets would probably be surprised to learn

that though th«' civilized races oi the earth indulge in the eating of live oysters

and some other sti inge I Is, they abstain as a rule from the eating oi In

Why it should be so is rather difficull to understand, when one considers the

things we do eat, and the fad that uncivilized and semi-civilized pi retain

the primitive habit. Hie abstention from Insects as food has been brou

about, no doubt, by fashion, for that it is uoi merelj culture and civilization that

produce an abhorrei I such food is provi d 1>\ the fad that the cultured Gn
and Romans found nothing disgusting in it. I in \ ate their cossus, theii i

and their locusts : and even thei: poets praised sui h fare.

We are all familiar with the story of John the Baptist subsisting upon

locusts and wild honey, and though controversialists have sought to show thai
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the locusts in question were the seed-pods of a small tree, 1 there can be no doubt

that they were the Insects still eaten by the Arabs and other races of countries

where the swarms of migratory locusts visit. Hasselquist found at Mecca, when
corn was scarce, the Arabs ground locusts in their handmills or pounded them

in stone mortars to make a substitute for flour. Moistened

and worked into

dough, this was

cakes and baked.

with water

a sort of

made into

He adds

that they also eat locusts without

waiting for the excuse of a

famine, boiling them in water,

and then stewing with butter

"into a kind of fricassee of no

bad flavour." Sparrman, too,

tells us of the Hottentots that

they rejoice when swarms of

locusts visit their country, though

it means the destruction of all

verdure. They feast upon the

locusts, and make a coffee-

coloured soup of their eggs,

getting "visibly fatter"

on such nourishing diet. Forskitl,

a Swede, says there is no

great relish in this diet, and

that if indulged in too freely

it thickens the blood, and

becomes injurious to those of

a melancholic temperament.

For all that, in Calcutta the

natives still regard a swarm of

locusts as a providential event,

and their dried bodies form an

ingredient in the preparation

of curries.

In parts of South Africa it

is not only the migratory locust

that is eaten, but other large

grasshoppers, including one that we figure 2 that is coloured black and red.

This is a livery that is regarded as being outward evidence of unwholesome-

ness ; but we are told that in spite of it the thick leaping legs are eaten

as a relish with " mealies." The entire Insect is fried, and the legs are detached

for food as they have a salt flavour. Our informant says the custom of eating

Insects i- dying out and is now only practised by the poorest of the natives, the

/V;../.. by]

Short-winged Locust.
i ^.p.F.L.S.

This locust is said to be eaten by certain native tribes in South Africa, who
value it mainly on account ot the relish afforded by tit.- sail rial our of the

leaping thighs. This is remarkable, seeing that the Insect is coloured with

strongly contrasted red and bla< k, which are considered to be an indication of

unpalatability, and therefore known as " warning colours.'*

1 Ceratonia siliqua. 2 Phymateus a?grorus.
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reason being that meat and salt are now so easily obtainable, and most of the

natives are in a position to buy them. On the other hand, Mr. W. L. Distant,

author of " The Naturalist in the Transvaal," informs the present writer that

he never heard of the natives eating this particular black and red species, noi

docs he think it likely that they

do so.

Caterpillars of several kinds

are eaten by the African Bushmen,
the Australian Blackfellow, and

the Chinese. The latter also

utilize the chrysalis of the silk-

worm after the silk has been

mnvi lund in >m the cocoon. Indian

rearers of the Tussar silk-moth

make a similar use of the chrysa-

lids. More important as a food

is the white ant. Sparrman tells

us that the Hottentots eat them

boiled and raw, and Smeathman
says that the Africans among
whom lie explored parch them in

iron pots over a gentle fire, much
as coffee is roasted. In that

state they are delicious food ; and

they eat them by handfuls. He
thought them delicate, nourishing,

and wholesome, being sweeter

than the big grub of the palm

weevil, 1 and tasting like sugared

cream or sweet almond paste.

The palm weevil grub, the gru-

gru of the West Indies, is also

eaten on the Amazons, according

to Wallace. In Nyassaland they

make"* a paste of a species of

mayfly 2 and gnats, and eat it

under the name of " kungu."

Grubs of beetles other than

the palm weevil — such as the

rhinoceros-beetle and the cockchafer—are also eaten
;
and in the wilder parts

of India the natives are not content with the honey from the comb of the large

jungle bee,3 but they also eat the grubs and chrysalids they find in the cells.

Other people eat ants of various species. Kirby and Spenee tell us that they

Photo by]

Palm Weevil.
II Main,F.E.S.

Tin- large lat grub of tin-- beetle, which feeds internally in palm-trees and
i- known in tin VVest Indies as thegm-gru, is eaten there and also in Brazil.

1 Rhyncophorus palmarum. 2 Caenis kungu. Apis dorsata.
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have no unpleasanl flavour."

Wallace says that, on the

Amazons, the saiiba ant ' i-

captured in basketfuls for food,

at the time tin- winged males

.mil females swarm out of the

nests. He says, " It is rather

a singular sight to see lor the

first time an Indian taking his

breakfast in the saiiba >eason.

He opens the basket, ami as

the great winged ants crawl

slowlv out, he picks them
up carefully and transfers

them with alternate handfuls of farina (Cassava meal) to his mouth." When,
later, he was studying the natural history of the Malay Archipelago, Wallace
found there also that the natives made use of the teeming Insect life for theii

sustenance. He says, " Every day boys were to be seen walking along
the roads and by the hedges and ditches, catching dragon-flies with bird-lime.
They carry a slender stick with a few twigs at the end well anointed, so that
the least touch captures the insei t. whose wings are pulled off before it is consigned
to a small basket. The dragon-flies are so abundant at the time of the rice

flowering that thousands are caught in this way. The bodies are fried in oil with
onions and preserved shrimps,

or sometimes alone, and are

considered a great delicacy.

In Borneo, Celebes, and manj
other islands, the larvae of bees

and wasps are eaten, either

alive or pulled out of the cell>.

or fried like the dragon-flies.

In the Moluccas the i^rubs of

the palm-beetles are regularly

brought to market in bamboos,

and sold for food ; and many
of the great horned beetles

are slightly roasted on the

embers and eaten whenever
met with. The superabund-

ance of Insect life is therefore

turned to some account by
these islanders."

But large Insects with

substantial bodies are not the

Photo by]

Grub of the Cockchafer.
;, F.E.S.

This post, SO t as food.
t"i whicb i'

1 kh.it. 1 itself

1^ also ..it'u, and 1 ei tainly l
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Photo by] [Harold Baslin.

Head of Rose-leaf Mantis.

A view of the fore-parts of this remarkable Insect. The coloured

under-surface is shown with the terrible fore-limbs folded. The
slender joint or foot with its fringe of spines is shut down
between two rows of longer spines on the edge of the next joint

only ones that serve as food for some

people. The jumping maggots of the

cheese-fly 1 are eaten with the cheese,

even by the squeamish Englishman.

The Flower-like Mantids.

There are mam' clever imitations

of leaves among Insects : fresh green

leaves, leaves that have passed their

prime and have turned to ashy-brown

tints, leaves that have been fretted by

Insects or attacked by fungi. Such

counterfeit presentments are found in

several of the unrelated orders of

Insect life. But it is very rarely that

flowers are mimicked in both form and

colour, though in colour alone there are

numerous examples of flower-haunting

species that become invisible when on

the flower, either for feeding upon

pollen or nectar, or for securing as food other Insects that frequent the blossoms.

But among the mantis family there is a remarkable species 2 found in India, which

is called by the natives by a name signifying the rose-leaf Insect. It is about three and

a-half inches long in the body, and,

leaving the legs out of consideration,

may be described as fiddle-shaped, the

neck of the fiddle (the fore-body

of the mantis) being very long and

slender. The species has long been

known in cabinets and from good

figures in entomological works, but the

descriptions from such specimens were

very misleading. In recent years we

have had the advantage of descriptions

drawn by naturalists from living

examples, and from those who have

seen it in its natural surroundings.

Under such conditions it is quite a

different thing from the museum
specimens. The fore-body, just behind

the head, has a leaf-like expansion on

each side ; and the second and third

pairs of legs have similar expansions

2 Gongylus gongyloides.

Photo by]

Head of Rose-leaf Mantis
[Harold Basiin.

The same aspect as in the preceding photograph, but with the

fore-limbs partly extended and exhibiting the terrible spines

upon which its Insect victims are impaled when the foot is shut

down on the middle joint.

1 Piophila casei.



The Kanchong.
[By Theo. Carreras.

Malayan mantis is the mosl remarkable oi the group oi flower imitators. It takes up a position in the centre of a flower cluster
and appears to be part of it. Two examples will be s

i

1 of the hush, where the flower-like form has attracted a butterfly
which is being crushed by the mantis. Winn on the ground it resembles exactly an orchid blossom that has fallen. The more

: Ins I in the foreground is another species—

t

-with its wings expanded for flight.
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near the extremity of the

thighs. There is a similar,

but wavy, expansion
around the hind - body

;

and behind the head there

is a broad, flat, rhomb-
shaped shield. The whole

upper surface of the living-

rose-leaf Insect is green,

but the under surface

presents an entirely
different appearance.
From this aspect the ex-

pansion behind the head

is " a clear, pale lavender-

violet, with a faint pink

bloom along the edges of

the leaf, so that this

portion of the Insect has

the exact appearance of

the corolla of a plant, a

floral simulation which is

perfected by the presence

of a dark, blackish-brown

spot in the centre, . . .

which mimics the opening

to the tube of a corolla."

Dr. J. Anderson, from

whom we have quoted,

goes on to say that " A
favourite' position of this

Insect is to hang head

downwards among a mass of green foliage, and, when it does so, it generally

remains almost motionless, but, at intervals, evinces a swaying movement, as

of a flower touched by a gentle breeze. . . . The object of the bright

colouring of the under surface is evident, its purpose being to act as a decoy

to Insects, which, mistaking it for a corolla, fly directly into the expectant, serrated,

sabre-like, raptorial arms of the simulator." Lefroy, in his " Indian Insect

Life," calls it the orchid mantis.

But this rose-leaf Insect, after a long innings as the most remarkable member
of the mantis family, is likely to take second place as a flower-imitator after Mr.

Annandale's revelations of the habits of the kanchong, 1 a Malayan mantis. In

Lower Siam there is a plant known locally as the Straits rhododendron, 2 though it

is no relation of the rhododendrons. One day Mr. Nelson Annandale was attracted

1 Hymenopus bicornis. - Melastoma polyanthum.

Photo by]
The Diabolical Spectre.

[Harold Bastin.

This mantis, which comes from Africa, is so named from its habit of posing to resemble
a violet-coloured flower, and then destroying the Insects that are attracted by the counter-
feit resemblance. Its habits are very much like those of the rose-leaf mantis,
whose photograph is shown on page 18.
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to a bush Ml this kind by a curious movement among a cluster of flowers about

five feet above the ground. It appeared as though one "I the flowers was
swaying slowly from side to side, and it was not before several econds had

passed that lie realized that the swaying was performed nol 1>\ a flower, but by
i mantis that looked like a flower. When I held the branch on which the [nsed

had established itself in my hand, I could not tell exactly where the animal

tissue commenced and where the tlower ended, so perfectly was the one

assimilated to the other." Mr. Annandale goes on to state that the Insect

had ensconced itself in the very centre of the flower-cluster, and so long as the

mantis was on the watch for prey, the hind-body was turned back until its

proper upper surface almosl touched that of the fore-body. The fore-body

and the head were held upright, with the fore-legs in front in the ordinary

"praying" attitude of the family. The other two pairs of legs were disposed

around the hind-body. When once a position was taken up, it was never

changed until the Insect departed from that flower-cluster. The natives

believe that it is a flower which has become an Insect. The kanchong mantis
i- found in Assam, Sikkim, Java, and Sarawak as well as in Siam, but appears

to be a rare Insect.

Another species is known to science as the diabolical spectre l from its fore-parts

on the under side being coloured withabroad band of violet, which, when the In eel

has arranged itself among leaves, gives it an alluring resemblance to a flower to which

[nse< ts are attracted. The position is pretty much that shown in our photograph
on page 20; and it we can mentally endow that figure with the colour mentioned
we shall see that it has a very flower-like appearance.

Photo by] Giant Alder-Fly. /;. B

la America and India these are enormous alder-flies, which have not only the advantage of size over the European it also

the addition of greatly developed jaws and a long, thick neck. The jaws give the Ensect the appearance of bring very formidable,
but it is by no means clear what purpose they serve. The spread of wings is over four inches, and the jaws are an inch long.

1 Idolum diabolicum
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The Alder Fly.

This is one of the angler's Insects, and it is probably to him that it is

indebted for having an English name, for there is nothing about it sufficiently

attractive or striking enough to warrant it being distinctly labelled with a folk-name.

It has a general resemblance to the stone-flies and caddis- flies. It may be seen

pretty commonly sitting upon trees and fences near slow or stagnant water, with

its wings folded over the back, forming a ridge that completely hides the body.

When the wings are spread

there are seen to be four

of them, of a yellow-brown

colour and strongly netted,

the hinder pair being a

little smaller than the

others. Its flight is very

heavy, and not sustained.

In its grub state it is

a water Insect, but not

like some, absolutely de-

pendent upon being in

water ; a moist atmo-

sphere among vegetation

will sustain it for a time

at least. Often it has to

begin life as a terrestrial

creature, for its mother

freq uently makes the

mistake of attaching her

mass of eggs to vegeta-

tion at some distance

from the water. After

all, though, this may not

be a mistake, but a

means of weeding out the

least fit ; for the egg-mass

contains from two to three

thousand eggs, and it is certain that more than 99 per cent, of these must perish

either as eggs, grubs, or chrysalids if this year's generation of alder-flies is not

largely to exceed that of last year. It is probable that the majority perish as

grubs from the attacks of other creatures in their search for the nearest water. They

are shrimp-like creatures, with a pair of curved, sharp-pointed jaws for attacking

the other aquatic animals upon which they prey. The hind-body bears seven

pairs of jointed filaments and a long, unjointed tail. These serve as gills for the

Photo by] [W. J. Lucas, F.E.S.

The Alder-Fly.

The two sexes are here shown, the male with expanded wings, the female with them closed.

Thev may be found sitting on tree trunks and fences. The mass of several thousand
eggs are often attached to the leaves of trees, though the grubs live in water until they are

about to change to the chrysalis condition. The actual size is a little more than an inch

across the spread wings.



Giant Water-Bug attacking a Frog. to. Carreras.

Here is seenwhal frequently hap] re the giant water-bug lives. Frogs, toads, and fish

Ints of the front-legs, and are further secured by the insertion of the beak, through which their blood is sucked.

Both frog and bug are shown of the actual life-size.
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aeration of the blood,

for the creature is without

the spiracles or breathing

holes of land Insects.

When this aquatic

larva is fully grown, it

leaves the water and

searches for a suitable

spot in which it can form

a cell. Here it changes to

a chrysalis, which shows

the wings and other

characters of the perfect

Insect. In this stage it

is quite inactive, but after

an interval it again casts

its skin and emerges fully

developed as an alder-fly. 1

It is everywhere common
in the neighbourhood of

water. There is a second

species 2 of darker hue,

which appears to be less

common, though from their

general similarity it is

probable that the two

are frequently confused.

Though these flies measure

only an inch across the

expanded wings, there are

near relations (in another genus 3
) in America and India which are much

larger, and, from the enormous development of jaws, of formidable appearance.

These jaws are equal in length to the united measurement of the fore-body

and hind-body. In their earlier stages their forms and habits are much like

those of the alder-fly ; and the same may be said for the ultimate stage,

except that the extraordinary jaws so well shown in our photograph on page 21

have no counterpart in the alder-fly, and their purpose has not yet been

made plain.

Giant Water- Bugs.

Whoever has interested himself in the Insect life of an average pond has

certainly become acquainted with a number of interesting aquatic representatives

of the bug family.4 The boatman, the water-scorpion, the water-measurer, and

the water-crickets are the species that are most likely to have attracted attention.

1 Sialis lutaria. 2 S. fuliginosa. 3 Corydalis. 4 Hemiptera

I

Photo by]

Head of Giant Water-Bug.
[E. Step, F.L.S.

In this photograph onlv the head and shoulders of the giant bug are shown, enlarged four

times. The large compound eves will be seen, and between them is the base of the rostrum

or sucking beak, but the beak itself lies along the under side when not in use. The
strangely-formed antenna? are hidden in special pockets on the under side of the head.
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Pholo bvl

The largest know 11 oi

these aquatic Insects we
in. i'.

1 .ill the giant wati 1

bug, 1 a native of Brazil,

Guiana, and Trinidad,

where it spends the daj

in muddy pools and
sluggish waters, and in

tli. evening exercises its

wings in the air. Its

rather flat, yellow-brown
back has led some people

to -appose it i- an extra-

large cockroach, and the

writer received a large

specimen from Trinidad

which In- correspondent

spoke of as the electric

cockroach, the prefix
having reference to its

being attracted by electric

lamps, fn the water it

lurks among the weed- and
its colouring, and seizes fishes,

The two principal joints of

the fore-legs fold down on
one another, and the

stouter of these two
(thigh) has a groove along

its front to receive the

sharp inner edge of the

next joint, much as the

blade of a pocket-knife

folds down in the handle
when not in use. All the

legs are barred with zebra

like markings. There are no
antenna- visible, but thev

are present, though tucked
singly away in special slits

for the purpose. It i-

probable that these may
be used only when the

creature is in the air.

I in s m ba Am, [H. Baslin.

A worker oi this leaf-cutting ant, enlarged to five times it, natur.il size. The powerful
jaws, though here clo

I
i I en plainly ; and by comparison with the photograph

ol the male below, the head will be seen to be more highly developed to provide the
muscular power for the leaf-cutting, which is accomplished by the wor]

on the muddy bottom, which is well matched by
frogs, and other aquatic animals, mantis fashion.

Pholo by]
I Ilk SA' B \ \\ I

[H. Baslin.

The ant that t-

1

Mould, wherewith to fill it-
fungus chambers and Kims for food. This winged form is a male, and is
shown on a scale of about on<- .ml a-half times the actual size of the Insect.

1 Belostoma grandis
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Two other American species are found further north, the grey water-bug, 1

with a range extending from Lower Canada to the West Indian Islands, and the

American water-bug, 2 which is found over a great part of the United States. The
two are very similar, but the American has shorter and broader fore-legs with

a groove in the thigh, which is absent in the grey species. They both live in pools

and the estuaries of tidal waters, hiding among stones and rubbish, from which

they dart rapidly to

attack any passing fishes

or frogs. The victim is

clasped by the bug's fore-

legs, and the deadly beak

plunged into the flesh.

This is not a case of taking

toll merely of the victim's

blood, as in the case of

many other sucking In-

sects ; it is speedily

followed by the death of

the bug's victim. This

appears to be due to a co-

pious supply of liquid from

around the base of the

beak, which finds its way
into the puncture. Locy

has traced this to a pair

of glands in the head of

the giant water-bug. Its

secretion, he says, "pro-

duces death very quickly

when introduced on a

needle-point into the body

of an Insect."

A species very like

the giant inhabits similar

situations in India and

China.3 Though often

confused with the former

species, it may be distinguished by its pale yellowish colour, and its rather

inferior length—three and a-quarter inches. The colossus,4 a native of Cuba
and Central America, is a darker and more heavily-built Insect, with the fore-

body coarsely wrinkled and granulated, and the fore-part crossed by a

deep bent, depressed line. As is the case with the entire family of bugs, there is

no caterpillar or grub stage.

Photo by]

Soldier " SaCba Ant.
[£. Step, F.L.S.

In the nest of the leaf -cutters there are several distinct grades of workers, ranging from
very small to very large. The present photograph shows the largest "f these, with very
large head and jaws. It has been called a " soldier," but there does not appear to be any
justification for the title. Magnified four times.

1 B. grisea. 2 B. americana. 3 B. indica. 4 B. colossicum.



Mushroom Vaults
.

Am.
The hotbed made of cut-up leaves is soon held together by thi \ n " threads of fungus, upon which later
little knobs. This*- are the tiny beginnings of mushrooms and if left would grow to a considerable size : but I them off

and use them for the food of the community.

-'7
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Insect Mushroom-Growers.

After lying under a cloud for years, the reputation of Solomon as a veracious

chronicler was vindicated by the discovery in Europe, Asia, and America of

different species of ants that have been proved by careful observation to store

up grain in underground garners for future use. Following upon these revelations

—which were chiefly remarkable because the authorities had concurred in

denouncing the Wise King as a romancer—came the stupendous announcement
that certain species of ants not merely hoarded food which they found ready to

their hands, but that by a somewhat complicated series of actions they took steps

to grow their food under

artificial conditions in their

ownhomes. When Thomas
Belt published his state-

ment to this effect, based

upon his investigations

into the habits of the

parasol, coushie, or saiiba

ant 1 in Nicaragua, it was
received with a smile of

incredulity. Belt was not

an official naturalist ; he

was in Nicaragua as a

mining engineer, but he

was a very cute and

painstaking observer,

and the professional

Fungus Chambers in Termites' Nest.
naturalists, who after-

wards went to verify or

explode his conclusions,

did more than sub-

they added details which increased the wonder,

leaf-cutters from their reprehensible practice of

The termites (" white ants ") are also among the cultivators of mushrooms. The drawing
represents a spongy mass of part of the nest, hollowed and excavated into chambers and
passages, from which minute white mushrooms grow in abundance.

stantiate his wondrous story :

These ants are also known as

making the lot of the coffee and orange planter a hard one by stripping his

trees of their leaves in preference to taking the wild growths of the forest. In

some districts they even make human cultivation impossible. Bates, who gave

an account of the operations of these leaf-cutting ants in Brazil, says they mount
the tree in multitudes, the individuals engaged in this work being all worker s-

minor. " Each one places itself on the surface of a leaf, and cuts with its sharp,

scissor-like jaws a nearly semi-circular incision on the upper side ; it then takes

the edge between its jaws, and by a sharp jerk detaches the piece. Sometimes

they let the leaf drop to the ground, where a little heap accumulates, until carried

1 Atta cephalotes.
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ofl by another relay c>i workers; but, generally, each marches ofl with the pieo

it has operated upon, and as all take the same road to their colony, the path they

Follow becomes in a short time smooth and bare, looking like the impression of

a cartwheel through the heritage.
"

Bates had not been able to discover for what purpose the leaf-cutters

wenl to all this trouble. He thoughl he had found the reason, and supposed

the leaves were gathered for thatching the entrances to their underground

cities. In this surmise, however, he was wion-. as Belt and Frit/. Midler

have shown. The leaves are taken down and packed in underground

MuSHR' 11 IM e.KuwlNi.

The leaf-cutting saiiba ants of South and Centj 1 cend txees in great numbers and m of their 1

il up into small fragments and packed into special chai ' and m time prod small

mushrooms. The ant utei stripping a 1

rhair.hei-, where they ferment and decay, forming a sort of leal-mould in

which the ants grow mushrooms.1 But why? The saiiba or leaf-cutter i> a

mycophagisl ! It might he argued that there is no reason why the ants diould

do this, as there are plenty of naturally-grown fungi in the forests upon

which they could teed, without going to the trouble of gathering leaves and

preparing their own mushroom beds from them. True, but the naturally-

grown mushrooms are seasonal, and their appearance is modified by fluctuations

ot temperature and humidity. The human mushroom-cultivator has discovered

that, by preparing suitable beds in dark places where he can control the

temperature, he can have continuous crops; but the saiiba was before him

in making this discovery.
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Termite Mushroom-grower.
The species represented is the best known and most important of the mushroom-
growing termites of the Old World. The individual is a winged male. The species

may be called the warlike termes, if one adopts its scientific name. It builds tall

mounds for nests.

Belt was not content

to observe the leaves piled

up on top of the nest.

He dug out the under-

ground chambers, and

found that some of them

were rounded and five

inches across, three-

fourths of the space
being filled with a

spongy mass of speckled

brown material. There

were no green leaves to

be seen, but he satis-

fied himself that the

spongy mass was the

remains of them, acted upon by damp heat after having been finely cut

up. Through all the mass

ran white threads of fungus

mycelium. The ant - larvae

were brought to these same

chambers, and were fed

upon bits of fungus snipped

off by the jaws of the

attendant workers-minor. To
the larger workers is en-

trusted the task of making

these mushroom - beds. The

green leaves are brought to

them and they cut them into

shreds, cleaning each by

licking it, then rolling it into

a little pellet and throwing

it upon the heap. It is

also stated that when they

have completed the forma-

tion of a new bed, it is

inoculated with the fungus by
sticking in bits of the old bed

with its mycelium threads,

just as human mushroom-

growers do. Some of the bed

on being taken from the

nest and placed under con-

ditions more natural for the

Photo by]

Termite Cutting Grass.
[H. Bastin.

Although this photograph serves to illustrate the maimer in which the
fungus-growing termites cut grass for making their mushroom beds, it

should be stated that the task of gathering this material is undertaken
by the workers, whereas the specimen photographed with the grass blade in

its jaws is a soldier.



White Ants" as Mushroom growers.

The termites • noneously known .is white ants—also have their mushroi n issistin their
composition. In the drawing they maj suing from their tunnels and gathering the mushrooms in the
chambers allotted for their culture.
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Photo by] [A. E. Tongs, F.E.S.

Orange-tip Butterfly.

The full-grown caterpillar is here feeding upon the seed-pods of

the hedge-mustard. Its form and coloration are such that it

appears to be part of the pod. Slightly enlarged.

Photo by] [A. E. Tonge, F.E.S.

Orange-tip Butterfly.
The caterpillar has here changed into the remarkably slender

green chrvsalis, whose attachment to the stem is such as to sug-

gest to the eye that it is part of the plant. Slightly enlarged.

fungus produced mushrooms six inches

across ; but the ants do not permit of

such development. As soon as the

mushroom " buttons " are formed in

miniature they are cut off.

Such a method of cultivation adopted

by Insects must not be dismissed as a

mere curiosity of natural history. The

process is so complicated that it implies

a much higher order of intelligence than

is usually allowed to Insects by our

philosophy ; for the saiibas laboriously

collect green leaves which are not their

food and carefully prepare them in

order that they may support a crop

that may be used by them. This is

something very different from merely

storing grain, and is worthy of being

pondered.

Bates says "the underground abodes

of this wonderful ant are known to be

very extensive. The Rev. Hamlet Clark

has related that the saiiba of Rio de

Janeiro, 1 a species closely related to ours

[that is, the Amazon species], has

excavated a tunnel under the bed of the

river Parahyba, at a place where it is as

broad as the Thames at London Bridge."

Alfred Moller, who went out to

Blumenau, in South Brazil, specially to

study these ants, has described similar

fungus - growing habits in two other

species 2 of Atta. They make covered

ways, nearly thirty yards long and about

half an inch broad, leading from their

nest to the plants known as cupheas,

both in the forest and in the open

country. They climb up the stems of the

cuphea, and an ant starts at the edge of

a leaf, and in five minutes cuts out a

piece. When this has been cut almost

completely, the ant moves off it to the

main portion of the leaf, cuts through the

1 Atta sexdentata.

- A. discigera and A. hystrix.
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remaining part, and drags up the now severed disc, grips it with it- jaws and
lifts it above its head. It then climbs down the stem ol the plant, into

tin covered way, and travels along it at .1 very uniform pace, and deposits its

load in tlic nest.

The termites, too, who have borrowed so manj oi the habits ol the real ants,

appeal to have taken

a lesson from them in

tlic matter of fungus

cultivation. Smeeth-
m.iii stated that some
species had special

cha in bers in theii

nests which were de-

voted to the growing
ol ,1 fungus \\ hich they

used as loud
;

but

until quite recently no
< onfirmation ol tliis

statement was forth-

1 1 lining. Now, how-

ever, Mr. Haviland has

found it to be true in

regard to sevei al

species. In the case

of a South African

termite, 1 he found thai

the nursery cells were

built of a materia]

which produced a

fungus a kind of

mould — upon which

were innumerable
white bodies ; and a

similar condition was

found in some m 1

explored at Singapi ire.

In Xatal he disi overed

a new spei ies,2 w hi h

he Ei mnd to be a hai -

vester, and there is

every probability that the material harvi b 1 1- devoted to the cultivation ol

fungi. During the he.it ol the daj the workers issue from holes in the ground,

and with their well-developed jaws cut the grass into lengths ol about two iro h
These pieces they carry to the mouths ol the holi - and often leave them there until

1 Termes angustata. 2 Hodotermes havilandi.

The 1 Irangi in- Buttei

When al ties in proximitj il small white
1 .m.l whit. mottling oi the under side

of thr hind-wings. In the photograph the flowi

upon whii ly laid.
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they have cut sufficient. Where acacia bushes are growing they also gather the

leaflets of that plant. After the heat of the day has passed, they take down the

heaps that have accumulated around the holes and store the material in chambers

about five feet below the surface. A few chambers near the surface may be used

temporarily, but these only hold as much as could be collected in the course of

an hour or two. Sometimes, after taking in all the cut leaves, they bring up pellets

of clay in their jaws and stop the mouths of the holes with it.

The Orange-tip Butterfly.

Although only a small

item in the pageant of spring,

we should regret the absence

of this bright little butterfly

from our country lanes in May.

The popular name of orange-

tip x is fairly good as applied

to the male, but it is unsuit-

able so far as the female is

concerned, for she is normally

without any orange coloration.

Even as regards the male the

name is not absolutely accurate,

for the tip of the wing is black,

in which respect it agrees with

the female. The orange of the

male adjoins and is below this

black tip. A little in front of

the centre of the fore-wings

is a variable black spot, larger

in the female than in the male
;

otherwise the wings are white,

more or less tinged with cream.

of

the

markings on the under side

showing through to the upper

side. On the under side the

hind-wing is seen to be covered with connected blotches of greyish-green, which

appear to have considerable value in hiding the butterfly when at rest. It

often selects for this purpose one of the smaller umbelliferous plants, such as

beaked parsley or wild carrot. The fore-wings are dropped between the two

hind ones, which are raised over the back in the usual butterfly resting fashion,

and the mottled wing then "appears to be merely an extension of the flower

mass—the white spaces between the greenish blotches representing the flowers.

Photo by] [E. SU-p, F.L.S.

The Hornet-Fly.

Tliis one of the largest of our two-winged flies, belongs to a family known

collectively as robber-flies, from their habits of pouncing upon other Insec s of

all kinds and destroying them. In the grub stage they live m the earth, attacking

other Insects, particularly the grubs of beetles. The example here shown,

four times the natural size, is the male^the female is considerably the larger.

A greenish - grey clouding

the hind-wings is due to

Euchloe cardamines
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I hi-. Hornet-Fly and its Giant Victim.
Sized Lttackof the i rful jaws and ! boraet-fly commonly
kills bees, was]
dragou-fly. The principal figure here shows one piercing a dragon-fly in the most vital part. Ab - ^ captured a
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When the female is egg-laying on hedge-mustard cuckoo-flower, she is

protected by this assimilation of her wings to the colour of the flower-clusters.

The eggs are shaped like ninepins, with ribs running from end to end. When
freshly laid they are white, but soon become orange, and just before hatching violet.

They are laid singly

upon the footstalk of

a fading flower of

hedge-mustard or

cuckoo-flower. When
the egg hatches, the

seed-vessel—which in

all this tribe of plants

is pod-like—is begin-

ning to lengthen, and

the young blue-green

caterpillar is exactly

like one of these pods.

As the seed-pods grow

the caterpillars in-

crease in size to corre-

spond, and they are so

similar in appearance

that the caterpillars

are not found without

difficulty. A pale line

along each side of the

caterpillar corresponds

r
<W^ y*. REnKi with the junction of

the valves of the seed-

vessel, ft is upon

these that the cater-

pillar feeds, but the

seeds are preferred to

the pods ; the cater-

pillar knows the exact

location of the seeds

and eats through the

pod just where he can

get to a seed, eats it, and then excavates for the next. It may eat the remains of

the seed-vessel later or it may not. A number of other plants of the cruciferous

order serve it for food at times. It may be found in the caterpillar stage during

June and July, but about the end of the latter month it becomes a very Ion,;; and

slender green chrysalis. In this condition it remains until the following May, which

must be considered as rather a long period for a butterfly chrysalis, but it has been

known to remain at this stage for over twenty months.

Photo by]

Goat-Caterpillars in Oak-stem.
\ section through the stem of a young oak tree, showing the havoi

<>! tin goat-moth, ot which two are perceptible in their burrows.

[H. Baslin

by tin' caterpillars
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The Hornet-Fly.

< >ne ni the largesl oi our two-winged llies

is als te oi the leasl known. This is the

so-called hornet-fly, 3 thai may be seen on

heaths and downs vigorously chasing other

Insects and impaling them with it-- stout,

black beak. Its general colour is brown, but

at the base oi the long, tapering hind-body
there is a broad band oi black. It may be

assumed thai this style of ornamentation has

suggested the name ; for in flight, when
alone the bodj is seen, the fly has little other

resemblance to the largest of our wasps.

When the female is at rest, with her long,

brown wings disposed over the body and

showing only the pointed tip, there may be

some general resemblance to the hornet, to

careless observers. We have mentioned the

female in this connection, because the male
is smaller, and is less likely to be contused

with the hornet. From the head to the tip

of the hind-body the female measures a little

moie (25 mm. 1 and the male ,1 little less (20

mm.) than an inch. The tore-parts of the

body and the legs are covered with long, thick,

tawny hair-, and just above the prominent
beak there is a bushy moustache of the

same colour. The three-jointed antenna' are

quite short.

No doubt, the tapering form of the hind-

body, especially that oi the female, would
produce the impression of the hornet-fly being
a -undine. Insect

; but its only " stilly "
is the

blood-sucking beak at the other end, though
tin- 1- equally effective in killing its prey. It-

appetite lor blood appear- to hi' insatiable,

and it does not seem to be afraid oi am other

[nsect, even when provided with defensive

weapons in the shape of stings or cutting

jaw-. One naturalist noted one of these flies

thai killed eight moth- in the -pace oi twenty
minute-

: but thej are a- readj to attack

wasps, dragon-flies, and tiger-beetle-, all oi

them well -protected and predaceous Insects.

1 Vsilus 1 1 abn >nif< 11 mis

p // 1

1 \ 1
1
la-n i.\k' of Goat-Moth.

The right-hand figure shows tru caterpillar nearly full-

grown and oi the natural

;

Chrysalis 01 1 .<>ai -Moth!

the moth
ilis bursts through th^ cocoon

LJ OUt.
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Photo by] i"- Bastin.

The Goai Moth's Enemy.

The life story of the goat-moth i often nit short

by this parasite, whii b in the grub state feeds

mi the caterpillar and i hrysalis, and kills it.

the figures are of the male (above) and female,

.mil are slightly less than the actual size.

Photo by] I ' Tongs, 1 I
!

The Goat-Moth,
1 !. iv tin moth l^ seen oi the natural size, resting

after emergence from th< chrysalis. Its brown
gre) i "louring so nearly resembles the appear-

ance "I the bark that it is not .it -ill conspicuous.

The family ' to which they belong have been

well-called robber-flies, and they appear to attack

anything that comes in their way.

The grub of the hornet-fly is much like that

of the gad-fly. It lives in the ground, and, like

its mother, at the expense of other Insects, tin-

grubs of beetles being among its more frequent

victims.

The Goat Moth.

Often during a country ramble the ento-

mologist can surprise a companion by declaring

that a tree in the immediate neighbourhood is

being destroyed by the caterpillars of the goat-

moth. 2 If the other knows that the goat-moth

caterpillar is an internal feeder the assertion may
appear rather rash, lor even caterpillars that

are four inches long cannot be seen through the

bark of a tree. But the caterpillar in this case

gives off a strong odour like that of the male

goat, and by some persons its fragrance can

be distinguished at a distance. In the neighbour-

hood of an infested tree in autumn one may meet

with great, full-grown caterpillars marching across

a road in order to find a suitable situation in which

to spin a cocoon and turn to a chrysalis. It is

remarkable that so big a caterpillar may do this

with impunity, but it is more than probable that

its odour is sufficiently offensive to protect it from

attack. Its colour is a pinkish yellow along the

sides, which merges into polished dark red along

the back. It spends about three years boring

tunnels into the heart of sound trees, including

poplar, willow, oak, elm, and ash. Before each

winter it hollows out a space in its tunnel and spins

a comfortable temporary cocoon, in which it lies

inactive during the cold weather. When full-fed

it leaves its burrow, and seeks about for light, loose

material in which to spin its final cocoon.

The chrysalis is mahogany-coloured, an inch

and a-half long. There is a line of short, hard spines

on the back of each segment, and these enable the

chrysalis to wriggle half out of its cocoon, so that

the moth emerges clear of it. The female is a much

1 Asilidse. 2 Trypanus cossus.
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larger moth than the male, the respective measurements across the outspread
wings being—male, two and three-quarter inches ; female, three and a-half inches.

Apart from the difference in size, the sexes may be distinguished by their antennae
;

in the female it is merely toothed, but in the male the teeth are long and comb-like,

technically pectinated. The mouth-parts are in a very elementary condition, and
there is no probosc 1-

Some remarkable stories have been told of the power of the goat-caterpillar

to pierce through ordinary receptacles in which it has been imprisoned by collectors

anxious to obtain perfect specimens of the moth.

Carpenter Bees.

The carpenter bees, which are the largest of all bees, are not represented in

this country, though several

species are found in the

South of Europe, and the

best known of these 1 ex-

tends its northern range as

far as the neighbourhood of

Paris. The details of the

industry of this bee were

observed and chronicled

many years ago by
Reaumur, whose account

was so accurate and com-

plete that little could be

added to it by later in-

vestigators. The bee is of

portly build, much like a

large humble bee, and of a

dark violet or black colour

—though some species have

yellow males.

The female carpenter,

having passed the winter in

some snug corner, awakens

in spring to the important

duties of life, and looks out for some post or pole that will serve her purpose
;

for she does not touch living wood. As a proper carpenter she sees that

her material is well " seasoned," and, therefore, more easily worked than

timber with the sap in it In the scheme of nature (which does not take

account of man's acquired whims which have developed into necessities) all

dead wood has got to be cleared away as speedily as may be
;
and so a number

of creatures devote part of their lives to this laudable object of breaking up effete

material and making it available for fresh uses. This they do either by eating it

' Xylocopa violacea.

Broad-footed Carpenter Bee.

The male (above) and female of this large bee are shown of the natural size ; and the

very hairy character of the legs is evident. It will be seen that in this respect the sexes

diflfi i
. especially in the fore-legs. There is also a difference in the form of the antenna.
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up entirely, as the termites do, or by piercing it with holes and tunnels to admit
.111 .ind moisture which soften the interior and make it available for workers with
less powerful jaws. It is. of course, very annoying to man to find that his fence

and gate-posts, his garden -take-, and even the rafters and il ..1 his hou
an regarded as so much of nature's waste which must be broken up and scattered.

Il he wishes it to be respei ted as his private property Let him put his mark up m
11 by painting it- surfaces, dipping it in creosote, or coating it with some other
substance objectionable to Insects.

Having obtained a post suitable for her purpose, the carpenter bee sets about
her work by cutting with her jaws an oblique tunnel about half an inch in diameter.

Before this has extended far into the wood, she alters the direction ol further

excavation, and make-, her boring run straight downwards. A- -he gnaws the
wood it 1- reduced to the condition of sawdust, and all this ha- to be carried out
ol the hole or her further efforts

would be brought to a stand-

still. But instead of scattering

tin- exca\ ated material a- some
of the miners in sand and earth

do. -he keep- it all together in

a little heap to be available for

use later on. She cuts and
gnaws away until her tube is a

foot or fifteen inches deep, and
ot equal width throughout its

length. At the bottom die

gives it a turn again to the

exterior of the post. Having
performed this great work she

proceed- to what by comparison
may be termed cabinet work.

the liner and more intricate section ol the carpenter's art. Her task i-

to divide this deep shaft into about a dozen chamber-, each about an

inch in depth, each designed tor the reception of a single egg and a sufficiency

ol lood for the full development of the bee-grub that is to hatch out. This

food takes the form, usual anion- these solitary bee-, of mixed pollen and
honcv Having made such a deposit at the bottom of her burrow, she has

r< 1 ourse to her heap of sawdust. Taking a little of this material, she mixes it with

a salivary secretion and forms it into a ring standing out from the wall ol hei

-halt about three-quarters of an inch from the bottom. When this is s-t firm

-he constructs another ring within the circumference of the first, and so on until

she ha- tilled all the spa< e ai ross, which gives her a solid floor about an eighth of

an inch thick, marking off her lowest cell. Upon tin- -he lays another eg.:,', pile-

up another heap of provisions, makes a second floor, and repeats these operations

until there are about a dozen separate 1 ells one above anoth< r from the base to the

summit of her -halt, each with it- egg and food-supply. If the thickness of the

1

The Teredo Carpenter Bi I

. /-./.. s.

The photo is that oi a Wt si Indian species, shown ol the natui
I he bee is onui ti like big humble bee, but coloured black .ind blur.
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post is sufficient, several parallel shafts are constructed. Fabre has shown that

if she can obtain a hollow reed of the necessary diameter, she has sufficient of the

labour-avoiding spirit to be content with utilizing it. She will also repair nests

of previous years to make them serve for her brood.

It will be evident that the elaboration of these floors from sawdust, and the

gathering of food for each cell must consume some time, so that the larva in

the lowest cell must finish its development before the one next above it in this

tenement house. If the first fledged bee had to emerge where the mother-bee began
her labours, at the top of the shaft, it would have to pierce through all the floors

—

and incidentally, perhaps, through several of its brothers and sisters—before it could

gain its liberty. This is the reason why the carpenter made that lower exit.

Each bee-grub at the time it is about to change into a chrysalis fixes itself with its

head downwards against the floor of its cell ; and so, naturally, each new-born bee

cuts through the floor and makes its way through the already vacated cells below.

But all the grubs of the

•*.

carpenter bee do not arrive

<=r

at

Photo by]

Spotted Horia.
/ Step, F.L.S

full

development. Some of them fall

in the way of parasites, who subsist

upon and kill them. In the West
Indies one species 1 is victimized

by the grub of a rather large beetle,

the spotted horia, 2 which enters

the cells and destroys the inmates.

One regrets that the big

carpenter bee has not crossed the

English Channel and added its

name to the list of British bees.

But if we cannot boast of having

one of the largest of bees among our

fauna, we have one oi the smallest,3

that is also a clever worker in

wood, whose metallic blue body only

measures a quarter of an inch. It is related, moreover, to the burly continental, and

shares its habits, though it works in softer materials as seems fitting to its diminutive

size. Ceratina needs no bulky post to accommodate its series of cells. Everybody

knows that the long shoots of the bramble that have borne this autumn's crop of black-

berries will die off in the winter and become brown and brittle. Next spring ceratina

will be taking stock of these, and looking for one that has a broken end. Into this she

will tunnel, clearing oat the pith to the length of about a foot, dividing the cleared space

into tiny cells, laying an egg in each, and leaving a mass of suitable food. The partitions

between the cells are made of the fragments of pith cemented together by mean- of

her saliva. The little white and black osmia 4
is another native carpenter bee,

which drills out the dead bramble-stems, like ceratina, and constructs it- cells of

the pith, placing them end to end. In this respect it differs from some of its

immediate relations, which are masons and construct cells of sand and claw

A beetle which in the erub-stage is a parasite in the nest of tlv carpenter
bee, and destroys the grubs of that Insect. It is a native of the West
Indus; here shown one and a half times life size.

Xylocopa teredi Horia maculata. Ceratina oyanea. 4 Osmia leucomelana.
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This In- but its silver is mottled with brown. I luring this mottled pattern
. ex-fish and the fire-brat,

found on rocks on the mountain an ind among fall woods.
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Silver-Fish Insects.

The silver-fish Insect is a familiar representative of the bristle-tail order, 1

the members of which, though exceedingly abundant, are among the least known
of Insects. This ignorance is largely due to their minute size, their natural desire

for living under cover in damp situations, and the softness of their bodies, which
makes them unsuitable as specimens to adorn the cabinets of the collectors. But
the silver-fish 2

is knowfi, because it is a household Insect with a weakness for

starch and sugar in various forms. It is an Insect of verv simple structure,

closely allied to the springtails. It is less than half

an inch in length, and covered with minute scales, to

which the shining silvery appearance is due. There

are no wings. The creature has long, many-jointed

antennae, and the hind-body is provided with three long

tails, that bear a great number of hairs. It has cutting

jaws, which are not hidden in the mouth, as they are in

the springtails. The fore-body has its three segments

distinct, and each one is of different size ; they are quite

distinct from those of the hind-body. On the under side

of the eight and ninth segments of the hind-body there

are minute false legs, probably similar to those of cater-

pillars. In this and other respects the silver-fisti and its

immediate allies are much like caterpillars. They
appear, indeed, to be Insects that have stopped short at

the caterpillar stage in the process of evolution and

never developed wings. They leave the egg in this stage

and never get beyond it, as there is here no occasion for

any metamorphosis, even of the modified type we find

in earwigs, cockroaches, and grasshoppers. The silver-

fish has only simple eyes.

In one respect the silver-fish and our only other

very nearly related Insect differ in taste from the taste

prevailing among the bristle-tails, which, as stated, is

for a damp, cool retreat. The silver-fish is only found

indoors, which implies that it prefers comparatively

warm quarters ; and its relative, the fire-brat,3 likes

the additional warmth of a bakehouse. There is little

doubt that this Insect was for long confused with

the silver-fish, but about twenty years ago it was definitely diagnosed, and its scientific

name duly enrolled in the lists of British Insects. In several parts of the country

it was discovered to swarm under bakers' ovens, and to congregate around the mouth
of the oven when bread was baking. It feeds chiefly upon flour, but also upon its

own kith and kin ; and appears to revel in a degree of heat such as would be fatal

to most Insects.

A smaller Insect of similar form we might call the bronze-fish Insect,4 for it is

mottled brown in colour with a metallic sheen. It is found only upon rocky coasts.

1 Thysanura. s Lepisma saccharina. 3 Thermobia furnorum. ' Machiiis maritima.

The Silver-Fish Insect.

A beautiful little creature, covered with
silvery scales, which is often abundant in

cupboards where old papers and discarded
garments are stored. It is of very simple
structure, and never develops wings. The
figure is six times the natural size.
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< 'in- other membei ' oi the genus, figured on page "i ;.

makes its home among dead leaves in woods. The
bronze-fish i- an advance upon the silver-fish in the

mattei oi eyes. It- two compound eyes .I!'' large, and
nice i in the centre oi the head. In limit oi the head arc

three other eyes, two oi them oi a lengthened dumb-bell

shape, and these are intermediate in charactei between
simple and compound eyes. There is hen a < ertain

amount oi development, foi Bolivar states thai when it

leaves the egg the bronze-fish has only simple eyes, which

change to compound eyes as it gets older. Dr. Sharp,

however, has observed thai very young individuals oi the

woodland species have compound eyes. There may, oi

course, be a difference between the two species in this

respect. The -e.de- with which these [nsects are clothed

easily separate from the body, and -<> the appearance of

the ln-eet i- quite altered, for when intacl these make a

mosaic pattern.

No1 SO closely related i- e.mipi idea,- a minute white

i fi ature that may he found In' turning over clods of damp
earth in held or garden, in the plain or on the mountain
top above the snow-line, on the open sea-shore or in the

darkness oi deep caverns. It< total length, including its

long antenna- and its longer tails, is about a quarter of an
inch, hut the body without these appendages is only hall

that length. These appendages are very hairy, and the

tails are so much liner looking, that if the [nseel were to

tuck it- legs undei its body the hinder portion might easily

be mistaken lor the front ; and if its size allowed it to be

publicly known, it would probably he described as

double-headed. It ha- no eyes, and it i- covered with

delicate hairs instead of scales. The jaw- are not evident,

a- m the silver-fish, owing to the mouth being sunk into

the head, as in the -pi in-tail-. The legs are compara-
tively long, and the integuments arc very sofl and delicate.

It i- almost impossible to capture them without injury,

and they die and shrink almost immediately. This

ha- made it very difficult to get information as

to development and life-history, or to compare
pecimens from other part- of the world. At present,

therefore, it stands in the books as a species 1>\ itself;

hut it i- probable that with its wide distribution,

which includes the whole oi Europe, India, and North
America, several spei ies an- included under the one
name.

Pholoby) II. U tin, I l
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Campodea has false legs on the hind-body like the silver-fish, but here they are

more numerous, there being five pairs, situated on the second to the seventh rings of

the hind-body. The breathing system is very elementary. There are only six air-

openings, or spiracles, three on each side of the fore-body, and each of these, instead

of opening into one general system of air-tubes, has a separate unconnected system

of its own. Not many years ago this Insect was invested with a great amount of

interest for naturalists, because it was contended that it represented the primitive type

from which in all probability the entire race of Insects have descended. That view

is not held at the present day.

Butterfly Swarms.
Almost from our infancy we have all been made familiar with the fact that devas-

tating swarms of locusts periodic-

ally fly from land to land,especially

in the East, not only destroying as

they go, but leaving behind them

the seeds of famine in the shape

of countless eggs that produce

the far more destructive nymphs.

But locusts are not the only

Insects that migrate from place

to place in millions. Many birds,

we all know, perform these asso-

ciated movements twice a year

over enormous distances ; but it

is not so well known that certain

species of butterflies with their

fragile wings frequently under-

take similar flights, during which

they cross seas and battle with

adverse winds. From the small-

ness and fragility of a butterfly's

body as compared with the

enormous expanse of wings, it

appears to be quite unsuited to

such an enterprise ; and yet the

fact remains that it is a successful

migrant. Ourhome-grown stock of

the large garden white is frequently

reinforced by great immigration from the Continent. A large percentage of the yellow

and black caterpillars that have skeletonized our cabbages never produce butterflies

because they are killed off by internal parasites ; and it is not improbable that

the large white l might cease to be a British species were these migrations to cease.

Clouds of these butterflies have been observed passing across Europe from north-east

to south-west, and have been met with half-way across the English Channel. Darwin

mentions a flight of another species observed by himself and Captain Fitzroy from

1 Picris brassicae.

Phatoby] [H. Bastin.

A Group of Fire-brats.
A small company of these remarkable little Insects is here shown on a larger

scale, exhibiting the under as well as the upper sid
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A Cloud oi Butti rflies
Carreras.

The borne oi the painted lady butterfly is in Africa. l"tt so exceedingly well that there i

insufficient food, for its \ i and visil vari< tne>' '•'>' their eggs. But
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Photo by] [A. E. Tonge, F.E.S.

the deck of the Beagle when she was
ten miles out from the coast of South
America. Darwin says :

" Vast

numbers of butterflies, in bands or

flocks of countless myriads, extended

as far as the eye could range. Even
by the aid of a telescope it was not

possible to see a space free from

butterflies. The seamen cried out

it was snowing butterflies,' and
such in fact was the appearance.

More species than one were there,

but the main part belonged to a kind

very similar to, but not identical

with, the common English clouded
Black-veined White Butterfly.

yellow. 1 Some moths' and hymen-
( ine ot our rarest butterflies as a British bom Insect ; but our resident J

.

-

rao is sometimes supplemented by visitors from abroad. The photograph optei'a accompanied the butterflies
\shows an individual that has just emerged from the chrysalis condition, ^

and is one-third larger than in- size. and a fine beetle flew on board. . . .

The day had been fine and calm, and the one previous to it equally so, with light and
variable airs. Hence we cannot suppose the Insects were blown off the land, but we
must conclude that they voluntarily took flight. . . . Before sunset a strong breeze

sprang up from the north, and this must have caused tens of thousands of the butter-

flies and other Insects to have perished." Captain Fitzroy estimated that this

assemblage occupied a space not less than a mile in width, several miles in length,

and two hundred yards in height.

The painted lady 2
is a species one of whose homes is in North Africa, but it

appears to thrive so exceedingly that there is too little room or insufficient food for

its progeny
; so vast swarms of the butterflies leave home and visit various countries,

where they lay their eggs. In some years the butterfly is exceedingly common here

in August and September, but these are not visitors. They are the British-born

progeny of the immigrants who arrived here in May or June, and left their eggs

upon our thistles. These in turn lay eggs, which hatch soon after, but few of these

autumnal caterpillars are able to complete their development ; so that, but for the

visitors from abroad, the painted lady would be very rare as a British butterfly,

and might altogether disappear from our list.

Mr. J. Piatt Barrett has recorded the regular annual passing of what he describes

as " clouds " of black-veined whites 3 and large garden whites over Sicily, always

flying westward.

Other species of butterflies, no doubt, get accessions from time to time in the same
way

;
just as certain rare hawk-moths are occasionally in comparative abundance

here. In the latter cases there is not the same room for surprise, because their

wings and stout bodies appear to be much better fitted for flights of endurance.

Beetles, bugs, dragon-flies, and other Insects also perform these long migrations.

Mr. W. H. Hudson has described the periodical swarms of the larger dragon-

flies that pas> over Patagonia and the pampas, flying in advance of (not

1 Colias edusa. 2 Pyrantels cardui. 3
~! " 3 Aporia cratsegi.
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blown by) the pampero, the south-wesl wind that blows from the interioi oi

the pampas

Basket-Worms and House- Builders.

Among the smallei »p< i ies oi moths there are some thai in the i aterpillar >ta e

hide themselves from publii observation by constructing a veable tent, somewhat

aftei the fashion oi a caddis-worm. A well-known example ol thi- kind ol retreat

i- furnished by the caterpillar oi the clothes-moth, which snips out portions oi

woollen or silken garments in our wardrobes and constructs a portable garmeril foi

which harmonizes with it- surroundings and helps to shield it from thevengi

• I the mistress oi the rube-. But the subjects oi the present article are a quite

separate group oi outdooi ninths, whose caterpillars live in the ordinary fashion

upon tre-li vegetable matter. In some respects their story i- much more remarkable

than that of the clothes-moth, and it requires separate statement.

I iiinrtunatelv the moths ' have no popular name, but the caterpillars are known
in some places as basket-worms in reference to the eases in which they conceal

themselves. Our native spe ies are all very small, but there i- a Continental species

thai is larger, and its history has been more fully worked out. We will call it the

Photo by]

The Clouded Yellow Butterfly.
//. Mail

Althouel ' this beautiful butterfly may be taken in Britain in most years, it isonly it interval I a season when
i i

1

i due to tin- fact that migrating swarms have reached us in spring from South Kurope or North
Africa, and have laid their <'ggs in our fields of clover or Lucerne. The photographs are our fourth larg.r than lite.

1 Psychitiae.
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Snail-like Case of Cochlophora.
Thi basket-worm " that constructs this portable house"uses silk

only, but finishes it so that it resembles the texture "I a snail shell,

rhere are spei imens in the British Museum that were received from

a collector as the shells of actual snails.

grass psyche. 1 The male moth is a

delicate little Insect with slender body,

and the wings almost transparent, for

they have onlv a few brown and grey

scales and hairs upon them ; but it

has rather large, feathery antennae.

The female, however, is such an odd

little creature that anyone unacquainted

with the facts would be indisposed to

accept her for a moth : she is much

more like a chrysalis with the head and

legs free. She has the merest little

stumps for antennae, but no wings and

no mouth. In the spring and early

summer the caterpillars may be seen dragging their portable houses over the herbage.

These dwellings are in this species nearly an inch long, and composed of a silken tube-

to which are attached pieces of grass, etc., overlapping after the manner of thatch

on a roof. The caterpillar clings to the lining by its hinder parts, and only puts

out its head and legs for the purpose of moving to fresh food and consuming it.

When it desires to be quiet, it spins a few threads, which moor the front of the house

to whatever it is on. The one case—enlarged from time to time—serves for their

full life as caterpillar and chrysalis,

and for the female to the end of

life. She is an example of rever-

sion to a simpler condition after

she has attained to her final stage

of development, for, as already

stated, she has neither wings nor

mouth. In some species the females

have no legs ; in others the head is

so reduced that the creature looks

more like the grub of one of the

two-winged flies. It is true that

she has attained to sexual ripeness,

and mating is effected without her

leaving her house. There she lays

her eggs in a mass, often in the

empty chrysalis skin. It has been

said that the newly-hatched cater-

pillars make their first meal off

their mother's body—such as there

is ©f it—but this requires verifica-

tion. If they are deprived of their

cases, they will construct another

in the course of a few days.

Psyche-Moth.

I he I aterpillar constructs a tube of silk to which are attached bits of grass

and leaves, the whole resembling some of the caddis cases. In this the

caterpillar lives protected, for it only protrudes the front end of its bu.lv in

order to drag the case to a new feeding ground, where it is temporarily moored

by a few silk threads. The moth shown is the mil. • tin female is wingless,

and does not leave the case.

1 Pachvtelia unicolor.
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One of il. shown .1- photographed on rocks in the Swiss Alps. The caterpillar feeds upon the lichens with which the rock
1 Ided to as tin- growth of thi 1 at rpillai as a home not raei terpiUar,

bvit for the chrysalis and I One-I urth larger than hfesize.
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Some of the species live on trees, others on old walls and palings, where they

feed upon lichens and construct their cases of the same material. The cases of

different species exhibit considerable variety of form, and no doubt some of these

are protective, as, for example, when they resemble fallen catkins and the scales of

leaf-buds. Some take the form of a snail-shell : such are those of the genus

Cochlophora, of which the Natural History Museum possesses examples which were

sent to them as actual snail-shells. These snail-like cases are not covered with

extraneous matter, but con-

sist wholly of a silky ma-

terial, which is made to

appear of similar texture to

the real snail-shell.

One of the most re-

markable of these Insects,

on account of its large size

—

though it measures less than

two inches across the out-

spread wings—is a native of

Central America and the

West Indies. It is known as

the house-builder, 1 and con-

structs a case similar to that

of the European species de-

scribed above. It was dis-

covered by Guilding in the

West Indies about eighty

years ago. Guilding reared

the caterpillars for several

years, and was puzzled at

getting only male moths as

the result, never imagining

that he had to look in the

cases for the wingless female.

At length a lucky accident

showed him a female open-

ing her case by movements
of her head in order to admit

the male ; and so he was put

on the track of the mvstery.

Psyche Cases.

Two cases of a British species photographed on a pine-trunk in tin

cases are covered with short pieces of heather-shoots.

New Forest. The

After mating, the female fills the lower part of the pupa-skin with her very numerous

small yellow eggs, and strips the down from her body in order to cover them. He
found that as soon as the eggs were hatched the young caterpillars distributed

themselves and began to make cases of fragments of leaf and bark. These were

cylindrical and open at each end. Whilst very small the cases are carried erectly,

but they soon get too heavy, and take a horizontal position. The mouth is furnished

1 GEceticus kirbii.
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with a moveable flap, which the caterpillar can close

with n- mandibles and fore-legs when danger threatens,

ami thus closed it hangs suspended by a few threads.

Winn the caterpillar i- about to become a chrysalis the

case i- attached to the tree by a number ol strong threads

from ttie front end. The brown chrysalis is furnished

with a ring of spines on each segment, which enable it to

move about it- case. The male moth has black wings
with a purplish sheen : bu1 the wingless female remains
much like a chrysalis in appearance: mouth-parts and
antenna- are absent, and the short rudimentary legs have
no i laws. The body i- pale brown with a fringe ol woolly

hairs at ea< h extremity.

Nightmare Insects.

There are no Insects that bear tin- name
; but then

is a family, 1 which at piv-cnt bears no English name, to

which the term might be applied with some degree of

fitness. Geoffroj gave them the name of little devils in

French, but that name has not been adopted by others.

They belong to the great order of bugs ; and the latter

woul originally indicated a spectre or some monstrous
and terrifying object. The nightmare Insects, as we
have chosen to call them, are certainly among the most
eccentric forms of Insect life. Their grotesqueness is

due to an astounding and varying development of the

front part of the fore-body. They are all small Insects

some of them very minute— and only one species 2 oo iirs

in Britain, whilst the continent of Europe can boasl

only a few species. The headquarters of the family

i- m North and South America. Their nearest allies

among Insects that are known generally are the

we were to strip offfrog-hoppers 3 and green-fly.4 It

the remarkable addenda to the fore-body, we should

have left a form not differing very widely from that

of the green-fly, though with a broader head, set

under tlie projecting fore-body, and with two simple eyes

on the face.

A- Uhler has remarked of them, " They are oi every
com enable form, arched, compressed, depressed, hump-
backed, spindle-shaped, pointed at both end-, inflated,

hemispherical, conical, and so forth, and are furnished

with an equal variety of superficial attachments. The
antennae are short, bristle-shaped, thick at the base, pc

'l
dc '1

r '
' a chrysalis, the female is wingless a

and situated either below or a little in advance of the

The House-Builder.
A large example of tins group of small

II ! .1 r, ,li ..II. i.li ,| \

1

the natural size. 1 b at the
i sh< m - iii in tin case was sus-

quite unlike a mot 1

,

the case. The moth above i

Membracidae. - i ntrotus cornutus. Aphrophora. 4 Aphis.
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Photo by]

Horned Membracid.
[H. Uastm.

A British representative of this remarkable family—here shown
six times larger than life. In general build much like a frog-
hopper, it has the addition of a pair of horns above the head,
and from between these a long,horny process extends over the
back and the closed wings almost to the extremity of the body.

eyes. The species are all good leapers,

with short, stout legs, armed with a circle

iif short spines on the tips of the hind-feet."

They subsist, like frog-hoppers, by sucking

the juices of plants through a delicate beak.

Unfortunately, the forms of most of

these curious Insects are better known than

their life-histories and habits, but, judging

from what is known of a few of them, there

can be little doubt that their forms are

mimetic and protective. The largest known
species, 1 a native of South America, has

its supplementary portion developed into

a curved, leaf-like expansion standing on
edge over the back, and coloured smoky-
brown with yellow spots. This species

is a giant, as it measures more than
half an inch in length. A near relation has this expansion coloured green, and
looks exactly like one of the coushie, or leaf-cutting ants, walking off with its piece

of leaf carried over the back. The brown colour of the head and legs helps to carry

out the deception, for this is the colour of the ant. Mr. Sclater, who shook this

Insect from the leaves of a tree in British Guiana, at first thought that it was one
of these ants, which were abundant all around him ; but a closer inspection—such
as an ant could not make—satisfied him that it was something different. It is

probable that this resemblance to the coushie ant protects it from enemies that have
considerable respect for that Insect.

Owing to the absence of what the reader would consider reasonable names,
we cannot refer to the species individually, but we give a selection of portraits of

remarkable forms that their variety mav be appreciated, " Many of these Insects

affect the axils of twigs and stems of

various bushes or small trees, especially

near watercourses, and protect themselves

by selecting places which well agree with

their pattern of marking." In one genus -

the species are all dark brown in colour,

and imitate bits of dried leaves, having

a ragged appearance and a wavy outline,

as though a piece had been cut out of the

back. In some the addition to the fore-

body is continued backwards as a pitch-

fork or trident. Others have a distinct

resemblance to some of the four-winged

stinging Insects, and some Brazilian species

closelv mimic the spinous ants of that

region . Many species are cherished by ants

,

- Stegaspis.

Grotesque Adornment.
In tin- species *>l Cyphonia, one of the Central American
membracids, the expansion of the fore-body after developing
a couple of pairs of horns, is prolonged backwards and above
into three knobs, each ending in a long spine.

1 Membracis foliai ea.
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/'Am/ i /,, [£. Step, F.L.S.

Horned Membracid.
This photo gives a view from above of the Insect that is shown in

profile on page 54. The stout horns are more evident in this

aspect, though the long central spine is less so. Eight times the

natural size.

who protect them and feed upon their

excretions.

More than eight hundred species of

these remarkable Insects have been

described from temperate and tropical

America, the West Indies, Africa, and
the East Indies. Of these, more than

half belong to tropical America. Very
few occur in Europe, and these appear

to have been derived from the nearer

parts of Africa.

The Mud-Daubers.

The term mud-dauber is scarcely

a nice descriptive word to apply to the

work of an accomplished mason, but it

must be taken as marking the resent-

ment shown by people in various parts

of the world whose house-property, in-

cluding ceilings, cornices, door-jambs,

and even the furniture, is disfigured by

having lumps of clay as big as one's

fist strongly attached. The wasps

who engage in this kind of misplaced

decoration do not do so, as many
people imagine, " out of pure cussed-

ness," but as a provision for the

comfort of their offspring. The so-

called daub of mud is really a cluster

of earthen cells, upon which, to dis-

guise its true character, the industrious

mother wasp plasters mud and more

mud, until she has filled up all the

interstices between the cells, and the

cluster becomes one mass which looks

quite solid. There are many different

species of the solitary wasps that con-

struct their cells in this way, and

it is remarkable that so many of

them should manifest a preference

for human habitations as their build-

ing sites.

Fabre mentions one 1 that, of all places for its nesting-site, selects a nook

in the broad open fireplaces of the peasants of Southern Europe, where,

although safe from the flames, it is not free from smoke. In spite of cooking

1 Sceliphron spirifex.

Photo by] IE. Step, F.L.S

European Mud-Dauber.
This species—whose cells are shown in the lower part of page 59

—

in the South of France exhibits a weakness for constructing its

. ells 111 the broad open fireplace, in spite of smoke and heat. Twice

the natural size
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operations thai may be in progress, the wasp flies in and out between its

nesl and the outdoor source oi the clay or mud it needs for it- building. In
mosl species oi this genus the large cells are formed one againsl another,
in number varying from ten to fifty, and the whole are consolidated into one
mass by plastering further mud or clay into the intervening spaces and
rounding the composite structure off. The wasp stores the cells with small
spiders, and appears to kill these outright by its sting. When the first

oi the series is dropped into the cell, an egg is laid on it, so that the wasp-
grub begins to feed on the least fresh oi it- food, and has to consume the whole

p

Vi i iow-Footed Mud-Dauber.
; / s

tattoo "i the wasp and its mass of cells, whii h toe* as though a liberal handful o( mud had been thrown against
a wall. As .» matter of fact th<- whole daub was < arried in minute portions in the jaws of the industrious wasp.

series of spiders before decomposition begins, though one would suppose this would
not take long in a fireplace. On an average this species allows eight spider- to each

grub, and these are consumed in about ten days.

Some of these mud-daubers have learned to disguise their carefully-construi ted

nests. Thus an Indian species' that come- into houses and decorate- walls and
furniture with its nests, appears to be desirous of meriting the name of mud-daubi i

.

for after the nest is completed as a comfortable habitation for the grub-, she some-
times gives a few artistic touches in the shape of radiating streaks oi mud, which
make it look as though a handful had been thrown against the wall and had splashed.

There are only from four to six cells in this nest, and each cell as a rule contains

a -coie oi spiders. In a similar fashion, an Australian species - add- to the finished

nest a few diagonal streaks of mud, which make- the whole affair look like a piece

of acacia-bark. Although a piece of bark looks out of place in a house, it maj 1
•

1 S. madraspatanus. J S. laetus.
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presumed that before the wasp developed a liking for human society it was in the

habit of placing its nest on tree-trunks. In parts of the United States the people

suffer annoyance from the similar habits of another species.

Mr. W. H. Hudson, when in La Plata, suffered from the pertinacity with which

these mud-daubers would enter his dwelling ; and his admiration for the beautiful

mason and her industrv was swallowed up in his diseust with her method of filling her

cells. He savs :

*' These Insects, with a refinement of cruelty, prefer not to kill

their victims outright, but merely to maim them, then house them in cells where

the grubs can vivisect them at leisure. This is one of those revolting facts the

fastidious soul cannot escape from in warm climates ; for in and out of open

windows and doors, all dav long, all the summer through, comes the busy, beautiful

mason-wasp. A long bodv, wonderfully slim at the waist, bright yellow legs and

thorax, and a dark crimson abdomen—what object can be prettier to look at ?

But in her hfe this wasp is not beautiful."

1b^ m

m
*

*

r&t
Mud-Dauber s Finished

The portion show
iter Canal at Suez. The shed, both inside and out, was

i is about seven inches long. The holes show where the newly-

In some cases a flesh-fly 1 has noted the stores of spiders and Insects being

taken in, and has concluded that they offer a good opportunity for the disposal of

a few of her own eggs. The result is that the mud-dauber grub perishes for want

of food, and a like fate awaits the flesh-flies owing to their inability to break through

the thick walls of their prison.

Beetles : their Structure and Habits.

From the popular point of view beetles have been thought to make a near

approach to crabs and lobsters, for their entire outer integument is strengthened by
the deposit of much chitin, which renders it hard and horny, just as the similar

deposit of chitin mixed with carbonate of lime makes the so-called "shell " of the

crab stony. This, of course, is merely an external resemblance : the internal

structure and organization of a crab are altogether different from those of a beetle.

1 Sarconhaga.
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At all points the beetle is protected by this armour, the

limbs and external organs being attached by hinge-like

joints that allow great freedom of movement without

providing weak places for the attacks of enemies.

Taking a large species, such as the stag-beetle, for

the better elucidation of its external form, we find the

trunk exhibiting three clear divisions such as we know to

be characteristic of Insect structure ; but in this case we
have to be careful or we may be deceived by what we

see. As a matter of fact, the rearmost of the three

divisions of the upper side of a beetle does not coincide

with the hind-body, but includes also a large part of the

fore-body. The latter, as in all Insects, has to support

the legs and wings, and as the wings lie over the back

they necessarily hide a portion of the fore-body.

Taking the apparent divisions from the upper aspect,

we see the broad head forms a complete casque, the eyes,

antennae, and mouth - parts effectually closing their

respective apertures. What appears in this view to be

the fore-body is only the first of the three recognised

divisions of that area ; the two other portions are to

be seen only when the four wings are extended for flight.

This first division of the fore-body 1 bears the first pair of

legs ; the second division 2 supports the second pair of legs

and the first pair of wings ; and the third division 3 carries

the third pair of legs and the second pair

of wings. The segments of the hind-bod}'

form broad overlapping plates covered

above bv the wings. These plates of the

hind-body are on the upper side soft, being

protected by the wings covering them. It

is along the margins of the upper side under

cover of the first pair of wings that the

spiracles, or breathing holes, are situate.

The two pairs of wings differ in

character, for whilst the second pair are of

thin, semitransparent material, strengthened

by longitudinal ribs, or " nervures," and

adapted for flying, the first pair are thick

and horny, and from their shape unsuited

for flight. They have been adapted for

use as covers to the second pair, and in

flight are merely lifted up to give freedom

of movement to the effective pair. When
the beetle is not engaged in flight, the

1 Prothorax. 2 Mesothorax

Photo by] [H. Boston.

A Mud-Dauber's Cell.

A first cell of the cluster usually made
by the mud daubers. At this stage

the lines in the clay show how the

structure has been built up piecemeal,

and the smooth, regular mouth shows
how carefully the interior is

finished off.

Photo by] [E. Step, F.L.S.

Beard-Nose Beetle.

In thr large family of weevils most of the species have the

head elongated, with the mouth-parts at the extremity. In

this example from South Africa the rostrum is decorated

with a beautiful curled beard.

Metathnrax.
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horny pair, 3 or wing-covers, are closed down tightly over the folded llighl wind's,

thru edges meet with marvellous accuracy along the middle line oi the body, and

their outer edges as accurately lit the marginal border of the body, 'lln- majority

of beetle- live in the earth, in the water, in decayed wood, and so forth, where, but

for this arrangement "I the

parts, the lower wings w< iuld be

liable to considerable damage.

As it is, neither soil nor

moisture can find entrance.

Then are numerous de

partures from this typical per-

fection of fitting of the wing-

covers. In the oil-beetles the

shape of these is such that it is

impossible for their edges ever

to meet, and they are too short

to cover the body. In the

great family of long-bodied

rove-beetles, 2 though their

edges meet, they are so ex-

ceedingly short that the wings

have to be folded up under

them something after the

manner of the same organs in

earwigs. In the case of the

ground-beetles 3 the flight-

wings are undeveloped, and

the wing-covers have then

edges united so that they

cannot be separated. This is

an instance of atrophy due to

their life being spent almost

entirely underground.

Beetles exhibit true meta-

morphosis, with an entire

change of appearance and
structure between the larval

and the perfect stages. The
lar\;e of beetles are, as a rule,

soft, fleshv grubs, but there is

a great amount of difference

in the character of their external coverings according to the life they lead. Some
are legless and inactive, like maggots ; others have six well-developed legs, and are

very active ; some of the grubs of water-beetles have in addition external gills. Of

the vast majority of beetles, however, it may be said that at present we know nothing

1 Elytra. '' Carabus.

Photo by\

Callii'i-.k I '.i i mi
E. SUp, F.L.S.

The fore-parts of this beet] EC. It will :

thai the In 'ad, supporting thi front I i, is c parativi ly small riw si i '>nd and
in is an outgrowth from the fore-body. In spit rded inner edge

of this horn and the saw edge oi the oth tny use
except that of ornament.
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Photo by)

Fiddler Beetle."
[H. Bastin.

So called on account of its fiddle shape. Its form among beetles
is unique, and regarded as most remarkable. Found on the
under side of fallen trees in Java.

Photo by)

A Timber Beetle.
[£. Step, F.L.S.

The wood-boring beetles have usually a slender, straight-sided
body, and long, many-jointed antenna?. This example is a
native of Britain, and affects willow and ash trees. Enlarged four
times.

certain of their early stages, and this is

mainly due to their concealed modes of

life making it difficult—in some cases

impossible—to study these stages. The
chrysalis, as a rule, is soft, the limbs being

free from the body. This stage usually

lasts but a few weeks, but the perfect

Insect after emergence from it mostly

remains secluded for a time until its outer

integuments have hardened and developed

their proper coloration.

Beetles are to be found everywhere,

and their adaptation to every kind of

environment has produced an enormous
number of forms, something like 150,000

species being already known, named, and

classified. So little, however, do their

habits bring them into prominence that it

is usually with surprise that the average

person learns that the beetles of the

British Islands number more than three

thousand distinct species ; and it would

perhaps be a greater surprise if thev could

learn how many of these are inhabitants

of their own garden
:
—and house ! Yet a

little observation will reveal them swarm-

ing about flowers, running on and in the

earth, resting under loose bark, under

dead leaves and fallen branches, in

decayed stumps, in fungi, in ponds and

streams, even under submerged stones on

the seashore.

Whilst a few beetles—such as the

potato-beetle, the asparagus-beetle, the

pea -weevil, the turnip-flea, and the

cockchafe r—are noxious Insects
from the human vie w-p o i n t , the

great majority are harmless or positively

beneficent, either as scavengers, re-

ducers of effete matter, tillers of the soil,

or as direct opponents of Insects that

are harmful to cultivation. Most of the

ground-beetles, for example, are carni-

vorous both as grubs and beetles, and are

for ever hunting below ground for the
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Insects that feed upon roots and others that only hide therein by day, ascend-

ing at night to feed upon green crops. The brilliant little ladybirds are more
obviously useful, as they pursue their destruction of the green-fly on the leaves and
stems of our roses and other plants. Beetles of all kinds constitute the order of

Insects known to science as the Coleoptera, or sheath-winged Insects.

Photo by]

A Three-horned Beetle.
[£. Step, F.L.s.

This homed beetle is shown four times the natural dimensions to show the structure of the fore-parts, including the powerful fore-feet,

the shovel-shaped head, and the massive horns. Many beetles, especially the males, are so adorned, but their use (apart from
ornament) is seldom evident.

The Hump-backed Spider-Fly.

It is quite in accord with what has been named " poetical justice " that, as vast

numbers of spiders get their living entirely by sucking the life-juices of flies, there

should be at least some flies that exist at the expense of spiders. The small and

peculiar flies of the genus Ogcodes come under this designation ; indeed, a larger

group, the family ] containing this genus and other genera, appears to have similar

habits. The fly 2 whose portrait we present may be taken as a representative of

the family. It occurs in this country, but is little known, and its principal locality

is the New Forest. It is about the size of the smaller house-fly, but the head is

remarkably small and consists almost entirely of the two compound eyes. The

great disproportion between the tiny head and the high, rounded body gives

one the impression that the latter would be normally much smaller, but that it

1 Acroceridae. - Ogcodes gibbosus.
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,/-.. Step, F.L.S.

has been inflated by some diseased condition.

This effect is intensified by the fact that the

fore-body is covered by .1 rathei matted coating

of whitish-grey hair-, which gives it the appear-

ance oi the house-fly that has been killed on oui

windows in autumn by the activity oi the fly-

fungus. It is just possible that it may not be so

rare as supposed, but that specimens may be

passed by with a cursory glance, in the belie!

that they are merely diseased house-flies.

The grub of this fly lives either in the interior

oi various spiders as a parasite, or in their egg-

cocoons, where it feeds upon the eggs. Now, with p*

1 j r ,-r j 1 The Hump-backed Spider-Fly.
such an easy-going mode ol life under cover, and,,,,,, , This tlv lavs it-i eggs on the egg-cocoons of spiders,

With a WOlid full Of Spiders to feed upon, one and the grubs feed upon the spider's eggs and the
' voung spiders, it is thought that it may complete

might expect these flies to be quite Common its larval life in thi body of a spider of larger
1

,

'
growth. The photograph is six times the actual

things; but the tlv in turn has an enemy, who >

takes steps to keep down its numbers. This is one of the little wood-wasps, 1

Insects that make tunnel- in decaying wood, bramble-stems, and the like, dividing

the tunnels off into cells, in each of which an egg is placed with a number of stung

two-winged flies. Each species of wood-wasp appears to have its own special tasfc

in flies, and will provision its cell- only with one species of lly. Whether this

hump-backed spider-fly is regularly exploited for the purpose is not established,

but that it is so used at times is made clear bv the Rev. H. S. Gorham, who
came upon a hoard of flies in a nest of the wasp. The wasp, with that regard

for economy of labour that is shown by many species, instead of making a

tunnel for itself, had found one that had been excavated by the caterpillar

of the frosted orange-moth 2 in the stem of the marsh-thistle. This she had

divided into cells, and packed them all with the hump-backed spider-flv.

There were twenty-five to thirty flies in each cell, and the row of cells

measured eight inches. In some of the cells the wasp-egg had hatched, and

the wasp-grub was already feeding upon the stored-up flie-.

A further peculiar circumstance of this

discovery is that Mr. Gorham's attention

was attracted to the thistle, not by the entry

oi the wasp with its prey, but by the fact

that several spiders appeared to be watching

the hole in the stem. The spider

-

whose name he did not know—so greatly

resembled the tlv that he considered it to

be a case of mimicry. This would lead one

to suppose that it was one of the crab-

spiders,3 which are in the habit of sitting

Still in or about flowers visited by flies.

Mr. Gorham considered these spiders to be

- ( 1. irtyna ochrai 3 Thomisus.

•
, F.L.SPhoto by]

1 11
1 Hump-backed Spider-Fly

rhe Insect side, a view which show- it

hump-backed appearance more clearly. The
lite natural in this -;

1 C'rabro interruptus.
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hi the actual species parasitized by the fly, but we fail to see that he had any evidence

to that effect. It might be so ; and they may have been watching rejoicingly to see

how many enemies of their race were being safely interred in the stem of the thistle !

The Dragon-Moth.
Similar in some respects to the lobster and the puss as a moth, this Insect in

the caterpillar stage reminds one most of the lobsier, but owing to its method of

preparing for the moth's escape from the cocoon, the chrysalis is the most interesting

stage. The dragon, 1 though fairly distributed over Europe, does not occur in

Britain. It owes its name to the appearance presented by the caterpillar. In this

stage it has a rough green skin mottled with yellow, and the head is red. But it is

the form and not the colour that is singular : the six middle segments of its body
end each above in a pointed red hump. The first of these humps is larger than the

others and forked.

A long, tapering-

blotch of flesh tint is

conspicuous on each

side of the middle

segments. It has the

lobster - caterpillar's

trick of elevating its

hinder parts, which

here assume the form

of a somewhat
squarish plate whose

centre is marked
with a brownish
blotch margined
with yellow. What
are in other cater-

pillars clasping
organs at the ex-

tremity of the body here take the form of two downward-pointing spines.

Viewed from the rear, this plate looks like the face of some creature whose
head is raised in readiness for an attack, and the two downward-pointing spines

look like distended jaws. This, no doubt, is an artifice for preventing an attack

from the rear. In the juvenile condition this dragon has a pair of side horns in

front, but these are discarded in the course of growth. Dr. T. A. Chapman, who
is one of the most acute of modern observers, was puzzled to know why any
caterpillar should have so remarkable a form and such singular humps and
angularities. Pursuing his inquiries he found that, viewed from the side, it exactly

resembled an oak-leaf that had been rolled by one of the abundant leaf-

rolling tortrix-caterpillars.

Like the caterpillar of the puss-moth, the dragon spins a close-fitting cocoon in

the crevices of the bark, and works into the outer surface fragments of bark and
1 Hoplitis milhauseri.

Photo by Harold Bastin.

The Dragon-Caterpillar.
This caterpillar has a rough, green skin mottled with yellow, and a red head. The six middle rings
end above in a pointed hump, of which the first of the series is larger and forked. It has a trick of
elevating its hinder parts, which end in a squarish plate with two downward-pointing spines. Viewed
from the rear, this looks like a head with distended jaws and raised for attack.



The Wood-Wasp's Larder.
wasp, having f, for her grubs, and has

packed it with bump-backed flits to serve for tl

arrangements.
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Photo by]

The Drag
[H. Bastin

This moth, which is common in many parts of the Continent, is remarkable
chiefly on account of the strange form of the caterpillar, and by reason of the

means adopted by the chrysalis for cutting through the hard cocoon for the

release of the moth. These points are made plain in other photographs.

lichen, so that it closely resembles

its surroundings, and cannot be

found easily until long after the moth
has emerged. This cocoon is hard

and thick, like that of the puss-

moth, but in this case the chrysalis

has a special method of preparing a

way out before it becomes a moth.

If the front part of the brown and

black chrysalis be examined, it will

be seen that on the centre line in

front of the head there is a short

but very acute point, and this

properly directed becomes a very

^^JMl* fl&F . £t«-

'

s efficient instrument for the moth's

release. Dr. Chapman speaks of this

spine as a " sardine-opener," a term

which aptly indicates its use. By
rotating the fore-part of its body

laterally (the hind-body being
gripped by the closeness of the

cocoon) the spine traverses an oval

line in the top of the cocoon over and over again, until the material is so far cut

through that it yields to a slight pressure from the head of the moth. It comes out

as a clean-cut
door, and falls

back into its

former position

as soon as the

moth has got free.

This is due to the

fact that a few

wisps of silk are

left at one part to

act as a hinge ; but

why does not
appear. The door

closes so accurate-

ly that there is

nothing to indi-

cate that the

cocoon is empty,

and it is not until Photo by] [H. Bastin.

, , The Cocoon of the Dragon-Moth.
SOme time latd" j the rignt is a cocoon still attached to the bark and intact. To the left is another that has been

j.1 i +1t^ A r» r»T c removed, and from which the moth has emerged. The portion cut out by the aid of the " tin-

tliai ine OOOIS opener " is seen attached by its hinge.
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drop from their hinges and reveal the empty coc 1. A portion oi the chrysalis

skin surrounding the " sardine-opener " remains attached to the head of the moth
until it take-- it-- first flight, as shown in one of our photographs, which was made
from materia] kindly supplied by Dr. Chapman.

Frog-Hoppers and " Rain-Trees."

From time to time the sensational periodicals attempt to startle their readers

by reprinting stories that have done service for mure than a hundred years concerning

the so-called rain-tree, which, growing in dry or desert places, waters the ground
all around by a constant supply oi refreshing showers from the tips of its leaves.

It has been seriously suggested in past times to make the desert blossom by planting

a sufficient number of these trees. Like many
of such stories, this has grown out of the care-

less observation of a fact. This fact has been
pill under the journalistic microscope that

magnifies a thousand times, and the result is

a paragraph which is accepted by the public

without question. How it would surprise

them to leam that the story has grown out of

the doings oi certain relations of the insigni-

ficant little frog-hopper and its cuckoo-spit

that they find in their own gardens. First

let us glance at this [nsect ; we will refer again

to the rain-tree later.

It we go into the garden and, finding one

ol these accumulations of froth, blow the so-

called " spet " aside, we shall find in the middle
of it a quaint-looking little yellow Insect, with
broad head and big eyes. This is the imma-
ture condition of the lively Insect known as

the frog-hopper.1 As in the case of many
Insects that annoy us in our gardens by
weakening or killing our carefully-tended

plants, we are so eager to get rid of the nuisance

by destroying it that we seldom pause to con-

p, F.L.S.
I hi Dragon-Moth with its "

I en-opener."
A dragon-moth that has jusl i>m the cocoon
with a portion of the chrysalis skin still attai bed to the
head. I In- p 'i n >n Includes the bat I n peated

Sider it- Wonderful equipment lor its Work, oi of an oval course cuts through the hard cocoonl.i-i .-
, .... and allows tin ipe. The photograph

even to note what kind ot an Insect it is. umi

I (wing to this fact, so common an Insect as this fro^-hopper and its cuckoo-spit has
been much misunderstood. It is true that it is adestructive [nsect, chiefly obnoxious
to the gardener on account of the harm it dots to his carnations and pinks, and
having no virtues that can be urged in mitigati I the extreme penalty of garden law.

The frog-hoppers—for the species are numerous belong to the same tribe 2

of Insect- as the cicada, the green-fly, and the plant-bugs, whose mouth-part- are

fashioned into a. lone,, -harp beak, which i- thrust into tender -hoot- and employed
in sucking up the sap of the plants. The general idea oi the frog-hopper i- thai it

1 Philsnus spumarius. - Khynchota.
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Photo by)

Common Frog-Hopper.

The frog-hopper is commonly seen at rest, with its wings neatly folded. Here it is shown as
a flying Insect, with the wings fully extended. The photograph i> nine times the natural size.

is a gourmand, sucking

at this sap far beyond the

requirements of its nutri-

tion, until it is so full that

the surplus oozes through

the skin at all points and
forms the froth in which

it is buried. The possessor

of the smallest garden has

it in his power to deter-

mine in a few minutes

that this is not an accu-

rate description. The
frog-hopper is one of those

Insects that do not under-

go any sudden, or ap-

parently sudden, change of form. The only difference, apart from size, between its

infant and adult condition is that in the latter it has acquired two pairs of wings, which
are not greatly unlike. When it leaves the egg there is no sign of these wings, but
after several changes of skin the beginnings, of these, tightly packed up in little pads,

may be seen upon what popularlv may be termed the shoulders. At the final

moult these expand to such an extent that they entirely cover the hind-body ; the

hinder pair folding under the more leathery fore-wings and their edges meeting

accurately along the middle line of the back, they form a sort of span-roof to the body.

To return to the frog-hopper in the grub or nymph stage. If we clear

off the mass of froth in which it is hidden, by gently prodding the creature from

behind we shall get it to move pretty briskly to a clear part of the stem, where we
can watch what happens. During its movement the Insect has kept the beak
folded close against its breast, but it now unfolds it, and thrusts it into the tender

shoot and begins to suck. In a short time we notice that it is discharging a clear

fluid from the hinder end of the body, which flows over and under it, so that it

appears to be in danger of drowning. There is no sign of froth or bubbles. It is

simply retaining the small

amount of nutritive
matter dissolved in the

sap, and passing off the

clear liquid, which is

slightly viscid, like soapy

water. About half an

hour after its disturbance

it may be seen actively

moving its " tail," or

hinder segment, up and

down and from side

to side. With each

Photo fci-l

The Alder Frog-Hopper.
[E. Step, F.L.S.

1 his spi 1 1. 5 i- twice the size of the common frog-hopper, and of a grevish-brown colour. It is

found chiefly on the alder. From this side view one is struck bv the resemblance of the head
to that of a toad; and it suggests that the name of frog hopper has reference not only to the
leaping powers of these Insects, but also to the form of the fore-parts. Six times the natural
si/e.



The Rain-Tree.
irreras.

Wh.it appear like ft im rs on the 1 y Insecl
Quid tucked

I V similar Insecl
was noted in Angola by L» m would produce Ibree or four pints of fluid in a single night.
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downward stroke it carries into the fluid a minute portion of air, which becomes
imprisoned by the viscosity of the fluid, and so forms a tiny bubble. The process

constantly repeated converts the whole of the fluid into froth, and this by the same
movements is distributed all over and around the Insect, so that it is again entirely

hidden from enemies who would appreciate its tender and juicy body.

The mature frog-hopper is a rather inconspicuous Insect, being coloured grey

with somewhat obscure markings, which are subject to considerable variation ; but

it has more brightly-coloured relations. In other countries there are Insects of the

same family that are not only considerably larger, but also conspicuously and
brightly coloured in their ultimate stage. It is these larger species in their earlier

stages that produce the phenomenon that has been exaggerated into the rain-tree,

weeping-tree, etc. Dr. Sharp refers to a species 1 in Madagascar whose production

of surplus moisture is so great that Ave or six dozen of them would about fill a quart

vessel in an hour and a half. Dr. Livingstone met with a species in Angola about

Pliotoby] [H.Baslm.
" Cuckoo-Spit."

The so-called cuckoo-spit s not saliva. If it be blown aside a quaint little yellow Insect will be found with its beak planted in the
shoot, from which it sucks the juices. The nutriment extracted, the surplus fluid is passed off, and by continual movements of the
tail is whipped into the froth, which hides the Insect and keeps its delicate skin moist.

seventy years ago, which, he said, was found in companies of seven or eight on the

smaller branches of trees allied to the fig, and he estimated that one such group
would in a single night produce three or four pints of fluid. It will be understood

that a tree that had many such companies upon its various branches would be
constantly running with water from the tips of the twigs. Every traveller is not

a naturalist, and would not dream of tracing these streams to the Insects that

were sucking at the younger shoots of the tree ; and so the story has grown that

the tree, out of the superabundance of water its roots are abstracting from hidden

sources deep in the earth, is watering the desert with fertilizing showers.

A few years ago Mr. S. L. Hinde came across a large, bright yellow species 2 in

British East Africa which is worth notice, apart from its production of mimic
showers, on account of the mimicry of flowers by the adult Insect. With their

1 Ptvelus goudoti. P. tiavescens.
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win-- rlu-cil tlic-r Insei i- ,uv a little more than an inch in length ; and they cluster

round the narrow leaves with the tips of the closed wings touching the leaf and the

head slightly away from it. In this position the group presents much the appearam e

of a branch of broom in flower.

Earwigs.

( >ne oi our familiar proverbs has it thai if you give a dog a bad name you might

jusl as well hang him off-hand : you have killed him morally though not physically.

The truth oi the proverb is exemplified by the case oi the earwig. 3 Our forefathers

railed it by this name, which signi-

fies something which runs into the

car. probably because one mistaken

individual had been caught in the

acl oi investigating the car of a

human sleeper to see if there was
room to shelter it. The consequence

is that in the ages that have passed

since that in< ident the compara-
tively harmless earwig has been

avoided with something approach-

ing to loathing, as an enemy that

would steal through the car and eat

up the small ann mnt of brain that

is possessed by the person enter-

taining such a tear. As a further

consequence there are few persons

who know how interesting a crea-

ture the earwig is.

Pltoto by]

Spotted I
•'!:> m;-Hopper.

don of the frog-hoppo -. instead of having the wings in variable shades
of brown and grey, are rather strikingly coloured. The present species is a

native form wh ind colour is blotched with brilliant scarlet.

As Insects the earwigs are of

rather simple organization, and
belong to the straight-winged
order. 2 They are long, slender-

bodied creatures that remind one

of a lad in an Eton-jacket, for their

wing-covers do not extend over

half of the hind-body, and can only

act as efficient covers by the expan-
sive and delicate wings being carefully folded in a complex manner that is peculiar

to these [nsects. One could almost imagine that the difficulty of folding these

wing> in the right way, to make them pack comfortably under the wing-covers,

explains why the wings arc so seldom used. As a matter oi fact, earwigs have got
so much into the habit of relying upon their legs for locomotion, instead oi using their

wings, that in many species disuse oi them has resulted in the wings remaining
undeveloped. As compared with most other Insect families the earwigs are few in

number
; yet over four hundred species are known, and of these we can claim tr

1 Forficula auricularia 2 Orthoptera.
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natives of our own island, and two foreigners that have settled down in certain

districts and become naturalized.

The head is furnished with a pair of long, slender antenna;, a pair of compound
eyes, but no simple eyes ; and the mouth has the cutting-jaws characteristic of all

the straight-winged order. At the hind extremity of the body the two antenna-
like tails of the cockroaches and crickets are replaced by a pair of horny processes

which take the form of callipers. These callipers differ in size and shape in the

different species, and in the two sexes of each species. They are certainly used in

the packing up of the wings after use, as Mr. F. Enock has clearly demonstrated in

a wonderful series of careful drawings showing every stage of the process. It has
been suggested that these callipers are used also for wounding leaves and shoots of

plants that the earwig may sup the juice, but an
Insect that is provided with a good set of cutting-Ijaws is hardly likely to adopt so roundabout a

method, even if the callipers were suitable for such
work—which is very doubtful. But there can be
little doubt that the mere possession of these

organs protects the earwig from some possible

enemies. Carried as is usual, with the points

somewhat elevated and apart, they look much more
formidable than they are, and may produce the

impression that they mean business. That the

callipers are not intended chiefly for packing up
the wings is shown by the fact that they reach

their proper development in species that have no
wings to pack away ; and there are species in

which they are so long that, turned over the back,

their tips would reach the earwig's head, but

could not possibly touch the wings or wing-covers.

Then, too, they appear to be the most variable

organs, so far as their size in individuals of the

same species goes. In the common earwig the

difference in length is almost restricted to the

males, where it ranges from z\ mm. to 9 mm. We
have noticed what we think is another way in

which these callipers are useful to the earwig

—

when the Insect is hiding in a dahlia, or other flower, the hinder part of the body
with the callipers open protrudes and produces the effect of a head with wide open

jaws ready for attack. It is probable that this attitude may have a protective

value in respect of certain of its enemies. This becomes more probable when one

looks at the photograph of the shore earwig's callipers protruding from under a

stone (page yy)

.

It is a common belief that the earwig exists mainly for the annoyance of

gardeners, and there is little doubt that much of the damage to plants that is due

to other Insects is debited to the earwig. But there is evidence, not onlv that it

Earwig's Pincers.
These are the callipers of the male common earwig.
They differ greatly in size in different individuals,
and are sometimes used to assist in packing away
the wings. Magnihed about twelve times.



The Earwig as a Mother.
earwigs shown are .1 male above and two I

'

: iw. At the extreme left in the middle is a heap of eggs which, bavin
scattered, the mother-earwig is collecting together 1

.

arwig in the foreground is another female that has bal
now brooding her young progeny. This is a trait quite exoe] ng Insects, which rarely know anything

*

! ints.

about their immediate

/ D
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nibbles the petals of flowers, but

that much of its food—perhaps the

major part of it— consists of other

Insects.

The common earwig and some

others have been noticed to give

out a peculiar odour at times. This

is, no doubt, a further protection

to them. It is believed to proceed

from openings on the back. These

may be seen just behind the ex-

tremity of the wing-covers. Apart

from ants, wasps, and bees, Insects

are not distinguished for solicitude

for their young, beyond making

proper provision for their prospec-

tive wants when the eggs are de-

posited. The female earwig, how-

ever, watches over her eggs and

covers them with her body to pro-

tect them, and carefully gathers

them together again when they

have been scattered experimentally.

She also broods her young when they are hatched, until they are strong enough to

Photo bj
|

Earwig's Wing.
Bastin.

The upper part of the photograph shows a single wing-cover, and below it

is the relatively enormous wing, which has to be carefully folded and packed
away under the cover. Enlarged about eight times.

look after themselves. The eggs are laid late or

PI'Oto by] [H. Bastin.

Earwigs.
These enlarged portraits show the relative differences in size between the
common species and the small earwig (centre) ; and the contrast between
the shape of the callipers of the male (left) and the female (right).

1 Labidura riparia

early in the year, but do not hatch

until the spring. The young are

miniature replicas of their parents,

minus wings and wing-covers. The

number of moults on their way to

maturity appears to be four. The

full-grown females may be dis-

tinguished from the males at a

glance by noting the character

of the callipers : whilst strongly

curved in the males, in the females

they are almost straight.

Our finest native earwig is the

shore earwig, 1 which only occurs

sparingly on a restricted part of the

Hampshire coast. It is more than

twice the size of the common
species, and of a pale colour, which

makes it difficult to see on the sand

where it lives, sheltering under

small stones. It appears to be
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Shore Earwig.
This, our largi 51 native species, is restricted to certain sandy parts of our

oust, where its colour agree! rell with its sui roundings that it is not easily

set it. < ine and i half tiui'-s life size.

much more a feeder upon animal

matter than upon plant-. Mi

Lucas, who has studied this Insect

m captivity, has fed it upon a

variety of animal foods ; but it

also partook of rice-pudding and

banana, showing that it had no

i ibjei tion to a 1 1
• t man diet.

The lesser earwig 1 is about

halt the size of the common spei ii ,

and is, perhaps, the one that is

most likely to have given origin to

the legend about entering the ear,

for it is much more in the habit of

using its wings, and, in places

where at all abundant, is more
likely to alight upon a person's

head or shoulders. Owing to this

propensitv to flight, it is a much
better subject to watch for the

process of folding and packing the wings. Another native species 2 comes near to

the common earwig in point of size and general appearance, but may be distinguished

by the fact that it has no wings.

Two other foreign species have been locally naturalized in this country, and

several others turn up casually with plants or merchandise from abroad. Among
the most extraordinary lorms found

in other countries must be included

Iliigel's earwig,3 from Java, which

has well-developed callipers of

peculiar shape, and turns its thighs

outward in a singular manner. The
callipers, besides being as long as

the body, in an earwig from the

Himalaya,4 have an extraordinary

bow-leggei I appearance.

Insects of Past Ages.

Tin' majority of the ancienl

animals of which we have know
ledge, owing to their preservation

in a fossil state in the older rock-.

are creatures that dwelt in the sea,

or whose dead bodies were swept

down to the sea by rivers, and wen
rnt'Arprl nr* K\- tli*> eArlimAni tliit i

; m the habit of hiding its body under stones with the callipersLuvaeu UF u> U1C bCUimem Uldl is
protruding, when t: ,f a more powerful

1 Labia minor. 2 Forricula lesnei. 3 Pygidicrana hugeli. 4 Anechura scabriuscula.
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Photo by] If Main, '

Shore Earwig.
An illustration oi one way in which the callipers may be useful to an earwig.
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always forming the rocks of the future. Insects, though exceedingly numerous,

dwell mostly on dry land, and their bodies are so fragile that they are

not calculated to stand the rough and tumble of such a process ; so that

we may conclude that the fossil Insects that have been found can give us only

a very imperfect idea of a few of the multitudinous forms that of old prevailed

on the earth. But although this imperfect record will not enable us to trace the

evolutionary progress of the race of Insects, it is yet full of interest as showing the

antiquity of certain types. The earliest forms of Insects we may presume were as

delicate as our modern spring-tails and bristle-tails, which have no hard parts, and
so were little likely to leave fossilized remains. It has been claimed that certain

remains found in rocks so ancient as the silurian are those of primitive Insects,

but this view is contested by some of the best authorities.

The earliest known undoubted Insects are found in the carboniferous rocks,

which are of great antiquity and classed by geologists among the primary, orpalaeozoic,

rocks. This was the age

of the coal-formation, and

from these rocks, both in

Europe and in North

America, numerous fossil

Insects have been
obtained. These carbo-

niferous Insects come
close to our modern cock-

roaches in structure.

They had four wings of

similar size and shape,

but all transparent, like

V

V*
Photo hy] [II'. West.

Head of Earwig.
The fore-parts of the common earwig are here shown on a scale of twelve times the actual
size to illustrate the character of the mouth organs, which are admirably adapted for cutting.

the four wings of a ter-

mite. In the modern

cockroach, it will be re-

membered, the first pair

of wings are thickened and opaque. In the carboniferous cockroach not only are all

the wings similarly transparent, but they also agree in having five nervines. Now, in

the modern cockroach, though the hind-wings have five nervures, those of the fore-

wings have been reduced to four. So here we have evidence of two modifications

in cockroach wings. We see something of this modification in the tnas and lias

of the secondary, or mesozoic, epoch, where the fossils of cockroach-like Insects

have wings intermediate in character between those of the carboniferous and those

of the present day.

The fossils of the carboniferous period appear to point to the fact that the

order 1 to which the cockroaches belong is certainly among the most ancient of

Insects with firm structures
; for it includes among its families the stick-Insects

and the grasshoppers, and both of these families had their representatives at this

remote period. Others, still with equal wings, exhibit a tendency towards the

structure of the modern may-flies and dragon-flies. It is remarkable that only the

1 Orthoptera.



Insects of the Coal Period.
Dragon tl I the coal formation, I

i pai t ol the picture was found at 1 ornmentry, in France, and measured mi ire than two feet across its ex] Be3

i urge species of earwig and .» <"ockroachof that pcrio I.
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Fly in Amber.
A two winged fly with wings delicately fringed and covered
with hairs. It appears to have affinity with our modern
wheat-midge orhessian-fly. It is shown on a scale of twenty-
five times the actual size.

b
the
of

Photo by] [W. West

young,

young
the o i 1

-

beetle was already parasitic on bees, and the

present races of gall-wasps already made galls.

Fossils of the long-homed grasshoppers first

make their appearance in the mesozoic rocks, but

are more abundant in the tertiaries, where several

existing genera are represented. A cricket has been

discovered in the lias, but a number of species

have been found in tertiary rocks. Dragon-flies,

as already indicated, have been found in numbers
in the carboniferous rocks, and many of these are

remarkable for their large size—far exceeding that

of any Insects of the present time. One dragon-

fly 1 was of such a size that, did it exist to-day,

people might have cause for the alarm they pretend

in the presence of a modern " horse-stinger," so-

called. This creature, which was found in the

carboniferous beds of Commentry, France,
measured more than two feet across the extended

wings. It is shown on a much reduced scale in

the illustration on page 79. It had long, narrow

wings, and the hind-body was terminated by a

pair of very long and slender " tails," such as we
see to-day in the may-fly. Only the adult winged

1 Meganeura monyi.

winged adult forms of these Insects have

been found as fossils, which supports our

suggestion that more ancient forms with

less firm structures decomposed before they

could become fossilized.

The remains of Insects become more
frequent in the secondary epoch, and abun-

dant in the tertiary, or cainozoic, epoch.

According to Scudder, these remains indicate

conditions of existence very similar to those

we find around us in the present day. Some
of the ants had already evolved to such an

extent that certain of the females showed
modification into the worker caste, and a

similar state of affairs existed among the

termites in the separation of the soldier

caste. The grasshopper family had developed

its musical apparatus, the green-fly produc-

ed 1 i v i n t

Photos by]

Flies in Amber.

These examples, which are magnified twenty-five
times, show the natural order to which they
belong by the character of the two wings and
(in the upper photograph) by the little balancers
behind them.
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Insects of Past Ages.

tonus of these [nsects have been discovered

Some remarkable forms of book-lice ' have been

found preserved in amber. In one of these 2

the wings are developed and carried so that

they resemble the wing-covers of a beetle.

Another,3 which has neai relations still living

in Ceylon, is covered with scales like those oi

butterflies.

Reference has been briefly made to the

occurrence of Insects like may-flies in the

carboniferous period. They began to appear
in the Devonian period, which is older than the

carboniferous, but in the rocks of the latter

period they arc represented by so many sp& ies

that Scudder has been led to remark that our

existing species appear to be only the lingering

fragments of an expiring group. The marvel
is that Insects of so fragile a character should

have been preserved as fossils.

The caddis-flies are supposed to date from

the secondary epoch on the evidence of some
wings found in the lower beds of the Purbt < k

limestone
; and a larval tube has been found

in the chalk of Bohemia. In the tertiary rocks
their remains are plentiful. They arc common
in amber, and it is remarkable that a case has

been found in this preservative. This implies

that in tertiary times some ot the sp& ies were
land Inject- in their larval stage. Scudder
lound them exceedingly abundant in the

tertiary lake basin at Colorado ; and at

Auvergnc there are beds known as indusial

limestone, two or three yards thick, which
1 onsisl mainly oi caddis-cases. Ants appear
to have been the mpsl abundanl oi all Insects

in tertiary times. They are common among
the [nsects lound in amber, which is oi the

miocene age. Beetles have been lound in the

sei ondar} rock-
;
also flies as earh as the lias.

The bugs are more ancient, and fossils obtained

from the Permian series oi the palaeozoic epoch
are supposed to represent both the two sub-

orders, and other representatives have been
obtained from the carboniferous -hale- of Commentry.
lound m a fossil state in tertiary rock-.

1 Psocida - Sei
. kunowii

'

1 mts ; the otl
distantly related. All caught by the

win. h .i"

middle example is magnified fort) times
;

thi
twenty five times.

Wasps and thrips 1m\

\mphiontomum paradoxum.
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The Emperor Moth.

Although by no means a rare Insect, the

emperor moth 1
is not one of those that are gener-

ally known except to naturalists. The reason for

this is that it does not come into our gardens or

Photo by] II || , (.

An Amber Insect.
An example of the same order of Insects as includes
the ants and bees ; but it is not easy to determine
its near relations.

§ W^^^k greet us in the fields and lanes ; otherwise its size

^^^ and bold markings would make it a familiar form.

k^ The moth requires little description, for with the

eye-like mark in the centre of each wing we have

H no other native moth that at all resembles it. In

the South of Europe there is one very like it,

\ known as the great peacock moth, 2 but it is more
than twice the size of ours. The emperor differs

considerably in the size of the sexes, for whilst the

male rarely reaches two and a half inches across

the expanded wings, the female is nearly three

inches. The fore-wings of the male are of various
shades of purplish-grey, but the hind-wings are of tawny hue. All the wings of the

female are of purple-grey, paler and more purple than the fore-wings of the male.

Another difference is seen in the antennae, which are feathered in both sexes, but in

the female so slightly as scarcely to be noticed, whilst in the male the branches are

so long and regular as to make these organs very noticeable.

The moths make a public appearance in April and May, and if at that period

one rambles across the heath or moorland the male may be seen in rapid flight

in the daytime. The female usually rests during the day, but a quick eye may
i

detect her on some of the heath plants. In that

position with the upper wings folded over the lower,

so that only one pair of eye-spots shows, she looks

much like the face of a cat or owl peering through

the shrubs ; and it is thought that this terrifying

resemblance protects her in her exposed situation

from the attack of birds. The body of the moth
become- the beak of the owl or the nose of the cat,

j ust as it may strike the beholder.

As in the case of some other moths, the female

emperor that has recently emerged from the

chrysalis gives off some subtle perfume that is

far-reaching, and will draw all the males of the

countryside to her. There is little doubt that

the strongly feathered antennae of the male are the

highly sensitive organs affected by this delicate

aroma. Entomologists who wish to acquire a

series of male examples of any of the moths that

exhibit this extraordinary perception of an odour

Photo by] [IV. West.

A Moth in Amber
The orderof Insects consistingof the butterflies and
moths did not make its appearance untilacom-
paratively recent (tertiary) period. This example
in amber is shown on the scale of twenty times
larger than the actual size.

1 Saturnia pavonia. S pavonia-major.
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Photo

Wing of the Emperor Moth.

l£]ti°Xt:^X^ V of minute scafcs of vario, colours. Oa
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' Photo ft v]

Emperor Moth.
;/. Main,F.E.S

The photograph shows the male of this beautiful moth, slightly enlarged.

Note tile abundant feathering of the antenna?, which is a character of

this v \.

that makes no impression on the

most sensitive human nostril, take

advantage of this fact, and when
a female appears in their breeding

cages they take her out to a suit-

able locality and soon have a crowd
of eager males around her. It

does not matter that she is hidden

from sight, shut up perhaps in a

chip box ; the unsmellable odour

is so powerful that it pervades the

walls of her prison and the pocket

of her jailor. It is within the

experience of some collectors to

have been mobbed, as it were, by
male moths when they merely carried a box that had recently contained a fresh

female, but was now empty. Infatuated males have been known to come down a

chimney in the attempt to reach a female in a collector's breeding cage.

The female lays two or three hundred large eggs, in batches around the stems of

the food-plant, as shown in our photograph. At first white, these eggs soon become
brownish-grey. The newly hatched caterpillar is black, but after casting its first

skin it becomes green. When full-grown it is a beautiful object, being of a bright

green, the segments very distinct and plump, and bearing pink or yellow warts

from which arise a tuft of black bristles. It feeds on heath, heather, bramble,

blackthorn, sallow, purple loosestrife, meadow-sweet, yellow water-lilv, and other

plants. At the last it spins a pear-shaped cocoon of white or brown silk among
the branches of its food-plant, and makes preparation for the easy exit of the

moth by constructing the narrow end on the principle of the lobster-pot reversed.

This narrow end is composed of straight threads whose ends converge, so that

nothing can enter from without, whilst it opens to the slightest pressure from

within. There are those who claim

that the lobster-pot must have

been invented by a man who had
examined the construction of the

emperor moth's cocoon. This

cocoon is made about the begin-

ning of September, and the chry-

salis remains in it until the follow-

ing April or May. In the case of

an Insect like the emperor cater-

pillar, so variable in its food-

plants which affect diverse situa-

tions in respect of their exposure
Emperor Moth. .. , , . , ,

This photograph gives a slightly enlarged view of the female. She is dis- to light OV Shade, the pOWei" 01

tinguished bv a paler coloration, larger size—especially of the body—and ,.„ 1.TT : T, rr +1-,., ,-,,l,,in- r\f itc cill-
by the feathering of the antenna being greatly reduced. Varying Ilie COlOUl Ol IIS S11K
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Photo by] F.L.S.

Emperor C uerpillar.

This i^ one of the most beautiful of oui

pillars, the colour being i bright green studded
with pink or yellow w rai ts, which t> ai

black In i itl s. Natural size.

appears to be .1 necessity, seeing that it has to pro-

ted the 1 hrysalis all through the winter when li afy

shelter i- deficient. We find, therefore, that its

cocoon varies between white and brown according

ti> the situation chosen, the tint being that which
will besl disguise it under the circumstances.

Spider-hunting Wasps.
There are many solitary wasps who agree in the

habit (if mining in the ground, in order to make
provision lor their offspring. Wasp-grubs require

animal matter lor their aliment, so the wasp has to

hunt for caterpillars, spiders, or Hies with which to

stock the larder. Certain specie- restrict their hunt-

ing entirely to spiders, others to grasshoppers, others
to

i aterpillars of a particular familj of moths, and
vet others will lake nothing but cockroaches. The
catching of caterpillars is a simple matter to a wasp,
for its prey has no means of protecting itself. (See

coloured plate.) The grasshopper's activity and
leaping powers give it a sporting chance ; but the

spider ha- to be approached warily, for its poison-

fangs might put it upon equal terms with the wasp, were it no1 for the wine- of

the latter, which give it considerable advantage in

manoeuvring. However, the wasp has a due sense
ol the respect to be paid to those poison-fangs, the

additional pair of legs, and the possibility of having
strong cord- wound around one; she, therefore.

resorts to strategy when hunting spiders.

There are a number of spider-hunting wasps
belonging to several distinct genera. 1 They have
a broad head, a robust fore-body, and a spindle-

shaped hind-body which is never stalked, though
there is a distinct waist. The hind le are lon» and
extend far beyond the body. Tin le -ive them
great powers of running, and they may frequently be
seen racing over the ground, or on tree-trunk- and
palings in search of their prey, the wings and
antennae in rapid vibration, as though the wasps
are labouring under considerable excitement. There
are some differences in the method of working:
thus, Calicurgus will seek for a ready-made hole in

preference to mining one for herself. Pompilus,
though a true and efficient miner, believes in the

kerj adage—"first catch your hare"—for she

1

( alii urgus Pompilus. I

Photo by] IE. Step, I

Kmteror Coc

This cocoon is constructed on t

1 narrow
end con

\ to get Ol

difficult to get in.
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catches her spider before digging a hole to put it in. It is probable that this plan

may frequently lead to the nest being ready first, owing to the secured prey being

carried off by another wasp whilst mining operations are in progress. Fabre

gives a detailed account of some experiments he made in order to test her sense

of locality, and to ascertain how she would

behave under certain conditions. A Pompilus

that he had watched catch and sting a spider

to render it helpless, left her prey on a tuft of

vegetation whilst she proceeded to make a burrow

to receive it. She does not wait until the burrow

is finished before looking for the victim, but leaves

off work at intervals in order to visit the spider,

to touch it and so assure herself that it is her

spider and that it is quite safe. In this case, as

soon as the wasp had set to work on her mining

operations, Fabre removed the spider to a distance

of about eighteen inches. When Pompilus had

worked for a spell she left off and flew straight to

the spot where she had left her treasure, and

exhibited grave concern at its absence. She care-

fully walked over the surrounding ground, as

though to make sure that her memory was not

at fault, then satisfying herself that the spider was

not there, she extended her survey, and at length

found what she sought. Her actions showed that

she was greatly astonished at the change of posi-

tion ; and she appeared to be unable to account

for it. It was incomprehensible that she could

have left the spider in that position ; but seizing

one of its legs she removed it to another tuft, and

resumed her digging. Fabre again removed it,

and when the wasp had rested from her digging

she flew straight to the place where she had last

left it, and, failing to find it, quartered the imme-

diate surroundings as she had done before. Five

times the naturalist removed the spider, and every

time the wasp went through the same performance,

seeking her treasure where she had last laid it,

showing that her sense of locality was perfect.

Had she been guided by scent she would have

gone, probably, to one of the places where the

spider had lain previously, but this she never did.

Nor could sight have played anything more than a subordinate part in the discovery,

for Fabre found that, though the spider was only a couple of inches from the wasp

in some of her searches, she passed without seeing it. When, however, her sense of

Photo bj [H.Main,F.E.S,

Eggs of Emperor Moth.
The large eggs, to the number of two or three
hundred, are laid around a twig of the food-plant
as shown. They are magnified here to the i stent
of four and a-quarter times.
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Mexican Spider-Wasp.

locality had brought her to the exact spot where

she had left her prey, it was clear that the sense

of vision came into play, for when Fabre placed the

spider in a slight depression of the ground and
covered it with a leaf, the wasp could not find it.

Although the species of Pompilus are not all

miners—for some of them prefer to seek a hole

that has been made by some other Insect—yet

they are all spider-hunters ; and some of them
secure their prey, as stated, before they have

prepared a nest. They take the precaution to

render the spider helpless by stinging it, and then
tws plucky little insect adopts the plan of making hang the paralyzed body in the forking of some
a frontal attack on the spider as she sits on guard '-

.

in the centre of her web.
_
The spider is so surprised plant until they have excavated a mine, or found

by tin impudence of this attack that she at once •"

drops to the ground ; but the wasp is there almost some ready-made retreat that is suitable for their
as quickly as the spider, which is stung before it has
recovered from its astonishment. purpose. They mine with such energy that the

fine earth flies out of the hole like a fountain, so rapid are the movements
of their limbs in digging. The Peckhams tried several experiments in the

way of substituting healthy spiders for those that had been stung, whilst

Pompilus was digging her nest ;
but the attempt never succeeded—the wasp

always knew that some trick had been played upon her, and always refused to

be a party to the exchange. Even when a spider that had been stolen bv them from

one Pompilus was dropped near the mouth of another Pompilus' nest, her interest

in it extended only as far as a tactile examination. She refused to accept it, though

this would probably have saved her from a tedious hunt for a fresh specimen.

The mining of one of these spider-wasps 1 has been described by these

observers :

—
" She was working away as furiously as though she had studied the

poets and knew her carpe diem by heart. Faster and faster went the slender little

legs ; higher and higher rose the jet of dust above her. Then suddenly there was
a pause. The burrower had met with some

obstacle. A moment more and she came backing

out of the hole, her feet slipping on its crumbling

edges. In her mandibles she carried a pebble,

which was taken to a distance of four or five

inches. Then, moving quickly, she swept away
the dust that had accumulated near the mouth of

the nest, re-entered the hole, and resumed the

labour of excavation. We thought that the rate

at which she worked was too violent to be kept

up very long ; and sure enough, before ten minutes

had passed the nest was deep enough for her

purposes. . . . The wasp came out, circled round

the spot three or four times, and then flew off like

a hurricane. Never have we seen a creature so

fiery, tempestuous, cyclonic. Before we knew her

Pompilus quinquenotatus.

The Tornado-Wasp.
One of the smaller wasps that wage war entirely
upon spiders as the material for stocking their
nursery-larders. So energetic is she in her mining
operations that an American naturalist has given
her the name of tomado-wasp. See also page 03.
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proper titli we took to calling her the tornado-wasp, and bj thai name we
shall always think of her." She was back in .1 minute with her spider, dug

1 ill .1 little nunc earth, then seizing her victim l>v one L< she dragged it

backward into the nest. "She remained hidden foi aboul two minuti then

reappeared, and, eeming to be in as great a hurry as ever, filled the hole with dirt,

To disguise the spot and render it indistinguishable from the rest of the field was
In 1 n< \t 1 are. Hithei and thither she rushed, now bringing little pellets of earth

and placing them above the nest, now sweeping away the loose dusf which mighl

suggesl the presence of the cache, and now tugging frantically at a stone which she

ted to pi: ver the hidden treasure, but which was too deeply embedded

Spider-Wasp Hauling its Victim.
\trreras.

Having aft, the wasp recovers the spider from the plant whereon she had hunt,' it,and fa

and to the pit's mouth, iu: it backwards.

in the earth to yield to her efforts. She did her work faithfully, although with such

r haste that all was completed at the end of twenty minutes from the time we
saw her first."

Some of these spider-wasps are suffii iently held to beard the lion in his den.

that i- to say, to seek the spider in her nest, whether thai be a hole in the earth or

an entangling web. In the case of those spiders that live in holes the wasp goes

to the mouth of the burrow and apparently make- sufficient demonstration to

bring the spider out in a ra.se. The wasp seizes a leg of the spider and endeavours
i" drag it forth : and it successful -tin::- it at once between the fangs to pul tl
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poisonous weapons out of action. If it fails to draw the spider the wasp passes on

and seeks another hole. Belt tells us that in Mexico a wasp x will make a dash at

a spider that is in the centre of its web. This mode of attack so surprises the spider

that it drops to the ground. The wasp is there almost as quickly as the spider,

which it stings before it has had time to recover from its astonishment. After

such an encounter Belt saw the spider—which was too heavy to be lifted from the

ground in flight—dragged up a tree by the wasp until it had reached such an elevation

as enabled it to fly home with its burden on a descending plane. Even the huge

bird-spiders 2 fall victims to spider-wasps of another genus.3 Buckley tells how
the wasp Pepsis circles around the spider, who stands in fighting attitude, but can

only do his best to dodge the attack of his winged foe. Seizing her chance the wasp
darts upon the spider and inflicts a sting. Some species of Pepsis are two inches long,

and therefore more equally opposed to such great spiders than Pompilus would be.

Wasps of the allied genus Salius have

the same taste for spiders. A common
species 4 in India has been observed by
T. V. R. Aiyar. It is a yellow wasp, whose

wings share the same colour with the

body, except their tips, which are

purplish-black. It hunts in open meadows
where there are innumerable holes in the

ground, many of them inhabited by
spiders, and the wasp with great patience

runs from hole to hole seeking victims.

At the Research Institute, Pusa, one was
observed to search every hole in half an

acre of meadow for two hours and a half,

without success ; then it flew away to a

distant tree, apparently to rest and muse

on the hardness of the times. When,
however, Salius has found a spider, it

observes a definite order of procedure.

Finding a hole inhabited by a spider, it

quickly withdraws and rests ; then it cleans up its antenna? and hind-body

by brushing and stroking them with its legs. After this preparation for

visiting it enters the hole again and stirs up the occupant. This action is

succeeded by the rapid withdrawal of the wasp, followed closely by the

spider. The wasp runs a short distance from the hole and turns round

with her face to the foe. The spider—usually a big ground-spider—comes to

the mouth of the hole and assumes as offensive a defensive attitude as it is capable

of—with head erect and jaws extended. The wasp tries tactics, evidently respecting

the poisonous fangs of the spider, and tries to attack it from the rear ;
but the

spider, without budging from the mouth of the hole, turns repeatedly to face the wasp.

This sort of thing goes on for five minutes or so, until the wasp seizes a favourable

opportunity and alights on the spider's back. At once curving her hind-body

1 Pompilus polistoides. 'Mygale. 3 Pepsis. 4 Salius flavus.

The Ringed Spider-Wasp.
Like the other spider-wasps, this species is a miner, digging
shafts in the earth and storing them with spiders which have
been stung to paralyze them. It is here shown one and a
half times the actual size.



Bikd-Si-ider Attacked by \V vsp

[By Theo. Cat

A large blue wasp of Texas is known as the tarantula-killer, from its habit of destroying the huge bird-spiders in order to provision its a

Thewa round the spidei tttitude, but can onl\ : ttack of the winged foe. Seizing
her chance, the was;, il.irt-- upon the spider ami inflicts a stin^. The victim is then dragged to a eon is bored to n
it, and alter an egg has been laid upon il the hi 1 is sealed up.
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below the spider she stings the latter in the jaws, and again along the >ide of the

fore-body. The encounter is over, for the spider is paralyzed. After an inspection

to satisfy herself that the spider is incapable, Salius goes off to find a hole suitable

for conversion into a nest, and sometimes she will use the hole from which she has

provoked the spider to issue to its death. Spider-holes, however, do not as a rule

commend themselves for the purpose, and the wasp goes off in search of one more
suitable, leaving the spider on the ground until she has found it.

Daddy Long-legs.

One of the most familiar of Insects is the large, two-winged fly that is variously

known as the crane-fly and daddy long-legs. 1 Its familiarity is due to its habit

of coming indoors and straddling about the windows with its ridiculously long legs.

The Tarantula-Killer.

Actual photographs of the species of wasp shown in the drawing attacking the big bird-spider, and known in Texas as the

tarantula-killer. The disproportion between the wasp and the spider is so great as to make the contest appear absurd, but it

usually ends in victory for the wasp. The sting of the wasp is so effectual a preservative that a stung spider has been known to

keep fresh for more than a year.

That is to say, its legs appear ridiculous when seen in such a place ; but on the

grass-land, where it is more at home, its length of leg is not inappropriate. Daddy
in its larval stage is a pest ; but Mrs. Daddy when engaged in the important task

of stocking our lawns and pastures with a new generation is an interesting figure.

Her long, slender legs fitting between the grass-blades enable her the better

to bend down her hind-bodv and use it as a boring implement, with which to make
a hole in the ground in which she can lay one of her numerous shiny black eggs.

Unlike many Insects that have a large number of eggs to dispose of and which

drop them in batches, the crane-fly appears to have the desire that each of her

offspring shall have a fair amount of feeding ground without undue competition
;

so she lavs them sinply and scattered. The termination of her bodv is more
1 Tipula oleracea.
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I 'I.ACER OF CRAN
rs are sepal a

distinctly th. and the
egg-tube (right). Magnified thirty

pointed than that oi the male, and has a horny tip i

suitable for piercing the ground.

I In daddy L< is about an inch and a quarter in

length, and the narrow win-- are a little over an inch long.

Behind the latter will be seen the pair of "balancers"

which in the two-winged flies 3 represent the hind pair of

wings in othei Insects. The long legs are very lightly

attached and come "it with very slight provocation, and

apparently with little inconvenience to the Insert. Hie

•. ,h i stout, but the head is very small.

The grub is very cylindrical, and its tough skin oi dirty

grey-brown has gained for it the name of " leather-jacket."

\\ hen full grown it is an inch and a quarter long, and attains

thai size by feeding incessantly on the root- of grasses and

other plants. Some grass-lands in certain seasons are very

full of them, and the grass suffers greatly from their atten-

tion-. Fortunately not all the brood reach this stage, for

number- are destroyed by rook- and starlings, whose

strong bill- enable them to reach the grubs in their ap-

parent ly

safe re-

treat un-

derground. Having survived this

danger the fortunate one- assume

the chrysalis form, and are then

much like tin- hi \ -all- i ii a moth

—

that of a swift-moth, for example.

On each ring ol the body it is

furnished with a row of bristles

which point ba< kwards, and enable

the creature by a little wriggling to

go forward. When it is about to

ca-t oft it- chrysalis -kin. it makes
use ot tin- equipmi nt to a-' end to

the surface, and half-way into the

air. In autumn large number- ot

them may be seen in this position,

quite erect. There are two curved

horn- standing out behind the

head, and the-.' enable the chrysa-

lis to breathe, l! one ot these pro-

truding chrysalids be watched, it

will be -eeti to split it- -kin on the

back behind the head, and the

perfed Insi i t will emerge, drawing

p
vne-Fly.

but in addition t<> being little more than hall

1 Diptera.
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out its long wings and longer legs. There are about a thousand species of crane-

fly known, but only two others occur in our islands. The Chinese rejoice in a species 1

which measures, when the wings are expanded, four inches across.

The Transformations of Insects.

It is well known that such Insects as butterflies, moths, bees, beetles, and flies

pass through four well-marked stages of existence, and among those who are not

entomologists it is generally assumed that

all Insects exhibit the same abrupt or

apparently abrupt changes from stage to

stage. As a matter of fact, however, there

are great numbers of Insects whose course

of development from the egg to the adult

winged state shows none of these strong

contrasts ; their progress is as gradual as

that of a man from helpless infancy to full

maturity. In reality the same is true of all

Insects, but where the food and the habits

of the adult differ from those of the infant,

it is necessary that the mouth-parts and
the digestive system should be reorganized,

and there has to be interposed a resting

period in which no food is indulged in and

no muscular activity undertaken. To take

a familiar illustration, the caterpillar lives

upon leaves which have to be finelv cut

and masticated. For this work cutting

mandibles are requisite, and a long, com-

plex digestive tract for the proper assimila-

tion of the food. The butterfly, which is

the ultimate stage of the caterpillar, takes

nothing but a little nectar from the flowers,

and to obtain this its mouth-parts have to
Phdto by]

Daddy Long-legs.
\H. Bastin.

be reorganized and remade into a tubular
The length of leg, which appears so ridiculous when the fly is

sprawling over our window-panes, bears a different aspect when
the Insect is seen making its way easily over the grass. The long,
slender limbs pass between the shoots whilst the feet touch the
ground. The eggs are laid in grass-land, and the grub—well
known as the leather-jacket—feeds upon the roots of grasses
and other plants.

sucking organ. The digestive tract is

correspondingly reduced in size and com-

plexity, and considerable change takes

place in the nervous system. When we
consider the great changes thus implied, we see a reason for the resting stage

known as the chrysalis.

Now, if we consider such an Insect as a grasshopper, which takes the same
food at maturity as it took in infancy, we see that there is no necessity for a radical

change in the mouth-parts and the digestive system. Therefore, there is no

resting stage—the grasshopper is active throughout its existence, and the wings

are developed gradually.

1 Tipula brobdignagia.
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The Life-History oe Daddy Long-legs

In the foreground a female is boring hok-s and laying eggs. Near by two full-grown grubs (" Ieather-ja< ki a, one in the earth
"-Ms. Several chrysatids have b il und, and from one the daddy is escaping. A male

by thi
. ipe oi his bind body is flying in the distance. Twice the natural sizi ,
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f

Of course, the development of the

Insect, of whatever kind, begins in the egg.

When the larva breaks the egg-shell and
creeps out, it has passed through one stage

of existence and entered upon a second.

**«w All kinds of Insects are not equally de-

veloped when they arrive at this point.

The newly hatched grasshopper is a more
highly developed Insect than the newly

hatched caterpillar : a parallel condition

to what we find among young birds, where

one is born naked, blind, and incapable of

picking up its food, whilst another is well

clothed with down, has its eyes open, and
can find its own food at once.

Most Insects after they leave the egg

moult their skin at intervals. Caterpillars

as a rule cast their skin five times, and the

intervening periods are known as instars.

The fifth moult reveals the chrysalis or

sixth instar, and the butterfly or moth is

the seventh instar. Including the egg, we
thus have eight stages instead of the four

that are commonly attributed to the

butterfly or moth. But in these first five

instars of butterfly existence the changes often amount to little more than an increase

of size. Sometimes, however, there are changes of colour and ornament to help

to hide the increasing bulk of the caterpillar. What are popularly known, then,

as the four stages of Insect life must be understood to refer only to those moults

where the entire external form of the Insect has suddenly undergone a great change

—in a word, transformation.

Now in the case of an Insect like the grasshopper that only moults without

showing us any startling changes of form, we cannot speak of caterpillar stage

and chrysalis stage. We may speak of it when it leaves the egg up to the time

when the hard, packed-up buds of the wings appear, as the larval stage ; but an

Insect that has no resting period, and is actively crawling and leaping through

life without a break is properly called a nymph. Many beetle larvae are incapable

of walking, and to these the term grub is usually applied ; some, however, are

active, and here again the word larva is the more appropriate.

The third distinct stage in the evolution of the butterfly or moth is properly

termed a pupa. In common parlance it is more usual to speak of it as a chrysalis :

a strange instance of the public having selected the more difficult of two

alternative words. The term, though now pretty generally applied to the resting

stage of butterflies and moths (and other Insects), is strictly applicable only to the

gilded pupae of certain butterflies. There are two distinct types of pupa. In one, all

Photo by] [H. S. Cheavin, F.R.M.S

Nymph of a Lace-Bug.
This photograph illustrates the active stage which corresponds
with the inactive chrysalis of the butterfly. In Insects thus
active throughout life there is no real metamorphosis. Here
the wings are seen to be only half-grown.
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the form oi the future limbs, wings, antennae, eyi . etc., is plainly indicated : in the

"ili. i these are hidden. The pupa oi a butterflj oi .1 beetle is oi the first type; thai

oi .1 house-fly of the second. But this difference is more apparenl than real. Hie

butterfly chrysalis has thrown off the skin oi the caterpillar; but the maggol "I

the fly has turned to a pupa without casting its skin, which hardens into a

brown case oi elliptical form serving as a protective cocoon and known as the

puparium.

Now the scientific name larva 3 was given to the caterpillar because its form

was believed to be .1 mask for the butterfly thai already existed in a wrapped-up

condition within. Swammerdam and other early investigators had detected the

rudiments oi wings under the last skin of the caterpillar, and as the form oi the

pupa had been seen through the transparent skin of a species of gnat-larva, it was

assumed that the forms oi the pupa and the adult Insect already existed in the

larva whilst it was still in the egg. Each of these stages was considered to be a

distinct Insect, boxed up cue within the other, and the shedding of the last cater-

pillar -kin simply revealed the previously existing chrysahs, which in turn perished

to set tree the winged butterfly. This was not a correct view, though later investiga-

tions have shown thai there was a small basis of fact in the existence oi what are

known as imaginal discs. What we know as metamorphoses are really only a

continuation of thechanges

that have brough.1 about

the ,a olution ot the cater-

pillar from tin' embryo in

the egg. To have enabled

all these changes to take

place in the egfi would ha\ i

in i essitated the produc-

tion oi only one or two

enormous eggs instead of

hundred-, and the Insect

would have had to grow

aftei tin winged form had

been reached. Asit is, there

is no grow th alter the final

instar has been reached.

The six true legs oi

the caterpillar may be

c on - 1 dered permanent

structures. They develop

into the feel oi the

long legs of the butterfly,

and any injury to them in

the caterpillar stage pro-

da. es some abnormality in

the legs of the buttei fly.

Photo by]

oi i Moth
a small portion ot the cluster oi eggs laid by tlie ligl.; brocade moth
plants. Th. y ar. magnine 1 thirty times, and serve to illustrate the beautiful m n

which thi ggs of In

1 Latin, u mi
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The wings also exist in the caterpillar in the shape of folded buds. The feeding of the

caterpillar results in the storing of a large quantity of formative material known
as the fat-body- In the chrysalis this is drawn upon to provide for the growth of

the wings and other structures of the complete Insect. The chrysalis is formed,

of course, before the last caterpillar skin is cast off. A little before what is generally

known as pupation, the full-grown caterpillar ceases to eat, and the pupal structures

then undergo rapid expansion at the expense of the fat-body. Changes take place in

the nervous system and the digestive system, and at the same time the purely larval

structures are breaking down and being formed into parts of the new structures.

The caterpillar skin splits in the fore-part of the back and the chrysalis draws

itself out of the opening, and by systematic wriggling pushes the old skin back

over the narrow hind extremity. This is furnished with hooks which it now
catches in the little pad of

silk previously spun by the

caterpillar for the purpose.

At this time the legs,

antenna;, and wings are all

loosely folded on the ex-

terior of the chrysalis, but

a transparent fluid is now
poured out which covers

the entire creature, and

rapidly hardening into a

film, glues down all the

parts. It is this film which

is split at a later stage

to release the completely

developed butterfly. We
say completely developed

because, although the

wings are small and
crumpled on emergence,

they are fully formed and

need only distension by

the inflation of the air-tubes and the circulation of blood between the two membranes
of which the wing consists.

In the foregoing we have taken the butterfly as an example of those Insects

in which the metamorphosis is complete. In the others it will be understood that

the adult form, minus wings, having been reached when the Insect leaves the egg,

the internal changes are not of a revolutionary character, and are mainly concerned

with the development of the reproductive system. In the butterfly, the beetle,

the bee, and the fly, the perfect Insect being so different from the larva, the latter

contains imaginal discs or buds for every part of the future body. In most cases

the whole of this important series of changes is passed through very rapidly. To
give an example that will show at once the rapidity of change and the vast increase

Pholo by]

A Caterpillar.
I Slep,F.L.S.

In this photograph of the privet hawk-moth caterpillar several points described in the
letterpress are clearly shown. Just behind the head are the three pairs of permanent legs
which develop into the six legs of the moth ; below the middle of the body are the four
pairs of temporary unjointed legs, and at the hinder extremity the pair of powerful
claspers, which are also temporary.
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The Transformations of the Camberweli Beauty.
The caterpill u paring for a change. A little silk is spun on the chosen surface, to which th

bed. The skin splits down the hea 3y a series of contractio pli* is

: illar-skin is pushed ofl at the tail-end, and the chrysalis is fully revealed, .is in the next figun
show the complete butterfly, under and uppei

»"

!>nM
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Photo by] [IF. /. Lucas, F.E.S.

A Grasshopper Nymph.
A photograph of a skin cast on the assumption of the

winged condition. The pads which confined the un-
developed wings will be seen standing out above the

middle pair of legs.

How the Butterfly gets its Wings.
This dissection of a caterpillar of the large white butterfly
shows that the development "1 the wings is not so sudden
as is popularly believed. These are found in an ini ipient

stage in the caterpillar in the form of minute discs. In
its last -l.ni they will be found just below the surface,

a- indicated by the four crosses above. In the chrysalis,

as shown in a previous photograph, they come t" the
surface.

of bulk, we may borrow Newport's figures

relating to the caterpillar of the privet hawk-
moth. 1 When the caterpillar leaves the

rather large egg it weighs one-eightieth of

a grain. In nine days it has cast its second

skin, and weighs one-eighth of a grain. On
the twelfth day it casts its third skin, and
weighs nine-tenths of a grain. When it

moults for the fourth time, on the sixteenth

day, it weighs three and a half grains, and

six days later, when it appears in its last

skin, its weight has increased to nearly

twenty grains. But this last skin is very

accommodating, for this is the caterpillar's

period of most rapid increase. By tin'

thirty-second day, when it has reached its

full-growth, its weight has increased to 125

grains. That is to say that in the thirty-two

days that have elapsed since it left the egg it

has increased its weight nearly ten thousand

times !

From the foregoing it will be understood

that growth proper is restricted to the earlier

stages ; that when an Insect has reached the

winged state there is no further growth or

development. One frequently hears people

referring to a small fly as a young fly, and

some imagine that the small garden-white

butterfly represents a juvenile large garden-

white ; but these ideas are quite wrong. The

small garden-white can no more grow into a

large garden-white than a bull-frog can

develop into a bull. There is one insuper-

able bar in the case of Insects — with one

known exception, Insects are unable
J
to

cast their skins after they attain to the

winged state. The exception is the may-
flv which invariably, after it has left the

chrysalis and expanded its wings, casts its

skin again, even to the skin of the wings.

But apart from the may-flies it may be

stated with confidence that all the growth

and all the transformations have been got

over when the Insect first spreads its wings

for flight.

Sphinx ligustri.
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Grub of Gall-Wasp.
rhe i 'iiunon bullet gal] of the oak is cut open to show

im e the gal] was i ted. It i .
. ds upon thi

material of its nest, bul does not consume any great quantity.

Jumping Plant-Lice.

Frequently we may see about

apple- and pear-trees in June large

numbers of small, prettily coloured

In ei t- ' that remind us oi green-fly by

their general shape, and oi frog-hoppers

by their leaping habits. Those upon

the pi ii are coloured dark red, those

upon the apple are clear yellow.

I icli m vmi have had time to look at

one properly it takes a strong leap and,

spreading it- very delicate \\ togs, has

vanished. I his is, ol course, the fully

developed Insect ; but if in spring the

young shoots, the under sides of the

leal, and especially the cluster of

newly expanding leaves at the ex-

tremity of the shoot, be examined, we
shall in all probability find the earlier

stages represented. They may he solitary individuals or in clusters, feeding like

green-tlv, and passed over as such by the careless observer. A comparison of

representatives of the two families of Insects, however, will show distinct differem es

They are rather larger than green-flyin their wingless condition, have shorter antenna-,

shorter legs, and the body is broader and flatter, sparsely covered with long hairs,

and m it -11 delicate in texture. Like the

green-fly they have a long rostrum or

sucking beak, which is plunged into

the tissues ui a le, ( i
, >r tender shoot of

their favourite plant, and the sap

continuously drawn through it. This

method of feeding, though the same

as that adopted by the green-fly, has

caused these particular Insects to be

distinguished by horticultural writers

as suckers. Again, as in the green-fly,

the surplus fluid from which they have

abstracted all the nourishment they

require is got rid of in tin.' form oi

honey-dew, often in great quantity,

rendering the foliage sticky. They are

-nun limes immersed in this fluid,

which pours off the leaves, but they

do not lash it into froth, as the frog-

hoppers do. In tin i a-e oi the apple-

Photo by] IP- Bastin.

i hrysalis of Gall-Wasp.
A similar gall cut through at .1 lat grub has

become a chrysalis. Both photograph- ct about three

and a half times the natural size.
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sucker x
it takes the form of milky globules,

and the presence of the sucker on the

apple-tree may be detected by looking for

these spherical pearls on the under side

of the leaves. When these are found, a

closer examination of the youngest portion

of the shoots will probably reveal the

presence of the Insect in large numbers.

In the case of the box-tree sucker 2 the

excrement does not take a liquid form but

becomes endless filaments of wax in the

shape of a white ribbon, which proceeds

from the hind-body and more or less covers

the Insect.

They cast their skins about three

times as grubs ;

then appear with

longer antennae

and with wing-

Pholo by] [H.Bastin.

The Maker of Bullet-Galls.
The grub and chrysalis shown on the previous page have
completed their development, and the little gall-wasp has bored
its way from the centre to the outside. The exit-hole is seen
below the Insect. Magnified two and a half times.

pads which stand out from their sides and make them as

broad as long. The fourth change reveals the perfect Insect

with wings longer than the body, the hinder pair of so delicate

a structure as to be scarcely perceptible. When not in use

these wings are laid along the sides of the body with their

upper margins in contact, much after the manner of the green-

fly, though in some closely allied suckers, such as that illus-

trated on page 104, they are wrapped around the back and

sides. The jumping is accomplished by means of the com-

paratively stout thighs ; but there is no marked development

of leaping legs as in the grasshoppers, and looking at them

as they walk rather awkwardly and feebly, there is nothing

to indicate that they have jumping powers until they give

us a demonstration. In addition to the fairly large and

prominent compound eyes, they have three simple eyes

arranged in a triangle between the other two, and easily seen

with a good pocket lens.

Their relation to the scale Insects is indicated in some

species—such as that of the box-tree already mentioned—by
the production of wax in the form of flattened oval scales or

cottony wisps. The attack of some species on the under side

of the leaf causes the upper side to become swollen and

elevated, and looking like a gall ; but the under side is hollow

and shelters the suckers. A similar result attends the attack

of certain species of green-fly and of the vine aphis.

The dark red species previously referred to is the pear-

1 Psylla'mali. - P. buxi.

Photo by] [H. Baslin.

Gall-Wasps.
Two females are here engagedjn
depositing their eggs in the buds
of the oak, the preliminary ti-

the formation of fresh galls.

Magnified about five times.



Pimm by] I! - I ;., it in, l.K.M.S.

Nymph of a Dragon-Fly.

The dragon-flics are continuously active throughout their cj their infant

and adult conditions lies in their acquisition ol n -fly appears

« ings may be plainly seen packed up in pails on the back. In tins photograph of .in earlier stag they may be

noted as four dark, wedge-shaped marks between the two hinder pa within the b
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Photo by] I . Step, F.L.S.

Nymph of Box-Sucker.
This Insect may be found upon almost any box-tree sucking at

the sap, and more or less hidden by a long ribbon of cotton-like

material proceeding from its own body. Magnified four tunes.

sucker. 1 In its early stages it is dark

yellow and sucks the leaves and the base

of the new shoots. The perfect Insect is

at first green with red eyes, but later it

becomes more or less marked with red-

brown and black. The apple-sucker is

greenish-yellow, with dark tips to the

incessantly waved antennae, and the

pointed tip of the hind-body is turned

up abruptly. Although at times very

abundant, it does not occur in such vast

numbers as those of the pear-sucker.

Fruit-growers are of opinion that the

continuous sucking of these myriads at

the young shoots and leaf-buds causes

a serious impoverishment of the crops.

Spraying with a solution of soft soap to which creosote oil has been added appears to

be the most effectual remedy.

Many other plants are attacked by different species. The lerp, or leaf-manna,

of Australia is the exudation of one that feeds upon the eucalyptus, and takes the

form of a covering scale, which is collected and used as food. One 2 of our fifty

native species is found on rushes, and may easily be overlooked as one of the seeds

of the plant, which it resembles closely.

It is brown in colour, and its identification

may be helped also by the appearance of

two long " ears " produced by the en-

larged basal joints of the antenna;. Then
there is another family of jumpers,3 which

are something of a compromise between

the Psyllas and the frog-hoppers. When
the wings are folded they fit close to the

back and sides, and they jump by carrying

tlie thighs of the hind pair of legs pressed

forward, and suddenly extending them

when occasion requires that the Insect

should depart. These hind-legs are fringed

with stiff spines like the leaping legs of the

grasshopper. The adjoining photograph is

I

of a common species found abundantly

under the leaves of elm and bramble.

The Humble-Bee's Cuckoo.

There are many strange parallels to

be found in different branches of natural

history. One of these is the similarity of

: Livia iuncorum. 3 Jassidae.

Photo by] [E. Step, F.L.S.

Elm-Suckkr.
An exceedingly abundant Insei t on elms and low vegi tation.

The shanks of the hind-legs bear a row of spines which assist in

jumping. The empty skin of the nymph will be seen a little to

the left. Magnified five times.

1 Psylla pyri.
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the habits of the cuckoo among birds to those oi the cuckoo-bees 3 in their relation

to the humble-bees. 2 The bird cuckoo is so unlike the small birds it victimize

both in size and colour, that it is not infrequently mistaken Eor a hawk ; but the

cuckoo-bee is so like it- victim thai only a studenl oi be< lifi could tell which

was which. But it one examines the hind-legs oi the two the difference is at once

manifest in the presence and absence oi the pollen-baskel respectively. It was

Formerly thought thai these cuckoo-bees <>! which we have five British species

were merely messmates oi the humble-bee-, in some way making return for their

food and lodging in the humble bee's nest :

but there ran be no doubt that they are actual

parasites, thriving at the humble-bee's ex

pense, and bringing about the deterioration or

absolute ruin of the colony. The cuckoo-bees

are all male- and females ; then- is no worker

class. Each species in colour mimics that

species of humble-bee upon which it sponges,

but is usually somewhat larger. Why there

shi iiild be tin- rnimiei \ is not clear, for it di ies

not impose upon the humble bee. The mother

of the colony detei t- the cheat, and in some

species attempt- to eject the intruder. But

this appears always to result in the humble-

bee being killed, and the progress of the colony

checked, of course. This apparently is the

cuckoo's object. She helps herself to the

contents of the honey-pot, and with the

humble-bee'- wax constructs cells for her own

eggs. Her grubs have to be fed by the

exi rtions of the humble-bee workers, and the

mother ni the colony being dead, then- are no

mure humble-bee eggs to develop into more

workers. The presence of cocoons belonging

to the cuckoo-bees in the combs of the humble-

bee- can always be detected by their larger

size.

We have photographed side by side one

u! our commonest species oi humble-bees 3

and the particular cuckoo-bee ' that victimizes '
">' "^ " i! 1"™hc

"
s-

it. It will be seen that in general appearance they are exactly alike, and then-

colouring corresponds. But it attention be directed to the hind-legs an

important dill, nine will be noted. The humble-bee has the long, thick

joint of the le^ broad and Hat. and the breadth is increased tor practical

purposes by a fringe oi long hair-. This enable- the bee to collect a large

quantity of pollen on her visits to the flowers, and she pack- it in a 1

solid lump in this open basket. The cuckoo-bee ha- the corn-ponding joint

'Psithvrus. 'Bon ' B. terrestris. ' Psithyrus vestalis.

//. B

. OF THE \ ' KER.

t the bright little

pple-t Hii [gs, which
the bark
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of its legs narrower, rounded, and the fringe of hairs is so slight as to be

ineffective for such a purpose had the cuckoo any desire to labour. But as a

matter of fact she does nothing of the kind, unless it be that she may take temporary

refreshment in the shape of nectar from the flowers. The actual labour of providing

for her own progeny she leaves entirely to the humble-bees.

The Apollo Butterfly.

For many years, owing to a misapprehension, all the books on the British

butterflies included this fine species. Long after the error was discovered the

Apollo l continued to make its appearance in such works ; and one can well under-

stand the reluctance with which more recent authors have excluded it as never having

had an}' real claim to the position. But although we may not in this country see

it, more than half concealed by its colouring, sitting on the heads of knapweed,

everyone who spends a holiday in the Alpine districts of Europe may enjoy such

a sight, for it is a common butterfly on the slopes from a thousand to five thousand

feet above sea-

level. The female,

which is the finer

of the two sexes,

measures from
three to three and

a quarter inches

across the wings,

which are semi-

transparent and

thinly powdered
with black scales

on the dirty-white

ground colour.
Photo by

The Humble-Bee and its Cuckoo.
The left-hand figure is that of the humble-bee ; that to the right is the cuckoo,
in character of the hind-legs of the two Insects.

[E. Step, F.L.S.

Note the difference

The outer margin
of the fore-wings is practically scaleless and glossy. There are six irregular

black spots on each fore-wing, but four of the five on the hind-wing—of

which the three smallest run together—are red, ringed with black, whereof the two
largest have white centres. These and most of the black spots are red on the

underside, which is the surface exposed when the butterfly is at rest, sucking nectar

from the flowers. Then with the wings turned up over the back, the fore-wings

slipped within the hind ones, and the antenna; tucked away between them, the

wing outline is lost and the coloured spots become part of the flowers among which

it is resting. The male is smaller than the female, somewhat whiter because rather

more liberally clothed with scales, and all its spots are smaller ; but its body and
the adjacent margins of the hind wings are covered with longer hairs. When
captured the butterfly pretends to be dead, and waits for a favourable opportunity

for suddenly expanding the wings and escaping.

The caterpillar when full grown is a handsome Insect' coloured a rich velvety

black, spotted with bright orange—warning colours. In the first segment behind

1 Parnassius apollo.
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The caterpillar is a handsome, velvety, 1 h warn bird

eaten with impunit; In addition it flow t dangei -ignal
in the form oi a forked orange whip, whii h issues when needed from .i -lit .i littli bi hind th<
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Photo by]

Apollo Butterfly.
/ p, F.L.S.

the head there is a slit,

from which, when the

caterpillar is disturbed,

there issues suddenly a

forked orange process,

something like the tongue

of a snake. The only other

butterflies whose cater-

pillars possess such an

organ are those of the bird-

wings and the swallow-

tails. It is probable that

it has a defensive value, for

when extended it gives off

a strong and unpleasant

odour. It is analogous to

the longer red whips that

issue from the forked tail of the puss-moth caterpillar under similar conditions.

It feeds upon sedums and saxifrages, chiefly upon the large orpine among
the former plants. Another noteworthy fact about the Apollo caterpillar

is that, like the caterpillar of the grayling butterfly, when about to become
a chrysalis, it spins a slight cocoon, only in this case instead of being buried in the

ground, it is spun up between a couple of orpine leaves. The chrysalis, as one may
be prepared to expect from this behaviour, does not conform to the angulated

type so common among butterflies, but is smooth and rounded like that of a moth,

and lies loosely in the cocoon instead of being suspended by the tail. It is coated

with a purplish " bloom " of wax, which prevents any moisture reaching the skin

of the chrysalis. This, and the outer defence of a cocoon, appears to be necessary

in the reeking moisture of its customary habitat.

A common butti rfly in Alpine Europe, which was formerly thought to be a rare British

Insect. Its wings are sernitransparent, and when the butterfly is at rest upon a
flower, only the black-ringed, red spots are noticeable, and these appear to be parts of

tli' Bowers around it.

Ant-Lions and Ant-Lion Flies.

It is rather singular that the name ant-lion, which has been in use for over two

hundred years, belongs to the larval stage of the Insect, 1 whilst the ultimate winged

stage has, properly speaking, no name at all. We propose to call it the ant-lion

flv. This four-winged Insect might easily be taken for a dragon-fly by those who do

not notice details. The body is long and slender, and the rather narrow wings are

longer than the body. These wings are netted much after the manner of those

of the dragon-flies, but thev cannot be operated with the same muscular power.

During the day these ant-lion flies rest on the foliage, and only use their wings

at night, when they are said to chase and eat other Insects. They may be distin-

guished at a glance from dragon-flies by the possession of two stout, club-tipped

antennae, whilst those of the dragon-flies are poor little threads, scarcely

noticeable. But the chief interest in this family centres not in the four-winged

flies, but in the larvae—the ant-lion proper. It is to Reaumur we owe the best

account of the proceedings of this astonishing little excavator, and his account,

1 Mvrmeleon formicarius.
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though often checked by the observations oi numerous present-day naturalists,

practically stands untouched. The verification is the easier, because the ant-lion

il given a good depth <>t fine -and will perform his excavating task as readily in

confinement .1- il he were .it large.

The egg from which he emerged was laid in the neighbourhood oi loose sand,

and he issued with inherited knowledge of how to secure his meals. Looking ou1

for a spot where thesand 1- liable to be frequently wetted by rain, and in the shelfc 1

..1 a tree or rock, he sets about sinking a pitfall. His plump, oval hind bodj is

broad, and his large head -omewhat flattened ;
and the whole oi him is covered

with short, stiff bristles. The mouth is closed by compression and never opens;

but the jaws are developed into a pair of long, curved nippers with toothed inner

edg Down the centre of each on the underside run- a groove.and another oi

the mouth-parts is adapted to tit into this, and so convert it into a tube com-

municating with the otherwise closed mouth. It- victims are impaled by the

-harp point- oi these mandibles and their juices are sucked through the tubes.

The ant-lion's firsl step towards ensuring a succession of meal-, alter having

selected a suitable spot, i- to strike out a circle which is to indicate the circumference

oi it- proje< ted pitfall. It does this by walking backwards and using its hind-body

as a plough-hare. Then it proceeds to throw outside this circle all the sand con-

tained within it, and doc- this by shovelling,

using it- head as the shovel. By a special pro-

vision at the junction- of head, fore-body, and

hind-body, the ant-lion i- able to jerk it- head

back suddenly, and this power, which 1- neces

.11 \ to it- particular mode oi procedure, is made

the mosl of. \\ ith one oi it- fore-legs it load-

it- depressed \\<ai\ with as much -and as 11 will

hold, and then with a sudden jerk the little

heap is sent thing beyond the boundary oi its

operations. It moves all around the circuit oi

the pit thus shovelling, and then take- a ciri le

just inside the last, the newesl one always being

made deeper than the one outside it. < >ne need

not follow every step oi the process, but ulti-

mately the sand ha- Only to be hoi-ted from the

centre, tor a- it 1- removed thence it tall- down

the Mile- until 'he pit a— utile- the shape o! ,111

inverted cone with steep, sloping sides. It will

be -mi that with such a construction in dry

sand, any creeping thm;.; that reaches the edge

and attempts to look over will have the -and ,

tall beneath it- feet, and it will be unable to Apollo Butterfly at Rest.
. When at rest, and imbibing m the flowers,

save iwll hi >m c^oine; to the bottom. All that the i-wUigs

I .in be Seeil there l- a pair Oi Callipers Sticking up from Ul in Switzerland the butterfly :.

.... 1 • 1 1 1
: tucked out of

with their points apart. 1 he ant-lion has buried sight. Naturaisi
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The Ant-Lion.

The ant-lion is the larval stage of a large, four-winged fly much like a dragon-

fly. Its habit of making pitfalls in loose, dry earth has long been known.
The excavation is made by going backwards in circles and pushing the sand

aside with its hind-body. In the photograph it is beginning the operation.

source, on finding itself slipping down the fatal s

Photoby] E.SUP.F.LS.
Sinking the Pit.

The ant-lion first strikes out a circular trench by working backwards and

using its hind-body as a ploughshare. In this way the circumference of the

pit is marked out, and by making successive rings inside this and throwing out

the sand by jerking the head, a conical pit is sunk.

himself in the sand and only these

are exposed. At least, these are all

that show ; but at the base of each

mandible is a close cluster of six

simple eyes by whose aid the

creature knows when to act.

Ants were thought to be the

chief victims of this pitfall, but

other wingless Insects, as well as

spiders and wooddice, are among
those that are seized by the points

of the mandibles and not released

until life has gone and little but

a dry skin is left. The head is

placed under it, and it is jerked

out of the way. Carcases of this

kind about the pit might awaken

the suspicions of other prospectors,

so they have to be hurled as far

away as the ant-lion's muscular

power will allow.

Sometimes an Insect of re-

lope, will make a desperate effort to

regain the level ground above, but

this attempt is rarely successful,

for the ant-lion, feeling the sand

roll down upon it in the centre,

hastily gets a heap of sand upon

its head and jerks it back into the

air. Though it cannot take aim,

some of the grains will almost

certainly fall upon its visitor,

confusing him and bringing him

within reach of the mandible

points. In this style of trapping

the ant-lion is occupied for two

years, passing the winter in sleep,

buried at the bottom of its pit.

Some lucky days it has a succession

of victims and gorges on their

blood ; other days nothing chances

to topple over the brink. Through-

out all this period there is no

expulsion of waste from the crea-

ture's body—as a matter of fact



A Long-necked Am Lion.

This remarkable Insect, which is found amoug the toml 1 in the

air. The extraordii body behind the head is probably to enable it to seek In- < t vtcti It is

represented on a larg u tual length being about hall an inch.

Ill
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there is no channel for it. Nature has been so careful that the ant-lion's pit should

not be polluted by such waste, that arrangements have been made for its retention

in the hind-body. It is not until the ant-lion fly emerges from the chrysalis that

it is got rid of.

The full-grown ant-lion is provided with a spinning apparatus on the hind-body,

with which, when it feels that its feeding days are over, it elaborates a cocoon

beneath the sand, in which it changes to a chrysalis. It still has a pair of mandibles,

but these are much shortened, and intended to enable it to cut through the cocoon

just before the winged fly is ready to emerge.

It is strange that in places where the ant-lion is quite plentiful its fly should be

rarely seen. This may be due to retiring habits, or possibly few of the " lions
"

manage to complete their development to the winged stage. More than

three hundred different species of ant-lions are at present known, but they are not

all makers of pitfalls. Some of them lead a roving life among grass and undergrowth,

lying in wait for their prey. Some of these wanderers, having no necessity for dry

sand, are found in quite damp places. The species are found widely distributed

in temperate and tropical regions, and one is found as far north as Southern Sweden,

though none is found in Britain.

The related families of the ascalaphids and nemopterids are very similar

in form to the ant-lions,

but the larvae do not make
pitfalls. The winged asca-

laphus is still more like a

dragon-fly in build, but

has clubbed antennae much
longer than those of the

ant-lion fly. Nemoptera is

a peculiarly graceful fly,

for its hinder wings are

narrow, strap-shaped, and

of extraordinary length.

The mouth is formed into

a beak, something like that

of the scorpion-flv. Several

species occur in the Medi-

terranean region. An
extraordinary Insect sup-

posed to be the larva of

one of these was found in

the Egyptian pyramids

where sand had drifted in

and accumulated. It has

a head and body much
like those of an ant-lion,

though with longer legs !

'V..

Photo by]

The Pitfall Completed.
;//. Bastii

The pit when finished is in shape like a low inverted cone. It is often sunk under the
shelter of overhanging rocks, for it is essential that the soil should remain dry and loose.
Amy i reeping thing that comes to the edge is sure to lose its hold on the uncertain material,
and the ant-lion's continuous throwing of sand from the centre helps to bring the trespasser
within reach of his jaws.



The Blister-Beetle and the Oil Beetle. i
;

but part dt the fore-body is

- arcely thicker than it- thighs

.iml drawn out to one-half the

entire length oi the Insect, so

thai it looks like an extravagant

neck.

The Blister-Beetle

the Oil-Beetle.

The blister-beetle 1

an<

lias

long been familiar from its use

in

agenl

medicine as a blistering

and under its alterna-

tive name of Spanish-fly as a

reputed producer of hair on

bald heads. But it- life-history

is mure interesting than its

uses. It abound- in Southern

Europe and South-west Asia,

and occurs, though a doubtful

native, in the Eas1 and South

"i England. It is a slender

beetle, of a shining bronze-

green colour, and about three-

quarters of an inch in length.

It Iced- upon the leaves oi

ash, privet, and lilac. The
minute i;rub that hatches In mi

the egg i- unlike the larva- oi

most beetles, having six long

which lit it for activity,

strongly protuberant eyes, and

two long, tail-like appendages to the hind-body. It- main object in this

stage i- to come across a small bee named ceratina, which nests in the stems

of bramble and lilac. When it meets with this bee it attaches itseli to the hairs

"i her body, and so gets conveyed to her nest. Taking up it- position in the bee's

cell it wait- till the bee lays an egg, and then indulges in it< first meal. Tin- consists

dt tin- bee'- egg, and it i- provided with long, -harp mandibles, apparentl} for the

special purpose oi piercing the -hell, for it ha- no othei use foi them. Having
finished this repast, and being now five or six days old, it casts its skin, and becomes
a little white grub with -i\ feet. It- mandible- have become short and blunt, for

it- food in tin- stage i- semiliquid the honey stored up by the bee for the sustenance
ot it- own grub and requires no cutting. Five days later it casts it- -km again,

and now it- jaws are still more blunt and its eyes less prominent, for in the darkness
ei the bee's cell it has no need of them. This phase ot its existence lasts live days

1 I.vtta vesicatoria

P H.S.Chta n, I i

Till \ !
'

I 1 LWS
The head i ii the ant-lion is hei

jaws and theii coi ctions clearly. There is no mouth iii the usual
thi word \ll ill' i I -I rli -mi h in "i .i limit nature, and is

I ii. hi. its prey l>v means "i the sh irp-pointed
in it. ii.it. .! i froove into the

mouth; and the two ribbon liki processes, shov I in tin- photi

Lightly I.. I. kwai thi flow.
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ASCALAPHUS.
The early stages of this [nsei l are similar to those of the ant-
lion

;
but finally it has .1 tuny body, long, clubbed antenna?

like those oi a butterfly, and its netted wings arc blotched with
black and pale yellow.

only, when it casts its skin for the third

time and now quite alters its form. It

has become much like the grub of one of

the dung-beetles, but its eyes have now
disappeared altogether. It concerns itself

no more with feeding, but makes its way
out of the bee's nest, and descends to the

ground. Here it excavates a small cavity.

and at the end of five davs its skin has

become hardened much after the manner
of a fly's grub when it is about to change

into the chrysalis ; but the case of the

blister-beetle's grub differs from the

puparium of the fly in the fact that it has

four little protuberances on the part that was the head, and its feet have been
transformed into six little warts. It is yellowish-white in colour and exudes a

clear fluid.

But there is as yet no change into the chrysalis stage as in the case of the flv.

flu' grub has merely cast its skin again, but this time without breaking it, and it

remains in this shelter all through the winter. In spring it breaks open the hard

case and walks out, in general appearance much like it was when it went into the

ground
;
but its mouth-parts have become still more rudimentary in character and

its feet are now two-jointed, but poorly developed. It remains quietly underground
in its cell for about two weeks, and then changes into an ordinary beetle-chrysalis.

This is the last stage but one, and it extends to about twenty days ; then the bright

little beetle emerges and proceeds to feed

upon the leaves of its food-plants and to

find a mate. Owing to its shining green

colour it is not easy to see the beetle upon

the leaves, but its presence is revealed by

a peculiar odour it gives forth.

The remarkable thing about this

series of changes is what has been called

the false-pupa stage. When it assumes the

form of a fly's puparium, one would expect

that it would change into a chrysalis

within. A similar stage—as we shall see

—

occurs only in a few other beetles, and

these all have somewhat similar habits.

As the metamorphosis departs from the

usual course of the Insects which exhibit

three distinct changes of form after the

egg-stage, it has been described as hyper-

metamorphosis.

Among the beetles that are well

\

NEMi 'PTERA.

This, represents another group of the ant-lions, though they do
not construct pitfalls. In the adult state they are remarkable
for the slender shape and srr.it length of the hind-wings.
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known to all country ramblers is the oil-

beetle, 1 though few who are not specially

interested in the study of beetle life know
anything of its remarkable history. There

are numerous species of oil-beetles—we have

seven of them in our own country— -and a

common species may frequently be seen in

spring dragging its bloated, blue-black body
across country paths. It is probably a

female, seeking for a favourable spot in which

to deposit her eggs. These she plants in

batches in holes in the ground ; and it is

calculated that her total output of eggs

amounts to about ten thousand. Now seeing

that these beetles exude an unpleasant, oil-

like-, yellow secretion from the joints of their

legs which renders them objectionable to

creatures that feed upon Insects, there does

not at first sight appear to be any need for

such lavish fruitfulness. What becomes of

this progeny ? The oil-beetles are not

Insects that appear in swarms. It is esti-

mated that not one in a thousand of the tiny

grubs that issue from these minute eggs

ever gets beyond the first larval stage. Probably, that estimate is far too high,

for we do not find the species any more plentiful to-day than they were forty

years ago. One may safely say that out of those ten thousand eggs there is

produced only one female beetle that survives to lay eggs in her turn. What
becomes of the nine thousand nine hundred and ninety odd will appear, and give

point to Tennyson's lines :

—

Nature lends such evil dreams.

So careful of the type she seems,

So careless of the single life."

The oil-beetle's eggs hatch, and, like those of the blister-beetle, give origin

to larvae that bear little likeness to the usual types of beetle-grubs. They have six

long legs, and are quite active little runners and climbers. They are long-bodied,

but this length extends only to about one-tenth of an inch. As soon as they have

escaped from the egg-shells and the earth they start climbing the stems of flowering

plants and continue until they have reached the flower. Here they wait patiently

until some other Insect visits that flower in quest of nectar or pollen. When such

a visitor arrives the larva at once clings to its body and is carried away unnoticed.

This form of grub is called a triungulin, because each of its six feet ends in three

claws, and it appears to be formed solely with a view to this one indispensable

act of its life—the clinging to a particular kind of solitary bee. But it is here

that instinct fails it ; and in this failure we find the explanation of the great fecundity

1 Meloe.

The Bi-isi i i; I '.mi le.

So called from its medicinal use in producing blisters.

Under the name "l Spanish-fly it has also had repute .1- .1

hair stimulant. About three-quarters of an inch in length,

it is of a shining bronze-green colour. Its life-history is

more remarkable than 11- uses.
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ii! ilu beetle. In order thai the triungulin should justify its existence il should

cling onlj to a 1
1 the sjenusanthophora oi the genus andrena, thai being its only

avenue to success in life. \- .1 mattei oi fad il will cling to any [nsecl that is

sufficient^ hairj to enable its hooked feel to hold on. Bu1 unless i1 catches the

righl bee n- labour 1- in vain, and it perishes, the success oi the operation depending

upon the triungulin being conveyed to the bee's m 1

Le1 u- suppose thai the particular individual in which we are interested lias

boarded the righl bus, so to speak, and arrived in the burrow of the anthophora

where then' is a cell fully provisioned with honey, upon which the bee now lays

.1 floating egg. The triungulin is waiting for this act, and before the bee has time

to seal up the cell, it slips of! the bee and balance- itsell nicely upon the bee's egg.

At tin- stage oi it- existence it is incapable ol feeding upon honey. There is onlj

one thing in the world thai will serve for it- first meal, and if it does not sei ure

tin- it perishes. That one thing 1- the bee's egg, and this obtained it sets to work

to devour it. A bee's egg may appear to be a very small matter for a meal, but it

serves the triungulin for several days; and then this little gourmel casts it- first

-kin and appears in a different form. It now mine closely resembles the grub

oi the 1 01 ki hafer, and 1- 1 apable oi floating on the honey and of feeding upon it.

Bu1 hew main' oi it- kindled, hatched from the multitudinous eggs of the same

mother-beetle, have perished withoul getting so far on their journej ' In due

time it consumes all the honey, changes into a false chrysalis, when it resembles

the legless -rub oi a bee, then into the true chrysalis, and finally into a perfecl

oil-beetle.

There i- another beetle rare in this country named -itaii- 1 which curiously

goes through a similar experience, also in connection with an anthophora-bei

It is mure plentiful in the South oi France than it 1- with us, and Fabre has

managed to work out it- lifi history with tolerable completeness, a mattei oi

considerable difficulty, as will be undersl 1 from the following brief statement.

Sitaris - nol 1 1 arl} so 1 rolific as meloe, bu1 she lays at least 2,000 eggs, and take-

^f^-^^
VlOLEl Oil BEET1 1--.

.-ml more si. 1. that of the COI

the mali i distinguishing diflep n the sexes is affoidi II f the male

1 Sitaris b
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care to place them in the ground very near to the burrows of anthophora. This

probably explains the smaller number of the eggs, as it will be seen that the chances

of a grub getting attached to the right bee are much greater. The egg-laying takes

place in August, and the eggs hatch about the end of September. There are well-

stored honey-cells close at hand, and one would expect that the little black sitaris

triungulins would at once go to them and begin feeding. But the sensation of

hunger is at present unknown to them ; they simply huddle together, and pass the

winter where they were born. In spring—about April or May—they wake up
and begin to look about them. Should any hairy Insect come within reach,

whether it be bee, fly, or beetle, they seize upon it. Here is another failure of

unerring instinct," for the vast majority seize the wrong carrier, and get no
further on their proper road. The first of the new anthophoras to issue from their

cells are males ; and as these hang about in their burrows for several days waiting

for their wings and integuments to harden properly, a number of the triungulins

have a good opportunity for attaching themselves, and they take advantage of

it. But they appear to know that they have not yet got hold of the Insect that

can directly help them to work out

their destiny. About a month
later the female bees emerge, and

as these are being courted by the

males the triungulins contrive to

transfer themselves from one to

the other. The females busy

themselves, of course, in the

making of cells, and the triungulin,

knowing that it has reached its

[£. step, f.l.s. destination, gets off as soon as the
Ciimmon Oil-Beetle.

A common Insect by the side of paths in spring. It gets its name from its

habit of exuding a yellow, oily fluid with an unpleasant odour from it- leg-

joints. Its life-history is one of the most remarkable even of Insect
stories. Twice the natural size.

bee has laid an egg on the store of

honey. The cell is sealed up, and

the little sitaris proceeds to feed

upon the egg. This repast lasts for about eight days, and then the sitaris

casts its skin, and emerges as a very different creature, with exceedingly short

legs and a shortened, inflated body, which enables it to float on the honey with

safety. Its spiracles or breathing-holes are placed along each side of the

back, instead of along the sides as usual in larvae, so that it can breathe

without risk of the spiracles becoming clogged by the honey. The only

exertion demanded of it is the sucking up of the honey ; and there is enough

of this to occupy it for about forty days. This brings it to the middle of

July, when it changes again, becoming much like the puparium of a fly. In this

condition it may remain for a month, or for eight months. Those of the shorter

period return to much the same condition as that in which they consumed the

honey. A little later it becomes a chrysalis, and in August or September it emerges

as a sitaris beetle The tardy individuals pass the winter in the false-pupal condition

and finish their changes in spring. This, it will be seen, is one of the most com-

plicated and remarkable of Insect life-histories.



The Life-History of the Bli rEi Beetli
In its earliest stage the grub of the blister beetle contrives to g :t on th back of a certain s ilitary bee, as shown. On arrival
bee's nest, excavated in the stem of a bramble, th" erub gets into a cell wh
employed as a raft its contents are eaten : thru the grub changes its form to enable it to float on the honey, whi
Other changes of skin bring >rrn, until the grub is full-grown, w earth,
where it constructs i Two fully I

rwice the natural -

II9
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A somewhat similar story is told of an American beetle named Epicauta, 1 whose
food in the grub stage consists of the buried eggs of the Rocky Mountain locust

;

2

and the life-history of our wasp-nest beetle,3 as elucidated by Dr. T. A. Chapman,
is in general much like it, making allowance for the different character of its food.

Our wasps do not fill their cells with honey as do the bees, but feed their grubs upon
partly digested Insect food from the mouths of the workers. The wasp-nest beetle

was long known to pass its larval stages in the wasp cells and to be parasitic upon
the wasp-grubs, but nothing definite was known as to its transformations until

1870, when Dr. Chapman published the results of his patient observations. It is

a slender beetleabout half an inch long, of a bluish-black colour, and with thewving-

covers running off to

a point behind, leaving

a wide gap between

them, much as in the

case of the oil-beetle.

But the oil-beetle's

wing-covers cover no

wings, and are them-

selves soldered to-

gether at the base so

that they are not
moveable. The female

wasp-nest beetle is

believed to deposit her

eggs in spring or sum-

mer near the entrance-

holes to the under-

ground nests of the

common wasp and the

equally common Ger-

man wasp. 4 Thev
hatch into little crea-

tures a fiftieth of an

inch long, and much
like the triungulin of

the oil-beetle, black in colour. The two or three claws of the feet are supported by
a large transparent sucker, and there is a similar sucker on the last segment of the

hind-body. ' The little animal frequently stood up on this, and pawed the air with

its feet, as if in search of some fresh object to lay hold of." Fach segment of the

hind-body bears on each side a short spine, which points backwards.

This little creature is supposed to make its way afoot down the passage into the

nest chamber of the wasp, and to climb up into the combs and enter a cell in which

there is a nearly full-grown wasp-grub. Attaching itself to this grub the intruder

bores into its back a little behind the head, and enters the body, remaining a little

below the skin. It feeds for a time upon the internal parts of the wasp-grub, and
1 Epicauta vittata. 2 Caloptenus spretus. 3 Metoecus paradoxus. 4 Vespa vulgaris and V. gcrmanica

Photos by]

Sitaris-Beetle.
E. Step, F.L.S.

["his beetle has a life-history in its main lines similar to that of the nil beetle, its victim being a
solitarj bee ["he story is told in a ~i\< c ling plate The two sexes are shown here, four t :s

Larger than life-size.



THE GREAT GREEN GRASSHOPPER.
! ie Insect, the largest of our native Grasshoppers, is not found among the grass, but in bushes and trees, where

[aged in the capture of other Insects. The individual shown above, that has captured a marbled
and is tearing off the wings prior to eating the body, is a female, as denoted by the sword-like termination

of the body. A male is shown above. Note thi i of the antennae, which place this species among thi

horned grasshopr
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The Blister-Beetle and the Oil-Beetle. i 'i

/

Wasp nest Beetle.
/ I V

fly. Initsgrub stage it \i\ aesl ol the wasp,
p-grubs. It is shown four tii

actual

then breaks out again through the fourth ring,

apparently for the si >Ie purpose i ii moull in

Although it has not yel cast a skin, h ap]

am e is uttei l\ altered 1>\ the abundant food

it has imbibed. The -km is so distendi d thai

the black colour, which t< u mi 1 1\ covered the

whole triungulin, now appears onlj as isolated

patches in the middle oi eai Ii segment. I hough
the little fellow is now ten times it- former size,

these black patches remain the same sizi

the} wen- when it wenl into it- host. The
beetle-grub is now one-sixth of an inch long.

At the same time that it emerges through the

skin oi its victim it casts it- first skin, and
becomes a more ordinary-looking grub, but

with poorly developed legs. It attache- it-. It

by the mouth to the under side oi the head ol

the wasp grub, and lies there " like a collar
"

until its next moult, " sucking rather than

eating." When about a quarter oi ap inch long it moult- a second time, and becomes
much like the grub oi a wood-wasp

v
] By the time it is ready foi it- next change

it has entirely eaten the wasp-grub, and has become large enough to till the top ol

th< i ell oi it- victim, where it changes

to a chrj -ah-, I he whole of this life-

history from the hatching oi the egg

to this point i- comprised in one week.

Although this article was sup-

posed to be about the blister-beetle

and the oil-beetle only, we have

tin mgh1 it well to include these i >ther

beetle, ol -miliar parasitic habit, as

parasitism is a very rare phenomenon
among beetles, and the habit produ

such similar results in those thai

practise it, though they are not all

i li serj related.

In the va-t majority ol beetle-,

the grub is either an active, -lender

creature with six fairly long legs, or

it i- -oiiiewh.it inactive and fat, with

very -hort ineffective leet. or none at

all. It may be surmised that the

first-named was the type oi the

primitive beetle-larva, and thai at a

later stage in the evolution oi the race

An Enemy ro Loi i

near the Inn -

i

i it, and when they b

!>ro.
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the type changed to suit a more sluggish mode of life. In the examples we have

given of these parasitical beetles we see this evolutionary progression being repeated

in each individual, as though it were an object-lesson retained by nature to let us see

just how the change from one type to another may have been effected in the branching

off of families from the primitive beetle stock. In the majority of beetle-larvae the

triungulin stage appears to have been suppressed, unless the equivalent of it is passed

through before the egg hatches.

The Snake-Fly.

The snake-fly 1 gets its name from its remarkable appearance, due

to the elongation forwards of the fore-body and of the head behind, which gives

a miniature resemblance to the fore-part of a snake. The four wings are much like

those of the alder-fly, and the Insects are much about the same size—that is, one

inch across the expanded wings. The female snake-fly has a long, slender

egg-placer of similar length

to the hind-body. What
the object of the long neck

is, does not appear to

have been satisfactorily

explained, though it is

tolerably certain that there

is some reason for it, which

will be shown when more

attention to its life-history

has been paid by observers.

The eggs, which are

laid in batches in the

crevices of decaying wood,

are long cylinders with a

small knob at the upper

end. We give a photo-

graph of those of the spotted-necked snake-fly, 2 enlarged.

The larva is chiefly noticeable by reason of its big head and the large size of the

first segment of the fore-body- There are no appendages to the hind-body, as in

the alder-fly larva, for the ^
rood reason that the snake larva is not an aquatic, but lives

in decaying wood, where it preys upon the numerous Insects there to be found.

When it has made the mistake of attacking an Insect larger or more capable of

offence than itself, it has a curious habit of wriggling out of the way, backwards,

rather than turning tail. By this method it has the advantage of retreating with

its face to the foe. It is a very voracious creature, but like many others of that

character it can upon occasion fast for long periods. Larvae that have been kept

in confinement for observation purposes, and then possibly forgotten, have survived

without food for nine months. Such unfortunate individuals lose bulk, of course,

but appear to have the power to make up for lost time when they get the oppor-

tunity. It changes into a chrysalis without forming any cell or cocoon. In this

1 Raphidia not. it.

i

2 R macnlicollh.

W,\SI'-NKSI I
ii

I 1 1 I'

The female beetle lays her eggs near the entrance to an underground wasp's-nest, and the
young grubs make their way to the interior and climb into the nest. Here they attack the
nearly full-grown grubs of the wasps and consume them as food. The two sexes are shown
enlarged to three times the natural size.



i Oil-Beetle and che Sitaris Beetle.
: half of the picl oil beetli , an i I In the hawkweed flower several grubs

are wail
. yr „i,

tn anoth< r cell it is s ifter ] assing thi .1 interv* oiog
rhe lower dh the life-historj About twice the natural

t2 ;
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stage it retains the general form
of the larva, but has the legs and
eyes of the perfect Insect, together

with wing-pads, of course ; and in

the case of the female there is also

the long egg-placer already de-

veloped, but now laid along the

back. The retention of the larval

jaws in this stage is remarkable,

and appears to indicate that

formerly the Insect made a cocoon

from which its escape was effected

by the use of these cutting-jaws,

as is the case with its relative the

ant-lion. A short time before it

changes into the snake-fly the

chrysalis regains the use of its legs,

and runs about.

There are three other native species, but the differences between them
are not very striking, and are more likely to appeal to the specialist than to

others. Many other species are known from different parts of the northern

hemisphere, but their life-history is not known
;

probably it agrees in the

main with what has been stated of our native forms. The snake-flies are

not related to the true flies—those with two wings only, such as our house-

Pttoloby] II Basil

The Snake-Fly.
The remarkable feature of this Insect is the long, neck-like prolongatioi

the body and the shape of the head, which give th.* foreparts a miniature
resemblance to a snake. The photograph is two and a half times larger than
life-size.

of

at a glance on

the network of

flies. It will be seen

the wing structure and

to say

history of the two groups. The
winged Insects, 1 which includes the

comparing
" nerves

'•'

nothing of the more important evidence

snake-flies

ant-lions and

their photographs that

is altogether different,

afforded bv the early

to the order of nerve-

lace-wings.

belong

f

,
F.E.SPhotosby] II ] Li,

Early Stages of the Snake-Fly.
Hi. left-hand figure shows the grub of tin- common snake fly, and on the
right is the chrysalis of a smaller species, the spotted-necked snake-fly ; the
first enlarged three times, and the second four times

europtera.

The Pasha with Two Tails.

One of the most striking of

European butterflies is a neai

relation to our purple emperor,

but the people of Southern France

call it the pasha with two tails. 2

They might with more fitness call

it the pasha with four tails, for the

hind-wings have each two tails, and

two and two make four. However,

it is something to have a common
name of any sort, and one must
not be too critical of such names
when they do exist.

The pasha is the onlv European
2 Charaxes jasnis.



The Wasp-Nest Beetle and its Life History.
,vo. Carrtras.

In the upper part of the p'cture,

a

tie, which cling to it, and
.

:

-. i.il to the wasp's uest In the first of the enla i the skin of the wasp-grub, in the second cell it has
I Tin and feeds externally. In the third grub';

finally, it has becon lis. About foui
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representative of

that inhabit the

inches (from two

wings. All the

a numerous genus of large and handsome I butterflies

African and Indian regions. It measures about three

and a half to three and a quarter) across the expanded
wings are brown in colour, with a kind of marginal band

of orange ; a row of six orange spots on the fore-wing, parallel to this band ; and
four small blue spots within the marginal band of the hind-wings, which are ed,t;ed

with a narrow line of black outside the orange. The tails are also black. The under

side shows a beautiful but complicated pattern of spots, bands, and streaks of grey,

maroon, brown, white, orange, and black. The caterpillar is green and shagreened
;

Eggs of Snake-Fly.
A group of eggs of the spotted-necked snake-fly, from nature, in decayed wood of a tree stump. Enlarged to twenty-three times tin

natural dimensions.

the head lighter in tint, with four yellow, horn-like points, which are tipped with

red. A line of yellow extends along each side from near the head to the hinder

extremity. On the back are two orange rings. It feeds at night on the leaves of

the so-called strawberrv-trce, 1 with which its colour harmonizes ; so also does that

of the chrysalis, which hangs from a twig and might be overlooked as a curled

leaf. Its wing-cases are slightly tinged with blue.

The pasha is very rapid in its flight, and very difficult to capture. It habitually

flies high, like the purple emperor, and like that royal butterfly chiefly comes

1 Arbutus unedo.



&
Life-History of the Pasha with Two Tails.

in the attitude shown, h
is completed, and the chrysalis hangs only by its tail-hooks. The newly emerged butterfly, clinging to the chrysalis skin, is shown in the

photograph.
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Photo by]

to earth when attracted by some-

thing that we should consider un-

savoury. The collectors avail

themselves of this weakness by

laying snares of rotten cheese in

the neighbourhood of its haunts,

and so attracting it within reach

of their nets. African species of

the same genus, however, though

fond of such things, and drinking

of the juices that exude from trees,

are also said by Trimen to be

attracted by honey, and the smaller

ones to be in the habit of visiting

flowers for the sake of their nectar.

Some of these African species are

much larger than the European

pasha, and have their wings glossed

with blue or purple, like our purple

In some species the sexes differ considerably in form and colour.

[Hugh Main, F.E.S.

The Pasha with Two Tails.

The pasha with his wings extended, showing the markings of the upper side.

The wings are brown, margined with orange, and spotted with orang- and

blue. The tails, of which there are four instead of the two indicated by the

name, are black. It is a high and rapid flier, and very difficult to catch.

emperor.

Stick-Insects.

Although related to the mantids and much more closely to the walking-leaf

Insects, the stick-Insects l differ widely in appearance from both. They are very

slender and of relatively great length. In all the species that possess wings the

wing-covers are very small and quite inadequate for the office of covering the

wings. But in many species neither

|
»

> * '

I

Photo by

The Pasha with Two Tails.
[H. Main, F.E.S.

This photograph exhibits the wonderful colouring of the under surface,

which is a beautiful but complicated pattern of spots, streaks, and bands
of grey, in.noon, brown, white, orange, and black.

1 Phasmidas.

wings nor wing-covers are de-

veloped, and in these cases, of

course, the resemblance to a vege-

table stem is enhanced by the

deficiency. This resemblance is

further helped by the fact that all

the limbs are very similar in shape,

and usually thin. They are mostly

held at such angles as would suggest

side-shoots from the supposed twig

or branch represented by the

Insect's body. The hind-legs are

not developed for leaping as in

their relations, the grasshoppers,

nor are the fore-legs adapted for

seizing prey as in their nearer kin,

the mantids. They are all purely

vegetable feeders. Much of the



A Long and Slender Stick.

I with any neat appn >acb to t] i foot in length

;

a page three times the present height toaocomm I body. It is a natn
I

and it tvoul 1
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attenuated, stick-like appearance is due to the elongation of the fore-body, the

portion to which the legs and wings are attached. In Insects generally this fore-body

consists of three parts, which have definite names in entomological terminology.

In the stick-Insects the first section 1
is always very small, the middle portion 2

very long, and the hind portion 3 less than the middle one. The lower portion of

the front pair of thighs is often more slender than the remainder of the joint, to

enable the fore-legs to be pressed close to the head and extended straight in front,

thus hiding the long antennae and making the Insect still more stick-like.

The majority of the stick-Insects are natives of the tropics, but several small

species are found in Southern Europe. Probably the best-known species is one from

India 4 which has been largely reared in captivity by entomologists in Britain. In

all the species the females appear to be much more numerous than the males, but

in that just mentioned we believe not a single male has appeared among the many
thousands that have been born in this country. In spite of this fact the females go on

producing fertile eggs, and the breeder—after

supplying all his friends with eggs or young

—

is soon at a loss to know what to do with an

abundant surplus. Judging from our experience

of this Insect, which feeds indifferently on

privet, rose, or bramble in this country, feeding

is its one occupation, and this is pursued mainly

at night ; during the day it remains inactive on

its food-plant. Its favourite attitude is with

the head downwards, and in this position the

females drop their eggs singly, taking no trouble,

Pkotoby] i sup,F.L.s. as most Insects do, to ensure their safety by
The Birth of a Stick-Insect. burying them or gluing them to the food-plant.

Each egg of the stick-Insects is contained m a hard J e
' ° r

capsule which is much like a seed. When the egg hatches There is no doubt that there is method ill this
the young stick is a mere thread, but by the time it has
pushed oft the lid of the capsule and got out it has seeming madness. The eggs—which are laid at
increased greatly in size. ( tur ph"t"e.r.iph u'.i- s„.ur.,l _

°
_

°°
before the hind-feet were free, and shows the disparity in intervals, and llC)t ill batches are Separated b\'
size between the egg-capsule and the Insect that has

.

r
just issued in, ,„ it this treatment and there is less likelihood of the

young being overcrowded. Each egg is enclosed in a horny capsule of a

brown colour, which might easily be mistaken for a seed of one of

the pea family. To help out this likeness there is on one side of the

capsule a scar-like mark, such as one finds on leguminous seeds, marking the

point of attachment to the pod. The reason for such resemblance is hard to seek.

It has been suggested by Goldi that it is in order to deceive ichneumon-wasps, but

it is well known that ichneumons know these capsules quite well and lay their own
eggs in them. The resemblance, though it might protect them from Insect-eating

birds, would lay them open specially to the risk of being consumed by seed-eaters.

The egg-capsules of all the stick-Insects appear to conform to this likeness to seeds,

so there is probably a good reason for it, which has not yet been discovered. In

the case of dixippus the capsule is actually made conspicuous by a polished, yellow,

bead-like addition to the lid, as though it were intended as a handle by which the lid

could be lifted. When the egg hatches the young stick pushes off this lid easilv

1 Prothorax. 2 Mesothorax. 3 Metathorax. 4 Dixippus.



Stick-Insects. i.;i

and emerges, but as ;i rule n has -nine difficulty in getting rid "l the capsule, Un-

hooks of (nif or both of the hind-legs catching probably in the egg-skin. Now the

egg-capsule measures ; mm. in length, and the newly emerged stick is to nun in

the length of its body, not taking the long antennae and legs into account. Of course,

the discrepancy in size between the capsule and the young is explained by the fact

that considerable expansion has taken

place during actual emergence.

Before emergence, for example, the

three pairs of legs are fairly close

together, but during the struggle to

free itself from its prison the two

hind - joints oi the middle 1" id}

lengthen and separate the legs con-

siderably. The young stick grows

rapidly, and casts its -kin several

times before inning at full size and

laying capai ity. But in the

species described there are no ex-

ternal marks to indicate the larval,

nvmphnl, and mature stages : size

is our only guide.

It is worth remarking that these

Insects resemble crabs and lobsters

in one respeel that is in the restora-

tion of lost limbs. It sometimes

happens that in moulting there is a

difficulty in getting one of the limbs

free from the old skin, and in the

effort to do this the limb breaks off.

We have sometimes suspected, too,

thai 01 casi mallj i me individual dis-

plays cannibalistii tendencies and

bites off part oi the limb oi a sister.

However, it the loss has occurred

during the early part of the cripple's

life the defect will be put right befon

the stick die- oJ old age. At the nexi

change of skin a new limb will make
its appearance on a reduced scale,

and at the following moult it will be

less out of proportion to it- fellows.

But if the accident happens later in lite there are no1 sufficient moult- to enable

the process to be completed. To an inactive creature like a stick the deprival

A Winged Stick-Insect.
iphus, whichisanativi

ul a foot in tin- length of i

!\--r half-

foot to tin- appa
ri which tin' winu's an- fu.

of a limb or two does not matter greatly

with four or live.

it appeat - to gel alone comfortably
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The feet of the stick-Insect end in two sharp hooks, and between them is a little

cushion. These arrangements enable it to take hold rapidly, and to retain that

hold securely in spite of jerking of the branch to which it is clinging. The fore-

part of the body of dixippus is covered with minute points, which might be the

beginnings of spines on a twig, but as they are so small as scarcely to be noticed

without a lens, they cannot be considered

as having any value in heightening the

resemblance to vegetable growth. But

they show a tendency which is more

manifest in some of the large tropical

species, where spines are so well developed

as to be an absolute protection against

any Insect-eating bird or mammal that

was fully aware of the real nature of these

fraudulent sticks. An example of these

spiny sticks will be found figured on

page 133, and another appears at the top

of the coloured frontispiece.

In the winged species the wings are

larger and more perfect in the males ; and

there are species in which only this sex

is winged. Brown and green are the

prevailing tints of the stick-Insects ; and

these colours vary a great deal with the

growth and habits of the Insect, and, it

is suspected, with the seasons also. An
infant stick when it leaves the egg on the

ground and climbs up the stem of a shrub

is brown, but becomes green when feeding

among the leaves, and turns brown again

in later life when it has to mimic a twig

of fair thickness. Some of them have

their brown mottled with green markings,

which resemble the minute liverworts

which cover the stems and leaves of the

jungle flora. Many of them have the

unpleasant habit of ejecting an acrid and

evil-smelling liquid from glands on their

fore-body. It is said that this fluid

getting into the human eye has caused

blindness. Although, as stated, there

as a native of Britain.

The walking-leaf Insects are regarded by systematists as belonging to the same

family as the stick-Insects : but they present so different an appearance that we

reserve them for separate treatment.

Photo by [E. Step, F.L.S.

A Domesticated Stick-Insect.
In recent years this Indian species has been reared extensively

in this country, its sluggish habits and the absence of wings

making it amenable to close confinement. In almost all cases the

individuals are females, the male having been seen on two or

tin.. 1 iccasions only ; nevertheless, the females produce an
enormous number of fertile eggs. The hatching of an egg of

this species is shown on page 130.

are European species, not one is found



Gray's Spiny Stick-Insect. *

Some of the " sticks " are Liberally armed with sha the thorny bushes on which the)
They also help, probably, i- i p the joints ol not
drawn out so much as usual and arc much stouter, it is nearly a foot in lei

i ;;
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Ants as Spring-cleaners.

Anglo-Indians

Photo by~\

A Foraging Ant.
[Harold Baslin.

Theve is no certainty as to the exact species of ant referred to in the account
of the Trinidad spring-cleaning, but in the opinion of "Amazon " Bates it

was an eciton or foraging ant, such as is represented in this photograph in

Chi winged condition, twice the actual size.

tell us how,

upon occasion, ants other than

those that nest in the walls or

under the floors of their bunga-

lows, pay a visit from outside,

and make a deadly onslaught

upon the cockroaches, crickets,

and other domestic pests. But

it is in tropical America that this

kind of thing is done at times on

a grand scale. Madam Merian,

who visited Surinam at the very

end of the seventeenth century,

tells us of a large species of ant

that " when they issue from their

excavations, which they do twice

in the year, their numbers are so

great that they fill the houses,

and run from one apartment to

another, killing all the smaller

animals and sucking their juices. . . . Even man himself is obliged to take

flight, such multitudes traverse the houses in all directions. When one house

has been in this way stripped and cleared, they pass on to the next, till at

length they return to their holes."

There is no definite indication of species in this reference, and many
authorities have been disposed to cast doubt upon Madam's veracity,

owing to the fact that subsequent observers have failed to substantiate

her statement that the lantern-fly is a luminous Insect. But Lacordaire,

though he denies that these ants of visitation, as Madam Merian called

them, behave in this way as a habit, but only when there is scarcity

of food out of doors, states that he witnessed such a visitation in

Cayenne. Bates is of opinion that the ant referred to was one of the wandering

or foraging ants, 1 but he says that during his long stay on the Amazons he heard

of no instance of their entering houses. On the other hand, a Mrs. Carmichael

has left a vivid and detailed account of the manner in which an army of these ants

—which she calls " chasseurs "—effected a most salutary " spring-cleaning " of

her house, Laurel Hill, in Trinidad, and by great good fortune Messrs. Kirby and

Spence have handed that account on to future generations by quoting it in their

classical " Introduction to Entomology." There are certain points in it, such as

the reference to the presence of the blackbirds
—

" never seen but at such times
"

—which agrees so closely with Bates' account of the ant-thrushes, that they give

it the stamp of authenticity. It is a long account, but is really well worth repro-

duction in full, for Kirby and Spence are only read by the elect in these days.

1 Eciton hamatuir, or E. drepanophora.
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Space, however, compels us to abridge it somewhat. The presence oi the birds

firsl attrai ted Mrs. ( armichael's attention.
"

I asked the house-negress, who at thai moment came up from the garden,

what could be tin- cause oi the appearance oi those blackbirds ? She -aid ' Mi

dem be a sign of tin- blessing oi God ; dej are not de blessing, but only de sign,

a- we say, oi God's blessing. Misses, you'll see afore noontide how the ants will

come .uid clear the houses.
1

At this moment I was called to breakfast, and thinking

it was some superstitious idea oi hers, I paid no further attention to it.

In about two hum- alter this, I observed an uncommon numbei <>i i hasseu]

ant- crawling about the floor of the room ; my children were annoyed by them,

and seated themselves on a tabic where then- legs did not communicate with the

floor. Tlie ant- did noi crawl upon m\ person, but I was now surrounded by them.

Shortly alter tin-, the walls oi the room became covered by them :
and next they

b ;an to take possession oi tin- table- and chairs. 1 now thoughl it necessary to

take refuse in an adjoining room . . . and this was noi accomplished without

-re. it care and generalship, for had we trodden upon one we should have been

summarily punished. There wen m \ eral

ants on the top of the stair, but they

were not nearly so numerous as in the

room we had left ; but the upper room
presented a singular spectacle, for not

only were the floor and the walls covered

like the other room, but the root was
i o\ ered also.

The open rafters oi a West India

house at all time- afford -belter to a

numerous tribe of Insects, more par-

ticularly the cockroach ; but now their

destruction was inevitable. The chas-

seur-ants, as if trained for battle.

ascended in regular, thick files, to the

ratter-, and threw down the cock-

roaches to their comrades on the floor,

who as regularly man bed of! with the

dead bodies oi cockroaches, dragging

them awaj bv their muted efforts with

amazing rapidity. bather the cock-

roai he- were stung to death on the

ratter-, or else the fall killed them.

The ant- never stopped to devour their

prey, but conveyed it all to their store-

houses.

Hie windward windows of this

room were of glass, and a battle now
ensued between the ant- and the jack

I

axe. Ant.

leaning in pa

the neighbouring islands. Thesi
is well shown in the photograph, which is

.me
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Spaniards on the panes of glass. The jack-spaniard 1 may be called the

wasp of the West Indies ; it is twice as large as a British wasp, and its

sting is in proportion more painful ; it builds its nest in trees and old houses, and

sometimes in the rafters of a room. These jack-spaniards were not quite such

easy prey as the cockroaches had been, for they used their wings, which not one

cockroach had attempted to do. Two jack-spaniards, hotly pursued on the window,

alighted on the dress of one of my children. I entreated her to sit still, and remain

quiet. In an inconceivably short space of time a party of ants crawled upon her

frock, surrounded, covered the two jack-spaniards, and crawled down again to the

floor, dragging off their prev, and doing the child no harm.
" From this room I went to the adjoining bed-chamber and dressing room,

and found them equally in possession of the chasseurs. I opened a large military

chest full of linen, which had been much infested ; for I was determined to take

every advantage of such able

hunters. I found the ants already

inside ; I suppose they must have

got in at some opening at the

hinges. I pulled out the linens on

the floor, and with them hundreds

of cockroaches, not one of which

escaped.
" We now left the house, and

went to the chambers built at a

little distance ; but these also

were in the same state. I next

proceeded to open a store-room at

the end of the other house for a

place of retreat ;
but, to get the

key, I had to return to the under

room, where the battle was now
more hot than ever. The ants had

commenced an attack upon the

rats and mice, which, strange as it may appear, were no match for their

apparently insignificant foes. They surrounded them as they had the

Insect tribe, covered them over, and dragged them off with a celerity and

union of strength that no one who has not watched such a scene can comprehend.

I did not see one rat or mouse escape, and I am sure I saw a score carried off during

a very short period. We next tried the kitchen, for the store-room was equally

the field of battle between rats, mice, cockroaches, and ants killing them. A
huckster negro came up selling cakes ; and seeing the uproar, and the family and

servants standing out in the sun, he said, ' Ah, misses, you've got the blessing of

God to-day, and a great blessing it is to get such a cleaning.'

"
I think it was about ten when I first observed the ants ;

about twelve the

battle was formidable ; soon after one o'clock the great strife began with the rats

and mice ; and about three the houses were cleared. In a quarter of an hour more

1 Polistes annularis.

Photo by]

JAC k -Spaniard."
[E. Step, F.L.S.

A common species of wasp in the West Indies is known by this name.
Although it naturally builds in trees it is so familiar in its habits as to come
freely into the houses and to build there. The photograph shows it one

and a half times the actual size.



The Spring-cleaning.

Vast hordes of foraging ants visit .1 house in Trinidad and drive out or kill all the vermin cocki W s1 Indian

having numerous ants attached to them by the jaws, so that they soon suc<

to the painful bites.
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the ants began to decamp, and soon not one was to be seen within doors. But

the grass round the house was full of them ; and they seemed now feasting on the

lemnants of their prev, which had been left on the road to their nests ; and so

the feasting continued till about four o'clock when the blackbirds, who had never

been long absent from the calibash and poisdoux trees in the neighbourhood, darted

down among them, and destroyed by millions those who were too sluggish to make
good their retreat. By five o'clock the whole was over ; before sun-down the negro-

houses were all cleared in the same way ; and they told me they had seen the black-

birds hovering about the almond-trees close to the negro-houses, as early as seven

in the morning. I never saw those blackbirds before or since, and the negroes

assured me that they were never seen but at such times."

Photo by] [E. Step, F.L.S.

The Drummer.
It i* tin- kind referred t<> in the account of the ants' spring-cleaning,The huge cockroach known in the West Indies as thedrummer.

It is here shown only four-fifths of tin- actual size.

How Insects Breathe.

One of the details of structure in which Insects differ from most other animals

is that they have no lungs and the mouth plays no part in the respiration. As we

have already briefly indicated, the air enters the body of the Insect through a series

of openings called spiracles, which may be found at intervals along the sides of the

body. You may close the mouth of an Insect without affecting its breathing in the

slightest degree, for the mouth communicates with the digestive system only. But

if an Insect be painted with oil along its sides, so that the spiracles are clogged,

death must result though the mouth remains open. In the early stages of dragon-

flies, caddis-flies, and some two-winged flies that live in water until they have

reached their full development, the prevailing system of respiration is so far modified



How Insects Breathe. i.]9

thai they purify their 1>1 1 by means of gills,

\\ huh vi ill be described later.

As alreadj pointed ou1 in earher pages,

the blood flow s fr< ely into all a\ ailable spai es

oi the body withoul being confined in arteries

and veins; therefore the ordinary apparatus
hi lungs, where alone the 1>1 1 1 an be brought

into 1 ontai 1 with the aii to absorb it- oxygen,

would nut be useful. Under such an arrange-

ment everj particle oi blood would be brought
in I urn to the air ; in the Insect it 1- thi aii

thai 1- brought to the blood, no matter in

whal remote part oi the body it maj be.

1 In- 1- effected by mean- oi a wonderfu]

system oi elastic pipes into whii h the spiracles

open. These pipes, known .1- trachea, con-

tinually branch from tin- main- and subdivide

into nio-t minute ramifications like the veins

oi the higher animals. In then- case the tubes

are kepi distended by the contained blood

being continuously pumped through them with

force, owing to the unceasing and rhythmical

acth it} oi the heart. The trai hea oi Insects

being open to the exterior would collapse undei

the pressure of the internal organs but for the

fai 1 that they are strengthened by a spiral

wire of chitin running right through them, which keep- them distended whilst

allowing bend- and curves, and the greatest freedom oi movemenl oi the body.
There ]- no part oi the Insect that is not reached by these air-tube-. They

extend through the wings, to the tips oi the

antennae, to the delicate extremities of the

legs, and into the muscles. Wherevet the) go

thi 5
are bathed by the blood, and their texture

fine that the oxygen oi the air passes

through and i- taken up by the blood. In this

way the necessity for an arterial system for

1
ii- ulating the blood is obviated. The 1 ircula-

tion and renewal oi the air m these tubes is

maintained by a rhythmical distension and
contraction of the upper and lower walls oi

the hind-body, which i- often perceptible to

the eye, and can always be detei ted by holding p*« [w.west.

anj large tnsed between finger and thumb. I:
>
Mouth oi w B :le.

Of course, such a method does not renew all the '

air at once, as happen- in the expansion and g£ ",..;
,

.;

:

~\,,'.
!
"

'

Hi >u Injects Bre

a

W. West

of a water-
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seven tin
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deflation of the lungs ; but it is sufficient, as Insects are not such large con-

sumers of oxygen as the backboned animals. Insects are often enclosed in

tight-fitting tin boxes for many hours on collecting expeditions without anv
injury to their health. Miall and Denny state that though " cockroaches in

carbonic acid speedily become insensible," yet " after twelve hours' exposure to

the pure gas they survive and appear none the worse." A caterpillar that has

fallen into water soon becomes flaccid and apparently dead through the entry of

water into the air-tubes, but if rescued and placed where the water can drain out.

will revive, and resume its former activity. Insects such as bees and wasps, which
exhibit an almost ceaseless activity, are affected by close confinement in restricted

air-space much more speedily than the leisurely flying though larger butterfly or moth.

A main air-trunk extends along each side of the body, with short branches

connecting with each spiracle, and three ramifying branches to each segment of the

body : one to the muscles of the upper side, one to the digestive canal and other

Photo by] [H. Bastin.

How an Insect Breathes.
In this photogTaph a silkworm has been made transparent to show the ramifications of the system of air-tubes, which are here seen

,i- il.uk. brum lung threads.

central parts, and the third to the nerves and muscles of the lower side of the body.

The spiracles are slit-like openings along the sides, but they are not as simple

as they appear to be from the exterior. In different families there are a variety of

means adopted for excluding dust, and valves for closing them when necessary.

The simplest forms are seen in some bugs, flies, and beetles. These have round or

elliptical openings surrounded by a ring of chitin, whilst within is a funnel-like

contraction. In the cockroach the spiracles are permanently open, but there is an

internal valve which can close access to the air-tubes. In the grubs and pupae of

some flies each spiracle consists of a series of small openings, each with a separate

short tube which unites within before joining the trunk tube. None of the foregoing

have lips to the spiracles.

Others are more specialized in character, with lips, furnished with bristles or

hairs, sometimes branching so that they form a kind of sieve. In some cases these

hairs are external, in others internal, according to the habits of the species, the-



Phoio by]

An Air-tube Jtjn< riON.

//. S. I hem in, l-.R.M.S.

A small portion of the p stem of the silkworm, magnified about eighty times, to show tin spiral thread which in life prevents the
air-tubes from collapsing under the pressure of the other organs.
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obvious reason being the exclusion of dust and other minute foreign matter from

the air-tubes. In the beetles they are covered by the edges of the wing-covers.

As the body contracts in respiration the spiracles open
;
when it expands the

spiracles are closed and the air forced by muscular pressure into the remotest

ramifications of the finest air-tubes. In flying Insects the air-tubes expand at

intervals into oval, elliptical, or pear-shaped sacs, which, of course, afford a much
larger supply of air than the air-tubes alone, and so increase the breathing capacity

necessitated by the greater muscular exertion. A former explanation was that

the body was lightened by the extra amount of air in it ; but this is now known to

be incorrect, its specific gravity in air not being affected.

Bacon-Beetles.

Sir Edward Coke, the great sixteenth-century lawyer, has declared that " the

house of every one is to him as his castle and fortress, as well for his defence against

injury and violence, as for his repose." But although we are all fond at times of

boastfully expressing ourselves in the spirit of this legal aphorism, we know that

except against the enemies and annovers that are of our own kind our strong walls

and locks are incapable of defending us or ensuring our repose. Numerous enemies

Photo by

Air-tubes of the Silkworm.
[/. F. Hammond.

A portion of one of the trunk-lines seen in a previous photograph is here shown magnified twelve times. It will be seen th.it

at intervals agreeing with the breathing mouths a number of branch tubes arc given off. These convey air to those parts of the
silkworm distant from the sidi -.
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find their way in. even where windows arc kepi

i losed and d< n >rs onlj opened to all< <w pass;

the inhabitants and theii friends, ["hesi enemiesare

-I small and individual^ so insignificanl that, like

love in the proverb, thej can laugh at locksmiths.

In warmer lands the owner <>l the castle ha- to give

sheltei to a fai greater number "I intruders than

afflii ts the British householder whom < oke had in

In- mind, but even here there are sufficient of them

to Form the subjects <>t a mosl entertaining book,

such as that which Mr. E. A. Butler has written.

[*o say nothing for the momenl oi cockroaches,

cricki ts, ill- 5, and ninth-, "I several kinds, there are

beetle's that destroj oui furniture, others that spoil

the i igars oi the lord "I the castle, and -nine more

daring that attack the food stores oi his ladj

Among the latter is one that specially attack- hams
and bacon, and whose mi-deed- are sufficiently well

known to have earned it what very few beetles

possess a popular name, and this name in a

latinized form ] has beeri accepted by science. The

about a third oi an inch long, with a breadth not

the fore-body and the hinder half oi the wing i

hah grey. fhe upper side oi the beetle is covered

i

The Bai i in Bei ru

wan houses and i ith< i
! meats

The chief mischii by ll whilst

in the grub -'

bacon-beetle is only

quite halt it- length,

black, but the front

with hairs, and the

grey band i- due to the colour of the hairs in that region, the wii covei beneath

it being dark red. The remaining principal feature is the term ei the antennae,

wli"- three terminal joints are enlarged, giving a clubbed appearance to the organs.

In these days when we no longer cure our own bacon or keep a stoi k oi hams.

this beetle is less -ecu in the house than formerly ; but provision merchant- -till

suffer greatly from it- depredations. It i- really the grub of the beetle that duc-

tile mischief. This t- a very hairy beast, and it- type oi clothing i- -hated by all

the members oi it- family, one oi which i- the detested museum-beetle. 2 Qie

hair- form bundle-, and they can be contracted or spread ou1 at the will of the

grub. They are operated in a way that greatly assists progress in narrow passages,

and it i-. consequently, a difficult matter to hold "tic oi them between the fir

Some years ago we were the recipients oi a box containing some hundreds

"i these grubs which had can-- havoc among bai on in a domestic store-ro

The sender was an angler, and wishing it possibL to gel -nine countervailing

advantage ou1 oi hi- misfortune -cut them to know it we thoughl they would

serve as bait. Not being discipL oi fzaak Walton we could only i :pn i eneral

ion and suggest that he should give them a trial. Judging from the numl

which reached us a mere sample we hoped thai a heavy creel would in

ii ' oup him for the damage the larvae must have mtln ted ; but whether the experi-

ment was a success we never heard.

It may be surmised that smoked hams and flitches ol bacon not being a direct

1 Dermestes lardarius. - Anthrenus musaeorum.
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product of nature, such food is not the ordinary pabulum of the species. Its proper

place is in the open, and its office in the scheme of nature is to act as a secondary

scavenger. When the blow-fly grubs and the carrion-beetles have eaten the soft

flesh of a dead bird or mammal, and only the hard sinews and dried skin are

left, the bacon-beetle takes the remains in hand and clears them away.

Several allied species are only to be met with out of doors, and a good place to

find them is in the dry and shrivelled skins of stoats, rats, hawks, and the

like that decorate the gamekeeper's gibbets, where he hangs his victims as a

warning to their fellows.

One species, 1 whose black fore-body is decorated with a spot of white on

each side, has made a dead set upon the skin and leather merchants, and has at

times worked such havoc in their warehouses that we have it upon the authority

of Westwood that in his time the London

merchants in these commodities combined

to offer a reward of £20,000 for an

effectual remedy against its depreda-

tions. The impotence of man against

his minute enemies is shown by the fact

that this handsome reward was never

earned. To annihilate a human army

or destroy a fortified city is an easy task

compared with the conquest of a tiny

Insect. Even the naturalist with his

knowledge of the crafty ways of some

of these Insects, has to acknowledge

himself beaten, when, even with the aid

of air-tight drawers and outer doors to

his cabinets, he finds his treasured

specimens reduced to powder by the

industry of the museum-beetle. It is

true that with the carefully made
modern cabinets there is little chance

of the Insect breaking in, even though

a newly hatched grub by the aid of its brushes of hair can lever its way through

an almost microscopic crevice ; but an egg may be attached to an Insect received

from a collection housed in a cabinet of older type, and before that drawer is

examined again much mischief may be done.

The beetle itself is only a couple of millimetres long ; and it has a trick of

tucking its head and legs under its bodv when disturbed, and then it looks like a

mere speck of dead refuse. The grubs are quite pretty little creatures. In addition

to the general hairy covering there are two brushes at the tail end which are

ordinarily laid over the back, but when the creature is disturbed these are erected

and the hairs spread out. What can be the purpose of this display it is not easy

to determine. Sometimes a box containing surplus specimens that has been put

aside and forgotten is found to swarm with these larvne. the specimens the box

1 Dermestes vulpinus.

Photo by] [E. Step, F.L.S.

An Outdoor Bacon-Beetle.
This beetle attacks the dried carcases of dead animals alter the
more succulent portions have been consumed by the grubs of blow-
flies and carrion-beetles. The grub is shown to the left. It is

covered with long, black hairs. The beetle also is black, but .1

pretty mottled effect is produced by shining scales which reflect the
light. The Insects are here shown four times larger than the actual
size.



The I
f i'le and its Grub at Work.

luseholder the bacon-beetle is seen mostly in or about tb larder. It one ca ti

bacon, the hairy grubs will soon be in evidence, but may have inflicted mu
. u in this picture, the lowesl
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originally contained being represented by dust and a few glittering scales. The

beetle grubs have long consumed everything that was consumable. Under such

circumstances they can fast for a long period, casting their skins and slowly becoming

smaller. If opportunity offers they will eat each other, but there are always

survivors waiting for more food to come to them, or for an opportunity to escape

to pastures new. When at length full grown the grub turns to a chrysalis, the

larval skin merely splitting down the back to reveal the chrysalis within ;
and

in due course the tinv beetle emerges.

Clearwings.

In our remarks upon the hawk-moths we have mentioned two near relatives of

the humming-bird hawk-moth that shake the majority of the scales from their

wings in their first flight, and thereafter

present a close resemblance to bees. These

bee hawk-moths do not exhaust the

examples our fauna can afford of moths

assuming a likeness to stinging Insects, and

thereby escaping the destructive attentions

of at least some of their natural enemies.

At the other end of the scale of classification% the clearwings,= 1 so rail.

Photos by]

The Museum-Beetle.
e Sup, F.L.s.

is the family of

because in nearly all cases the hind-wings

are transparent and in many cases the fore-

wings also, except for a marginal band

covered with scales. Some of these remark-

able moths shed their scales whilst they

are in the chrysalis stage, others soon after

they have emerged, but in some species the

scales remain, having been rendered trans-

parent to effect the same result. Fanciful

names have been given to these moths by

entomologists, indicating a definite likeness

to a particular species of the bee or fly

orders ; but in very few cases is this so, though there is in most of them a startling

general likeness to an Insect that can defend itself if attacked. The best of these

counterfeit presentments among our native species are afforded by the hornet-moth -

and the lunar hornet-moth,3 though they do not resemble hornets, but wasps. The

hind-body in both species is marked with alternate bands of black and light yellow,

whereas the lighter bands on the hornet are more brown than yellow. But the pro-

tective value of the likeness is not lessened because their sponsors have given them

misleading names. There are, it is true, a few naturalists who decline to receive the

modern theory of mimetic resemblance for the protection of certain species ;
and

these tell us that the resemblances are purely accidental. But with the enormous

volume of evidence now accumulated it is harder to accept their view than the views

of Bates, Muller, and Poulton.

The l"iir stages of this insidious foe of the naturalist. To the

left are the eggs and newly li.ih hi 'I grubs feeding upon the

dried body of a wasp. In spite of its bad habits, the grub is

rather pretty in its adornment of little brushes and 111 its

movements. The chrysalis is contained in the split skin of the

full-grown grub, which serves it in place of a cocoon. The
figures are all four times the natural s]/r.

1 Sesiida;. Trochilium apiformis. T. crabroniformis
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Anyone imt a naturalisl who may come upon the

hornet-moth, some May morning, .1- it sits quietlj hi

trunk ill the poplar from w I m h it has recently emerged, will

he fully justified in believing 11 1- a queen wasp. Not only is

thr general appearani e tli.it oi .1 wasp, but the hind bod]

instead i>i being lluitv with it- covering <>i long scales a

in mosl thick-bodied moths, has them redui ed to so -mall

a size tli.it the appearance presented 1- that oi the smooth,

hard corselel oi tin- wasp. Further, the hornet-moths

1 in \ 1
- the hind-body in such a way that it becomes hup h

more wasp-like than it would be il lullv extruded as in

other moth-. The antennae, too, are c-xacth the shape ol

the same oi gans in the wasp.

Nearly all this group of moths llv by daw and
the thick-bodied species are fond of sitting quietly

upon tree-trunks. Now other moths that exposi

themselves in tin- manner are protected either l>v their

colour and markings assimilating closely to the hark

and rendering them inconspicuous, or the} are

strongly marked with black con-

trasting with red or yellow in

bold spot- or line-. The latter

1 1 louring indicates that they are

dangei 1
hi- i 1. and insectivorous

1 n atures turn aw,t\ from Insects

so marked. Wasps and many

R. //

'till' ' ill VRWING
Moth.

A familiar, though misund

1 ushes. Thr caterpillar :s an
internal feeder and bores out the

' the currant 51

cdure that i<

other plants by the caterpill

In tin- United Stati -

"ii as tin- currant-borer. Thr
moth i* here shown i

natural

othei stinging Insects have tin- colour scheme, and it is

quite reasonable to suppose that defence less moths
tli.it closely resemble them will escape main- dangers

that would otherwise besel them. The lunar hornet-

moth i- very similar to tin hornet-moth, except that,

when.!- ih, latter has a yellow head and black collar,

with a patch of yellow on each shoulder, the former has

a black head and yellow collar. The hind-body, too.

presents some difference, the black band- beinij heavier

in the hornet-moth ami the yellow predominating in the

lunar hornet.

I he other species, oi which there are a dozen natives

additional to the two menu d. are all smaller, and

present a close genera] resemblance to various species oi

solitary-wasps ami n hneumon-wasps all ol them beautiful

little creature- thai fly in the sunshine and walk over

leaves with much the air ol the wasps thej resemble when
searching for caterpillars. All of them have long legs,

which are displayed in a way that help- the imposture.

I II Main, I.I S.

ORANGE-TAII in Mi VRWING.
kably like a stinging Insect

i In- wing
that for man'.

only within the I

thing v. rv .1. finite h i

: i in general
appearance something 1

cleanving tistinguished by

tail."
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Plioto by] \H. Mam, F.E.S.

Lunar Hornet-Clearwing.
This fine example of the clearwing family has just emerged
from the chrysalis-skin, which is seen below, sticking out
from the exit of the burrow in which the caterpillar has
passed its life as a wood-feeder.

One of the best known of these moths is the

currant-clearwing, 1 with wings of orange and
black, and a black body belted with yellow.

It may frequently be seen in early summer
running over the leaves of currant bushes in

gardens. Its early life was spent as a cater-

pillar in boring out the centre of the currant

stems. This is the method of life followed bv
the caterpillars of all these clearwings—they

are all internal feeders, and most of them
appear to take two years in arriving at

maturity. Both the hornet-moths feed as

caterpillars in poplars and willows. The very

rare clear-undenving 2 affects the inner bark of

the poplar, the Welsh clearwing 3 the same part

of the birch, and the white-barred clearwing

the stems of alder, where it remains for nearly

three years.

Remarkable testimony to the efficacy of

the protective resemblance of these moths to

stinging Insects is afforded by the case of

the orange-tailed clearwing.4 Until the year

1829 it entirely escaped notice as a British

Insect, and up till a few years ago it was
supposed

to be one

of t h e

rarest
;

but this

now appears to have been due to its power of

imposing upon moth-hunters, who let it escape

in the belief that it was not a moth they saw.

It was supposed to feed as a caterpillar in the

stems of dogwood, but within the last few

years its food-plants have been discovered to

be chiefly guelder-rose and wayfaring-tree, and
with this knowledge large numbers of the

caterpillars and chrysalids have been taken.

It is known to be extensively parasitized by
ichneumon-wasps, against which the re-

semblance to their own order is not effective,

because the attack is made not upon the moth
but upon the caterpillar ; and a very large

percentage of those reared in captivity are

found to be thus destroyed. But that a

[E. Step, F.L.S.

Lunar Hornet-Moth and Wasp.
Seen apart, the lunar homet-moth would be readily

accepted as a wasp by most persons ; but when, as in

this photograph, the two living Insects are seen in

proximity some differences as well as resemblances are

evident between them.

1 Sesia tipuliformis. S. tabaniformis. 3 S. scolia?formis. 1 S. andrenaeformis.
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Photos b] iH. Main, F.E.S.

Early Stages of the Lunar Hornet-Moth.
In these split stems of willow the full-grown caterpillar is

reveak-d above just after it has completed the spinning of its

cocoon and is awaiting the change into the chrysalis. Below
the same individual is seen just after attaining to the chrysalis

stage, The discarded caterpillar skin is pushed back to the

tail-end.

1 Sesia vespilormis. 2 S. myopseformis.
G S. muscseformis.

S.

considerable residue does survive to mate
and lay eggs is proved by the comparative

abundance of the caterpillars in suitable

situations. The caterpillar when full grown
and about to become a chrysalis prepares

an exit for itself as a moth, but closes it with

a door that exactly matches the surrounding

bark and allows easy egress.

Of the remaining species, the cater-

pillars of the yellow-legged clearwing 1 feed

i in the inner bark of the oak, the red-belted

clearwing 2 in apple and pear, the large red-

belted clearwing 3 in birch, the red-tipped

clearwing 4 in osier, the six-belted clear-

wing 5 in bird's-foot-trefoil, the thrift clear-

wing 6 in the roots of sea-pink, and the

fiery clearwing ' in the roots of dock and
sorrel. All these caterpillars have a nearer

resemblance to the grubs of wood-boring

beetles than to the larvae oi moths.

Long-horned Grasshoppers.

Grasshoppers are divided into two

groups—the long-horns and the short-

horns—and the differences between them

will be found set out in some detail in a

later article on the short-horns.

The best known of the long-horns to

English readers in the south is the large

green grasshopper, and this is a very fair

representative of the long-horn family. 8

Although there are species that exhibit

considerable eccentricity of ornamentation

the long-horns may be said to be more

graceful, as a rule, than the short-horns.

They are less stoutly built, the wings are

broader, and the antenna- very long and

slender. The females are distinct from the

males at a glance, for in most cases they

are provided with a sword-shaped addition

to the end of the body—the egg-placer.

Often this exceeds in length the rest of the

body. It is variously used, sometimes for

placing the eggs in the earth, occasionally

it is employed for piercing the twigs of

liciformis. 4 S. formicsformis. 5 S. ichneumoniforrais.

. chrysidiformis. 8 Locustidae.
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unusual a situation, one has to admit that they are admirably placed

for hearing, for they are carried in front of the body, and the legs can

be turned easily so that the ear-slits face the direction from which the sounds

are coming.

The great green grasshopper, 1 the largest of our native hoppers, is a very

fine creature, and a musician of great power. On this account he is

frequently kept as a pet, perhaps not so much because his singing

appeals to the musical ear, but rather because of the wonder that so

small an animal should produce so strong and penetrating a note. He
is probably far more carnivorous than herbivorous, and will catch flies

with his fore-legs and devour them. Entomologists who " sugar " trees

to attract the night-flying moths often have cause to complain of

this Insect, who walks up the tree-trunks and picks off the moths
from the sugar-patch for his own supper. They have also, like the

moths, a weakness for the sugary fluid

by its smell, and onlv by accident find

itself, and probably are first attracted

the more substantial fare. Another,

the variable green long-horned

grasshopper, 2 which is some-

times mistaken for the last-

mentioned, has also a taste for

an Insect diet, for we have

found it devouring the chrysalis

of a moth.

The katydids of North

America—which we shall deal

with separately— are also

among the long-horns. Some
members of the family are re-

markable in ways other than as

Some of them are cave-dwellers, and though these are minus wings and

A Grasshopper that Mimics an Ant.

The actual size of this species is only one- third of an inch long, and by most observers

it would be passed over as an ant. Owing to the disposition of colouron the body
it appears to have the form of an ant, and probably it thus escapes molestation in

a countrv where ants are plentiful. It is a native of the Sudan.

musicians.

ears, they have legs and antenna; developed to enormous length. The

similarity of these one to another is astonishing—though they are only distantly

related species and found in parts of the world so far apart as the caves of Austria,

Kentucky, and New Zealand. They afford a good illustration of the fact that

identity of habit often brings about similarity of structure. Many of the winged

species are good examples of protective coloration, their ample wing-covers being

not only of a bright green colour, which renders them invisible when at rest among
vegetation, but some of them exhibit a close resemblance to the veining of leaves,

and a finishing touch is sometimes added in the shape of spots such as in real leaves

are due to the attacks of fungi and Insects. One of the leaf-like kind is the great

shielded grasshopper,3 which Wallace found in New Guinea, and which is five inches

long. This fine grasshopper has the fore-body covered by a large, triangular, horny

shield, two and a half inches long, with toothed edges, a somewhat wavy, hollow

surface, and a faint line down the centre, so as to resemble a leaf very closely. ' The

glossy wing-coverts (when fully expanded more than nine inches across) are of a fine

1 Locusta viridissima. 2 Meconema varians. 3 MeEralodon ensiter.
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Long-horned Grasshoppers.
[W. J. Lucas, F.E.S., and E. Slip, II . v

The two upper figures are of the great shielded grasshopper of New Guinea, male and female, much reduced in size. The lower two are
wingless forms : that on the left being a female of Peters' hetrodes from Africa, with strong spines along the margin of the fore-body. To the

iblished injEnEli n illy introduced
with plants from Japan. Note tbe'great length of tin- thread-like antenn e
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Photo by)

The Bush Cheep.

A common, brown-coloured long-horn, whose favourite haunt is about
hedgerows. The present photograph is that of the female, indicated by
the sword-shaped egg-placer.

green colour, and so beautifully

veined as to imitate closely some
of the large shining tropical leaves.

The body is short, and terminated

in the female by a long, curved,

sword-like ovipositor, and the legs

are all long and strongly spined.

These Insects are sluggish in their

motion, depending for safety on

their resemblance to foliage, their

horny shield and wing-coverts, and
their spiny legs."

But probably the most re-

markable of these protected grass-

hoppers is a small species, 1 only

a third of an inch long, that is

found in the Sudan. With the

majority of observers it would

easily pass for an ant, and the

inference is that ants are abundant

where it lives, and this disguise has been brought about as a means of

preserving a wingless race of grasshoppers from attack by ants. One of the

characters of grasshopper structure is the absence of any well-defined waist, the

stout hind-body having a straight under side and being attached to the fore-

body by its full width and depth. In ants, as the most superficial of observers

must have noticed, these two parts are connected by an exceedingly slender stalk

that makes one wonder how the vital machinery necessary can be squeezed into

so tenuous a strait. This ant-like

grasshopper appears at first sight

to have such an attenuated junc-

tion between fore-body and hind-

body ; but this is an optical illu-

sion brought about by nature

painting the under side and sides of

the grasshopper with white in such

a fashion that at a slight distance

this portion is not seen and only the

A \ stalked body of an ant remains.

. V There are other remarkable

forms among the long-horns as

among the short-horns. A few

resemble stick-Insects. Certain of

the wingless species attain a large

size and an aspect of ferocity,

some of them being very liberally

1 Myrniccophana fallax.

Photo by]

The Bush Cheep
In this photograph the male is shown. The difference between the sexes will

be seen at a glance on'comparing the hind-parts.
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decorated with spines upon the fore-body .1- well .1- the smallei ones usual on the legs.

I In 1
1 are few representatives of the family in Britain, and "i these the majoritj an

found only in the South oi England. Quite recently, however, their numbers hav<

been increased by the introduction of a singular alien 1 with foreign plants, which has

become naturalized in our greenhouses. This, no doubt, will cause alarm to the

owners and gardeners, but it is probable that it will do them far more good than

harm by destroying noxious [nsei ts rathei than plants.

Digger-Wasp and Cicada.

Tin' digger-wasp ' i- one of the largest species of wasp, and withal one of the

fiercest oi it- kind. Like other of the solitary-wasps whose ways are described

in this work, it- effort- on behalf oi the o imfi n 1 and well-being of its progeny take the

form oi excavating deep burrow- and provisioning them with sufficient food to la-t

the grub until it is fully grown. It is a fine black and yellow-banded wasp with

the black predominating over the yellow ; and witli a spread of win-- amounting
to two and three-quarter inches.

Selecting a bank where the

-oil i- dry the female digger drives

a -halt into the bank for a distance

oi about six inches, almost hori-

zontally, but with a slight down-
ward -lope. Then it make- a

sudden turn, i- continued vertically

tor a similar distance, and ends in

a spherical chamber an inch and

a halt aero—. Sometime- there are

several >ide branches oi the main

shafts, each ending in a similar

round cell. Each cell has to be

provisioned before it i- ready to

receive one of the diner's egg-,

and to tin- end the digger-wasp sets out on a hunting expedition. Its prey i-

one of the large cicadas, known in the United State- a- the lyreman 3 or dog-day
cicada, an Insect that is much larger, and in truth quite twice the weight oi the

dij er. The obvious waj oi dealing with a capture that has this advantage over

the captor i- for the latter to divide the booty and take it away piecemeal. Bu1

the digger want- it- victim whole and -till alive, though paralyzed and helpless.

to hunt for cicadas is not a matter oi greal diffii ulty, for the male- so per-

sistently and loudly advertise their present situation that they cannot well be

overlooked. The diggei wasp ha- only to fly to the trees from which the doleful

chorus oi cicada note- 1- swelling, and pick out the lyreman that appears to be

mo-t suitable. But anion- the branches it is impossible to gel a start in flight

with -o heavy a load. A weight, In wevi r, may be dragged or hauled when it cannol
be carried; and the digger having stung its victim to ensure quiescence -tart-

hauling it up the tree until it arrives at a (dear space al sufficient height to enable

1 Diastremma marmorata. 2 Sphecius speciosus. 3 Cicada tibicen.

I'm; Digger-Wasp.
This solitary-wasp, here -1 ! -\\ 1 1

"t the natiiT.il size, preys u] the much
cicada, which it stings and then entombs in a cell in the earth
ted for tl purp Upon the paralyzed cicada an egg is laid, and

tli. wasp-grub that li.it. hes then from finds in the cicada sumcii at food to

support its devel' ipment.
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it to make a long sloping flight to its mine shaft. It will spend more than an hour.

if necessary, in the task of hauling its load to a favourable position for living off.

Riley found that in some of the cells there are two cicadas entombed with the
digger's egg, and in other cells only one ; and he supposes that one cicada sufhces

to nourish a digger-grub that is to develop into a male, and that two are required
for the development of a female. Upon one of these an elongate white egg is laid,

and this hatches in two or three days. The grub is broad at the hinder end and
tapers to a point forwards. The slender head is thrust between the joints of the

cicada's body, whose substance is thus entirely absorbed. In little more than
a week only the skin is left, and by that time the wasp-grub is full grown. It now
spends a couple of days in constructing a cocoon of mingled silk and earth, in

which a number of pores are left, apparently to allow air for the grub until its

change into the chrysalis stage. The cocoon is spun in early autumn, but the

change of the grub to the chrysalis does not take place until spring, and then it

is soon followed by the emergence of the perfect digger-wasp.

The digger-wasp has serviceable jaws, and soon cuts through the cocoon which
imprisons it and makes its way through the shaft to the outer world. In summer

it is abundant in North America, and is

generally avoided on account of a well-

deserved reputation for the severity of its

sting.

The Bug Family.

The term bug is used here not in the

sense in which Americans commonlv use
[E. sup, fas. . . . ,. .

, ,-
The Digger's Victim. it as including Insects in general, but in

Having stung and carried ofi the cicada to its underground cell, £hg sense Understood bv the British
a single egg is deposited upon it, as shown. Occasionally two
cicadas may be found in a ceii with only one wasp-egg. naturalist, to whom it indicates one order

of Insect life,
1 an order that includes many remarkable forms, many beautiful

forms, and many whose ravages among plants make a knowledge of the

order important and even necessarv to all who have to do with cultivated

vegetation. But, although something like eighteen thousand species have

been named, and over a thousand of these occur in the British Isles,

it remains one of the least studied orders of Insect life ; and, although we have

labelled and classified this considerable number of species, of only a few have we
learned anything of their natural historv. These few, it is perhaps unnecessary

to state, are mainly those that come conspicuously into antagonism with man the

cultivator
;
yet even in this restricted view of the family, there is much still to be

learned and many debatable points in their economy to be cleared up.

One characteristic of the entire familv is that they do not undergo a complete

metamorphosis. There is little difference of form between the infant and the

adult, though the acquisition of wings, of course, makes considerable difference

of appearance in many species. In this matter of changing only by the acquisition

of wings they agree with members of the grasshopper and cockroach familv ;

2 but

there is this difference, that whilst the latter have cutting-jaws throughout life,

1 Order Rhynchota. 2 Orthoptera.
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\

the bugs have their mouth-
parts designed not for cutting

solids, but solely for imbibing

fluids—the sap of plants or the

blood of animals. This beak
consists of a long, jointed

sheath, grooved along its inner

face, and believed to be com-
posed of the modified upper

and lower lips. When not in use

it folds out of the way by lying

close against the under side of

the body. Within this grooved

sheath lie four fine bristles

which can be lengthened or

shortened. Two of these four

bristles are barbed at the point.

In some species the sheath

appears to make an incision in

|gg& the skin of the animal victim,

ll^te^ but in most cases, at least of

the plant-suckers, its tip is

believed to be merely brought

in contact with the spot to be

tapped and then the bristles

penetrate the surface. The
secretion of the salivary glands

is then passed down the sheath,

which has the effect of thinning the fluid to be imbibed by the Insect, and so reduced

it mounts by capillary attraction between the bristles to the closed mouth. This

appears to be the method by which the diverse forms of bugs obtain their

nourishment.

The bugs are nominally all four-winged Insects, but, as in other families, there

are species in which for reasons connected with their habits the wings are not

developed. According to the character of the wings the bugs have been divided

into two sub-orders. In the first of these, or true bugs, 1 the front pair differ from

the hind pair in having the basal half of their area of a thicker, more horny character

than the apical half. When the wings are closed at rest these thinner portions

overlap. In the second sub-order, 2 which includes the cicadas, the plant-lice,

and the scale-Insects, there is more uniformity in the consistence of the front wings,

which are not laid flat on the back, but form more or less of a ridge above it from

which they slope over the sides of the body. In both sub-orders there is little

change of form apart from the acquisition of wings, which are gradually developed

outside the body.

One of the characteristics of the race is such as to force itself upon the attention

1 Hemiptera-heteroptera. 2 Hemiptera-homoptera.

\

Leaf-legged Bug.
II. ;>'«

A plant-bug of remarkable design from South America. The very long and slender
hind-legs spread out at the top of the shank into prettily-coloured leaf-like growths,
which must tend to disguise its true nature when seen upon foliage.
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"l i lie least observant. This is the possession of stink-glands, which have, no doubt,

considerable importance in protecting the bugs from susceptible enemies. During

the immaturity of the Insect the glands are ituated on the back, near the middle

ill the hind-body the position where they would be mosl effective as offensive

weapons ; but when the wings are developed this part is covered by them, so the

stink-glands are removed to the lower surface. In the majority oi species the

odour of the excretion from these is very offensive to the human sense ol smell,

but there are cases in which it is not unpleasant to us, though it may be presumed

that it is objectionable to some possible enemies. A Tasmanian species, which

(lance- in the air like a midge, gives off the odour of musk, and one found on our

own heaths is redolent oi jargonelle pears!

A- a rule the head is small, though in the lantern-flies it is enormously developed.

The lure-body is usually broad, and in many species one of it- three divisions is

curiously enlarged. In the membracids (described in a separate article) it is the first

division ' that takes on the large and grotesque shapes that entirely mask the true

i mi in nl the body. The second division 2 sometime- becomes a huge shield extending

over the third division and the hind-body, and entirely hiding the wings. In some
cases this gives the bug the appearance of being a beetle. Then are many spei i<

in which close inspection i- needed to satisfy one that the fnsecl i- really a hue and

not a beetle, an ant, or a fly. Some, again, approach very closely to the form of

the stick-Insects. Among these may be mentioned our native ranatra, whilst the

-mallei- water-bugs known
as water-measurers 3 look

like stick-Insects that have

newly emerged from the

egg. All the member- of

one genus'1 resemble the

seeds of umbelliferous
plant-. 1 lure are two that

resemble gnats, nut only in

the general shape and the

wings being longer than the

bodv, but the lei;- are very

long and slender, and held

in the positions common to

gnats' lei;-. Another 5 is

like a small long-horned

grasshopper. Two other-

are very ant-like, and a

third 6
i- -o in it- early

stages, but lure the re-

semblance i- largely due to

a pale mark on each side

where the hind- and fore-

bodies join. These pale

1 Prothorax. - Mesot borax 3 Hydromctra

lit, I-.KM.S.

Young Bed-Bug.
A small example of this disgusting parasite is here shown magnified twelve times. It

shows the structure of the body. I
' cten led in front of the head.

4 Orthostira. 5 Berytus clavipes. ' Nabisla
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patches have the effect of painting out as it were part of the body,
and so altering its apparent shape that it becomes exceedingly ant-

like. This likeness is especially noticeable when the bug is seen from
the side. In some of the foreign species this resemblance to other Insects is

strongly developed. A Brazilian species 1
is to all appearance a young "stick

"

with thread-like body, and the exceedingly long legs are, of course, finer still. The
first pair have the foot hinged so that it can fold down on the shank, mantis-fashion,

and so serve for securing prey. A Chinese bug, 2 three-quarters of an inch in length,

is got up exactly like a daddy long-legs ; and a related species in Brazil bears an
extraordinary resemblance to a large wasp, and imitates the buzz of the wasp.

Very little is known of the life-histories of the various species of bugs ; but

it has been ascertained that a few species at least display some parental instinct,

such as one usually finds restricted to the social Insects—ants, wasps, and bees.

The most noteworthy example is a British

species 3 found on birch- trees, which emulates

the domestic virtues of the earwig, seeing that

she not only lays from thirty to forty eggs in

a diamond-shaped batch, but mounts guard

actually" over them for three weeks, when they

hatch. The young bugs remain with their

mother, who covers them like a hen covers her

chicks, until a few days before their first moult,

after which they separate. In the South of

Europe there is another species,4 whose sides,

legs, and antennae bristle with long spines,

among which the male carries the eggs, which

are probably laid in position by his mate ; but

of this nothing certain is known. The ocean

bugs,5 with which we shall deal separately,

also carry their eggs, but the carrier is the

female. In some American species of fresh-

water bugs 6
it is the male again that is

are laid in a broad patch in the middle of

Pholo by] [/•:. Sh-p, F.L.S.

Big-legged Bug.
This bug, a native of Trinidad, etc., is remarkable for the

extraordinary development <>t thehind-legs as compared
with the first and second pairs. It is here shown of the

natural size.

task ; theyentrusted with thi

his back.

Among remarkable forms of bugs should be mentioned our common fresh-water

species, the water scorpion, which is so flat and thin that there does not appear to

be room for internal organs, but they are there, nevertheless. The front legs have

the foot bent on the shank to enable it to capture and retain its victims whilst

they are being bled to death. A more remarkable adaptation of the fore-legs to this

purpose is found in the Burmese crab-bug," whose upper parts are liberally

furnished with spines, and the fore-limbs are shaped like the nippers of a crab.

The bugs that suck the juices of plants include several which have the bad taste

to select man's crops for the purpose, and they are in consequence included in the

list of Insect pests. Among these is the mosquito blight 8 of the East Indies,

which has remarkable outgrowths from its fore-body, and one of these looks like

1 Ghilianella filiventris. 2 Myiodocha tipulina. 3 Acanthosoma interstinctum. ' Phyllomorpha

laciniata. '> Halobates. 6 Zaitha. 7 Carcinocoris binghami. 8 Helopeltis.
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a big-headed pin standing erect, and making the bug appear as though n had been
in the hands oi an entomologist. This bug attai I. tin growing planl oi t< a, and
an allied species known a- moesa blight shares it- bad habits. No1 onl) do the bugs
suck .it tin young leaves and ^h< .< >t--. and impaii their quality for tea making, but
ili. female pierces holes in the shoots and |>lu-- them with her eggs, which may
ai i ounl for the unwonted flavour one

sometimes gets in a cup oi tea. There arc

at leasl two others, tin- chinch-bug 3 and
tin cotton-stainer, 2 that arc destructive,

the first t<> corn and grass, the second t <

>

the cotton crop. The latter species has

also taken, in Florida, to sucking oran

no1 tlie leaves, but the fruit and wherever

one ha- dipped hi- beak through the peel,

the orange begins to rot.

But the great pesl among bugs, the

"ii. which ha- created a prejudice against

the whole M. e, ami almosl made the word
iille to be tabooed, 1- the atroeiou- hi 1-

sucker 3 that has attached itseli to human
habitation-, where the structure ami the

furnishing has made it possible. In thi-

country at the present day it i- probably

only the poor that suffer from tin- pest,

but in former time- all classes knew it ton

well. Like some other [nsed annoyances
it i- an introduction from abroad, though

no one can say which country i- it- proper

home. It has been with us for about

tour hundred years, probably entering

our seaports in home-bound ships, and

gradually extending from tin circumference

R Scorpion.

to the centre. In the bed-bug wing

not developed, though the vestiges oi them
max still be found. It i- possible thai

finding man with his -hip- and couches

so good a carrier to extend its distribution,

it gave up developing wings a- no longer

necessary to it. We do not wish to dwell

at length upon what many readers will

probably consider a disgusting subject,

but there are one or two point- which, we think, will have interest tor them. Many
person- tolerate cockroaches in the house in the belie! that these Insects protect
them from the possibility oi an invasion of bed-bugs. This beli irs to be
well founded, for it i> -aid that the red-coal i- a bonne bnuchc for the brown-coal

1 Blissus leucopterus. - le sdercus suturellus ' Cimcs lectularius.

the aquatic bi

.tul th'' fore-ui

I
i along

th'' li< ii thigh. Thr-
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Not only is this so, but there is another bug x that flies into bug-infested houses

and feeds upon the pests. This bug-killing bug is, however, a rather dangerous

ally to call in, for he is so fond of human blood that he takes it from its source, as

well as second-hand, In its earlier unwinged condition this fly-bug, as it is some-

times called, covers its back and limbs with dusty rubbish, which makes it scarcely

recognizable as what it is. But the bed-bug has another enemy in the shape of

a little black ant, allied to the minute yellow ant—an imported species—that

often establishes itself under the floors and hearthstones of houses in towns. It

is said that these ants if they take up quarters in a bug-infested house will soon

effectually clear out the red-

coats.

Hawk-Moths.

Though the hawk-moths are

the largest and handsomest of

our moths, they are little known
to the public, except when pinned

out in collections. Then they

evoke admiration ; but if a

living specimen should chance to

put in an appearance through the

open window at twilight, it

causes the greatest consterna-

tion and alarm. If it is one of

the larger species, whether it be

the death's-head or not, it is

almost certain to be ascribed to

that species, and various con-

sequent evils will be feared. No
doubt, were they seen more

frequently they would inspire

less alarm ; but they have a way
of securely hiding themselves

during the day, and do not fly

until dusk. The general scheme

of colour and marking is such

that, when the wings are folded to the sides, there is a general harmony with their

surroundings, so that it may happen that one of these large moths is well within

range of the eyesight but remains unseen.

The caterpillars, too, from their large size should be frequently seen, but here

again colour renders them all but invisible in most cases, and the exceptions are

so marked as to make the beholder afraid to touch them, in the belief that they

are something other than caterpillars. The largest of these caterpillars is that of the

death's-head hawk-moth, 2 which when full grown measures about five inches in length,

and has a diameter of more than half an inch. Its colour is yellow-green, upon

1 Keduvius personalis. 2 Acherontia atropos.

Photo by]

Typical Bugs.
[H. Baslin.

The two upper corner examples are shield bugs—so called from their shape.

Between them is a very slender form, which might be mistaken easily for a crane-

fly. Bi low it is a species intermediate in slenderness and representative of a

large family of which examples may be seen commonly on garden plants. On
either side of this is one of the ditch-skaters, that to the right bearing a close

resemblance to a young stick-Insect. All about twice the actual size.
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Pholo by] [£. Step, F.L.S.

The Poplar Hawk-Moth.
A characteristic resting itlitinl. of this moth. The hind-wings
being brought up in front of the fore-wings, a conspicuous rust-
red patch is hidden, and the grey-brown colour of wings and
body produces some resemblance to weathered dead leaves.

which are laid on each side seven oblique

stripes. These stripes are compound in

colour, the upper half of each being violet

or purple, the lower part yellow. The
tips of these stripes from the two sides

meet on the back, so that when viewed

from above the caterpillar may be said to

be marked with seven Vs. Now, in

all the hawk-moth caterpillars that bear

these stripes, the effect when they are

feeding is that of overlapping leaves whose

edges or ribs reflect light. In some

species there are two colour forms of the

caterpillar, one having the usual green,

the other brown, for its ground colour.

In these cases the illusion produced is

that of a dying leaf that has curled up

from the sides and shows the strong veins

of the under side.

The next largest of our species of

hawk-moths is the fine but more soberly coloured convolvulus hawk-moth, 1 and

this we can only claim as a sort of half-native, for it is rarely that the caterpillar has

been found in this country. In certain

years the moth occurs in comparative

abundance in our eastern and southern

counties, and this fact, combined with the

great rarity of the caterpillar, has led to

the conclusion that at least most of our

specimens have flown over from the

Continent. The full-grown caterpillar is

four inches long, and feeds chiefly upon the

little field-bindweed that mostly trails

along the ground. The caterpillar varies

in colour from a bright green to dark

brown. It is always green in its younger

condition, but when full grown it is most

frequently brown. The young ones, of

course, become associated with the leaves

in colour, but when more fully grown, and

larger than the leaves, assimilation to the

colour of the ground upon which the leaves

lie affords them better protection. One of

the finest of these caterpillars is that of the

privet hawk-moth, 2 which is also one of

the most abundant. It is four inches in

2 S. lieustri.

Phola by] [E. Step, F.L.S.

Caterpillar of the Poplar Hawk-Moth.
One of the most familiar of the hawk-moth caterpillars, frequently

to be found on poplars and sallows. Its rough skin is beautifully

coloured green with diagonal stripes of white or yellow on the

sides. Occasionally the green assumes a brownish tinge.

Sphinx convolvuli
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length, and oi .1 bright, rather pair green, with the stripes violel above and
white or yellow below. these stripes, though in a caterpillar taken

away from its food-plant they appear so conspicuous and revealing, so agree

with the curves of the smooth margins oi the privet-leai that it is very

easy nol to see the caterpillar when it is only a few inches from your eyes.

An equally plentiful species is the poplar hawk-moth, 1 whose caterpillai

feeds on various species oi poplar, willow, etc. In this species the colour

1- yellowish-green, made incur yellow by being thickly sprinkled with small raised

dots oi yellow. The side stripes, too, arc yellow. The description is that oi the

full-grown larva in September, by which date some oi the leaves an- beginning to

show signs oi yellowing ; but they have come through phases of pale green and
blue-green. The caterpillars oi the linn- hawk-moth- and the eyed hawk-moth 3

1 m I ii vth's m u> Hawk Moi h.

if our native moths. The yellow markings behind 1 11 -
- head frequently bear ;i rough resemblance to a human skull, and

n name. With most persons its appearance in ib I
isionformu 1

I

i squeaking. The huqr- , aterpillai 1- "it. n Found in potato Bel Is, U] whose vegi tation ii feeds, and where the diggers know
-t

" It 1^ never sufficiently plentiful in tin- country t<> cause any n .il dai

are—speaking in general terms similar to the las.t mentioned. But there i- another

series of species in which the ornamentation of the caterpillars is <piite different-

longitudinal stripes or rows of spots taking the place, though not the exai I location,

of the oblique stripes.

This change in the marking- has an evident relation to the different feeding

condition-, the plant- affected by them not being such a- the oblique stripe would

harmoni/.e with. To take a- an instam e the caterpillar of the rare pine hawk-moth '

which feed- upon the needle-like foliage of Scot- pine and other conifers. At (n I

it- colour i- brownish-yellow without any definite markings, but as at this timi i1

is onlv about a sixth of an inch long, no markings are necessary for hiding it :
it-

general colour is sufficiently like the buds and bark of the pine--hoots. Aftei its

Brsl moult it i- less than hall an inch in length, but already its colour has changed.

1 Amorpho populi. - DUina tilise.
3 Smerinthus ocellatus. 4 Hyloicus pinastri.
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Photo by Hush Mam, I I S

Chrysalis of the
Death's-head
Hawk-Moth.

The chrysalis, here shown of

the natural size, i- found in

a hollow excavated by the
caterpillar at a depth of eight
or ten inches below the sur-

face. It is dark red-brown
in colour, the spiracles or
breathing slits aloii^' the

sides being distinct because
coloured black. The chrysa-
lis condition may last only
about a month, or may con-
tinue for eight months.

to dark green, and down the back run two yellow lines, whilst

others appear along the sides. It now closely resembles the

pine-leaves upon which it feeds. Later a reddish stripe runs

down the back, with a yellowish-white stripe along each side of

it, followed by a band of the green ground colour, then another

white stripe, followed by green, and so on. Later, as the

caterpillar increases in length, the lines get broken into shorter

lengths, which better keeps up the similitude to the pine-needles.

The moth has its wings dark grey, clouded and streaked with

brown. This is quite a sombre type of coloration, but it is

wonderfully effective in making the Insect invisible when
resting during the day on the bark of the pine-trunk.

Another type of ornamentation is found in the caterpillars

of the elephant hawk-moth 1 and the small elephant. 2 In the

former the caterpillar is at first yellowish-white and quite

uniformly coloured, except that the tail-horn is black. They

feed upon the hairy willow-herb and species of bedstraw, and

their colouring makes them inconspicuous. A little later they

become green, and some of them retain this colour until they

have become full grown and three inches long ; others become

brown. By this time they are dotted with black and have a few

pale longitudinal lines. A
more important item in

their development is the

early appearance of eye-

spots on certain segments

behind the head. After

the third moult these are well defined and eye-

like. As the size of the caterpillars is now
likelv to render them rather conspicuous if

they feed by day, they retire, after the night's

feeding, among dead leaves and debris at the

foot of the food-plant, from which they

partially expose themselves in the afternoon,

apparentlv for the purpose of getting a sun-

bath. When in repose the head and next two

segments are drawn into the third, which has

the effect of distending this part and enlarging

the eye-spots, which become very prominent,

and look like the real eyes of some ferocious

little beast—an apparition sufficient to scare

off any food-seeking bird. The caterpillar of

the small elephant hawk-moth, though of

smaller size—two inches—is very similar in

decoration and habits.

1 Chaerocampa elpenor.

Photo by [E. Step, F.L.S.

The Privet Hawk-Moth.
One of the commonest species, but, in spite of its large size,

it is w rv rarely seen by those who are not entomologists.

The colouring of its brown and grey fore-wings harmonizes
with Us resting places, and the more conspicuous hind-
wings, of rosy hue banded with black, are hidden
beneath the fore-wings when not in :is<'. The caterpillar is

shown on page 98.

C. porcellus.
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Lterpillar has a r. markably snake-like aspect whi
or brown skin produce the ft black and wl drawing
in its head the i
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One other small group of these interesting Insects must be mentioned, con-

sisting of three species, of which one is that notorious impostor, the humming-bird

hawk-moth, and the others the less familiar bee hawk-moths. But for the

characteristic horn at the hinder end of the back there is little in the caterpillar to

indicate its relationship to the larger hawk-moths. That of the humming-bird

hawk-moth is less than two inches long, of a greenish or brownish colour, diversified

by lines and dots of paler tints. It feeds upon yellow bedstraw at night, and spends

the day among the somewhat matted stems near the ground, where its ornamentation

is sufficiently protective. The moth 1 flies during the sunny hours of the day chiefly,

and by its habit of remaining suspended on its rapidly vibrated wings whilst its

proboscis is extended into a flower, has caused many persons to rub their eyes and

wonder if they are dreaming of being far away in sunnier climes, where real humming-

birds hover before the flowers. In many cases

it is very difficult to persuade such persons that

what they are looking at is only a moth. The

proboscis thrust straight out in front looks very

like a bird's beak, and a tuft of long scales on each

side of the other extremity gives a resemblance to

the humming-bird's outspread tail-feathers. In

the coloured plate (page 160) the artist has repre-

sented this moth as it appears when just approach-

ing the flowers it intends to rifle of their nectar.

When busy sucking at the sweets the body is

suspended almost motionless, but the wings are

vibrated so rapidlv that little can be seen of them

bevond a sort of halo such as would be produced by

a wheel revolving at enormous speed. In this

picture they are sucking at the wild field-bindweed,

as sketched by our artist, but in gardens they are

frequently attracted to white jessamine.

The bee hawk-moths, distinguished by the

breadth 2 or narrowness 3 of the opaque border

to their transparent wings, are equally deceptions

in another way. Their stout bodies are thickly clothed with long, yellow scales,

save for a band across the hind-body, which is covered with scales of black or brown.

In conjunction with the transparent wings this produces a striking resemblance to

a humble-bee. But when the moth emerges from the chrysalis its wings are clothed

with scales all over, and it is only when it takes its first flight that these are all cast

off from the centre of the wings. Like the humming-bird hawk-moth, both these

bee-hawks fly in the sunshine, and it is obviously to their advantage that they should

be mistaken for stinging Insects.

A Fearless Fly that Defies the Driver-Ant.

The driver-ants of Africa are a terror to all other creatures. They march

in such enormous numbers that everything which desires not to be eaten has to

1 Macroglossa stellatarum. : Hcmaris fuciformis. 3 H. tityus.

Photo by) [A. E. Tonge, F.E.S.

The Elephant Hawk-Moth.
One of the smaller of the hawk -moths, and of very

neat and pleasing appearance. The fore wings
are greenish, with two stripes of rose running from
the tip, of which one forms the outer margin. The
hind-wings — entirely hidden when the Insect

is at rest, as in our photograph—have a black base

and a broad rose-coloured marginal band. Its

remarkable caterpillar is shown on page 167.
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w irker Driver-Ants.
I

il\ before them ; from the cockroai h and the

mouse i" the huge python, the elephant, the

gorilla, and the warlike native man. the story

is the same. The driver-anl has go1 it- name
because it is the most fitting term to use : it

actually drives all creatures before it, and

those that lag or fall by the \\.i\ are < onsumed
by the ants.

In all the records and observations oi

naturalists and travellers in Africa there is

little said on the other side of any defiance of

the all-conquering drivers by other creatures.

But quite recently Mr. W. A. Lamborn, in

Southern Nigeria, has recorded his observations

of the manner in which an insignificanl fly, about the size of our common
bluebottle, openly deprives the driver of its most jealously guarded treasure

—

the chrysalids that should develop into mature ants. It was not an

accidental or isolated instance of the fly coming across a column of drivers

and picking up something, for all the circumstances narrated by Mr. Lamborn
diuw thai so main' oi the same species of fly ] were similarly engaged in this method
of obtaining fowl that it must be habitual with them. Having noted this strange

behaviour oi the flies without fully understanding it,heset himself to discover what

business connection they could have with such powerful Insects. So recently as

November 8th, mi.;, he wrote to Professor Poulton, saying :

"
I succeeded to-day

in solving the problem between the flies mentioned in my letter of October 12th

"I u ,1 thi « ingless

I magnification

of natui
i species, whii h is I as thi black

driver-ant

and the black driver-ants. 5

stream, following precisely

5( \ era! times before. . . .

I soon saw three or

four of the flies flying

about the moving column

and occasionally settling

near it, sometimes on the

ground quite close to the

ants, sometimes on a

blade of grass, stone, or

other raised object. Such
a- settled on the ground
were extremely alert, and

being able to run rapidly,

never allowed any ants to

approach any nearer

to them than about a

quarter of an inch. When,
as frequently happened.

1 Bengalia depressa

A column of drivers was crossing a conduit over a

the same ant-path that 1 have seen them traverse

Photo by] [H. li.^lm.

Winged I >river-Ant.

int. from il

by all living things, which ' holograph shows i

natural

- Dorylus nigricans.
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any ant made a little circuit away from the main body, a fly would generally pursue
it at a distance of about half an inch, but backing away directly the ant turned
towards it. . . . Eventually I saw a fly stalking a minor ant which had strayed
from the main body carrying a pupa in its jaws. Suddenly the fly rushed forward,

and it must have driven its proboscis, which seems to me armed with strong bristles,

into the pupa, for the ant was brought to a standstill with a sharp jerk.
' Then ensued a tug-of-war between ant and fly fastened on at opposite ends

of the pupa, but neither had the advantage till, as it seemed to me, the ant must
have got annoyed and, loosening its hold, rushed towards the fly, which, of course,

instantly flew off with the pupa, and this it proceeded to suck on the ground about
a foot away from the ants. It allowed me to get quite close before taking to the

wing with its prey, and it settled again two or three feet farther off and became
so preoccupied with its meal that it fell an easy victim to my net.

"
1 then carefully watched a fly hovering over the ant-column. It suddenly

swooped down and rose instantly with an ant pupa, with the driver that had been
carrying it still hanging on, fixed to its proboscis. The fly carried this burden for

about a foot, then dropped it and alighted on the ground near by. The ant started

to run away with the pupa, but the

fly pursued it, again impaled the pupa,

and started a tug-of-war with the ant.

Neither side had any advantage, and
then the fly rose again about three

feet into the air with the pupa and
ant, and after a flight of about eighteen

inches let them fall. The ant being

discomposed by this procedure let go
The Fly that has no Fear of Ants. of the pupaj and nQ sooner had it done

This African fly—represented two and a half times the actual . .

size—boldly pursues the marching columns of driver -ants, and SO than the fly SdZed it, and, Hying
with splendid audacity snatches from them their cherished ~. . , .. ,11
cocoons. on with it triumphantly, settled near

by and proceeded as in the previous case to suck the prey. . . .

' The flies were not always successful even when they had separated an ant

with its burden from the main army, for a large ant carrying a small burden often

got away owing to the difficulty the fly experienced in getting hold of the load

without falling into the jaws of the ant. I subsequently witnessed these manoeuvres

many times and secured a little series, each fly with its particular prey and the ant

concerned."

Several other species of flies, closely related to this bengalia, have been detected

in the last few years preying in the same manner upon ants and termites.

Crickets.

The crickets, belonging to the same order 1 of straight-winged Insects as the

grasshoppers and locusts, exhibit their relationship particularly by the hind-limbs

being developed for leaping. Their long, slender antenna;, the similar methods

of sound-production, and the situation of the ears, connects them with the long-

horned family. But there are differences which distinguish them at a glance from

1 Orthoptera.
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The Fly that Kobs Driver-Ants.

nits are so formidable and travel in sui b get out of their way.
stent of seizing it 5 coc ictual

size of the- fly is slightly larger than that of our common bluebottle.
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both long-horns and short-horns. The most conspicuous of these differences is seen

in the form of the upper side. In all the grasshoppers this is keeled or ridged, but

in the crickets 1
it is flat ; and this flatness is not disguised by the wings and wing-

covers, for they He flat upon it. A small point here accentuates their distinction

from other families ; the right wing-cover overlaps the left, which is the opposite

of the fashion prevailing throughout other families of the order. The hind-body

ends in two long, slender tails like antennae, which are called cerci, and believed,

in many cases, to act as antennse. The sensitiveness of these cerci is probably of

great importance to Insects habitually taking refuge in holes and crannies, as

affording them information as to possible dangers from behind. Another point

in which they differ from the long-horns, and agree with the short-horns, is that

the foot consists of three joints in most of the crickets—the long-horns have four-

jointed feet. The tips of the wings are rolled up, and as they project beyond the

wing-covers and are longer than the body, they present the appearance of an

additional pair of cerci.

We have said that the

method of sound-produc-

tion is similar to that of

the long-horns ; but even

here there is a difference.

In both families the chirp

is produced by the wing-

covers, but in the crickets

both of these are provided

with a well-formed file

which crosses one-half of

the breadth of the wing-

cover. By the partial

The Cricket of the Hearth. opening and closing of the
The merry little chirruper that makes its home in defective brick-work around the kitchen win^-COVeTS the file of One
fireplace, is shown in walking attitude and just alighted from its flying leap. The "
instrument by which it effects its shrill call is shown in other photographs. j^ drawl! OVCr tllC nCI'VUrCS

of the other, and the sound thus produced is intensified by a tense, clear area like

a drumhead behind the file, and occupying the centre of the wing-cover.

There is a pair of ears in each front leg, of which that on the hinder or outer

side of the leg is larger than the one on the front or inner side.

The best-known member of the cricket family, of course, is the house-cricket 2—
Milton's " Cricket on the Hearth." In one sense it is the most remarkable of the

crickets, for it is an example of an Insect that has voluntarily given up an outdoor

life, and taken up its abode in human dwellings. Where was the original home of

the house-cricket no one knows. It is common as a household Insect all over

Europe, and indeed over a considerable part of the Old World, from which it appears

to have made its way with human colonists to North America ; but it is not known
anywhere to lead an outdoor life. Occasionally it may be heard, and sometimes

seen, out of doors in the warmer days of summer, but then always in the immediate

neighbourhood of a house ; and it may be surmised that it is then in the act of

1 Gryllidae. 2 Gryllus domesticus.
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migrating to a house that offi i

-

greater ao ommodation than the one

it ha- left. We have known indi-

vidual cricket- to seek to start a

colony m .1 house tli.it was unoccupied

by its kind, but after a day or two to

depart again, probably because the

builder had not made proper pro-

vision for them in the kitchen. It likes

a house where, 1" i ause it i- to be

hidden by the installation oi the

range," the bricklayer has not been

too particular to finish oil the brick-

work oi the kitchen fireplace, and has

left numerous chinks unfilled by
mortar, where the warmth-loving

cricket can find cosy lodgment. Or
a new house where the new mortar

i i i . i \ lie easily tunnelled. In such

secure quarters it remains quietly all

day, and at evening emerges into the

loom and teed- upon such scraps of

food as it can find. As one might

expe< t in a creature that spends much
oi it- lite in close proximity to a

kitchen tire, the cricket suffers from

thirst, and one ot it- principal

/ // u u'n, ; l

The Field-Crn m i \- * u i Bi d

Iti the [bcriai tswell as in somi Eastern countries, the field-

cricket is confined in i tgi usuallj on account "i its "singing
powers," but sometimes to be handy for a fighting content. It

i

Searches at flight 1- lor the means ol males that are kept for bol

allaying it. It is sometimes found drowned in the milk-jut; or in vessels of water.

To different persons the song of

the crickets both ol the hou-e and
the tnld i- variously considered a

pleasure and a nerve-racking inflii

tion. Many oi those who would rather
be without the music would yet take

no steps to dislodge the musician,

from a beliei that it- presence in a

house i- an omen of good, which

might be diverted by the persecution

I 'I the cricket-.

fhe developmental history of

the cricket follow- the -aille Inn as

that ol the grasshoppei -. fhe hind
bodv ol the tein. if ends in a long,

Pi ' [H. Mum, I I 5

The Field-Cricket.
Though in general it may be said to resemble the doi

the field-cricket is of much stouter build and black in colour. I alit.

,.l rt„_i „ . i i ha> : l this.
slendei tube by means oi which she ,n,k.t.m,n ol the- former.
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is able to deposit her eggs in safe crevices. From these hatch out minute, six-

legged creatures, much like herself, except that they have no wings. They run and
leap, and feed and grow, casting their skins five or six times to permit the latter

process, and onlv at the last moult acquire wings.

One of the favourite objects of the microscope is labelled " the cricket's

tongue "
; but, as usually prepared and mounted, it gives, like the microscopist's

" tongue of blow-fly," a totally erroneous notion of the organ as found in the mouth
of the Insect. The " tongue " of the cricket is really a grooved eminence on the

lower part of the mouth, and serves as a channel

for the salivary fluid. Whether it is actually

employed in lapping up liquid food, as has been

suggested, is open to question.

In addition to the house-cricket, which

may be a native or an immigrant from a warmer
country—as its adoption of an indoor life

suggests—we have the wood-cricket, the field-

cricket, and the mole-cricket as our sole

British representatives of the cricket family.

The mole-cricket differs so remarkably from

the others that it calls for separate treatment.

The field-cricket is neither so plentiful nor

so well known as the house-cricket. One might

go so far as to venture the estimate that to every

thousand persons in these islands who have

frequently seen the house-cricket, not one has

seen the field-cricket—that is to say alive and

in a state of freedom. Though the two are built

on similar lines, there is little danger of con-

fusing them. The lively pale-brown chirruper

that makes our kitchens ring o' nights with his

tireless fiddling, is not only smaller, but more

slender than his black relation 1 of the fields.

He has the same square head and fore-body, the

fiat back produced by the wing-covers, which

turn sharply down to protect his sides. He
produces his song in the same way—that is,

by scraping his file of one wing-cover over the

ridges of the other. He can heighten the sound by loosening the edges of

his wing-covers where they lap over his sides, or he can soften it by pressing these

closer to him. It is thus that he produces the ventriloquial effect of

making his song sound as coming from a distance, when the musician is

close at your side. Fabre, who has experimented with captive crickets,

says the unmuffled sound can be heard at a distance of four hundred yards

The same observer, whose life spent

opportunity for comparing the songs of

1 Gryllus campestris.

The Wood-Cricket.
Little as, the field-cricket is known, far less so is the wood-
cricket. In general appearance it much resembles the

liinii 5tic cricket, but is considerably smaller. The photo-

graph is three times the natural size.

in Provence has given him ample

the cicada and the field-cricket, says



//^ "
>

I in I ii.ld-Cricket at Home.

serious damage is seldom done, the vanquished
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Photo by] {H.BtKtm.

Cricket's Musical Instrument.

One of the wing-covers of the field-cricket, seen from below and
magnified to show the file-like ridge by which the sounds are pro-

duced. The arrow points to this ridge. Below is seen the
" drum-head " by which the sound is intensified.

Photo by] II. Bastin.

The Cricket's File.

A portion of the' ridge shown in the previous photograph is here

magnified to a far greater extent, showing the cross-furrows which

constitute the file.

the one is as powerful as the other, but

that the note of the field-cricket has not

the displeasing raucous quality of the

cicada's. He goes further than this, for

he institutes a comparison between the

music of the field-cricket and that of the

crested lark.

"
I am inclined to place the cricket

at the head of the choristers of spring.

In the waste lands of Provence, when the

thyme and the lavender are in flower,

the cricket mingles his note with that of

the crested lark, which ascends like a

lvrical firework, its throat swelling with

music, to its invisible station in the

clouds, whence it pours its liquid arias

upon the plain below. From the ground

the chorus of the crickets replies. It is

monotonous and artless, yet how well it

harmonizes, in its very simplicity, with

the rustic gaiety of a world renewed !

It is the hosanna of the awakening, the

alleluia of the germinating seed and the

sprouting blade. To which of the two

performers should the palm be given ?

I should award it to the cricket ; he

triumphs by force of numbers, and his

never-ceasing note. The lark hushes her

song, that the blue-grey fields of lavender,

swinging their aromatic censers before

the sun, may hear the cricket alone at his

humble, solemn celebration."

At the beginning of June, the

female with the tip of her hind-body

bores a number of holes in the earth, and

in each hole she deposits a batch of straw-

coloured, cylindrical eggs. These various

batches amount in the aggregate to about

five hundred eggs. The holes containing

them are closed by the cricket before

she bores another ; and the eggs are left.

In something less than three weeks the

eggs hatch, the upper end pushing off

like the lid of a box to permit the flea-

like, pale young cricket to escape, and
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push it-- waj t In
' mgh the earth

locust, the infant field-cricket,

i v ep1 thai there is no faintest

business on hatching i- to casl its

above. Like the young grasshopp 1

roughly speaking, resembles its parent

hint oi wings or win Its firsl

kin, .mil tin- is done before it em 1 .: fro n

1

•

the earth. Exposure to the lighl so m darkens his almosl white skin until it 1- quite

1>I 11 k. < >nl\ .1 thin, pale line around the middle-body breaks the uniformity of his

sabli coat. Six or seven times altogether he casts his coats as the\ become too

straight for his increasing corpulence, and before he is lull grown the white girdle

has disappeared. Wing-buds have appeared, and have in turn developed into

expansible and practicable wings with which he can make music or flying excursions.

It is not until the field-crickel 1- about tour months old that he thinks "I 1 on-

strm ti:- n treat for the winter. Hitherto he has been corttenl with the shelter

oi clods and fallen leaves, but possibly a frosty night has su • sted to him the

m 1 essity for a bur-

row. So he sets

tn wink with feel

and jaws, and
excavates a bur-

row long enough
tn contain him,
and this is gradu-

ally lengthened,
and at the far end

widened into a

chamber where he

ran turn round.

Until this 1- ai

complished he has

to bark ou1 even

time he leaves its

shelter, which i- a

dangerous method,

for an enemy in

waiting may seize

X

Photo by] [11 S. Ckcavin, F.R.M.S.

Head 01 II ii -i Cricket.
utting

with which the month is furnished. Thi
King.

only hi casionaliyhim unaware. Here he passes the winter,

looking "in "i tin dooi on mild, sunny days.

In spring he wakes up fully, and begins to sing like the bird-. The mating

season comes, and he may have to engage in several fights with other males, who
an ill prettj quarrelsome about this time, though thej do nol appear to inflict

much damage upon each other. Their battle- appeaj to be much like human
duel-, in which " honour " is satisfied when the opponenl receives .1 scratch, and

the -.rati lied one retire- from the field, sometimes with the loss of a limb or two.

White says: "
It i- remarkable that though tin -e In-ect- are furnished

with long legs behind, and brawny thighs for leaping, like grasshoppers,

mi when driven from their hole- they show no activity, but crawl

along m a shiftless manner, so as easily to be taken: and. again, though
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provided with a curious apparatus of wings, yet they never exert them when
there seems to be the greatest occasion. . . . Thev are solitary beings,

living singly, male and female, each as it may happen. . . . When the

males meet they will tight fiercely, as I found by some which 1 put into the crevices

of a dry stone wall, where I should have been glad to have made them settle. For

though they seemed distressed by being taken out of their knowledge, yet the

first that got possession of the chinks would seize on any other that were intruded

upon them with a vast row of serrated fangs. With their strong jaws, toothed

like the shears of a lobster's claws, they perforate and round their curious regular

cells, having no fore-claws to dig, like the mole-cricket. When taken in hand,

I could not but wonder that thev never offered to defend themselves, though armed

with such formidable weapons. Of such herbs as grow before the mouths of their

burrows they eat indiscriminately ; and never, in the daytime, seem to stir more

than two or three inches from home. Sitting in the entrance of their caverns they

chirp all night as well as dav, from

the middle of the month of May to

the middle of July ; and in hot

weather, when they are most

vigorous, they make the hills

echo, and in the stiller hours of

darkness may be heard to a con-

siderable distance. In the begin-

ning of the season their notes are

more faint and inward ; but

become louder as the summer
advances, and so die away again

by degrees."

This is the cricket that the

Portuguese. Spaniards, and
Italians delight to keep in neat

little cages, where, fed with lettuce

or cabbage, they keep up an almost incessant song. The Japanese, too, are fond

of keeping these little cage-birds, and the manufacture of the bamboo cages is an

ancient industry of such importance that it has, or at least did have formerly, its

own trade guild.

The wood-cricket 1 is of somewhat similar habits to the field-cricket, but is a much

smaller Insect—less indeed than the house-cricket.

Mosquito-Bees.

The name we have taken for this group of social bees belongs, properly speaking,

to only one 2 or two of the numerous species, because of their smallness, and possibly

because they bite instead of stinging. This abstention from stinging is due to

a defective development of the stinging apparatus. The sting is there, and all

its parts are complete, except that the penetrating point is stunted and blunt.

Although it is not sharp enough to pierce human skin, it may still be available

1 Xemobius sylvestris. 2 Trigona mosquito.

A Mosquito-Bee.
\ ,-,

i sentative oJ a family of social bees who fortify their nests with outer

wall-. i'l clay or resin, I he hind-legs are broad and fringed with hairs to enable

them to i arry tin- material as well as pollen.



Slh footed Monster.
Tl» s ten which doubtless assist it in securing firm

i i leap, but which bavesuggesl
in a manner that is not shared by other m family. It is usually classified among the loug-honi'
is clearly that ol a cricket
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Entrance Tube to Nest of
Mosquito-Bee.

To exclude intruders some of these bees construct
entrance tubes, which are easily guarded by
sentinels. This example, reduced from actual
size—which is about fourteen inches long—was
made by a specii - in the Straits Settlements, and
is composed of resin gathered from trees.

of passages formed of the same

for some other purpose, which has not been
ascertained at present. Some of the species are

also known as dammar-bees from their extensive

use of resin for the construction of defensive out-

works to their nests. They abound in most
tropical countries. Each community consists of an
enormous number of individuals, and their combs
contain great quantities of honey. In consequence,

they are much preyed upon by man, monkeys, and
other " sweet-toothed " animals. Instead, there-

fore, of building uncovered combs on trees like the

Indian honey-bees, or in holes of trees or banks
like some other honey-storers, the mosquito-bees

enclose their combs by building walls of clay or

resin. Bates has told us how, on the Amazons,
most of the species industriously gathered little

pellets of clay much in the same way as they

gathered pollen
; conveying it to their nests in

their pollen-baskets. They nest in tree-trunks or

holes in banks, but in either case they build walls

of clay to completely shut in their combs, and keep
out intruders. That their city is worth sacking

may be gathered from Bates' statement that he

saw a nest opened which contained two quarts of

good honey. The largest species that he met with

in that region was half an inch long ; the smallest

not more than a twelfth of an inch.

One species that is common in Jamaica had its

inoffensive character noted by the former Spanish

owners, who named it the angelito. Gosse tells us

that it makes its nest in trees, and a black species

of ant evinces a great desire to obtain admission in

order to tap the honey-jars—as big as pigeons'

eggs. But the entrance is narrow, and three bees

are kept on guard, who are sufficient to block the

way. If a worker bee wishes to go out or come in,

the middle one of the three sentinels steps aside to

make way but immediately resumes her post when
the other has passed.

An Australian species, known as karbi, 1
is

about three-sixteenths of an inch long. It has

the remarkable constructional habit of building its

comb in a spiral form, and enclosing it within walls

of wax—probablv propolis—with an outer labyrinth

material. Honey and pollen are stored in special

1 Tri^ona carboruiria.
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pots ;
.md tin 1 cut 1. 1 in i i- guarded l>v a line oi bees who are jealous in the dis< harj i

ill their duties. Many "I man's inventions have been shown tohavi been anticipated

bj nature; and we maj se< in the behaviour of these sentinels the first idea of thi

rack, though the religious inventors oi that instrument oi torture are no1 likely

td have been inspired by watching the karbi. It is said that when an intruder

alights .it the entrance , he is at once seized bv the ^uard, who grip his limb- in then

jaws, and all stretch them out to their lull extent, and keep them so extended for

an hour, by which

time the prisoner is

dead, probabh from the

exhaustion consequent

upon an attempt to use

them. The karbi have

the reputation of being

extremely fierce fightet -

with their jaws.

Another species

indigenous to Australia

i- distinguished by the

name of kootchar ; and

it makes the enti.un e

to it- nesl in the form

of a tube of resinous

wax (propolis) an in< h

long, the mouth of which
is kept in a sticky con-

dition in order to trap

intruders. At night-

time the bees close the

entrance by building a

I'll forated curtain con-

sisting o f m i 11 u t e

globules of nearly liquid

g u m , w h i c h m a kes
burglary difficult. Of a

similar character i- the

much larger entrance t

.

the nest of a species

'

i

i Eyes.
. F.I..S.

In this photograph an- seen the simpl.- eyes placed between the .huge compound eyes that

cover the greater part oi thi Insects. With i n
nt in the tinal ct development. The simple eyes are tho

t ran -i nit images, tun to distinguish merely between light ami darkne mple given is

found at Singa pure,

winch i- quite an extensive affair of main' inches long and very thick. In appearam e

it is ol almost pure resin of a brown tint and look- as though modelled when in a

molten condition rather than being built up bit by bit.

One of the Brazilian species,2 according to Girard, always makes it- nesl in

that nt a species oi termite.

The method of rearing the young approaches mure to that of the solitary-bees,

! Trigona collina. -
I
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if we may take Girard's observations of another Brazilian species x as applying to

the genus. He says the brood-cells are provisioned with pollen and honey before

the egg is laid, and that when the queen has supplied this item, the cell is sealed

up at once, the resulting grub pursuing its course of development without being

attended by nurse-bees, as is the case with the honey-bee. Unfortunately, what

goes on in the closed nests of these mosquito-bees is so little known that one cannot

be sure that the various species agree in this respect, though it is very probable

that they do.

The Senses of Insects.

There are still, we fear, a considerable number of people to whom the mention

of senses in Insects must appear to be the purest nonsense. Believing that it is

derogatorv to man's status as the " lord of creation " to concede the possession of

intelligence to the lower animals, Insects are

considered by them to be mere automata

moved by instincts, and, therefore, not in

need of senses. Perhaps, also, there may
be a difficulty in believing that it is possible

to crowd into such minute bodies the

organization that is necessary for the develop-

ment and exercise of sense. That Insects

are not quite so plentifully provided with

different senses as man may be admitted,

perhaps ; on the other hand, there is reason

for believing that those they have are finer

than the corresponding ones that we possess.

We have already mentioned that Insects

are endowed with a highly organized and

complex nervous system, and with this the

special organs of sense are, of course, linked

up. Let us glance at these sense-organs in

turn.

First let us take the eyes, the organs of

vision, as these are usually very prominent features of the Insect. These

are of two kinds, the simple eye and the compound eye. The simple

eyes are not so well known to the casual observer as are the large compound

eyes. They are situated, as a rule, at the top of the head, and are usually

three in number, arranged in triangular fashion. All Insects have not got these

simple eyes ; nor have they all got compound eyes. The simple eye is very similar

to what have been called erroneously the eyes of plants. A portion of the outer

skin has become convex both above and below, and becoming transparent has formed

a lens. The cells of the lower skin immediately below this lens have also become

transparent, and thus allow light-rays that have entered through the lens to be

transmitted to deeper-seated cells, which have been transformed into a retina.

Between the cells of the retina pass the rod-like ends of fibres of the optic nerve,

1 Tripona scutellaris.

Photo by [II'. Plmrcr Youm, F.R.U.S.

Section of Compound Eye.
The compound eye of the gad-fly is here seen in section, magni-
fied about thirty times. This enables us to see that the lenses

do not converge to a single point, and cannot give a combined
image. In some Insects one compound eye will consist of as

many as 27,000 of these lenses.
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which connect with the brain. The great convexity of these simple eyes gives them
a very short focus, and it is very probable that they are of use more for enabling the
Insect to judge of the intensity of the light rather than for purposes of distinct vision.
At any rate. Insects that have to rely upon them must be short-sighted. Insects
such as bees, wasps, and their allies that have to pass a good deal of time in the
darkness of their nests, have them well developed, and the same thing may be said
of the night-flying moths, which, however, have only two simple eyes. With the
exception of one genus, none of the butterflies have simple eyes. It thus appears
that these simple eyes are chiefly useful in the dark. The structure shows that they
can only be used for very near objects, probably within an inch.

The compound eye, such as we see standing out prominently on each side
of the head of butterflies, moths, flies, dragon-flies, etc., may be considered as an
immense assembly of single eyes packed closely together, the separate lenses being
called facets. The number of these facets in a compound eye varies greatly.
According to Lubbock, a Brazilian species of beetle 1 has only seven facets of unequal

size
; the silver-fish Insect has twelve,

the ant fifty, the house-fly four thousand,

the death's-head hawk-moth twelve

thousand, the swallow-tail butterfly seven-

teen thousand, a large dragon-fly'2 twenty
thousand, the convolvulus hawk-moth
twenty-seven thousand. The size of the

facets appear to vary considerablv, but
is generally proportionate to the size of

the Insect—thus the facets of an ant would
be much smaller than those of a dragon-
fly—but there seems to be a minimum,
for the smallest Insects that have been
examined from this point of view have
facets not less than g Voth of an
inch across.

in their complex and delicate organization,
and compared with them the eyes of backboned animals are very simple organs.
The external layer of the compound eye consists of the specialized cuticle, made
transparent and broken up into facets. Behind each facet is the crvstalline lens
or cone, consisting of four or more cells of the lower cuticle. In the earwigs, most
bugs, daddy long-legs, and many beetles, the cone is not present. Behind the cone
is the rod formed of six filaments of chitin surrounded by nerve fibrils arising from
the optic nerve. Both cones and rods are buried in pigment, which prevents the
rays of light passing from one facet-eye to its neighbours. Below the rods is the
basal membrane which separates the instrumental part of the eye from the optic
tract, which perceives the image and transmits it to the braim The compound
eyes are very rarely found in Insects that have not reached their final stage of
development; they occur, however, in the nymphs of dragon-flies and may-flies,
and in the early stages of one of the gnats.3 As to what impression is transmitted

1 Lathridius. 2 ^schna. 3 Corethra.

Photo by]

A Compound Eye.
compound eye of the great water-beetle isA portion of a compound eve of the great water-beetle is here

shown, magnified sixty-six times. It is believed tli.it each of the
numerous lenses of which it is composed gives the Insect an image
of only a part of the object it is looking at.

These compound eyes are wonderful
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to the brain by such a multitude "l facets, there has b e nsiderable i ontroversj

among the expert-., bul the view mosl favoured is the " mosaic theory "
ol J. Miiller,

who held thai " An image formed by several thousand separafc poinl ol which

each corresponds to a distinct field of vision in the external world, will resemble

a piece "i mosaii work ;
and a better idea cannol be conceived ol the ima 1 oi

external objects which will be depleted on the retina of beings endowed with such

organs ol vision, than by comparing it with perfed work ol thai kind."

The longesl sight i- thoughl to be possessed by butterflies and ninth-, which

1 an pen eive the movements oi rather large bodies a1 a distam e ol five feel ; 1" 1

wasps, and then kindred at a distance oi two feel ; flies at two and a hall fei 1

Many experiments have clearly proved thai fnsei ts

can distinguish colours al relatively long distances.

In ether respects they appear to be guided more by

smell than sighl

'1 he sense oi smell i- at least in most Insects

seated in the antennae, popularly known as feelers

or horns, the pan ol -lender, many-jointed organs

springing from between or m front ol the eyes.

From the brain a thick nerve passes into each

antenna, and fibres from it connect with sensitive,

staff-like cells near the extremity of the antenna,

and with accessory apparatus in the form ol pits,

or of peg-like Or tooth-like projections filled with

fluid. In some Insects (such as the grasshoppers)

there are three oi i< mi hundred of such pits on each

antenna. In the mantis there are no pits, their

place and function hem- taken by small, hollow,

curved teeth with a fine opening at the tip. As
might be expei ted, great variation is found in these

I

lit- and processes in the different families and species

ol Insects, du« no doubt to their differenl habit-. „
The organs oi taste are in mosl Cases situated m, m , Organs of Male Gnat.

on what may be called popularly the palate or root n m of the -

branches of the ant i

oi the month. \\ here the construction oi the mouth the faci thai th

nd in thrir n ning-

docs Hot permit of till- tllev Will be tolllld oil fork giving 1 vibration
1

. ,
the hum of the feraal pitch to

the organs immediately surrounding the mouth, set them vibrai

They are somewhat similar to the organs of smell, taking the form oi pit- or cups.

Idie exacl nature oi these organs has not been made out without a great amount
ol experimenting by numerous investigators, the details of which it i- not necessary

to enter upon here. One or two example- mu-t suffice. Will, a German
entomologist, led certain wasps with sugar, to which they repeatedly returned

Later he took away the -near and put alum in it- place. The wasps coming eagerly

back for more sugar had scarcely touched the alum when they drew back with

most comical gestures ol disgust, and cleaned their tongues by running them in

and out of their mouth, and frequently stroking them with their fore-feet. He
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also experimented with quinine, for which the Insects experimented upon evinced

a similar disgust. He found that bees and wasps possess a far more delicate taste

than flies. Forei, also, tried similar experiments with ants. Accustomed to being

fed with honey, he gave them some with which morphine and strychnine had been

mixed, and they began to take it ; but as soon as their lips touched it they discovered

the fraud, and refused to consume it.

We shall show in another article ] that many Insects have the power of

sound-production, and that the power is usually confined to the male sex. This

implies that it is of use in the court-

ship of the species, and further that

the other sex at least must be pro-

vided with organs of hearing to render

this sound-production effective. Some
naturalists have argued that Insects

are without ears, and can only appre-

ciate sounds as air vibrations by the

sense of touch. Against this, we have

the fact that in many of the grass-

hopper family there is a distinct ear,

imperfectly formed in those species

that do not produce sounds, but

highly developed in those that do.

In some species these ears are situated

on the upper side of the hind-body,

just above the base of the hind-leg

(see page 3) ; in others they will be

found on the shank of the front pair

of legs, a little below the knee. There

is a tense membrane or drum covering

an inner chamber in which are audi-

tory rods connecting with the nerves

of hearing and collecting impressions

from the vibrations of the drum. In

other Insects it is believed that the

sense of hearing has its organ in the

antenna?. Ants and certain species

of bees have in their antennae flask-

(from their discoverer, Braxton

microscopic stethoscopes,

of the male mosquito

vibrations of a tuning-

hairs were found to

Photo by] i
E - Step, F.L.S.

A Grasshopper's Ear.
The long-horned grasshoppers and the crickets carry their ears in their

front legs. The photograph is from a South African species, and is four

times larger than the natural size. The position of the ear is indicated

by the arrow.

shaped organs known as " Hicks' bottles

Hicks), and Lubbock believed that they act as

Some of the hairs on the wonderful antennae

and gnat have been proved to respond to the

fork giving 512 vibrations to the second. " Other

vibrate to other notes, extending through the middle and next higher octave

of the piano." It was found that the hum of the female mosquito was of just

the necessary pitch to set these hairs vibrating. Mayer found that the song of

1 " Musical Insects."
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Powder-wings of the Hawthorn.
This species without aiiy spots on the wines is found on hawthorn, medlar, and i

irden plants. In addition to .1 Dumber of the

larval or grnl
; ment

ind a half times the natural
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the female affected the hairs of one antenna of the male more than those of the

other, but by altering the position of its head until both antennae were evidently

affected the male knew in which direction to fly, and was by this means able to

guide himself to within 5 of the direction of the female.

In addition to the organs named, others of a special sense have been discovered

at or near the base of the wings in flies, beetles, butterflies

and moths, dragon-flies, and grasshoppers, with a trace of

them in bugs. These have been variously considered organs

of smell and hearing. In the two-winged flies there are the

rudiments of a second pair of wings, known as halteres or

balancers. At the base of the halteres there is a number of

small bladders arranged in four groups, to each of which

extends a branch of a large nerve—after the optic nerve, the

largest in the Insect. Each of these bladders is perforated,

and contains a minute hair. It is thought that these sense

organs allow the perception of movements which the halteres

perform, and which enable the fly to direct its course.

Powder-wings.

There are some common Insects that seem doomed to

remain unknown not only to the general public, but to the

enthusiastic entomologist also. Among these are the aleurodes,

or powder-wings, a name given to them because their wings

instead of being covered with microscopic scales, as in the

butterflies and moths, are coated with a delicate powder very

like flour for fineness. On reference to our photographs of

several species that may be found on the under surface of

leaves, they will be seen to have a very close likeness to a

small moth. Indeed, the great Linnaeus actually included

these Insects as moths in his natural system of classification.

Other great men followed " the illustrious Swede," and it

remained for Latrielle in 1795 to show that these Insects

had near affinity to the plant-lice, among which he placed

them. Later investigators, for good reasons, have removed

them from that family, though allowing them to remain in the

same order Las the plant-lice and the scale-Insects. To the last-

named, they are more nearly akin than to any other family-

One of the reasons why so few students of Insect life

have paid any attention to this group 2
is to be found, no

doubt, in their small size, and in the difficulty—in some

cases the impossibility—of distinguishing between the species

in their winged condition. The wings are always white or pale yellow, spotless or with

indefinite darker marks, reminding one of the finger-and-thumb mark on the sides of the

haddock. It is in the earlier stages that we find differences of form, colour, ornamenta-

tion, and food-plant, that enable us the better to distinguish between the species.

1 Homoptera. 2 Aleurodida?.

Ph>toby\ [/. J. Ward, F.E.S.

Tip of Moth's Antenna.
The extremity of an antenna from
the male tiger - moth is shown
magnified twenty-five times. Each
branch is tipped with a long hair,

which is apparently sensitivi to

sounds and odours.



Powder-wings. c8r,

They are produced from eggs, the mature tnsed

not sharing the power possessed by the plant-lice foi

producing living young. These eggs are elliptical in

shape, with a shorl footstalk by means of which th( v

an attached eret il\ to the under side oi .1 li af. I hej

are usually coloured pale yellow or orange; and one

fi male lays a large number oi them. They hatch in

from ten days to a fortnight on an average, say,

twelve <l.i\
: and it is interesting to note that similar

periods bound the larval and pupal stages. The newly

hatched larva one can hardly apply the term grub

in this case immediately selects a suitable spol into

which to insert its b_eak, and there it remains until it

has acquired wings. At this period it is elliptical in

shape, almost flat, and so thin and colourless as to be

nearly transparent. Foi this reason it is difficult to

make out anj organs; but as growth proceeds these

l<i nine nide evident. The presence or absence oi

hairs and spine-, differences oi colour and of the

character of waxy fringes, distinguish the species one

tic mi another. ( )ne organ is evident in all species from

the beginning. This is an opening on the upper side

of the hindmost segment of the body, and it is fitted

with a sort of lid for closing it or opening to allow the

extrusion of a tongue-like process. From this orifice

the [nsect appc.u- to furnish a sweet, sticky fluid like

that supplied by plant-lice and scale-Insects, and it has

tin ~imil.ii power oi enlisting the kindly offices of ants

for their protection. In most respects these larval

powder-wings are like scale-Insects.

In mc»t species the pupal stage is entered upon
within the skin oi the larva ; on being withdrawn the

rudiments of the future legs and antennae may be seen.

In some cases the larval skin breaks up and reveals the

pupa.

The perfect Insects may be distinguished from the

two-winged male scale-Insects by the possession of

four wings. There is a common species to be found

on the under sidi oi bramble leaves near the ground,

whose habits the' present writer has had the oppor-

tunity for watching more c Ii»el\ than in other species.

It is found that the female- before laving her pale

yellow eggs takes care to dust a small area of the leaf

with the white meal, presumably from the under surface

oi her wings. This is a useful clue to anybodj searchin

; . Step, I I :S.

POWDER-WINGS.
i beautiful but little-known, minute

t to be little

ind tli. v wei such by
i But their lour wings

cow red with meal i »i— t
i

and their early development is very different

at of the butterfly and motl

specimen with ones] the tip of the

that with two dark marks is found

on celandine 1- a

foi tht eggs, which are very
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Photo by] [C. B. Williams, F.E S.

Eggs of the Powder-wings.

The female before laying her eggs dusts an area of the leaf with
meal from her wings and body, and in some cases sprinkles her
eggs also with the same material. This treatment appears to

be for protective purposes, and it is probable that the powder
may have a repellant odour. Magnified six times.

minute and not appreciable to some eyes.

If these mealy patches are first found,

the pocket-lens may be brought into requi-

sition, and the eggs will be found scattered

over the patch, and standing on end like

ninepins.

There is one species 1 that is found

on the under side of cabbage leaves,

and, according to the gardening books,

in such numbers as to be regarded

as a pest. The cabbage powder-wing

may be distinguished from that

found on bramble by an additional

dark patch, extending nearly across the

middle of the wing from back to front. A
very similar species is that found on the

celandine. 2

One with the wings entirely unspotted 3

may be found in numbers upon the

hawthorn and other plants. In the larval

stage this is a more striking form owing to

the white mealy patches upon its upper

side and the fringe of waxy hairs around

the margins of the body.

Scorpion-Flies.

A very curious group of Insects, of which at least one species must have attracted

the attention of every observant country

rambler, has been fitly named scorpion-

flies from the fact that the males have the

hist three segments of the hind-body so

curiously formed and so mobile that they

usually carry them curled over the back,

when they present a striking resemblance

to the tail of a scorpion. But the tail end

of the male is not the only remarkable

feature of the mature Insect : at the other

end the head is drawn out into a long beak,

at whose tip are the small, toothed

mandibles. The head bears a pair of long,

slender antennae and two large eyes.

The four transparent, netted wings are

long and narrow, and mottled with brown.

The legs are long and spiny. They are

very active, carnivorous creatures, and the

- A. proletella. 3 A. phillvrea.

Photob) [W.West.
Chrysalis of Powder-wings.

The last stage but one of the powder-wings of the bramble. The
grub changes to the chrysalis in the grub-skin, which splits

down the back to accommodate the larger bulk of the chrysalis.

In this case the remains of the larval skin were cleared away
before the photograph was taken. Twelve times the actual size.

Aleurodes brassicae.



A Four-winged Daddy Long-legs.
The bittacus is a Continent By, but with that give it •: laddy

.* reputed to use it iriing them around il so holding them whilst it i

seen that the head is developed intoa prominent beak, as in the scorpion-fly.

IQI
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Photo by]

Scorpiox-Fly.
H. Baslin.

The scorpion-fly is so called because the last three joints of the male's body arc usually carried
curled over the bark, after the manner of the scorpion's tail. The mouth is developed into
a long, straight beak with mandibles at its tip. with which it captures and destroys other Insects.

common species T may
be seen frequent] v in

bushy places chasing

other flies and killing

them. The eggs are

laid in a mass, in the

ground.

The grubs are

much like those of saw-

flies, and have, besides

the three pairs of true

legs on the segments

of the fore-body, as

many as eight pairs of

temporary feet on the

first segments of the

hind-body. Before the

first change of skin

they are coyered with

numerous spines, but

with the exception of the largest of these on the last segment, which are repeated

with each change of skin, they are thrown off at the first moult. They bury them-

selv< S in the ground, and appear to feed upon decaying vegetable or animal matter
;

though Brauer succeeded in rearing newly hatched grubs in a yessel containing

damp earth, upon which he laid a piece of meat. The grubs buried themselves in

the earth, and he considers that thev were nourished with the meat or its juices.

He also discoyered a batch of larvae in a moss-coyered tree-stump, which was shared

by many ants, who appeared to be on quite friendly terms with the scorpion-fly

grubs.

We haye three native species of scorpion-flies, of which two are quite common
and the third scarce. But we have also an allied species 2 of the same family, which,

unfortunately, has no popular name, but which should be mentioned in this place.

It is a small creature—less than a quarter of an inch long—but it has the long beak

of the scorpion-fly and the long legs. It never develops wings, and so its general

shape and the long hind-legs, which look as though intended for leaping, give it

the appearance of a larval grasshopper. This appearance is specially strong in the

case of the female, for her hind-bodv ends in a long, stout egg-placer. It must be

looked for among moss, but does not put in an appearance until late in autumn,

continuing through the winter to early spring. It is so hardy that it has been

found in winter leaping about on the surface of snow. Another member 3 of the

family does not occur in these islands, but is found in various parts of the Continent.

It might easily be mistaken, as one of its scientific names indicates, for a " daddy
lung-legs," for its hind-body is long and slender and its legs very long. It is said to

use its feet for capturing and holding Insects whilst it devours them. The early

stages of both boreus and bittacus are, according to Brauer, much like those

1 Panorpa communis. 2 Boreus hiemalis. 3 Bittacus tipularis.



The Musk-Beetle and Some Others.

of the scorpion-fly,

jointed legs.

excepl tli.it in boreus the larva has only the six

The Musk-Beetle and Some Others.

Among the few groups oi beetles thai can claim any sort of popul.uitv is the

horn family. 1 The sensitive persons who ordinarily shuddei a1 the sight

ol .1 beetle make an exception here, for the usual length and slenderness oi the

body, combined with the great length oi tin- antennae, give the I
i graceful

.'iir thai quite dispels the common prejudice againsl the race Then, in addition,

in.ii i\ -I- ies ni these long-horns are endowed with brighl i olours or striking marks,

which render them mon attrai tive. Finally, in the case ol our native musk-beetle, 2

to the attractions oi elegance ol form and brilliance oi colouring t- super-added
a delightful fragrance, which often causes ladies to h lation horror

ol beetles, and to wrap this species in their handkerchief or glove in order that they

may retain its odour.

Though the musk-beetle

from it- jaws to the tips of its

wing-covers measures only an

inch and a quarter, the an-

tennae alone exceed this length,

and -ii appear to add to the

length lit the beetle. The a >!< mi

i ii tin beetle on the uppei side

is a subdued golden-gi i en,

• hanging locally to blue, and in

parts with a reddish tinge,

which changes the gold to

opper. The antennas consisl ol

eleven joints, mosl oi w hich are

long, and taper to their base

A peculiarity oi these antennas

is that they appear to spring

out of the eyes. Really th

partially surrounds the

joint oi the antenna. By a

slight rotating movemenl of its

in i k." causing it to scrape

the next division of the middle-

body, the beetle is able to pro-

dui i .i squeaking sound.

In summer we may ha

i "id fortune to come .-.

an ancient willow-tree on whose
broad bole several of these

The Musk-Beetle.
being of graceful form and bright colouring

artditi

- ,-, i - **? longer than
I q inch

beetles may be displaying their and a quarter only.

mbycidse. Aromia moschata.
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Photo by H. Mam, F.E.S.

Egg of Musk-
Beetle.

Tb musk-beetle lays her
eggs in crevices of old
willow-trees, where pro-
bably there .in iii.mv In >l> -

and tunnels testifying to

the attacks made by several
generations of its kind
upon the wood. The egg
above is magnified four
times.

glories in the sunshine. Our nearness to them may be first inti-

mated through our sense of smell, by the odour < if sweet-briar given

off by them. Then the eye catches sight of the brilliant colouring

as the sunlight falls upon them. The reason for these musk-

beetles being upon the willow-tree is that they were bred from its

interior, and have to prepare for another generation of their kind

continuing the work they have been doing. So they will lay their

eggs in its crevices, and when these are hatched the young grubs

will bore into the wood and make galleries, right into its heart

may be. It is a yellowish-white, fleshy grub, rather flat above

and below. When fully grown it is about an inch long, broadest

just behind the very small head, from which it tapers slightly

behind. Though its head is small, its little jaws are effective

instruments for breaking down the wood-tissues, and making them

available for food. As their grub-stage extends over two or three

years, their burrows are often of considerable length. They

appear to follow no definite course, and often extend far in.

As a number of larva; attack the same tree, it becomes fairly

riddled, and this often brings about its decay, although the willow

can endure much ill-treatment without being killed. When the grub has reached

its full size it enlarges part of its burrow

and forms a sort of cocoon of wood
fragments, and there changes to a

chrysalis, from which the perfect beetle

emerges in June or July.

The tropics afford us gigantic

examples of these long-horned beetles,

which are all wood-borers in the grub

stage ; but although these exotics make
imposing features in our museums, and

have had equallv imposing scientific

names bestowed upon them, scarcely

anything is known of their life-histories,

the collectors who have been sent out

after them being more concerned in

making a " good bag," than in getting

information. Of several of them,

however, something is known which

enables us to judge that the habits are

pretty much alike throughout the

family. Among these large beetles are

the titan 1 of the Amazon region, whose

grub attacks the largest trees, and the

Indian sawhorn, 2 whose jaws are of

such a size as to remind one of those of

Acanthophorus serraticornis.

Photo by] [H. Main, F.E.S.

Grub of Musk-Beetle.
For two or three years the grub of the musk-beetle feeds upon the

wood of the willow, and makes long galleries in doing so. When
full grown it enlarges part of its burrow and forms a nest of wood-
• hippings, and becomes a chrysalis.
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SOM] I HORNED BEET]

This B ' ''
''

glance rhel mdslender.the legs and the ai '
™"

Sons are .ill found in Britain. 1 h- ~ are all prettily marked or coloured : andin I they are all wood borers. Many ol the

tropual species arc among the largi-st of bti'tles, but In. "its.
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Photo by] \H. Main. F.E S

( iikvsALis of Musk-Beetle.
In this photograph, which is twice the

actual size of the chrysalis, most ol the

parts of the Eu1 ore beetle hm\ be seen
• [early. The limb-joints are folded, and
the wings are laid along the front with
the antenna? i.iiii over them and their
slender tips curved up.

our much smaller stag-beetle, though the long, grace-

ful antennao of the Indian beetle give it a quite

different appearance. Its grub is of enormous size, and

bores into the trunk of the mango-tree. Such succulent

morsels as these long-horn grubs are in some parts used by

the natives as food. ( )ur own tanner 1
is a large beetle, as

long as the musk-beetle, but much wider. The grub is

more than two inches in length, and attacks oaks and

other trees.

But these giants are mostly of dark-brown colour,

and. therefore, in spite of their size, are less conspicuous

than some of their small, but brilliantly coloured relations.

There is, for example, our violet beauty 2 that bores into

pinew 1. In length of body it measures only half an

inch, but the colour with which it is entirely covered is

the deepest, darkest blue. This may not sound like

brilliance ;
but the surface is so roughened that the light

catches all the minute projections and makes them gleam.

A slightly smaller beetle;' found on the Continent, is of

a brighter blue, hut might easily be mistaken for it, if

the larger, rather globular lore-body of the violet beauty

ditl not oiler a mark ol easy distinction.

Bird-winged Butterflies.

In the tropics of the Old World there are found several species of butterflies

which at once attract attention in a museum or private collection on account ol

their superior size. When the wings are expanded to their full extent, as the

collector likes to dispose them, these measure from tip to tip of the fore-wings some-

thing between six and nine inches. As these wings are rather slender in proportion

to their length, and the outer margin is scalloped, they suggest some sort of

resemblance to the wings of a bird. Unfortunately, in spite of their size and striking

coloration, very little is known about them, the collectors who have been sent

out to the countries where they are found, having been more anxious perhaps to

set tire large numbers of the butterflies than to discover their earlier stages. The

males have the more brilliantly coloured wings, and the colour-note is one of strong

contrast. The wings will be heavily framed in black, whilst on the fore-wings the

nervures are margined with grey, or a series of bold, green splashes cross the wing.

The hind-wings have the margins and the nervures lined in black, whilst the spaces

between the nervures are coloured with bright yellow or orange. In others it is

violet or purple that is brought into use with the black.

One of the best known of these is Brooke's bird-wing,4 of the Malay Peninsula,

Malacca, Borneo, Sumatra, etc. Great numbers of the male have been imported

to this country, often lor purposes of mere decoration, but the females are exceedingly

scarce, one rapacious collector reporting that in three months, during which he

captured eight hundred males, he could not obtain a single female. He adds that

1 Prionus coriarius Callidium violaceum. :l Pachyta virginea. 4 Ornithoptera brookeana,



Bird-winged Butterflies. im;

he "
>i 1

1 \ saw during thai period from twenty to thirty females, which were flying

high and settled onlj on flowers on high trees. The bail which attracted the mal<

never attracted the females, which fly mostlj bj themselves, and seldom near the

males, excepting when the latter are in pursuil "l them." The bail referred to is

animal matter oi -nun- sort in a state ol de< ay, and the collectors make use oi this

weakness ol the males by placing such material in suitabli spots. A specimen

shown to u- by Dr. ( has. Hose is interesting from the fact that it was brought

down accidentally by a bullet when he was rifle-sl ting.

Ilh' male has verj long, narrow fore-wings oi a velvet} black colour, excepl

in the centre where there i- a series ol seven large, lance-shaped splashes oi metallic

green. < )n the hind-wings this green coloration is continued as a broad band across

the wing, broken onl} by the black nervures crossing it. The body and legs are

black, but just behind the head there is a broad collar oi brilliant carmine. The
female is mure subdued in coloration. The black is not so rich, but has a tendem
to brown, and the green is less vivid and pales away to greyish. Near the tip oi

the fore-wing it 1- superseded by a large, greyish-white patch. The body is brown,
and the earmine collar i- narrower than in the male. The male measures about

six and a hall inches across the expanded fore-wings, and the female exceeds this

measurement by about hall an inch. The male will be found in it- natural tint- in

the foreground ol the coloured plate, and above it i- the female.

Mr. Burbidge, m his Gardens of the Sun, relet- to the frequency and familiarity

. /•./.. N.

The C.RCEsrs Bird wing.
This is the bull a huh, on its first

ted the famous naturalist that From headache for th< ker parts of the photograph
the male butterfly a rich velvety black, and the lighter portii orange. In tl male the ground
with lighter =pots of grey and .hill yelkw.
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of this species in Borneo, where, he says, they " are generally most numerous by
rivers, or in sunny places by the dry beds of streams, and, singularly enough, are

most abundant during the cool, wet monsoon." He says their strong and swift

flight resembles that of birds. " One lovely fellow, fully six inches across the

wings, settled on my boot as I remained motionless watching it." This butterfly

appears to like a high temperature, for H. O. Forbes, records that, in the neigh-

bourhood of hot springs in Sumatra, its " favourite resort was the stones that cropped

out above the hot water, and

which were of a temperature but

little below 130° F."

Another fine species is the

Croesus bird-wing 1 of the Malay

Archipelago, whose colours are

chiefly orange and black in the

male, and brown with lighter

spots of grey and dull yellow in

the larger female. This species

was first captured and made
known bv the late Alfred Russel

Wallace, during his memorable

natural history exploration of the

Archipelago, and it was in the

Island of Batchian that he came
across it. His account of the

incident is well worth quoting as

showing that the pursuit of such

small game as Insects is not

without its possibility of exciting

situations. He say* :

" During

my first walk into the forest at

Batchian I had seen sitting on

a leaf, out of reach, an immense

butterflv of a dark colour, marked
with white and yellow spots. I

saw at once that it was a female

of a new species of ornithoptera,

or ' bird-winged ' butterfly, the

pride of the Eastern tropics. One
day about the beginning of

January, 1 found a beautiful shrub with large, white, leafy bracts and yellow

flowers . . . and saw one of these noble Insects hovering over it, but

it was too quick for me, and flew away. The next day I went again

to the same shrub, and succeeded in catching a female, and the day after a line

male. I found it to be as I had expected—a perfectly new and most magnificent

species, and one of the most gorgeously coloured butterflies in the world. Fine

1 Ornithoptera croesus.

Pkotoby] \HaroU Ba tin

Caterpillar of Pegasus Bird-wing.
As ini^lit be expected Iron, the size of the butterflies, the caterpillars oi the

bird-wings are large. On their backs they bear fleshy spines, and from behind

the head they can at will protrude bright, scented organs known as osmateria.



] >rury's Bird-wing Bi rri ri i.y

ij f:z ,s.

The example from which this photograph was taken incasun Its wings
with the nervu u i I with black, tt is a nativi of tro Africa,

only sparingly,

I » i rvii le's Bird-wing.
t
F.L.S.

This magnificent butterfly, which rn inches across the wing ng i rirh

black, and the parts appearing light in the phol in the butterfly. It is found in New G Islands,

asland, etc
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specimens of the male are more than seven inches across the wings, which are velvety

black and fiery orange, the latter colour replacing the green of the allied species.

The beauty and brilliancy of this Insect are indescribable, and none but a naturalist

can understand the intense excitement I experienced when I at length captured it.

On taking it out of my net and opening the glorious wings, my heart began to beat

violently, the blood rushed to my head, and I felt much more like fainting than

I have done when in apprehension of immediate death. I had a headache the rest

of the day, so great was the excitement

produced by what will appear to most

people a very inadequate cause."

A superb species 1 comes from

Queensland, Amboina, etc., and measures

from seven to ten inches across the fore-

wings of the female. In the male these

are black, but a little removed from the

front margin there is a feather-like streak

of vivid green stretching nearly from the

base to the tip, and along the hinder

margin there is a narrower wavy streak

of the same brilliant colour. On the hind-

wings this green colour predominates,

the black being restricted to a narrow

border, the nervures are traced oat in

black scales across the green, and

between the nervures are five large,

black spots. Five other spots (two of

them minute) on the fore-border are of

bright ochre. A fringe of long, brown

hairs fills up the space between the inner

margin of the hind-wings and the body.

The head and fore-body are black, with

a sprinkling of green down the centre of

the latter. The hind-body is ochre

coloured. The richness presented by

this contrast of colour is very fine. No
one would imagine from an inspection

of cabinet specimens that the male

and female could belong to the same

species, for the female is not only a much larger Insect, but the colours and

markings are utterly unlike those of the male. The style of ornamentation

can be obtained from the photograph much better than from a detailed

description. The prevailing tint is a smoky brown, and the light patches on the

fore-wings are white, whilst those on the hind-wings are a dirty grey. A crimson

collar separates the head and trunk, whilst the hind-body is whitish with a

tinge of yellow on the sides.

3 Ornithoptera priamus.

Plwtoby] [Harold Bastin.

Chrysalis of Pegasus Bird-wing.
I he chrysalids of the bird-wing butterflies are the largest of butterfly

pups. Most butterfly chrysalids hang hca<l downwards, l>nt those

of the bird-wings, lik<- those of the common garden white butter-

flies, are fixed l>\ the tail with the head upwards. Tins photograph

is twice the natural size.
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magnificent butterflies, to give an idea of their brilliant colour contrasts. The for-

nnure is a ion of the male of I rly timed female is shown
beyond it on the right. On the left is d'Urville's Bit sample is Boii
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Very similar to the male oi the last-mentioned is the poseidon bird-wing from

New Guinea and neighbouring islands, bu1 the green near the hind-bordei oi the

fore-wings is .1 nunc definite band, and a thin, branching streak oi the same vivid

colour run- through the centre oi the wing. The hind-wings aregreen with a verj

11.11 inw border of black, a sprinkling of black scales, and two obscure black

spots. The hind-bodj is oi .1 rich, 1 lear yellow. This 1- another [nseel that greatly

affected Wallace when he first caught it at Dobbo in the Am Islands. He thus

record- the incident : "I had the good I or tune to capture one oi the most magnifii enl

[nsects the world contains, the meat bird-winded battel th. 1
I trembled with

excitement as I -aw it coming majestically toward- me, and could hardly believe

I had really succeeded in my stroke till 1 had taken it out of the net, and was gazing,

lo-t in admiration, at the black velvet and brilliant green oi it- wings, seven in hi

I'K'i \m's Bird-wing.
Thi> 1 itterflies known, the female measuring a! I wings. The dark
pan- wingsand dirty grey on the hind-

across, it- golden body and crimson breast. It i- true I had seen similar Insei ts

in cabinet- at home, but it i- quite another thing to capturi such yoursell to feel

it struggling between on - fingers, and to gaze upon it- fresh and living beauty,

a bright gem shining out amid the silenl gloom oi a dark and tangled forest. The
village oi Dobbo held that evening at least one contented man."

( M a quieter type of coloration, but -till exi eedingly beautiful is a West African

bird-wing, '- in which the ground colour is a clear bluish-grey bordered with velvety-

black, in which tint the nervine- are also marked out, affording a tine contrast.

Another quietly coloured species 1- D'Urville's bird-wing,3 from New Guinea,

whose prevailing colour is rich black, bordered with violet. Quite different from
these is the enormous Drury's bird-wing4 "I West Africa. This butterflv measures

1
< 'lnithoptera poseidon. - O. xalmoxis. 3 O. d'urvilliana. ' Drurya anl
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eight inches across the fore-wings, and all the wings are of a tawny ground colour

on which the nervures are margined in brownish-black. A broad, irregular border

and several spots of black ornament the hind-wings, and the tips of the fore-wings

are broadly smoke-coloured. First brought home by Smeathman in 1782, no

other specimen reached Europe until 1864.

Wallace was of opinion that the bird-winged butterflies had their origin in New
Guinea, whence they have spread all over the Malay Archipelago.

The Pellagra-Fly.

Much has been written and said of the influence of two-winged flies in the

propagation of disease, and the discovery of their agency has had enormous results

in the matter of colonial expansion. The house-fly is instrumental in the spread

Photo bv]

, ^ „ [E. Step, F.L.S.
African Bird-wing Butterfly.

This boldly and beautifully coloured butterfly measures over seven inches across the expanded wings. The light parts of thephotograph are coloured a hue pale blue in the butt, rflj
. and the dark hues and bands are black. The rather heavy black border of the'hind-wings is relieved by blue spots. The photograph is of the male.

ooraei or tne,

of typhoid and other troubles, the tse-tse fly carries the active agent in sleeping-
sickness, mosquitoes of several kinds do the same office for malaria and yellow-
fever, and it is highly probable that further research will reveal the connection
between biting flies and other diseases whose cause has baffled the medical men
hitherto. In this department of entomology vast strides have been made in the
last decade or so, owing to the endowment of special research by State aid, and the
generous action of philanthropists

; so that Dr. Shipley could fairly say in a recent
address to the British Association :

—

" A few years ago no knowledge could seem more useless to the practical
man, no research more futile, than that which sought to distinguish one
species of gnat or tick from another; yet to-dav they knew that that
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Some Bornean Bird-wings.
Thr. t bird-wing I
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butt, have had to 1

th.it in the nearly four inches, giving u

inches when the wii 1 ior flight.
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knowledge had rendered it possible to open up Africa, and to cut the Panama
Canal."

Among the obscure maladies which have baffled medical skill for more than
a century is the strange skin disease pellagra, which is endemic in Italy and
Roumania, and is in some respects similar to elephantiasis. As in the case of

cancer, all sorts of theories have been promulgated as to its origin ; and of late the
accepted doctrine has been that it is due to eating mouldv maize. Recently several

cases have made their appearance in Britain ; and careful investigations by
Dr. Sambon have shown that it has appeared in parts of Scotland during the last

half century, and in the Shetland Isles, in addition to the few cases that have

Photo by]

Crcesus Bird-wing.
[£. Step, F.L.S.

On page iq/ will be found a photograph of the male of this magnificent butterfly. Here we give a portrait of the more soberly coloured
female. The specimen photographed measured six and a half inches across the fore-wings.

occurred in the South of England. Dr. Sambon has now satisfied himself that the

disease follows on the bite of a fly 1 to which no definite English name attaches

but which may well be known in future as the pellagra-fly. In some localities

it is called the black-fly, and in other countries certain species are known as sand-

flies and buffalo-gnats, the latter owing to their bison-like hump. One species

or another is found pretty well all over the world, where there are fast-flowing

streams.

They are dark-coloured flies of small size, stout of body, with the appearance
of being hump-backed, and having rather short legs and broad wings. They are

blood-suckers, like the gnats and midges, and in seasons when the}' are specially

1 Simulmm reptans



The Pellagra-Fly.

plentiful thousands oi them will alighl on a herd

oi cattle, and many oi those bitten die in the

.
i mi si "i ,,u\\ .1 few In. m-. In certain counti i<

such .i- the lands bordering the Danube, greal

destruction oi cattli has followed the attacks oi

one species ;

l in certain years thej appeal in

such numbers in spring-time thai they lill man
and beasl alike with terror. In these yeai

thousands oi cattle die from their attacks. Th \

-.I., i those parts oi the body that arc nol thicklj

clothed with hair, and arc particularly attentive

to the nostrils and ears. In the nostrils oi beasts

killed by them they are often found packed in

layers. A- the result oi a bite burning itching

i- experiem ed, followed by a painful, hard swelling,

which may lasl for a week or more. In ca

whin the bites an- numerous and close together

they produce an inflammatory fever, and in some

bad cases cramps. We cannot go into the details

of tin- disease as it affects the human subjei I

ini.-t

skin,
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undreds,
: water-plants.

in <>1 such a group is shown in

four in

but we may state that the

obviou- -vmptom is the thickening and reddening of patches oi

which turn brown and scale off, ami arc painfully sensitive t<>

on the back- el tin- handsexposure to sunlight. These patches appeal

and wrists, tin nape oi the neck, and around the

eyes and nose.

I lie fly, as 111 ih. .
,1-. ot malaria, yellow-fever,

and sleeping-sickness, 1- merelj a carrier which in

it- blood-sucking operations conveys the germs of

a low organism from an already afflicted animal

to one that i- new to the neighbourhood, and

whose blood affords it the necessarj alimenl lor

it- development ami m< rease. The species oi the

genus simulium have not been as thoroughly

worked out vet a- it i- desirable they should be.

so that it i- not at presenl possible to say whethei

all the species are blameworthy in this mattei :

but it i- possible that they are. and Dr. Sambon
thinks that certain other small flies of blood-sucking

h.i'ui may be implicated. As in the cases oi the

gnat (or mosquito), the midge, and the -tout, it

i- only the female tin- that indulge in bl I

sucking.

one ot our commonest species a- a

life-history. The yellow

eggs are laid in ma--e- oi several hundreds on

1 Simulium columbaczense

Taking
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.

let u- glanci a1 il

Grub of Pellagr \
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with which r
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aquatic plants, from which the newly hatched grubs can easily reach the

water. These grubs, when large enough to be identified, are rather remarkable

creatures, being club-shaped and provided at their hinder extremity with

a sucker surrounded by a rosette of minute hooks, by means of which

they attach themselves to leaves of water-weeds and stand more or

less erectly, in a cluster. Their limbs have been converted into suckers,

the foremost pair united to form a projection on the middle line of the

first body-segment behind the head. With the sucker of this they can find their

way along threads spun by the mouth, or can double over and take hold of

the leaf or stone to which the hinder end is attached. The body is greenish-

brown or black, and soft ; but the head is firm, and bears two pairs of pigment-

spots which serve as eves. On each side of the mouth is a lobe bearing about

fifty filaments, which form a fan.

By sweeping the water with these,

microscopical food such as diatoms

are borne to the mouth and serve

for the creature's food. These

grubs must be sought for in swift-

flowing streams where there are

plenty of water-weeds.

Before changing to the chrysa-

lis, the grub spins on the stem of

a. weed, or on a stone, a slipper-

shaped case or socket in which the

chrysalis can stand with its head

exposed. This chrysalis shows the

folded-up wings and antenna? of

the future fly. On each side of

the head is a projection from which

spring four long tubes, which

branch near their base. These

chrysalids are so disposed in their

cells that as the weed bends to the

current their heads are turned

case protects them from friction or battering

may be borne by the stream. Just before

from the chrysalis its upper part becomes

splits, and the fly emerges into the bubble.

The air clings to it and buoys it dry to the surface of the water, over

which it walks to land or to the aerial stems of an aquatic plant. This emergence

takes place in spring, but there is another emergence in August, the eggs laid

in April or May producing a summer brood.

The flies are said to suck the juices of plants and the sweet excretions of the

aphis ; but this possibly is true of the male fly only. De Geer stated that they

attacked and sucked the blood of large, smooth caterpillars. It would be interesting

Photo by} [£. A'. Pamc.

Pellagra-Fly Escaping from Chrysalis.
The chrysalis stands in a slipper-shaped case attached to weed or stone, with

the head-parts exposed. The fly emerges from the chrysalis into a bubble
of air which clings to it and buoys it to the surface.

forwards, and the slipper-like

by any solid particles that

the fly is about to emerge

surrounded by air, the skin



The Fly thai causes Peli \..k a.

Dr. Sainton, 1 by a small black fly, whose life-history is hi [aid in

streams, and the grubs that hat< h from them have the remarkable form shown
thi-ir I ind their heads ar.- furnished «

food to the mi ittached to wi "' th.-ir open cocci

thewater. All tin , My enlarged.
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to discover whether the pellagra parasite with which it inoculates man passes part

of its developmental history in such hosts.

One species that occurs in the southern part of the United States, where it

is known as the buffalo-gnat, is in evidence every year, but at irregular and distant

intervals it appears in almost incredible swarms. Stock-owners then endeavour

to keep it away bv means of smoke. The animals when attacked by large numbers

of the flies are driven frantic, and seek to elude their tormentors by rolling in the

dust or rushing about. They are at such times almost covered by flies, and as the

result of their bites an inflammatory fever with rapid pulse is set up, and the animal

dies of cramps or convulsions, " when the skin of the entire body will be found to

be covered with numerous small ulcers." Mosquitoes and midges become trouble-

some towards night ; but the flies under notice attack beasts, birds and men in full

sunlight. There is one case on record of a man being so badly bitten that his death

was speedy. A smaller American species known as the turkey-gnat is especially

annoying to poultry, particularly turkeys, which they attack in the bare regions

about the head, in the ears, eyes, etc., often killing them in great numbers.

Sand-Wasps.

Among the many types of solitary-

wasps, the sand-wasps l stand out

distinctly on account of their long,

slender bodies, of winch the hinder

section is connected to the fore-body

by a very long, tapering stalk. One
species, the red-banded sand-wasp, 2

may be seen busily engaged at work

at almost any sandbank. It is an

Insect about three-quarters of an inch

in length, entirely black, save for a

band of red which includes half of the

hind-body and a third of the connecting stalk. There is a distinct neck

between the fore-body and the head
; and the legs are armed with

spines and bristles to aid in digging. The invariable food selected bv these

sand-wasps for provisioning their cells is a caterpillar or caterpillars, according

to species, for each kind seems to have its own favourite species of caterpillar for

the purpose. There are many species of sand-wasps in different parts of the world,

but their habits are so much alike that they can be described in general.

In recent years we have had accounts of the sand-wasps' activities from Fabre
and Marchal ; but as long ago as the summer of 1667 our countryman, John Ray,

and his friend Willughby were observing it, and Ray has told us in his History of

Insects what they saw. The sand-wasp was dragging along a green caterpillar

three times its own size. When it had dragged this huge load along a distance

of about fifteen feet, it came to a hole previously dug in the sand, and left the

caterpillar beside it whilst it set to work to remove a pellet of earth that blocked

the mouth of the shaft. The wasp descended into the cavity, but soon reappeared

1 Sphegides. 2 Ammophila satmlosa.

Photo by] [£. A'. Pearce.

Pellagra-Fly.
One of the small black flies that are alleged to carry the germs of

pellagra to the human subject. The expanse of the two wings in

these flies is very great, the depth from front to back being exceptional.

The actual width across the expanded wings is nine millimetres.
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' bcrshaft, after
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II with food and laying 1 tal

jaws and with it pounds down the earth to m ik. if firm and lik<_-

1 roundings.

and took the caterpillar again in tow.

They both disappeared below, but the

wasp came up al< me after .in interval

;nnl busied itseli in rolling piei es of earth

into tli.- hole " .it intervals scratching

the dust into i1 like .1 dog with it- fore

feet, and cntei m a- il to pn -.sdown and

consolidate the mass, flying once or

twice to an adjoining fir-tree, possiblj to

1 ibtain resin f< u agglutinating the whole

Having filled the burrow to the level ol

tlir surrounding earth so a- to con.. .1

thr entrant e, it took two fir-leaves lying

at hand, and placed them near the orifice,

as if to mark the place

There is only a single cell at the

bottom of the sand-wasp's -halt, and

some species till this with small or

medium-sized caterpillars; other- with

a single large 1 aterpillar. All of these,

of course, are stung in order to paralyze them. Fabre says of the

hairy sand-wasp. 1 that she provisions her cell with only one caterpillar,

that of a thick-bodied moth,- which i> an underground feeder and. therefore, cannot

be f1 mud by sight. This caterpillar she stings about nine times 111 as many forward

divisions of the body. She wait- untUshehas secured this caterpillar before she

set- to work at her mining operation-.

Dr. G. I>. II. Carpenter, watching

tin- same species at Bordighera, dug out

the caterpillar and laid it beside the hole

to see what the wasp would do when -lie

returned. " When the wasp came back

and found the larva lying there it

examined it and seemed puzzled, and

tlun deliberately -inked the content oi

the egg dry (I watched it shrivel!) and

deposited another in it- place." She was
evidently not sure that it was In 1 own
egg, or if her own that it had not been

tampered with by an ichneumon-wasp
and so rendered useless. To make sure

she destroyed it and laid anoth< r.

Mr. and Mrs. Peckham have given us
Pilot- II !

most interesting accounts ol two Amen- Red banded Sand \\ .

„„ n ......,,:.. . 3 ,. rtr. , -.;.,~ :,, *e ^^; '+1 A graceful wasp that may monlywhen tfatan -piilr-, agreeing 111 tne mam Willi banks, digging deep holes in tl i b.md of tv.l

Po^a'f. ~"U.-,.,-,... ; ., .. .i.~ T?.,. black, and miPabres observations on the European ,.„ ngth.

1 Ammophila hirsuta. - Xoctua. a Ammophiln urnalis and \ - icilis.
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species, but, of course, with variations which mark the different species. One
individual, whose behaviour they watched, was so precise in all she did that we cannot

refrain from quoting part of their account :—" We remember her as the most fas-

tidious and perfect little worker of the whole season, so nice was she in her adaptation

of means to ends, so busy and contented in her labour of love, and so pretty in her

pride over the completed work. In filling up her nest she put her head down into

it and bit away the loose earth from the sides, letting it fall to the bottom of the

burrow, and then, after a quantity had accumulated, jammed it down with her head.

Earth was then brought from the outside and pressed in, and then more was bitten

from the sides. When, at last, the filling was level with the ground, she brought

a quantity of fine grains of dirt to the spot, and picking up a small pebble in her

mandibles, used it as a hammer in pounding them down with rapid strokes, thus

making this spot as hard and firm

as the surrounding surface. Before

we could recover from our astonish-

ment at this performance she had

dropped her stone and was bringing

more earth. We then threw our-

selves down on the ground that not

a motion might be lost, and in a

moment we saw her pick up the

pebble and again pound the earth

into place with it, hammering now
here and now there until all was
level. Once more the whole process

was repeated, and then the little

creature, all unconscious of the com-

motion that she had aroused in our

minds—unconscious, indeed, of our

very existence and intent only on

doing her work and doing it well

—

gave one final, comprehensive glance

around and flew away."

Dr. S. W. Williston records an experience with another species 1 that is very

similar to the hammering noted by the Peckhams.

Sphex—the typical genus of the sand-wasp family—has had its doings

chronicled at length by Fabre. We have no representative of the genus in this

country, but in the South of France occurs the yellow-winged sphex 2 to which

the famous French naturalist has devoted much attention. Like ammophila,

sphex is a very strenuous worker, and during the four weeks or so of its existence

in the winged state, it sinks no fewer than ten deep, perpendicular shafts, each with

three or four separate chambers at the bottom, stored with food, and each furnished

with an egg. It selects a slight elevation of the soil, and into this it bores a hori-

zontal gallery two or three inches in length. At the end of this gallery it sinks

the perpendicular shaft, also for a depth of about three inches, and at the bottom

1 Ammophila'yarrowii. 2 Sphex flavipennis.

Yellow-winged Sphex.
During the month which is the period of this wasp's winged existence, she
contrives to dig about ten shafts, each with three or four cells leading frnin

it at the bottom. Each cell is provisioned with three or four field

crickets, all carefully stung in the principal nerve-centres, so that though
helpless they remain alive.
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the oval cells are made side by side. These are so constructed that the longer
axes of the ovals are horizontal, and the first formed is provisioned and sealed up
before the second one is dug. The provisions for each cell consist of three or four

field-crickets, and these are carefully stung in the three principal nerve-centres of

the body, which has the effect of completely paralyzing the cricket without killing

it. ft is carried by the sphex to the mouth of the burrow, where it is dropped,
whilst the wasp goes in to ascertain that all is right. Then, grasping the cricket

by its antenna?, the wasp going backwards draws its victim into the cell. A
cricket so treated will remain alive, though utterly incapable of any movement,
for three or four weeks, a much longer period than it takes for the wasp-grub to

consume it. The cricket is laid on its back, and on one of the crickets in each
cell a sphex egg is deposited between the second and third pairs of legs. As soon

as the egg is hatched the young grub

attacks the cricket at this point and

burrows into its body, eating out all the

interior in a week, and leaving nothing

but the cricket's skin. The other

crickets are similarly disposed of in

turn, but owing to the greater size of

the wasp-grub, the pace is accelerated,

so that in less than a fortnight from the

hatching of the egg all the food is con-

sumed. The grub then constructs an

elaborate cocoon of two separate cases

of white or yellowish silk, and within

these a, case of firmer texture and dark

colour with a glossy surface. This,

apparently, is formed of a mixture of

fluid silk, with the excrementitious

matter that has been stored in the
Photo by] r// Bastin.

Hairy Sand-Wasp. intestines all through the feeding period,

rEfe^Sffl&SS So? ^cu^^ghT.^^ and its purpose appears to be to protect

[^^ 1^^1£ a

P
^^^ toOTtoit,,,,dher

the grub from damp during the nine

months of its incarceration, prior to its assumption of the winged condition.

A curious difference of procedure is shown in sand-wasps of two families : the

sphegidas, as we have seen, ram the earth down with their heads and with stones

held in the jaws ; the pompilidae use their hind-bodies as rammers.

Cockchafers.

In some seasons and in certain localities one may see in the warm evenings

of May and June the cockchafers, 1 or maybugs, flying in such numbers around the

upper parts of trees that, from a little distance, they look like a thin cloud or mist.

In such numbers they frequently do considerable damage by eating the foliage
;

but even so, it is not often realized that on the Continent they prove at times as

great a scourge as locusts—not so much in their complete beetle stage, but as

1 Melolontha vulgaris.
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larva'. Iii the case oi the locust, all its stages

after the egg being passed above-ground, it ma\ be

watched and warred upon throughout life; but

until the warm days oi Maj tempi the 1 o< ki hafei

into the air he carries on a destructive work
out of sight, because underground. During this

period ol congregation around trees the sexes

pair, and a few days later the female returns

temporarily to the ground.

rhe 1 '" kchafer is about an inch and a quartei

,ind of a light brown colour, with a

eries ol little, white, triangular marks along the

sides, jusl showing below the edge of the wing-

cover. These wing-covers are not long enough

to cover the whole of the hind body. As in the

tag-beetle, the scarabs, and others, the end

joints ol the antennae are greatly developed to one

side, so as to form a kind of brush ; but here this

particular form oi antenna reaches its maximum.
The joints in question are long, broad, and thin,

in length

and very mobile, so that they can be

closely

Jiacked

together

Photo b) II Vain, II S.

I mi O IMMI IN CO( Ki HA] 1 R.

The photograph is that of a female, as will b
from the small sia of thi

ment of the hind part of th< t* i
utboring

t with whirl.

large mottled-chafer 3 of the Continent, where
antenna' of the male reach an extravagant

// i

liu Cockchafer Chrysalis.
A portrait of thi hafi i will

of destructive work underground the grub makes
itself .'. cell, in wbi
and awaits its final change. Hen tl

broken open to reveal tbe form of the

chrysalis. Note that the legs and und
wings are free.

or sepa ra t ed.

The sexes can be at once distinguished by glancing

at these antennae, for whilst those of the female

have each six Ieav< s, those of the male have seven.

Even in nature the male is sometimes favoured

more than the female ! This is more evident in

the

the

development, as compared with those ol the female.

When the female seeks the earth she burrows

into it to a depth of several inches (four to six),

partly by boring with her pointed hind-body,

and partly by scraping with her fore-feet. At

what she considers a suitable depth, she deposits

from fifteen to forty whitish eggs. The depth

depends upon the nature of the soil. She likes

humus or vegetable soil, as that is light and suit-

able for the food and the dispersal oi her grubs

when the} emerge from the eggs about five weeks

later. These grubs are in form much like those oi

the rose-chafer and the stag-beetle, with greatly

distended hinder part-. When young they are

more slender, and can make use oi their six weak
1 Melolontha fullo.
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legs for crawling through the earth, but in later life, when the soft hind-

body has grown fat, they cannot do much in this direction, but lie with
the body doubled up, and eat such roots as are within reach. It can content
itself with the roots of grass or corn, but if the farmer is growing mangold-
wurzel or beet above its birthplace, the white-grub, as it is called, will destroy
the crop. They moult several times during the three or four years in which
they assiduously work for the farmer's ruin, and when they feel they have accom-
plished all they can, they retire into deeper earth and hollow out an oval cell, in

which they become chrysalids. The period of the grub stage varies in different

parts of Europe according to the geographical position. In Britain it is about
four years, in Central Europe three years, and in Northern Europe five years.

Cockchafer Grubs.

That the protected underground life and the interminable meal of roots agrees with this grub is manifest. After three or four years
of feeding tin v attain almost to the size shown here, and are so plump that their legs are of little use except for holding their food
whilst they gnaw at it.

In a series of dry summers, when the roots are not so succulent, the period

will be lengthened.

We occasionally experience what local devastation this grub can cause in our

own country, but it is scarcely worth mentioning when compared with what it

has effected in other countries. There are plenty of statistics available giving the

amount of damage done in various places at divers times, and the quantities by
weight and count of the cockchafers that have been caught and killed where a

resolute war has been waged against them. Thus in the years 1857, i860, and 1862,

the crop of beet in the department of l'Aisne (France) was sixty per cent, below the

average yield of years when there were few cockchafers in the ground, and the

reduction was attributable solely to the ravages of the white-grub. Again, in

1866, the authorities of the department of the Seine-Inferior estimated the loss
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to the growers from this cause at twenty millions of francs. Two years later

they were abundant in Saxony, and the authorities offered rewards for their

collection, with the result that fifteen hundred tons of the beetles were brought in.

Now it was found that an average pound of beetles contained five hundred
specimens

; so that the total number thus destroyed was not fewer than fifteen

hundred millions of cockchafers. The method of catching them is not to employ
entomologists with butterfly nets, but to observe in the evening what trees they

are swarming around, and then to go in the early morning with large sheets spread

out beneath the branches from which the then sleepy beetles may be shaken,

shovelled from the sheets into bags, and fastened up. When dead they can be

served up with the food of poultry and pigs ; or with the addition of lime

they can be used to fertilize the very fields they have wasted.

There is good cause for

' \ ..-'. \ believing that the chief reason for

British immunity from serious

attacks of this kind is to be found

in our respect for the birds that

alone aid us in keeping down the

numbers of the chafers. Owls and
nightjars account for great num-
bers of them at evening, and the

latter bird may be seen flying

among them with his bill wide

agape to admit them. Bats, too,

catch them, and nipping off the

wind's and wing-covers eat the

more succulent parts. Starlings

may be observed, at the time of

the chafers' emergence from the

earth, waiting and watching for

them to crawl up into daylight,

that they may capture and eat

them. No doubt, like the thrush

they can hear the movements
Rooks and ravens do

but, knowing by some
means where the white-grub is at work below, they plunge their bills into the

ground and drag the bloated grub out. Where the plough can be employed on

land attacked by them the share turns up great numbers, and it is mainly for

these that the ploughman is attended by a crowd of rooks, ravens, jack-daws, and
sea-gulls.

Let it not be assumed as the result of reading the last paragraph that we are

entirely free from bad attacks of chafers in this country. There is a case recorded

in some of the entomological books of a farmer near Norwich whose crops suffered

so much from the attacks of this beetle that he and his servant gathered eighty

Pl'-oto l>Y] [J. F. Hammond.
The Cockchafer's Antenna.

The remarkable fan-like development of the antenna? in these beetles, and
the difference between the organs in the two sexes is made clearer by this
photograph, being on the scale of eight times the actual size. Besides
being much smaller the female antenna will be seen to haveoneli.it less

than that of the male.

listening on the lawn for the earthworm,
of the cockchafer as it pushes through the soil.

not wait for the full development of the Insect,
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bushels from his fields; and the local authorities, sympathizing with him in his

-. made him .1 granl oi twenty-five pounds from the p
As 1- the case with the stag-beetle and some othei species, the pupa-skin is

thrown off months before the perfect beetle makes its public appearance. Sonic 1

during the autumn the perfect cockchafer emerges from the chrysalis-skin, but

remains in its cell to allow its new integuments to harden and become serviceable.

Then a1 its leisure it gradually burrows upwards until near the surface, when- it will

be able to form some idea oi the weather condition- above-ground. Somi time in

Maj the rising oi the temperature of the soil around it denote-, sunshine above, and
with a common impulse thousands of chafers emerge and try their powers oi flight.

A very similar, but much smaller

i hafei is \ er\ common in some places,

and i- known a- the summer-chafei . • >r

small-chafer. 1 Its grub i- also similar

i'
1 that of the cockchafer, and it- habits

arc the same in both stages.

Mole-Crickets.

Though nio-t persons w ho dwell in

houses have at some time . ir 1 ither made
the ai quaintance of die house-crickei

.

and a lew have -ecu the field-cricket

piping at even in hi- d< m irway, the numbei
of those who can boasl a knowledge oi

the mole-cricket except from hook- is

very -mall. In the first place, it i- not

a i oi union Insect excepi in a few favoured

localities in our land, hut il it were much
commoner than it is, it would he little

known on account of its retinue under-

ground habits. For the mole-crick' I

almost alone amoiie, their near relation-,

have the burrowing habit. A Mexic an Chafer.
This chafer is closcrj
,•1'. but its bro'.vu n iked with whil

the antenna; of the m
an extraordinary development. The photograph is nearly twice

>s noon. The field-

cricket lives in burrows, but it is not

certain that it excavates them. We are

rather inclined to think that it adapts

and improves burrow- already in existem e, and which have served the turn of some
other creature, such ii- a mining bee or an earthworm. Such an excavation can he

enlarged or modified bv the field-cricket's jaws. But the mole-cricket 2 has hen
dedicated by nature to this class of work, and provided with the outfit of tools proper
to it. It ha- lone been remarked that though tin- two animal- are so different in

then class and organization, both the mole ami tin mole-crickel have been built

on the same lines and set to the same kind of work.

I In mosl conspicuous part of the body at first sight 1- an expansion of the

front part of the middle-body into an oval hood, which is open in front and allows

1 Rhizotrogus vulgaris
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the head to be partly retracted into it. This hood is smooth and covered with

a fine, downy coat of brown, which, of course, suggests further likeness to the velvet

coat of the mole. There can be little doubt that this hood is of importance in the

work of shaping and consolidating the burrow. Immediately behind this hood,

which is all that can be seen of the fore-body from above in the adult Insect,

are the wing-covers, which, as usual in the family, are strongly nerved and folded

down the side of the body between the second and third pairs of legs. These wing-

covers do not cover half the length of the

wings, which are longer than the hind-body,

and are tightly folded up lengthwise when
not in use and extend between the two hairy
" tails " at the end of the body, and might

be mistaken for an additional pair of these

organs.

The third pair of legs are formed for

leaping ; and all the legs, as well as the

hind-body, are more or less covered with

brown hairs. But the great feature of the

mole-cricket is its first pair of legs, and their

modification into digging organs. The thigh

and shank are flattened from the sides to

form a deep and powerful organ, and this is

continued in the foot. The broad edge of the

shank ends in four hard, finger-like exten-

sions. These are the digging implements.

The foot also is formed into a couple of hard,

blade-like teeth, which move over the teeth

of the shank after the manner of shear-blades.

If tough roots extend across the coixrse of the

projected tunnel these are brought into action

and the roots are severed.

The mole-cricket is not entirely a vege-

tarian, probably very slightly. Tike the

mole, he excavates in order to come upon

the Insects and other small animals with

which the upper layers of soil teem. When
Photo by] [H. Bastin.

The Mole-Cricket.
Thefon partsoi tin rnole-cricketbearastrikingresemblance

In those "I the mole, particularly in the development of the

first pair oi legs to serve as digging organs. The deep belt-

Liki arrangement consists oi the strongly veined wing-covers,

beneath which the long and expansive wings are folded fan -

wise, protruding at the rear.

his burrows extend into garden ground

where there are seedlings and young plants,

his practice of severing roots may cause

considerable damage. This is sufficient to cause the gardener to put the mole-cricket

upon his black list, and even to accuse it of eating his raw potatoes. It is much

more probable that the mole-cricket's presence in the potato-bed is due to his having

come in search of the wire-worm and other pests that damage the crop.

The female lavs her eggs, to the number of two to four hundred, in a special

cell excavated just below the surface, and is said to look after the needs of her brood



The Mole-Cricket ai il
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the number of several hundi
; to maturity tl prcad
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Photo by]

Fore-leg
[H. Bastin.

of Mole-Cricket.

vegetarian

until they cast their first skin, when they are able to

look after themselves, and each starts burrowing for

itself. It is calculated that their development from

the egg to sexual maturity is spread over four years.

The mother is said to have to keep them away from

the male, who otherwise would eat them.

This cannibalistic tendency is not confined to the

male and its offspring, as the following incident will

show. Quite recently a friend brought us some
mole-crickets from Sicily, where they are so plentiful

as to be a great nuisance in the gardens. Three of

them were imprisoned in a tin full of earth, in which

we were told was also included a large millipede and

several terrestrial Insects other than the mole-crickets.

A small potato was added by way of refreshment

en mute. The tin was carefully opened, but only

two mole-crickets were found, and these showed

signs of encounters in the shortening of antennae and
" tails." The mould was sifted, but neither millipede

nor Insects were there. The potato was untouched,

but one mole-cricket had been eaten. Two days

the two survivors had likewise disappeared entirely,

had its skin and tender shoots intact. If the mole-

it surely would have taken a little potato with its

A wonderful implement constructed upon the

two-tools-in-one principle. The shank ends in

four powerful teeth-like points, which make an
efficient digging instrument. Across these teeth

the foot works as a cutting blade, which quickly
severs roots lying in the way of burrow
exti unions.

later the smaller of

but the potato still

cricket were a

animal food.

Like the true cricket, the mole-cricket is musical after a fashion, but its notes

are not shrill and piercing. Its call is a dull sound, that suggests in a small way the

churring of the goat-sucker among birds. And being musical, it is provided

with ears in the front legs. The openings to these may be plainly seen in

slit in a slight fold near the upper edge of the shank, justthe form of a

below the knee.

The mole-cricket is much more plentiful in Central and Southern Europe than

with us, and its range extends through Egypt and Western Asia to the Himalaya.

A similar but smaller species 1
is found in the Mediterranean region and the warmer

parts of Asia to the low hills and plains of India, where it is somewhat of a nuisance

in the tea-gardens. It is there known as the mouse-Insect, owing apparently to its

colour and the rapidity of its movements. It is probable that the principal harm it

does there is the disturbance of the newly planted young tea-shrubs, but it has the

reputation of destroying by eating them. Another one that is found in the West

Indies has the similar bad character of being destructive to the sugar-canes. Whether

this accusation is well founded is a matter that appears to stand in need of further

investigation. It is so easy to conclude, upon seeing certain Insects in the immediate

neighbourhood of damaged plants, that the Insects are the authors of the mischief
;

but it is quite possible that the mole-crickets may be present in the capacity of police-

looking for the real culprits.

1
< '.ryllotalpa africana.
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The Lobster-Moth.

The lobster-moth, as .1 moth. 1- not remarkable. It is one oi the larger ol

,ni thick-bodied moths, and is among the less plentiful species, and, therefore,

always in request by collectors. But anyone strolling through the woods who has

the good fortune to see it resting, .1- in oiu first photograph, on the st< m oi .1 sapling,

would wonder how it had obtained its name, for there is nothing suggestive oi the

crustacean in its appearance. A rather fluffy grey-brown moth, with its upper

wings closed along it- sides and the lower ones sticking out from under them, whilst

it- furry fore-feel ar< extended in In ml. misfit lv compared more fitly to a cat, but

for the fat 1 thai we alreadj have a puss-moth. In truth, the name was suggested

by tin 1 long, sprawling legs ol tin- caterpillar; and it mast be understood to

in,l], .it, tin- moth oi the lobster-caterpillar.

This brown caterpillar is quite the most extraordinary one
| luced in this

country. Apart from it- natural surroundings it may 1"' described a- grotesque

hut considered in relation to the ordinary risks ol caterpillar lite, it > singularity

evokes our admiration, lor with a twist or two oi the body or a slight alteration

osition it may appi a

as an ant. a spider, a

curled leal. ,>i a lizard.

The moth- emerge

from the 1 hrysalis stage

in May or June, and the

females lav their hemi-

spherical, cream-coloured

eggs on the leaves of

1„ , i-li. oak, birch, hazel,

et( . They hat, h in about

ten days, and the dark

brown little caterpillars,

with their long, slender

legs, present a remarkable

likeness to ant-. We
have no other , aterpillar

of moth or butterfly

that ha- such an endow -

ment ol legs. The fleshy

pro legs, <>r temporal \

legs, which are not repre-

sented in adult In-,-, ts,

are quite normal, but the

-i\ tin,' or permanent
Plioto by

just behind the head mole-Cricket in Flight.

are Unique 111 till- Species learly in this phologi

1
-

being long and thm like thcirontpartofi
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those of an ant. The hinder portion of the body is inflated, and ends in two thread-

like tails. The little creature moves about in an apparently nervous, fussy manner,
but this is probably part of the scheme to get itself accepted as an ant, which it

resembles so much in its movements. This hinder part of the body is usually kept

elevated or turned over its back, and when the caterpillar is not actually feeding

the big head also is raised. The long legs are held forward. When one is quite

aware of the identity of the young caterpillars—as when the eggs have hatched in

captivitv, for example — the ant-likeness may not be obvious. To see

it one should come upon the caterpillar unex-

pectedly, and then the head appears to be the

hind-body of an ant whose jaws have seized upon
some other Insect (represented by the caterpillar's

inflated hind-body) which it is attempting to drag

off. Ants are not much interfered with, their jaws

and formic acid being respected by most creatures

that might be inimical to them. As the cater-

pillar gets older and larger, this aspect changes,

and viewed from the front it looks like a spider

ready to spring. From the side, the hind-body
with its filament looks like the head of a lizard

with forked tongue extended. But whatever the

direction from which it may be viewed, it presents

an appearance altogether different from that of

a caterpillar. To some it has presented a likeness

to one of the larger rove-beetles ; and when nearly

full grown and viewed from the side it looks like

a curled-up and withered leaf. At this stage the

peculiar humps upon the back present a close

resemblance to the toothed margin of a leaf. In

some respects the lobster-caterpillar resembles

that of the dragon-moth previously described (see

page 66), and the two Insects, indeed, are not

very distantly related.

Before changing to the dark brown chrysalis

the caterpillar weaves together two or three decay-

ing leaves, and spins a cocoon between them.

When the leaves fall the cocoon and its covering

go with them, and the winter is spent by the chrysalis among the dead leaves on the

ground. Not until the spring is merging into summer will the chrysalis skin be

burst, and the fluffy moth crawl out and ascend the nearest tree.

The late Mr. Tugwell has left us an interesting account of the newly hatched

caterpillars, which, he says, will not touch vegetable food until they have shed their

first skin. Until then the empty egg-shell from which it emerged is its sole food, and

it will not eat the egg-shell of one of its brethren. It remains close to its own shell,

walking around it, and nibbling at it from time to time ; but if removed from it, it dies.

I'hui,, by] IF.. Step, F.L.S.

The Lobster-Moth.
Occasionally the rambler through the woods may
see ?lt< lobster-moth settled in this fashion on a
small tree-trunk, with the tipper wings closed

over the bodv and the under wings protruding at

tie sides, thus breaking up the outline usual in

resting moths. Slightly enlarged.
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The Boatman.

One ol the things that at once strike the most casual observer who may be

induced to give attention to the common objects of a stagnant pond is the boatman '

—whose title usually suffers the

unnecessary elongation to water-

boatman. It is conspicuous because

it lies on the surface, back down-
wards, with its head slightly under

water and its long, hind pair of

legs stretched out almost at right

angles with the body, like a boat-

man with his oars ready for action.

The boatman is one of the bugs

who has become finely modified to

fit his mode of life. The majority

of bugs have the upper and under

sides not very far apart ; but if we
catch a boatman—at the risk of

getting a pin-prick from his sharp

proboscis—and turn him right side

up, we shall find that his thick-

ness is more than half his width,

the back being shaped like a ridge-

roof. Turn it the way in which we
found it on the water, and you see

that we have here Nature's anti-

iif the boat—the form

best maintain a floating

a position of stabilitv.

back has become

boat. There is,

cipation

that will

body in

The ridge of the

the keel of the

Photos by] [J. J. Ward, F.E.S.

The Lobster-Caterpillar.
It is from the strange form of the caterpillar that the nam Lobstei has been
applied to the moth; though it must be confessed thai there is little

resemblance to the crustacean. When quite young it looks much Like an ant.
In later life it may be passed over as a curled-up, withered leaf ; whilst
viewed from the rear or side it- elevated hind-body has some resemblance
to a reptile's head with forked tongue protruded.

however, an anomaly here, for the

bow and the stern have changed

places. The boatman, when in

pursuit of prey, sets his oars in

motion and pushes his broad head

forward. If in this pursuit he has

had to go deeply into the water,

he has no difficulty in regaining the

surface, for unless he takes hold of

a submerged weed his buoyant

body floats up at once, without

any use of his limbs. On such an

excursion the boatman docs not

1 Nolonecta glauca.
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gel wet, for his body 1- covered with a verj delicate coating oi fine down, which

imprisons a thin layer of air, and so keeps the water from actual contact. When

under water this film oi aii shines like silver.

II the lone hinder legs oi the boatman are examined 1 losebj
.
they will be 1

n

1 , be flatti ned and the inner edge fringed with hairs to make them more efficient

as paddles. Bui this adaptation to aquatic uses makes them us< less on land. When,

however, the boatman wishes to leave his pond perhaps to find another where

.1 is more plentiful or the com-

petition for it less severe he has

only to spread his tightly packed

. On such occasions, too, he

will display his antennae, which

are ordinarily kept hidden awaj in

little pockets below the large com-

pound eyes. Several other water-

bugs appear, as aquatic rnsects, to

have no antenna-, but it is only

apparently so
; they are packed

away in these pen kets because they

are useless in the watei and might

gel damaged. Surface bug- like

gerris, that do not submerge their

heads, keep their antennae extended

and in constant use.

There is one other adaptation

to it- aquatic life that should be

mentioned : its method of obtain-

ing air. Some pond Insects have

an air-tube at the hinder extremity

whose tip is kept out of water,

and so a constant supply of air

- through it to the body.

Othi rs have an air-reservoir under

their wings, and make frequent

excursions to the surface to re-

plenish its contents. The boatman

reposes on the suj Eai e \\ ith the tip

oi it- hind-bod} expi sed to the air,

and we might expect to find

pi lint
; but it is no1

under side there is

this

the

and

/ /-...v.

I in Boatman K< >vi

i view of the boat
r. The " stri ga at ri~ht angl

the boil Ui ued n ith ast
The bug is here shown thr.

body
i entre

a similar

that it drew the air into

so, at leasl not directly. Along

1 [< iw 1 idge Ii inged 1 >n 1 ai h ide

its

fringe runs alone each margin of the body.

mlets to the internal air-tubes are on the fore-body, and the

described constitute two covered ways under which air can pass from the tip ol

the hind-body to the spiracles on the fore-body

at

the centre of

by long hairs,

The prim ipal

1

1
1

' 1 es ot hall
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Some observers have noted that the boatman produces a sound like the words

chew, chew, chew, rubbing its front pair of legs together at the same time.

The female boatman attaches her eggs to the stalks of water-plants, making

an incision with her egg-placer, and burying about two-thirds of the egg in the slit.

As in the other bugs, there is little difference except in size and the absence of wings

between the infant and the adult. The fnsect is continuously active throughout life,

and the wings make their first appearance as buds, which expand at the final moult.

Green-Fly.

Whoever owns or has owned a garden has suffered from the dreadful oppression

of the green-fly, or plant-lice. 1

There is a stage in the develop-

ment of the amateur gardener in

which the green-fly are worse than

dragons. So far as one can learn

of dragons from old authors, though

they may be individually terrible

they are not common, not attack-

ing one in hordes, and are large

enough to be seen from a distance.

Green-fly are so terribly small, so

prolific, and so ubiquitous, that you

do not notice their advent until

they have increased to millions ;

you destroy a million all but one,

and the next time you pass that

way the one has become a million

again
;
you spend half your sub-

stance on aphis-brushes and in-

secticides, and drive them from one

favourite rose-bush only to find

that they have taken possession of

another equally desirable. If only

we could extirpate the green-fly,

what gardens we would have !

And yet, if we look around us when we go abroad into Nature's garden, we

do not find that the green-fly, though plentiful, are so painfully evident as in our

own little enclosure ; neither do any of the wild plants appear to be extirpated

by their attacks. The truth is that much of the trouble is due to unnatural conditions,

and much of the damage debited to the green-fly is accomplished by much larger

and less prolific Insects. Green-fly do not strip off leaves or bite big holes in them,

as we have been seriously assured they have done in our neighbours' gardens.

The green-fly is not built for the consumption of solids. Its mouth is developed

into a delicate hollow needle with which it bores into leaves and sappy shoots, and

through which it sucks the fluid from the plant cells it has tapped. The loss of

1 Aphis.

Photo by] [H. S. Chmvin, F.K.M.S.

Young Boatman.
A magnified representation of a newly hatched boatman from the under
side, showing that it has the same general form throughout life, only

modified by the acquisition of wings in the adult state.
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Winged Green-Fly.
Green-fly that develop wings are usually males, or imperfect females, that
have been produced for colonizing purposes. The production of a winged
generation takes place asa rule when the juices of the original food-plant are
less abundant.

Several of the smaller insectivorous birds join in the

onslaught, small ichneumon-wasps lay their eggs in them,

and certain bugs go about spearing them with their sucking

needles.

These unprotected minute creatures, that so trouble

the gardener, are really among the most remarkable of

living things, and though they have been the study of all

great naturalists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,

we are far from having a complete and satisfactory account

of them and the phenomena of their development. In our

own day Buckton has devoted four volumes to a description

of the British species alone, and something more has been

learned since these volumes were published. It will be seen

that in a brief account one cannot go into detail.

Throughout the spring and summer the observer will

have noticed that the crowds of green-fly that abound on

nearly all plants in his garden are wingless ; and with the

knowledge of the course of development that prevails

almost throughout the Insect-world, he would be justified

in assuming that these will in the course of a few days

develop wings, for he is quite familiar with them in the

winged condition. But it is rarely that these summer broods

produce winged individuals. In order to do their work of

checking somewhat the redundant growth f plants and sup-

plying tood tor numerous creatures, the ordinary slow pro-

cess of passing through successive stages before attaining

reproductive powers is not sufficient. Eggs that were laid

in autumn, and have been remaining dormant during the

1 Coceinella. - Syrphus.

this fluid makes the attacked

leaves curl, become spotted with

brown, and in bad cases shrivel

up ; sickly shoots under the attack

wither and are shortened. It is

one of Nature's methods of prun-

ing. When things are getting

desperately bad a summer storm

comes on, and the green-fly that

defied the gardener's attacks are

all but cleared off. Or, failing the

storm, a host of lady-birds 1 or

hover-flies 2 appear and lay their

eggs close at hand. The eggs

quickly hatch, and the grubs at

once set to, attackin

fly like a wolf in

5
the green-

a sheep-fold.

Jl. Basth

Green-Fly on Rose-bud.
A colony of wingless grecn-flv has
begun to cover a rose-bud in a wav
that is painfully familiar l<> the ex-
asperated though patient gardener.
Hach one has a suckingbeak plunged
deeply into the tissues of the rose,

from which it is su< king thi juio

that should nourish the flower.

Above are some cast skins thrown
off in the process of growth.



Green-Fly.

winter, hat( h in spring, and produce imperfect females A few of thi tnaj become

ed, and a few may be males; but these exception are no1 so numerous as

to prevenl our speaking of this generation being composed of imperfed and wingli

females. In from ten in twenty days these inn >< i ( - t i. males begin to produce

not eggs, but living young, and continue produ ing them at the rate oi from three

to seven per day. These young in turn, afti r two or thn e weeks, likewise produce

living young, and the same process may be repeated in successive generations

until the autumn. Some oi these generations may be winged, following upon

a falling off in the supply of nutriment. The wings enable the individuals to migrate

to some other species of food-plant richer in sap, from winch after several months

they may return to plants oi the original species, and there produce a generation

that is sexually perfect, and thai lays fertile eggs. Thi se sexualh pei I < I green-fly

are smallei than the imperfect individuals : the females are always wingless, and the

SUBTERR \M iN I .11 EN I I \

i entirely underground, whi I are att ndi d I
j anl foi thi >at i >f thei

rh rats take charg ;s in winter, and in sp n suitable placi

males often so, though usually winged. It is remarkable that there are no fewer

than three distincl i\ pi a of males, of which one has wings, and the other two have

none. The wingless males are distinct by reason oi one possessing a mouth, whilst

the other is without one.

One might imagine that with an tnseci so generallj abundant in temperate

clime- everything in relation to it- structure and habits would have been asi ei tained,

and made widely known man\' years ago; but at least one fact over which many
generations oi observers have erred has only been set right within recent years;

the error, however, still makes its appearance in print from time to time. '1 his

is in reference to the source oi the honey-dew, which makes the green-fly so desirable

to ants as a kind of milch-cow. Most -\>rt :ies of green-fly not all possess .1 pan

oi siphons which jut out from the upper side of the fifth segmenl oi the hind-body.

From these siphons are produced globules of an oil-like matter, which is really
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Photo by] [E.Step.F.L.S.

Apple-tree Aphis.

A batch of wingless green-fly on the leaves of apple.
These were not hatched from eg.es. but born in their

present form. They are all imperfect females,
and have the power to produce others like them-

Ivi : and in the same manner. They are shown
about one-hall larger than life-si7j

fluid wax, and is ejected at their enemies. This

was for long confused with the sugary fluid known
as honey-dew, and ants have been figured receiving

it from these siphons after stroking the green-fly

with their antennae. The honey-dew is received

from the extremity of the hind-body, being in fact

tlir excreta from the Insect's intestine. The green-

fly would nut discharge the product of its siphons

at its friend and protector, the ant.

It may be presumed that the species that do

in it possess these wax-secreting siphons are not so

subject to annoyance. This is certainly the case

with an underground species of grey colour, that

lives on roots, and is known as the ant-aphis, 1

because of the fact that it is found on the roots of

grasses, etc., in, or in the immediate neighbourhood

of, ants' nests. It is so carefully watched over by

the ants that it is quite protected from any enemies

it might have otherwise. The ants even collect

and take care of its eggs during winter, and in

spring plant out the newly hatched green-fly in

places convenient for their own control. This

habit has become

a serious pest to the growers of Indian corn in the

United States, for the ants at first plant their

" cows " out on the roots of cornfield weeds that

are ready for their reception before the maize is

sown, and later transfer them to the roots of the

hitter plant. The amount of fluid produced by such

minute Insects may not strike one as being sufficient

to make it worth while for the ant to trouble itself

in the matter ; but careful observation has shown

that different species emit from nineteen to forty-

eight drops during twenty-four hours, and when one

considers the large number of green-fly comprised

in an ordinary colonv of them it will be seen that

the aggregate output must be considerable.

To found a big colony of green-fly it is only

necessary to establish a single individual of these

prolific, but sexually imperfect, females on a plant

in spring. In a few weeks after she has begun to

produce living young, the rate of increase is so

enormous that, but for the attacks of other Insects

and birds, all vegetation would soon be sucked dry.

Huxley made a calculation—since declared to be far

' Forda formicaria.

[H. Bastin

Eggs <>f Green-Fly.
A batch of ege;-. of the apple-tree aphis laid in

autumn on a shoot of apple-tree. Tin eggs are

shining black, anil hatch in spring. Thi
rise to imperfect ami wingless females, which
are able soon to produce living young with

similar powers of reproduction.
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modest that ii one could eliminate all the natural checks, so that the entire

_i, ny survived, there would be in ten generations (equalling one year) of green-

fly " more ponderable substance than in five hundred millions of stout men." Well

might Dr. David Sharp say, " Although it is somewhat difficult to make a calculation

dealing adequately with the actual facts, yet it is clear that the increase of aphids

is such that, drawing as they do their nutriment directly from the plant in its growing

state, in the course of two or three years there would be no nutriment available

for other animals, except such as might be derived from plants not attacked bv
aphids. The numbers of aphidae would be so great that they could not be expressed

bv ordinary numerical methods, and their increase would be actually limited only

bv the relations existing between different kinds of plants, and between plants and
aphids. This result is avoided by the fact that aphids are themselves the victims

of a whole army of Insect enemies

The green-fly is a member of the great bug family. 1 in which there is no
transformation of the individual, but only the acquisition of wings—which in this

se may be dispensed with tor genera-

tions. The sub-division to which the

green-fly belongs fold their wings when at

rot over the body in a roof-like manner.

and the fore-wings are of uniform character

from base to tip. In the true bugs the

wings lie flat on the back, and the basal

half is of a thicker, more horny character

than the other part.

Burnet-Moths.
AN ICKN: - '. EXT UNDER ITS \lCTIM.

several of the kh: . . - ... the s
The popular name of this pretty group.

and the em. .:ch the mature ai- ,vpll n c the cripntifir name> nf tVi<=>
parasite has . he found commonly npon plants. In

ab " eU db IIle -CieniUlC name OI tile

some cases the ichneumon-grub leaves the bodv of its victim T\-r»i^ol cn^/^i^c annparc tr» Vm Hnti tr\ o wonf
from I .sa tent to hide its later transformation, a-

T > P1C dl "P L L U b
'

appears TO De UUe TO a \\ ant
in this photograph: of precision in the botany of the early

entomologists— the salad-burnet and the dropwort being confused, and the name
of one used for the English name and that of the other for its scientific appellation.

The idea seems to have been that salad-burnet was the food-plant of the caterpillar,

and a plant of dropwort was gathered in mistake for it and submitted to a botanist

for its scientific name ! But the caterpillars do not feed upon either of these plants.

However, the moths are well known as burnet-moths, no matter how they came
by the name, and there is no reason why they should not continue to be known bv
that name.

The burnet-moths are among the prettiest of our medium-sized moths, and
one species at least may be regarded as tolerably common. This is the six-spot

burnet.'- whose fore-wings and body are dark green with a bluish reflection, with

six crimson spots arranged in pairs. The hind-wings are crimson save for a narrow

edging of the same colour as the fore-wings. The stout, short, greenish caterpillar

is spotted with black and yellow, and feeds upon low-growing plants, such as clover,

bird's-foot, and kidney-vetch. It is full fed in June, and then ascends the tall

1 Rhvnchota. 2 Zygaena filipendulae.



Burnet-Moths.

Bower stems oi i and spins the long, yellowish, gla; 1 cocoon, oi

spindle shape, which is attached to thi by it- lull length. This

i- oi .1 stiff, papery texture, which crackles when pressed. The chrysalis

[les it- head oul oi the upper end jusl before the moth is ready to

escape, and the perfed Insects may be seen in dozens or scores clinging

to the cocoon or tin flowers whilst their wings expand.

Thereafter they may be seen

congregated on flower-heads, show -

ing .i preference for < ompi sit

Bowers thistles, dandelion, daisy,

and particularly scabious. Half

a di i/ni of the moth- may be i-

gregated on one flower-head, giving

it .i most remarkable appeararo e.

Thej -it quietly for hours, as though

conscious ol the fai t that then-

warning colours protei t them from

molestation, and the flower may
itheied and carried in the

button - hole without disturbing

their equanimity. Its favourite

haunts are sea-cliffs and sand-hills,

and on chalk-down- and heath-

inland.

The other species, though they

differ in the number of crimson

spi its, thi depth i if gri iund colour,

and the width of the margin to the

hinder wings, are in a general wax-

much like the < ommon species.

Two of them have semitransparent

wings owing to the paucity of

scales. One oi these two is known
as the trail-parent burnet. 1 and it

has the spots on the fore-wings

replaced by three crimson streaks.

It occurs only on the western co

of Ireland, Scotland, and Wales.

The other is the Scotch burnet,

which has the five red mark- on the

fore-wings as definite spots instead oi streaks. The only British localities for it arc

in Aberdeenshire. Thefive-spot burnet 2 also has onlj five crimson spots on I

5, and the hind-wings have a broader, dark margin. Another species, the New
Forest burnet,3 is restricted, a^ its name indicates, to the New Forest in Hampshire ;

and is found only in certain localitie- even there.

1 Zygacna purpuralis. 2 Z. trifolii. * Z. meliloti.

Cocoes- (il BURNET-MOTH.

A nuintKT ol
•

:i "p.
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Wax-workers.

Ihe workers in wax are not a numerous company, so far as species are concerned
;

but being social Insects they form communities that more than make up for paucity
of species by the abundance of individuals. These communities are also continuous.

We must somewhat qualify this statement by admitting that it does not apply

to the humble-bees, which like the wasps have to

begin again each year ; but the humble-bees are

not true wax-workers, for they produce very little

of the real material, and that of an inferior quality.

They have not learned the art of building combs.

The true wax-workers are the honey-storing bees, 1

and they may be said to be perennials, whilst

other bees are annuals— that is to say, the honey-

storing community is perennial, the bees them-

selves, other than the egg-laying female or queen,

being no longer lived than their solitary relations.

A wild community of honey-bees in a cave or

hollow tree might go on for ever. The huge

difference in the two groups—social and solitary

—

that this implies, has been brought about solely

by the discovery oi the socials that if they retained

honey in their stomachs their vital chemistry

would convert it into wax. But for this discovery

the honey-bee probably would never have figured

largely in literature as she has done, whilst her

solitary relatives, equally industrious, no less

solicitous for the interests of an unseen progeny

and the continuance of the race, have been utterly

ignored save bv a handful of naturalists. But

for this discovery man would never have found

the bee worth eulogizing or robbing—and the

eulogies have been directed mainly to her habit

of storing up honey which man could appropriate

to his own use. The discovery of the secret of

wax-production and the acquisition of the know-

ledge of its ductibility and application to the use

of the community have made all the difference to

the honey-bee, and

—

inter alia—have brought one

species"2 completely under the subjection of man.

Wax is a costlv substance to produce. It is estimated that the bees need to

consume from sixteen to twenty pounds of honey in order to produce a single

pound of wax. It is made available for use by its secretion from glands on the

surface of the rings of the under side of the hind-body. Here it appears as thin

scales, which are removed by the bee's hind-legs and passed to the mouth, where

1 Apis. 2 A. mellifica.

Pl">'<> b)'] [E. Step, F.L.S.

Six-spot Burnet-Moth.
Just before the moth is ready to escape the chrysalis
pushes its head out of the upper end of the cocoon,
and the moth walks up the stem and rests until the
wings are fully developed.
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The Indian Honey-Bee.
In ^i'iti-of one of its names— the big bee^and its enor-
mous comb, the Indian linni-v-bir is no lai^cr than
Hi* English li y-bee, which is shown below. It is

hi 50 fierce a disposition that .ill attempts to ilmni's-

ticate it have failed. Twice natural size. pollen,

their combs. This is probably due to tin

the wax i- worked—possibly with the addition

of saliva—into a condition suitable for the use of

those who have to build up the comb and model

the six-sided cells. But before we look further

into the economy of the domesticated honey-

bee, let us glance at the wild honey-storing bees.

The wild wax-workers as a rule construct

no nest in the sense of an external covering like

the paper bag of the social-wasps. Instead they

utilize an existing hollow—a cave, or decayed

tree, or the roof of a human building. But some
licet clay instead of

it build up a wall around

their stings are undeveloped

species of mosquito-bees

mil with

fact that

and useless for protection. Bates says that most of the South American species

of mosquito-bees are workers in clay as well as in wax, and they appear to use it

as our honey-bee uses propolis, the gummy varnish scraped from the leaf-buds

of certain trees and the stems of some smaller plants. He says that none of these

stingless American, bees have attained to that high degree of architectural skill

in the construction of their comb which is shown by our honey-bee.
.
Their wax-cells

are generally oblong, showing only an approximation to the six-sided shape in

places where several are built in contact.

The dingar, 2 or big bee, of India differs from these mosquito-bees in the fact

that its sting has a very fine and practicable point, and the bee is always ready to

use it. It, or a closely allied species (for several appear to have been somewhat
mixed up in the accounts) , is execrated by archaeologists on account of its repre-

hensible habit of attaching its huge pendant combs to fine buildings like the Taj

Mahal at Agra, and the paintings and sculptures in the rock temples at Ajanta.

It also attaches its combs to the under side of the horizontal branches of tall trees,

such as the cotton-tree. These combs, according to Mr. E. P. Stebbing, are semi-

elliptical in shape, five feet long and two and a half feet in breadth. Such a comb
may be seen in the Natural History Museum at

South Kensington. A single tree may have a

dozen of these huge combs on its branches
;
and

woe to the newly arrived and innocent European

sportsman who " between beats " indulges in

a restful pipe under one of these trees. The

ascending reek of burnt tobacco will excite the

dingars to fury, and they will descend in

thousands and cause the valiant sportsmen

—

probably military officers—to beat an igno-

minious retreat at a speed unusual in that

climate. One well-known archaeologist who was

investigating the mural art of Ajanta had to

remain in the river for hours, up to his chin in

2 Apis dorsata.

Common Honey-Bee.
In spitr hi il- -mill -11

, I In honey-bee lias made a great
figure in tin literature and symbolis 1 .ill tin igi

Its importance is attributable to its power ot producing
wax, which enables it to store honey. Twice natural
size.

1 Melipona.
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water, to escape the fury of the resentful bees he'had disturbed. In Murray's //

Ind a, travellers visiting the caves oi Ellora and Ajanta are advised to supply

themselves with "a pair oi stout leather gauntlets coming up abovi the wrist

halfway to the elbow, and .1 light wire mask .vith .1 backpiece to protect the back

oi the head and neck, main- persons having been so badly stung that in some 1

death has ensued." Attempt- have been made to domesticate the dingar, but

the} have failed.

So extensive .1 literature exists upon the honey-bee that it would be idle

to attempt to enter into detail- oi it- economy here ; we will only consider i1 as

a wax-worker. The production oi this wax b) the worker-bees does not g 1

wlnl-i ihe\ are out collecting honey 01 pollen, or whilst they are attending to the

brood in the hive. It 1- .1 distinct

employment, and a number oi

workers appear to be temporarily

charged with this function apart

from other duties, and it take- them

twenty-four horns to convert the

honey eaten into the plate- oi crude

wax. A peculiar rite appears to be

essentia] for the carrying out oi tin-

wax production, though why it is

ne< essary i- not e\ ident. ["he bees

have to hang in festoons attached to

eaeli other by tlie feet only. When
wax is needed thesi festoons depend

from the roof of the hive wherevei

there is room for them. A fesl

1- formed in tin- \\ ise : a couple <>l

bee- station themselves apart, each

clinging to the root by it- Inn- feet

only ; another bee will with it- lore- p'm
I 1 I 0\ tlON OI WAX

claws elm- to the hind-feet of the
v u ,,

,

m-i on<
,
ami -o on m mi -ami manin 1

ind-bodj \ .sixteen

until two hanging chains oi bee- are 10 twenty 1 1

formed. Then the two bottom one- cause the chains to swing until they

can 1 k their hinder feet together to form a fesl 1. So they hang for

about twenty-four hours, when the festoon breaks up and the bees which compi

it resort to the cell-makers, and supplj them with the material for their work.

When the wax-secreting worker has brought the thin plates from her abdominal

rings to her jaws and manipulated them into true beeswax as we know it. it 1

from the mouth as a thin strip which is brought to the cell-makers and applied by

them to the walls oi the cells now under construction, a work that 1- carried on

with greal rapidity.

As stated, a considerable amount oi honej 1- converted into onlj a -mall

quantity of wax, and therefore the workers use it with parsimony, [here is no
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waste, and they have learned to make the maximum structure out of the minimum

of material. That is the reason for the six-sided shape of the cell. All the solitary

bees make their burrows cylindrical, based upon the form of their bodies, or at least

of the body revolved on its own axis, as they have to revolve in finishing off their

excavation. Now, though the hexagonal cell admirably fits the cylindrical body

of the bee-grub, it cannot be modelled upon the body of the worker-bee. If the

individual cells of the comb were fashioned separately as cylinders, and then a

number of them were brought together, under equal pressure they would form

hexagons ; but they are not made separately but are built in a mass, and every

part of the walls of one cell forms part of the wall of a neighbouring cell. This is

even so with the base of the cell, which forms part of the base of three cells on the

other side of the comb. To human artificers the task would necessitate a resort

to mathematics, but the worker-bee issues from the chrysalis fully competent to

undertake the task without swallowing the books of Euclid, and without parental

instruction even. Pure " rule of thumb " prac-

tice ; but even so, the mathematicians have failed

to find any flaw in its results ; indeed, there is

a well-known, record of a mathematician's work

being corrected in a sense by the bees. Maraldi,

a famous mathematician in the early part of the

eighteenth century, took an interest in bees, and

invented a glass hive in which he could observe

them at work. He found that the bottoms of the

cells formed an inverted pyramid, and that they

were hexagonal like the walls, but formed of three

lozenge-shaped plates. His mathematical mind

was curious to know if the bees were mathemati-

cians also, so accurate did their work appear to

the eye. So, with great care, he measured the

angles of these lozenges, and foand that the

greater angles were 109 26', and the lesser ones

70 32'. Reaumur, who knew of Maraldi's

calculations, and suspected that such prevision mi the part of the bee

had relation to the desire for economy in the use of the precious wax,

thought to test the matter from that point of view by propounding this

problem t<> Konig, a noted geometrician: "What should be the angles of

a' hexagonal cell with a pyramidal bottom formed of three similar and equal

rhomboid plates, so that the least matter possible might enter into its con-

struction 1.
" Konig, it should be explained, knew nothing of Maraldi's measure-

ments. Konig employed the infinitesimal calculus, and found that the great angles

of the rhombs should be 109 2b', and the small angles yo° 34'. Here was a surprising

agreement between theory and practice ! There for a time the matter rested,

and then Maclaurin, a Scots mathematician, took a turn at the problem propounded

to Konig by Reaumur. The results he arrived at agreed precisely with the measure-

ments of Maraldi ; and it was then endeavoured to discover how Konig had made

Photo by [H. Bastin.

Beginning of Comb Structure.

A number of wax-makers deposit their products in

a little heap, and .1 cell-maker thru begins to

excavate in 11 the bases of cells from which the

cell-walls are built up.
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Drone-comb.
the cells are built up from their base, the comb containing them is built dotm from the ro I

differences in the diameter ol th-- cells ace s for which th i

drones, th f the cells is a quarter of an inch
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the mistake. It was found that the book of logarithms he had used as the basis

for his calculations contained an error which accounted for that 2' in his results.

So the bees led to the correction of the book of logarithms, whose error might have

led in other directions to lamentable results.

The comb is not built upwards from the base, but downwards from the roof.

A small quantity of wax is deposited by one bee to which others add in succession

until sufficient is amassed for the commencement of operations. Then a worker

begins to excavate in it the foundation of a cell. She continues for a time and then

goes off, another worker taking her place immediately and working for a spell.

No one bee, therefore, completes a cell, but each is built up by a number of workers

doing a little in succession. When the bottom begins to take form, other bees work

at a corresponding cell on the other side of the wax
curtain. It will be seen that these three lozenge-

shaped plates constituting the bottom of the cell have

each two free margins—six in all— and it is by building

up the walls from these margins that the hexagonal

form of the cell is arrived at. As the work of the

builders proceeds, the workers who are making wax

come and go, leaving additional contributions of wax
for the workers to manipulate. There is a difference

in the size of the cells according to the use to which

they are to be put. Some of the earlier observers,

noticing this discrepancy in size, regarded it as a defect

in the calculations of the bees. As a matter of fact,

the difference is deliberately designed. The cells

intended as cradles lor worker-grubs have a diameter

of one-fifth of an inch ; those for males or drones are

one-fourth of an inch ; the royal cells for the produc-

tion of future queens are different altogether from these,

much larger and of different form, jutting out from the
''"

tokoce ok HoN kv'bkk*""" comb and taking a downward direction. They are

strumcnt by which the bo'e collects the somewhat pear-shaped, and about five times longer
11. M.n' from flowers t<> be converted into . . . £
honey. As sh,,wn here, it has been dis- than the drone cells. I here is no evidence of parsimony
sected out from thi surrounding month- . . .. ,

puis and greatly magnified. Ill tile structure Of the l'OVal Cell | tile prCClOUS Wax
is lavished here to form thick walls, rough and irregular without, but smooth and

polished within.

The ordinary cells have walls so thin that light passes through them, but the

outer edge is thickened into a sort of rim, as this has to be subjected to much friction

from the feet of many workers passing over it, whilst the lower parts of the walls

are supported by the mutual pressure of the honey in adjacent cells. Roughly

speaking, these cells may be said to be horizontal, but there is a slight inclination

downward from the mouth to the base. Although the cells are in this position

the honey does not run out, chiefly owing to capillary attraction, though it might

do so in very hot weather, when the honey becomes more fluid. Until a cell is

quite full of honey it cannot be capped, and it will be easily understood that an
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enormous numbei oi journeys is required

before the little workers can bring hi ime

sufficient honey to fill one cell. To previ n1

the honey running, the workers havi r< orl

ti * .hi ingenious device : they obtain

a little honey from one oi then first tilled

cells, which i- ol a tinner consistence

owing tn evaporation, and this i^ made
i-

1 float upon the new honey. This disc

ol in tii' i honej Boats upon L'he surfai e

and quite o\ en omes all tendem \ i <\ the

newer honey to run out. When the cell

i- Full, the workers cap it with a thin

sheet oi \\a\ attai hed t<i the edges. In

other cells pollen 1- stored up for the

sustenance oi the -rubs, the workers as

return from excursions anion- the

flowers simply dropping then collections

into the cell-, and leaving those that

.Me on indi >oi dutj to pa< k it.

When the brood cell- are ready the

mother-bee (usually styled the queen)

traverses tip comb and lays an egg in each

harai tei oi each egg before -he deposits it.

drone cell-, then a vast number i- laid in

kind-- differ in size, just a- the cells die

In April and May -he will lay eggs at the

rate oi fifteen hundred to two thousand
a week, and continue doing so. In six

week- -he has furnished ten or twelve

thousand cells with occupant- ; and
during the whole oi one season -he will

lay thirtj oi forty thousand eggs. During
her lite -he iii.i \ produce ,i- many a- a

hundred thousand.

1 he eggs hatch alter three days, and
the minute grubs are at once tended bv
the nurse-bees, who teed them with bee
lucid, which i- a compound ol honej and
pollen. On this diet the L: , ub thrives, and
when only five days old it t- full-fed

and tills it> cell. The nurse-bees then

Close the cell with a cap made oi wax and
pollen, which i- porous and admit- the air.

It i- important to notice tin- distinction

p
1 [ind-Legs oi Honey-Bee.

. t and I., low,

magnified t" make more clear the adaptation -i the thigh

and shank i<. ill-- [.mi...-. ..i pollen carrying.

cell. She appears to know what is the

I he firsl lew may be deposited in the

the woik.r cells. The eggs ol the two

; II. - . R..V/.S.

Brush and Comb.
In connection with a hinge-joint of the fore-leg thi

ent bv which th

Lrawn through it. and any dust upon it is

brush.
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between the capping of the honey-cells and the pollen-cells. Honey would ooze

through the porous cap, and the wax cap would cause the asphyxiation of the

chrysalis. The grub then spins its cocoon, and changes into the chrysalis condition.

About a fortnight later, it appears as a winged worker, and rests for half a day to

allow its integuments to harden, after which it is ready to take up duty as a nurse

or other indoor worker. The evolution of the drone follows much the same course,

but, so far as information goes, when it emerges as a bee, bigger than a worker and with

compound eyes that meet on the top of the head, it does no work beyond taking

part in the ventilation of the hive by fanning with its wings.

The " royal " cells are mere cups when the eggs are laid in them. In three

days also these eggs are hatched, and the nurse-bees drench the young grub with

a special food, the " royal jelly." As the grub grows the cell-walls are built up,

and in hve days full growth is completed, when the cell is finished and sealed up

for a fortnight, by which time the female bee issues from her chrysalis-skin, and

is soon ready if need be to

accompany a swarm to found

a new colony. Or she may be

killed before emergence by her

jealous mother.

Whilst on the subject of

wax, we ought to mention that

for stopping cracks or sealing

up the bodies of invaders whom
they have killed but cannot

remove, the bees use a sub-

stance to which the ancients

gave the name of propolis.

This is the gummy varnish

gathered from the leaf-buds of

poplar, horse-chestnut, pines,

and the stems of other plants.

They take it home, as they do

pollen, in the baskets on their hind-legs ; but thev cannot discharge their loads

of propolis as they do their pollen : it is so sticky that it has to be pulled off by

other workers.

We have referred to the fact that the combs are built from the top downwards.

The favourite explanation of this is that the bees are impelled by instinct so to

build, the hanging of a weight of honey in so soft a substance as wax being a much
safer plan than resting the weight upon the soft basal cells, which would collapse

under it. Mr. Tickner Edwardes, one of the most charming writers on the

honey-bee, shows, we think, conclusively that it is inherited experience and not

blind instinct that impels the wax-workers. In a passage worth quoting [Lore of

the Honey-Bee) he says :
" It is undoubtedly long racial experience, and not inability

to follow the humanly approved method, that guides them here. Rarely—so

rarely that the writer, in the course of many years spent among bees, has seen only

Photo by] [H. Bastin.

Grubs of Honey-Bee.
The grubs of the honey-bee lead uneventful lives, each in its separate cell, where
food is brought to it as required. They are shown magnified six times. The one on
the right is changing to a chrysalis.
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a single example of it—bees will build comb upwards, if circumstances will allow

no other way. And this would seem not only to drive the last coffin-nail for the

poor instinct-theory, but to carve its epitaph as well.

In the instance referred to, a glass-bottomed box had been inverted over

the feed-hole of a common hive, and had there remained forgotten. As the season

progressed, the hive grew great with bees and honey, and it became imperative

to build additional store-comb in the box overhead. But its slippery glass roof

would give no foothold to the builders. Time and again they must have tried to

get upon it, with their wax-hods filled and ready, and eaeli time failed : the

ordinary way of comb-building was clearly impossible. Then the engineers of

the hive, inspired by the difficulty, got to work in another way. On the wooden
surface below they laid out the plan of a garner-house, not after their usual

method of parallel combs, but a regular, oblong house, with cellular store-rooms

and communicating passages in between. Upon this they raised storey

above storey of horizontal cells, until the glass roof was nearly reached."

Other wax-workeis

will be found, as indi-

cated, in the humble-

bees, 1 which, however,

call for separate treatment.
{

Egger-Moths.

One of the best-known

families of moths in this

country is that - which

includes the oak-egger, the

lackey, the fox, the drinker,

Plioloby [J.F.Hammond. anc\ the lappet - moth.
Sting of Bee. rr

rhe sting of the honey-bee is shown with its guard magnified twelve times. The swollen 1 hese are all more Or leSS
body to the right is the poison-gland in connection with it, which makes the being stung r ... . . ,

so unpleasant a matter. familiar, either as moths

or caterpillars, to all who as boys have had the run of country lanes and woods.

The caterpillars attract attention by reason of the soft woolly hair with which they

are clothed, and the moths by their stout bodies and their usually dense coating

of scales. Another feature of the moths is the comb-like fringe of the antennae,

always more highly developed in the males than in the females, which is,

no doubt, a very important sense-organ. The caterpillars spin closely compacted

oval cocoons, often with their no-longer-needed hairs mixed up with the

silk. The name egger was probably suggested by the size and shape of these

cocoons. The egg-like character of the cocoon is in some cases increased

by the caterpillar discharging over the silk a solution of calcium oxalate,

which gives it a chalky appearance. The moths lay large, smooth eggs, often boldly

spotted or blotched.

The typical species is the oak-egger,3 a fine substantial-looking moth, which,

with outspread wings, measures three inches across. This is the measurement of

the female ; the male is less by three-quarters of an inch, or one-fourth. The general

1 Bombus. 2 Lasiocampidae. :1 Lasiocampa quercus.
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rule mi'

paler

-piii

male

;/ B

1 1 :ey-Moth
a female.

brown, with a band ol darker tint .

ol nilil

by attacking the irmt tn . * and rendering them

oi the female, wings and body, 1- tawny,

towards the margins, and with a light

in the centre oi the fore wings. I he

1- much darker, with the excepts 1

.1 pale band, which crosses .ill the wings; but

the iiiii' h more slendi 1 bod) and thi bn adth

of the fringed antennae are suffii ienl , apai 1
1

colour, to distinguish him from his mate. Then
1- considerable variation in the mattei oi colour

in both sexes, and this is especiallj evident in

a variety that has been named the northern

egger, 1 from its appearance chiefly in the nortl

parts "t thesi i land in which thi coloratii n

is deepi 1 and brighter.

The fi male deposits her dry, brown

mottled eggs whilst she is on the wi

much after the manner of the ghost-moth.

This happens in August, and in the same

month the young caterpillars may be found upon heather, bramble, dogwood,

hawthorn, bilberry, .mil other shrubs. Bu1 they do no1 feed for long at this

period
; whilst still quite small they seek safe quarters in which to pass the winter

quietly. In spring they wake up and begin to Iced again, and by June or Jul)

arc full-fed. Thej are now about two and a halt niche- long, the rings oi the bod)

coloured dark brown, which has a violet tinge along the sides, and between the

rings tin -kin i- black. Along each side runs a white line, and below thi- some

reddish spots. But tin- coloration i- si mi what hidden by long, brown hair-, which

spring from the bod) in tufts. II' touched oi otherwise alarmed the caterpillar

drops from it- food-plant to the -round, rolling itself into a ring on the way. The

Imh- hairs then stand out in

tufts all around it, and between

the tufts the black skin shows

strongly in contrasl with the

red and white markings on

the -ide- a warning to all

and sundry that it i- unw hi 1I1

some lood.

It- feeding concluded, the

caterpillar crawl- down to the

ground, and tin re among the

dead leaves and fallen twigs

it spins a firm, closely-com-

d, oval m. and

changes to a purplish-brown

chrysalis. This, however, is

a very temporary stage, though

1

Thi; Oak Egger Moth.
[//. Main, F.E.S.

This fine moth is taw much darker in the sraallei

which also has i finer fringe to the antenna?. I

nth the oak, the caterpillar fi

ami otto 1 female imprisi

From far anil n

1 \ .1 r. callunae.
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the character of the cocoon might lead one to suppose that it was intended

to protect tlic chrysalis from the rigours of winter, instead of a few weeks

of July. It is probable that at one time the habits of the [nsect were rather

different in this respect : that the eggs were laid early enough to enable the cater-

pillar to become full-fed during its first summer and to spend the winter as a chrysalis,

making an earlier emergence as a moth the next year. The probability of this being

so is suggested not only by the character of the cocoon, but by the fact that

occasionally an individual will follow this course, showing a probable reversion to

former habits of the species.

Having reared one of these Insects through its

early stages, and been rewarded by the emergence of

a female moth, we can if we will cause nearly all of the

male oak-eggers of the district to assemble. All that

is necessary is to take her in a gauze-covered cage to

the edge of a heath or moor and attach the cage to a low

twig. About three o'clock in the afternoon is the best

time for this species—with some others dusk is a better

Jjaj time. Before you have waited long a number of males

will arrive and swarm around the cage, trying hard to

obtain admission.

Our coloured plate illustrates this " sembling

"

habit, as it is called. It is an incident noticed at Bude
by our artist. A small hole in a sandbank was surrounded

by several male eggers, and others. were flying from all

directions, regardless of a strong wind. They made
frantic but futile efforts to get into the hole, but it was

much too small to admit them. Suspecting what might

be the cause of the excitement, Mr. Carreras carefully

cut away the sand, and at a depth of a few inches he

came upon a female with wings crumpled and most of

the scales rubbed off. Apparently a caterpillar had

crawled into the hole to spin up, without realizing that

as a moth it would be unable to pass out again. Although

entirely hidden from sight, all the male eggers of the dis-

trict appeared to have received intimation of her presence.

A much smaller moth, but one better known
from the frequent abundance of its pretty caterpillars,

is the lackey. 1 The female measures only an inch and a half across the expanded

wings, and the male is a quarter of an inch smaller. They are both

coloured entirely in brown, varying from pale yellow-brown to dark reddish-brown,

and have a broad band of deeper tint across the fore-wings They fly in July and

August, like the oak-egger, but as these are not on the wing until night the moths

are seldom seen, except when they fly into the house attracted by the lights. They
lay their eggs in close rings around twigs, where they remain until spring. The
caterpillar is too frequently a serious pest on fruit trees, on hawthorn hedges, and

1 Malacosoma neustria.

Photoby I Step,F.L.S.

Oak-Egger Caterpillar.
The egger-moths are so called owing
to the caterpillars constructing egg-
shaped cocoons of large size, firmly

woven, and often coated with a chalky
substance, which increases the resem
blance. The caterpillar shown is about
two and a half inches long; in genera]
colour dark brown, and covered with
tufts of long hairs. Along tin sides

runs a white line and a series of red
spots.
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also attacks various trees, such as oak, elm, birch, sallow, etc. When fully grown
they are about an inch and a half long, of a slaty-blue ground colour, with a white

stripe down the middle of the back, bordered by black through which runs a reddish

line, and there are black spots on head and tail. It is thinly clad with pale brown
hairs, which are more abundant along the sides. It appears to have been this

ornamentation which led to the caterpillar being stigmatized as the lackey. The
caterpillar stage extends from April to June, when it constructs a double cocoon of

oval shape, whereof the inner part is more closely woven than the outer, and coated

with the oxalate of calcium solution referred to previously. The black-brown

chrysalis is slightly downy.

A noticeable trait of these caterpillars is their habit of living and feeding in

companies until they are nearly full-grown. They spin a common tent, enclosing

twigs and leaves, under which they feed, coming out upon the exterior for rest and
for shedding their outgrown skins. When the food beneath it is exhausted, they

remove in company to another branch

and build a new and larger tent.

This habit has led in the United

States—where they are very in-

jurious—to their being known as

tent-worms.

A finer moth in point of size,

though of somewhat similar colora-

tion, is the fox-moth, 1 of which

the males may be seen in numbers

dashing about over the heath on

fine afternoons in May and June.

They are then engaged in seeking

after the less active and heavier

females, who restrict their flight to

the hours of darkness. The grey-

brown eggs are laid in batches on

heather and bramble, and hatch

about the beginning of July. The caterpillars, which are about two and a half inches

long, are black, but except between the rings this colour is hidden by a dense pile of

short tawny hairs, above which stand long, brittle, brown hairs. These hair-

break off in handling the caterpillar, and if allowed to touch the thinner parts of

the skin, such as on the face, they set up a verv unpleasant irritation. They have
been known to cause blindness by getting into the eyes. The cocoon is somewhat
tubular in shape, woven of brown silk mixed with caterpillar hairs, and placed

end up among grass or moss.

It is noteworthy that in this family the English names, though now applied to

the moths, were in most cases bestowed upon the caterpillars. Thus the egger was
the caterpillar that made egg-like cocoons ; the lackey because of the caterpillar's

variegated colouring
; the fox from some resemblance between the caterpillar and

a fox's brush. Two others in the same category are the drinker and the lappet. The
1 Macrothylacia rubi.

Ph itos by]

Cocoon of Egger-Moth.
[H. Main, F. /;..•-.

The first of the two photographs shows the exterior of the cocoon
;

and in the second, half of the cocoon has been cut away to show tin

chrysalis within. Natural size.
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drinker has the peculiar habit of sipping al thedewdrop thai gather on the grasses
;

.iikI the lappet-caterpillar has .1 number of fleshj prominem 1
- hanginj loosely along

h idi 3 almosl hidden bj the fringe oi long, brown hairs. The cater] Mars ap]

to have the powi 1 to varj the tint oi their silk to make thi on harmonize with

the -m p mndings selei ted for it.

hen .it rest present .1 1 lose n ~rnilil.ui' e to dead li aves, andAll these moths \\ tie

even naturalists who
are specially looking

for them, and know
this tendency, are

frequently " ta ken

in " by it. Mr. C. G.

Barrett, an ento

gist of vasl ex-

perience in tin- field,

tells how he was im-

posed upon by the

- in a 1 1 egger. 1 He
says :

"
I was walk-

mi; down one oi the

country roads at

Norwii h -' unc years

ago when I noticed

a batch of eggs

(of tli is sp< ' ii -i on

a hawthorn t w ig .

looking particularlj

velvety and exqui-
sitely arranged ; so

I picked tin- spray

n r\ home, and

had ' .11 ried it severa]

hundred yard- before

1 discovi red thai
an apparently dry
hawthorn leaf, drawn
' li sely to the stem

below the eggs, was
really the living

female moth, -till clinging to the place on which she had so carefully arranged them.

I do not regard this as mere carelessness on my part, for the posture, the colour, the

brown hand, even the white spot, harmonized in so extraordinary and unexpei ted

a manner with it- position and surroundings that even alter I had discovered the

'
ii .it ure I was amazed al the dei eption."

One oi tin- group i- known .1- the December-moth,2 because it does no1 em
1 Erii igaster lanestris. ipuli.

Photo by

Cocoons of thi Lackey-Moth.
Cocoons of 1': 1

lop show litl

d with tin- lin
'

this thai
1

I has probably originated thi
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from the chrysalis until very late in the year—sometimes as early as October, but

usually in November or December. This moth is often a puzzle to the numerous
people who imagine that outdoor Insect life is suspended during the winter. On
coming late at night through lighted roads on the outskirts of towns, they are

surprised to see tolerably large moths fluttering around the electric lamps. At that

late period of the year there are several unrelated species engaged in this unremunera-
tive pastime, but among them will almost certainly be the males of the December-
moth. They are blackish-brown in colour, looking rather worn owing to the thin

coating of scales on the wings, which are crossed by pale lines. The female is a

somewhat larger Insect than her mate, and heavy bodied, so that she is more likely

to be quietly resting or laying her mottled eggs upon the neighbouring trees than

in gadding around lamps. The caterpillar—hairy like its relatives— may be

found in spring feeding upon the leaves of various

trees. In June it spins a cocoon among or under

dead leaves, and remains in it as a chrysalis for four

or live months.

Tiger- Beetles.

About May or June on a sandy heath one's

attention may be attracted by the hum and sparkle

of a very active flying Insect that may easily be

taken for a brilliant fly. If an example or two be

captured and examined it will be found to be

a green beetle about three-quarters of an inch long.

Its blue-green wing-covers are relieved by a few

irregular spots of dull yellow, and its lower surface

is shining blue. It is this under side, reflecting the

sunshine, that gives the beetle its brilliant appear-

ance when on the wing, and has got for it the name
of sparkler in some districts. The fore-body and
head are coloured to match the wing-covers, touched

here and there with reddish metallic gloss.

Examined with a lens, it will be seen that the

blue-green mixture, of the wing-covers especially,

is due to the fact that the ground colour is largely dull blue, from which stand up
minute points of polished green. The long antennae and the slender legs look as

though they had been fashioned out of reddish wire and polished. The pair of

feelers attached to the mouth are of the same metallic character ; and the mouth is

armed with a pair of terrible sickle-like jaws. Each sickle has about the middle of

its inner edge a long, sharp-pointed tooth, and seeing these jaws crossed in repose

one can understand the deadly work of which they are capable. As these jaws
and his name indicate, the tiger-beetle 1 gets his living by the pursuit and destruction

of other Insects.

This Insect tiger does not wait until it has attained the winged state to develop
its predatory character. In the grub stage it is equally voracious, and subsists

1 Cicindela campeatris.

Photo by] li Bastin,

The Lackey Laying Her Eggs.
II" female lai key-moth lays eggs to a great
number in close bands around the twigs of the
food-plants, where they remain through the
winter and hatch in spring. Several of these
bracelet-like bands mav be found at intervals
on the same twig.
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The Grub of the Tiger-Beetle.

li: its larval stage the tiger-beetle is as fully

deserving of its name as in the perfect state.

The terrible jaws are already a striking feature,

and th< | ill n ii] i ( lit 11 in of the hi in IT n iil v show-

that they are used to good purpose. In both

these conditions the tiger preys upon other

Insects. The photograph shows the grub three

times the natural size.

entirely upon other Insects. Then, however, it does

not pursue its prey and hunt it down, but waits

patiently for its victims to come close to it. Like

the trap-door spider, the grub constructs a shaft in

the ground, from whose smooth, rounded mouth he

can watch for the corning of his victims.

But let us begin at the beginning. The female

tiger-beetle is provided with a strong egg-laying

drill, with which she bores a hole in suitable soil.

Through the drill passes a single egg, which is left

at the bottom of the hole. She repeats this process

about fifty times. About a fortnight later the grub

hatches out. It looks a misshapen little creature,

its body being thrown into three curves. The head

and adjoining fore body are broad and flat,

forming a sort of shovel, and in addition to the six

legs there are a couple of hooks on the upper side of

the fifth segment of the hind-body. At first the little

pit dug by his mother is sufficiently large to house

him, and he is content with consolidating the walls

and rounding the mouth. As he grows he enlarges

the pit to suit the increase of his length and girth,

and he keeps a circular area around the mouth clear

of loose earth. In the operation of enlarging the shaft the shovel head comes in

useful for carrying the surplus earth up to the surface, and the curves of the body

and the hooks on the back make climbing easy, as well as enabling him with comfort

to remain on watch at the top of the pit-shaft. In

this position the flat head forms a stopper to the

shaft, whilst the position of the eyes enables a good

watch to be kept upon the surrounding area. In this

matter of waiting for its dinner to come to it the tiger-

grub is much like the ant-lion, except that it watches at

the top of its pit, whilst the other waits at the bottom.

No small animal walking carelessly over the ground

could suspect any danger ; so it is seized by the terrible

jaws, and is then taken to the bottom of the pit to be

demolished in private.

The pit of this and most other species is vertical

or at right angles to the surface, whether that surface

is horizontal, perpendicular, or sloping. In one of

our British species 1
it is curved. The shafts vary in

depth according to species and the nature of the soil.

That of our common species, when the grub is full-

grown, may be a foot deep. When about to change

its skin, the grub closes the mouth of its shaft and

1 Cicindela hybrida.

&

*
Photo by] [H. Maui, F.E.S.

The Tiger's Climbing Hooks.

In this photograph a portion of the hind-
body is further enlarged to show the pair of
climbing hooks by whose aid the grub makes
rapid ascents and descents in its burrow. The
view is from the side, and is four times the
natural size.
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retires to the bottom until the moult has been effected. It then removes the

stoppet and makes the necessary widening to allow for its increase in size. It

also closes the entrance in early autumn and remains inai tive during the want' i

waking up again early in the following April, and leading an active life throughoul

its second summer, it passes the second wintet also in hibernation. In it- third

August n closes it- burrow for the lasl time, and consti ud an oblique oval chambei

in the side oi the shaft, wherein it changes to the pupal form. In the chrysalis

the hook- on the hack are -till retained, and from the lour segments in fronl oi

them leg-like processes

an developed, which

serve to keep the

chrysalis, as it lies

back downward, from

mtai t w ith the soil.

This is well shown in

our photograph. This

stage doc- nol lasl

long, for in the same

autumn it has cast oil

its pupa-skin and
emerged as a pet fe< I

tiget beetle.

But it does not

at once venture into

the outer world. All

the winter it lies

quietly in the pupa-

cell, waiting for the

more genial conditions

ol sprin Late in

\pi il i ii eai ly in Max

11 make- u- appear-

ance, and maj then 1"

seen flying vigorously

ovei the heath in the

sunshine.

I Hfferenl sp< i ii
-

differ somewhat in

The Tiger-Beetle.
V/\ / \/..s.

the most brilliant of our Dative beetles m
,,„,! | ,,,!.. Its wing °l ''"" ydlow, and

!. sickle-

nd it flics swiftly in Insects. Enlarged four 1

their habits. An American species 1 make- a shaft

that i- vertical throughoul the greatei pan ol it- length, but near the top

il makes a sharp curve and becomes horizontal for a short distance, opening into

the side of a -hallow pit. There i- an advantage in this, for the grub lives in loose,

shifting -and. which would fill up its burrow it this opened direi tl\ to the surface.

As it i-, it has to i ement the grains of -and together to prevent the sides from falling

in. The outer pit is also cemented to retain its form, but though this may partly

till up with blown sand the shaft remains cleat. The outer pi1 becomes a snare

1 Cii indela foi n
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like that of the ant-lion, for crawling Insects and other small animals fall into it

within reach of the tiger-grub's jaws. One of our native species 1 has a modification
of this plan. Its curved burrow opens on a vertical or sloping bank, and just below
the mouth a shallow pit is formed.

The order of

frauds than any other

traight-winged

.

w

Leaf-like Mantids.

Insects 2
is richer in what one may term natural

Here are found the numerous stick-Insects and the walking
leaves, which form separate families

;

and of a third family, the mantids, we
have already given examples of flower-

mimicking species. There are other

mantids that mimic leaves instead of

flowers
; fresh, newly expanded leaves

and leaves in process of decay.

A remarkable example of this

group is afforded by the dead-leaf

mantis 3 of Malaya, whose body is

about three inches in length, and the

spread wings have an expanse of three

inches and a quarter. It is coloured

in various shades of brown, variegated

with dull red and buff. On the under

side of the wing-covers, near their

blunt tips, there is a large black spot

surrounded by a circle of white. The
wing-covers being semi-transparent,

this spot shows dimly through to the

upper side. But the remarkable

feature of this mantis is a very thin

expansion of large size on each side

of the fore-body, more or less notched,

especially at the hinder margin. When
the wings are closed these expansions

continue the wing-covers forward, and
the total effect is that of a small bunch
of dead leaves, more or less broken, and

fretted by Insects. A closely related species 4 from Borneo is still more ornate
in its dead-leaf get-up, and Annandale mentions another-"' he met with in Lower
Siam, whose wings, or so much of them as is hidden by the wing-covers, are coloured
deep maroon, veined and rimmed with white. He thinks it only uses its wings
in the evening, sitting during the day-time waiting for its prey and looking like

an innocent bunch of dead leaves. It made no attempt to fly when he captured
one that crawled up his leg from the jungle-floor, but when about to be taken it

drew blood from his finger.

1 Cicindela hybrida. 2 Orthoptera. 3 Deroplatys desiccata. 4 D. sarawaca. 6 D. trigonodera.

The Tiger in His Lair.

When the grub of the tiger-bei 'I- has secured a victim at the mouth
of his pit, he retreats with it to the bottom of the shaft to consume
it. Here he is waiting until appetite prompts him I" ascend for fresh
prey. 1 wice the natural size.
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Some of these mantids are coloured differently to enable them to pass the
day on the wood of dead trees, where, of course, there is always plenty of Insect
life. One of these 1

is coloured a dingy yellowish-grey, speckled with black, and
the wing-covers are marked with curious black streaks. " If this mantis is seated
amon^ dead wood, its co'our makes it inconspicuous ; but if it is among dead
fern-fronds, or withered selaginellids, its predatory limbs entirely disappear, owing
to their colour and form. Among these leaves, the head and wings, though they
are inconspicuous, are not invisible

; the wings may be detected because they are

transparent and glary, the head because it is held well raised above the surface
on which the Insect is sitting. Seen in such surroundings, there is nothing that would
lead a human being to judge that this mantis is a predatory animal." Somewhat

similar must be the unnamed mantis seen bv Mr.

Graham Kerr on the Pilcomayo river. It was living

on tree-branches that were coated with lichens, and
its own ornamentation so exactly resembled these

that he only detected its real nature when it moved
one of its legs.

ft should be noted as an example of totally

different habits giving rise to similar adaptations for

dissimilar ends, that the walking-leaf, being a defence-

less vegetarian, has adopted the leaf-like appearance

for protection from Insect-eating enemies. The leaf-

like mantis, on the other hand, being able to protect

itself, has adopted a similar uniform in order to give

confidence to its victims.

Horned Flies.

There is a family of small flies 2 of whose habits

and life-history very little is known, but whose forms

are so singular that they deserve at least a passing

reference. The character which makes them so

remarkable is a horn-like, slender extension from each

side of the head which bears the large compound eye

at its extremity. This protuberance looks very like

the eye-stalk seen in many of the crabs, which allows

them to elevate their eyes above the body, and get a good look-out all around
;

but in the case of the fly it is not an eye-bearing limb jointed to the head, but

a rigid part of the head itself, and it bears not only the eye, but the antenna also.

In an African species,3 which is only about a quarter of an inch long, the mea : ure-

ment from eye to eye is one-third more than the length of the body from head to

tail. The three-jointed antenna; are quite short, and might easily be overlooked,

for they are attached close up to the eye, and look more like some outgrowth for

the protection of that organ. The thigh- of the first pair of legs bear teeth along

heir front edge, which indicate that the fly is predaceous in its habits, and uses

these for the retention or crushing of it; prey whilst it is being eaten.

1 Ceratomantis saussurei. - Diopsidae. 3 Diopsis apicalis.

Siamese Leaf-Mantis.

In spite of the dull, dead-leaf-like appearani e

of tin- fore-body and wing-covi rs, the wings

are coloured with deep maroon, veined ami
bordi red with white. Hut it only shows tins

colour when flying at night. It will 1>< noted

ih.it the thighs'of the two hinderpairs of limbs
have leaf-like expansions to help in the

deception.
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Another genus oi the family maj be called giraffe-flies,
1 from the fact that

the head is prolonged backwards to form a long neck, which suggests the quadruped
Then, in the ame family, there are the deei flies,

2 which Dr. A. Russel Wallace
in -t dis< overed in the Malay
\i' hipelago, which are remark-

able for outgrowths oi the he.nl

which bear .1 striking resemblam e

to the horn- 1
ii tags. Wallai e

fi iund fi nil distin 1 spei ies which

were settled upon fallen trees

and <lee,i\ ing trunks. He de-

sci ibes them as " about half an

inch long, slender-bodied, and

with very long legs, which they

draw together, so as to elevate

their bodies high above the

surface they are standing upon.

1 he li 1 nit pair ol legs are much
shorter, and these are oft n

stretched directly forwards, so

as to resemble antennae. The
horn- spring from beneath the

eye, and seem to be a prolonga-

tion of the lower part of the orbit.

In the largest and most singular

species, named the stag-horned

deer-fly,3 these horns are nearly

as long as the body, having two
bram hes with two small snags

near their bifurcation, so as to

resemble the horns of a stag.

Thej are black with the tips

p.de, while the body and leu- are

yellowish-brown, and the eyes

(when alive) violet and green.

The next species ' is oi a dark-

brown colour, banded and spotted

with yellow. The horns are about

om -third the length of the [nsei 1

broad, flat, and of an elongated

triangular form. They are oi

beautiful pink colour edged with
black, and with a pale central

stripe. The front part of the head i- also pink, and the eyes violet-pink, with a

tureen -tripe aero— them, ^ivm- the In-eet a very elegant and singular appearance.

The Dead-leak Mantis.
One ol

resemblance to lea\ I

of making it difficult tor i
:

in:,' .11 under which tl theii own I" .1 prey.

1 Giraffomyia. Elaphomyia. * E. 4
I'., wallacei.
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The third species (the elk-horned deer-fly x
) is a little smaller than the two

already described, but resembling the second in colour. The horns are

of the elk,

a yellowish colour margined

very remarkable, being suddenly dilated into a flat plate, strongly toothed

round the outer margin, and strikingly resembling the horn:

after which it has been named. They are of

with brown and tipped with black on the three upper teeth. The fourth

species (the short-horned deer-fly 2
) differs considerably from the rest. It is stouter

in form, of a nearly black colour, with a yellow ring at the base of the abdomen
;

the wings have dusky stripes, and the head is compressed and dilated laterally,

with very small, flat horns, which are black with a pale centre, and look exactly

like the rudiments of the horns of the two preceding species. None of the female-

has any trace of the horns, and Mr. Saunders places in the same genus a species 3

which has no horns in either sex. It is of a shining black colour, and resembles

the stag-horned deer-fly in form, size, and general appearance."

The Hammock-Moth.
We have in this country a number of very small moths whose caterpillars hide

their real nature from birds and other enemies by constructing a coat under whose
cover they feed

securely. Some
of these we have
already described

under the title

of basket-worms

(page 49). In

America there is

a genus 4 of much
larger and totally

unrelated moths
which have a

similar habit.

One of these 5
is

a reddish - grev

winged, stout-

bodied moth, an

inch and a half

across the ex-

panded wings. The caterpillar constructs a tough case by spinning leaves together.

This case is about an inch long, and open at one end to allow the caterpillar to

protrude its fore-parts and carry the case from place to place on its food-plant,

temporarily fixing it by silk mooring threads. When it has eaten all the leaves

within reach, it cuts the threads and moves to a more leafy part.

But another species 6 in South America exhibits an extraordinary variation

of this habit, for instead of sewing up leaves it utilizes its own excrement, which is

of a flattened form specially suited for this use, and builds up a spindle-shaped

'Elaphomyiaalcicornis. 2 E. brevicornis. 'E.polita. 4 Pcrophora. 5 P. melsheimeri. C P sanguinnknt,:.

Stalk-eyed Fi.y.
[H. Basin:.

One of thi eccentricities ol Nature that recalls the hammer-headed shark among fishes. The eyes are

bome upon extensions from the sides of the head : and it will be seen that these outgrowths also bear
the small antennae closi up to the eyes. It is a native of South Africa, and is only one-eighth of the photo-
graph in ^izc.
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case which is enlarged as the caterpillar grows. It is slung up hammock-fashion

by silk threads at each end ; and the caterpillar protrudes sufficiently to reach

neighbouring leaves, but withdraws entirely when it suspects danger from exposure.

No caterpillars of any other genus construct their cases after this fashion, so that

the species may be at once identified by its hammock.

Insect Ichneumons.

Naturalists have borrowed the name of the ichneumon-

that keeps down the numbers of crocodiles by
-a kind of mungoose

eating

\

Caterpillar of the Hammock-Moth.
The moth gets its name from a habit of the caterpillar, which utilizes its own excrement for the
manufacture of a spindle-shaped case into which it can r-tire when alarmed. This is suspended
from a twig, and the caterpillar, taking hold of it with its hind-claspers, stretches out to almost
full length and feeds upon the leaves within reach all around.

their eggs—to designate in

popular language a

large number of Insects

whose main purpose in

life is to keep down the

numbers of other

Insects. They are

sometimes spoken of

as ichneumon-y?/es, but

this is a somewhat
misleading name as the

term fly properly signi-

fies a two-winged In-

sect, whilst these have

four wings and belong

to that order 1 of In-

sects which includes

the bees and wasps.

I c h n e umon-wasps
would be a less objec-

tionable form. I Ik

number of species com-

prised in this group is

enormous—even in

Britain more than
twelve hundred have

been catalogued—and

vet the general public

knows almost nothing

of them. As indicated, their natural office is to keep down the numbers of plant-

eating Insects. If it were not for the attacks of these ichneumons some of the cater-

pillar pests that afflict the fruit and vegetable grower would produce so enormous a

percentage of moths that succeeding generations of the species would show such

progressive increase as would make the industry impossible. No one knows better

than the breeders of butterflies and moths the extent of this parasitism, for their

disappointments in rearing the perfect Insects from collected caterpillars are both

numerous and frequent

1 Hymenoptera

Yet the fruit-farmer and the gardener know little more
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[1 HNEUMi INS ESI WING
The numbers of the garden-white butterflii li dbythe
action 1 rial] ichneui i-wasps, which lay theii

numerous eggs in the body of the caterpillar. By the time the

chrysalis should be changing to a butterfly the ichneumon
have finished their work and after passing through thi-ir

winged Insects. Three timi

li tual 1.'

oi the beneficenl activities oi these friends

oi theirs than does the average townsman.

111. female ichneumon-wasp lays her

eggs in or on the bodies oi her victims, and

the grubs that issue from the eggs become

interna] or external parasites. In mosl

cases 1 1 it 5 lai I. tin powei oi t< eding upon

the structures oi their hosts, and can

only suck up the blood or lymph thai

circulates about the body cavities. This

1- the reason win the victim does not at

Mine succumb, but survives until it is time

to assume the chrysalis condition, by

which time its parasite or parasites will be

read} to perform a similar change, and

either leave the victim to transform outside

him or remain in the host-chrysalis. If

the victimized Insect could only learn

.1 lesson from human beings as these can from the Insects, it would adopt the

modern defence oi the " hunger-strike."

1 1 the ichneumoned caterpillar would at

once desist from feeding, the parasite

would soon die. The caterpillar would

he also, but as the attack oi the ichneu-

mon always results in death this would

only be a slight anticipation oi a foregone

conclusion, yet it would benefit the race.

It should be stated that there arc

some m,i1 tin- two-winged that follow

a similar mode of life, but at present we

10 not taking them into consideration.

One of the most plentiful of the

ichneumon-wasps is a minute species which

might, and ought to be known to ever)

possessoroi a garden, for it does great good

by its destruction of the white butterfly-

caterpillars that ravage the cabbage-

pati h. < dusters oi -mall yellow cocoons

containing the chrysalids oi tin- species 3

may be seen commonly upon fences and

palings win-re the sick butterfly-catei

pillars have crawled. Unfortunately, the

average person imagines these cocoons to

be tin- eggs of the caterpillar {'.), and as a rule

they are destroyed : whereas, if left alone,

ver3

f >
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Photu [H. \lain,F.l .S.

Ichneumon Chrysalids.
An idea of the number of ichrn

caterpillar 01 ned from this

photograph, which shows over sixty chrysalids taken fi

chrysalis of the small garden- white butterfly. Ma
three times.

1 Microgaster glomeratus.
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each cocoon would produce an ichneumon-wasp that would at once set to work to

check the numerical increase of the white butterflies. If we keep some of the cater-

pillars of these butterflies under observation we may see them visited by little black

four-winged Insects, so minute as scarcely to be felt by the victim when they alight.

One of these will pierce the skin of the caterpillar with the keen egg-placer, and

through it will pour a great number of eggs into the caterpillar's body. One of our

photographs shows over sixty chrysalids of another species of ichneumon, known
as a proctrotrupid, taken from a single chrysalis of the smaller white butterfly.

This, however, does not give a correct idea of the enormous number of ichneumon-

grubs that one caterpillar can support. From a caterpillar of the large white butterfly

not fewer than 1,200 of the little black microgasters have been reared. .Sometimes

the grubs leave the caterpillar before it has had time to change to a chrysalis, and

may be seen actively spin-

ning loops of silk, which in

a short time are connected

to form oval cocoons. Other

species wait until the cater-

pillar has become a chrysalis,

when they in turn change,

and make their exit later as

winged Insects.

Other species, such as

the straw-coloured ophion '

shown on page 263, are so

large that only a single grub

can be accommodated in a

caterpillar of large size. Often

the caterpillar that has been

parasitized by one of these

can be detected by a dis-

coloration where the skin has

been pierced to admit the

single egg. A favourite

victim of this species is the large caterpillar of the puss-moth, and the parasite

remains in it until the puss-caterpillar has constructed its hard cocoon. When
the puss-caterpillars of the next generation are attaining a size sufficient to endure

a lodger's drain upon their resources, the ophions break through the cocoons that

imprison them and lav their eggs in the caterpillars. Note the compressed, sickle-

shape of the body, as shown in the photograph.

But not all the ichneumons are internal parasites. In some cases, as in the

girdled paniscus,'2 the egg is laid on the outside of a caterpillar, but attached to

the skin. The grub never entirely quits the egg-shell, but retains a hold by it-

hinder parts, and also attaches itself by its mouth to the skin of the caterpillar, and

appears to absorb the juices of the latter through its skin. Newport, experimenting

with this ichneumon-grub and its host the caterpillar of the broom-moth, found that

Photo by]

A Battery of Cocoons.
E. Step, F.L.S.

S spe< ies oi ichneumon leave the all but i mpty skin of their victim as grubs, and
spin r In ir own cocoons. This species construct their cocoons in such admirable ordpr
that they form a straight-sided mass as shown. The circular openings are cocoons

1 which the ichneumons have escaped. Magnified four times.

1
( )pliiun luteum. Paniscus virgatus.
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The upper photograph is of one ol lie yellow ophion, which is

I inly one eg« is laid in a caterpillar. The winged Insect often conns into houses .it night, attracted by light,

family, just issued from its cocoon, spun in the empty skin of its victim. Onl
i by grubs that had destroyed a largi r. ichneumons i

own. All magnified

about three .uui a halt timi
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Photos by]

The Ichneumon of the Large White Butterfly.
[H. Main, F.E.S.

One of the ichneumons that keep the large white butterfly in check is the pimpla, here shown in three of its stages. First, a chrysalis
1 nt open to show the ichneumon-grub after eating up the contents. The second photograph shows similar chrysalids containing
chrysalids of the ichneumon ; and the third photograph is of the female ichneumon arrived at full development.

if he detached the mouth of the parasite it could not again seize its victim and
continue the sucking process. The caterpillar manages to construct its cocoon,

and then the ichneumon-grub emerges and spins its own cocoon within the other.

In some of these ichneumons we find an extraordinary development of the

egg-placer—so extreme in certain species that if we did not know the facts from

those who have observed the Insects at large, we should imagine that Nature had

overshot the mark and made these organs so large as to be ineffective. There

is the rhyssa, 1
for example, that lays its eggs in the grub of the horn-tail sawfly,

which feeds in the solid wood of pine-trees. The egg-placer is as fine as a hair and
of great length

; yet it is said to be thrust through the bark and wood exactly

above the spot where its victim is feeding out of sight. How so fine an instrument

can be manipulated so as to pierce thick wood is a marvel. An American species,
2

shown in one of our photographs, has the hind-body in the female drawn out to an

inordinate length to serve, no doubt, for probing deep and narrow burrows, such

as those in the earth where lie the eggs of locusts, and the crevices of bark. It has

been stated by Doubleday that they pierce wood with this hind-body, and he declares

that he found twenty or thirty of them that had perished through inability to

withdraw their bodies from wood they had pierced. The male, it should be stated,

has a hind-body of quite normal proportions.

The Brimstone- Butterfly.

that is generallyIt is a noteworthy coincidence that the abundant flower

accepted as typical of spring-time, and the earliest butterfly of the year should

be of the same uncommon tint. It is a great pity that the fathers of British

entomology, who gave most of the popular names to our butterflies, should have

missed the opportunity they had of calling the butterfly by the name of the flower

1 Rhyssa persuasoria. - Pelecinus polyturator.
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1l1.1t 1- contemporary with it in the spring. The primrose-butterfly would certainl)

have hern a more poetic name than brimstone butterfly, 1 whilsl giving an equal^

explicit idea of colour.

It is, perhaps, nol corred to -peak of the brimstone-butterfly as a spring [nsect,

because it emerges from the chrysalis about the beginning of Augusl ; but though

it is then abundant it does not attract public attention so strongly as it dor- in

spring, for the reason that, thus early, it has the field practically to itself. Early in

autumn it goes into hibernation and, though on a mild sunny winter day it may
wake up and indulge in a flight, it waits until April before becoming continuously

active. Then when the copses and hollow lanes are lull of primroses, one ni.i

\

sometimes enjoy the sight oi seeing this butterfly sipping nectar from the flower

it matches so well in tint. Such a sight, however, is not so frequent a- to

justify any suggestion that the similarity of colouring is due to such an

association.

The brimstone is one oi the most distinct oi our butterflies, not only in point

of colour, but also in the shape of the wings. The Ion-wings are sharply angled

at the tip, and the hind-wings have a similar angle suggestive of a tail in the middle

o| the outer margin. Near the middle of all the wings there is a spot of orange.

Several minute dots of the same colour occur on the very margin of all the win^s.

The antennae are red ; and the fore-body is thickly clothed with long, silky,

whitish hairs. The sexes may be discriminated at a glance, for whilst the male

Two Giant Ichneumons.
.

Most of the- ichn.-uiii some very minute; but these a

victims are caterpillars or grubs ol They both attack woed-boring Insects, and they are said to pierce bark and solid
timber with their hind-bodies, [n the case of i Irur implemeal dol the three hair-like apj
of which tin- finest is perforated for the passage 1

1 right) the boring instrument i> the bo l;

is drawn out to great length.

1 Gonepteryx rhamni.
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is a full brimstone yellow, the female is of the paler greenish-yellow that agrees

with the tint of the primrose flower.

Many of the butterflies pass through the winter in the chrysalis stage, and

come out in the winged condition in early summer ; others come out in the late

summer or early autumn, and secure a winter retreat in a faggot-stack, a thatched

roof, under the branches of a dense holly-tree, or even in a snug corner of a dwelling-

house. The brimstone is one of these, and almost any day that is sunny in the

early part of the year it may wake up and indulge in a flight to see how things arc

going on in nature. Then in May, when the young leaves of the buckthorn arc

expanding, the female brimstone may be seen depositing her eggs singly, on the

under side of the leaf. It is a long-shaped, pale green egg, tapering at the upper

end, and with ribs running lengthwise. Later it becomes yellow, and finally purplish.

The caterpillar, which is

rather flat beneath, is

coloured a beautiful

green which has a dis-

tinct tinge of blue in

it towards the sides,

where there is a line

of paler tint. Closely

examined, the upper

parts are seen to be

sprinkled with minute

black dots. The general

effect of the colour is

a close harmony with

the under surface oi

the leaf on which it is

feeding.

About the end oi

July or beginning of

August it changes into

the rather singular-

shaped chrysalis, but

beautiful green colour, which makes it difficult to distinguish

to which it is attached, and of which it might be a torn

and curled-up portion. It remains in the chrysalis stage for a few weeks only ;

and in suitable places during August and September the newly emerged butterfly

may be considered fairly common. Our two species of buckthorn are the only

food-plants of the caterpillar, and wherever either of these grows one may expect

to meet with the Insect. To-day our cabbage white butterflies would probably,

from their extreme commonness in inhabited districts, be considered as the

typical butterflies, but in earlier days, when woods and thickets covered the land

more thoroughly, and cabbage patches were unknown, the brimstone must have

been more plentiful than the whites, which must have been coast Insects, their

Photo by] I . Step, f.l s

Caterpillar and Chrysalis of Brimstone-Butterfly.

Two stages in the life-history of the familiar brimstone-butterfly are included in this

photograph. The egg is laid in early summer on buckthorn leaves, where in July the blue-

Lovru , an rpill tr u ill be found fully grown, possibly the chrysalis also, as in the photograph.
Turn the page, and note how the chrysalis looks like a bird in flight.

still retains it:

from the leaf
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caterpillars feeding upon the wild cabbage of our sea-cliffs. It was then, probably,
that the word butterfly originated, the male brimstone being the fly that is the

colour of butter.

Occasionally the orange colour of the central spot spreads more or less generally

over the fore-wings, and the individual then becomes very like a form common
in the south of Europe, which is usually considered as a distinct species,

1 but which
some regard as a variety merely. In America, from Mexico to the extreme South,
there is a brimstone of a larger size,- and of a different genus. It lacks the sharp
angles to the wings which are a conspicuous feature of our species.

Snail-eating Beetles.

The energetic gardener who makes a point of destroying all Insects that come
in his way, in the belief that they are inimical to success in horticulture, makes many
grievous mistakes. Many of them are his good friends ; but as a rule he does not

stop to consider how they get their living, and slaughters almost indiscriminately.

It is not our intention to attempt to compile a list of these benevolent Insects,

but to call attention to a few beetles whose whole mission in life is to destroy snails.

In many districts snails are exceedingly destructive in gardens, and it is possible that

under more enlightened rule something could be done to mitigate the pest by
introducing and taking care of snail-eating beetles.

The glow-worm,3 so-called, is the best known of these beetles. Its principal

habitat is the hedge-bank where snails abound, which glide into adjacent gardens

at night and do damage which is too often put down to Insects. For this reason

small species of snails may be quite plentiful in gardens where their presence is

not even suspected.

The glow-worm will

come, too, where

there are snails to be

had, and sufhcient

cover for the Insects

But there are snail-

eaters also among
t h e polished black

ground -beetles, that

are seen mostlv when
the gardener is turn-

ing up the earth.

/:. Step, F.L.S.Photo by]

Red-barred Sulphur-Butterfly.
A fine American brimstone, which inhabits Central and South America. It is of a beautiful
clear sulphur colour, with a patch of orange on the fore-wings and the outer margin of the hind-
wings suffused with the same tint. Natural size.

1 Gonepteryx cleopatra 2 Catopsilia philea.

One of these in par-

ticular, the little

cychrus,4 of which we
give a portrait, is so

addicted to the snail-

eating habit, that

nature has specially

modified his structure

3 Lampyns noctiluca. 4 Cychrus rostratus.
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Snail-eating Beetles.

to enable him the better to pursue it. Most oi these ground-beetles, which
probably arc all carnivorous, have neal and graceful forms; but the cychrus
has it- head and fore-body made so slender that it can reach some distance into
a snail-shell should the -nail retreal within when the cychrus makes a (all.

Bu1 probablj thereadei will find greater interest in the little-known drilus, 1 which
mu-t he soughl .. n chalk downs and similai places where the heath-snail, the bandcd-
snail, ami the wrinkled-snail air plentiful. The reason for the greater interesl

yielded by tin- beetle is due to the fad thai it;- life-history was carefully worked
Miit a few years ago by Mr. I.. R. Crawshaj

.

M.A., and the story communicated to

the Entomological Soi ietj oi I ondon
That drilus was an enemy to -nail- had
hern known for many years ; but lull

details oi it- lite had been wanting. As
in the case oi the glow-worm, the female

never attain- to the orthodox beetle-

form, and remains to the end of life hut

little changed from the appearance she '™ Snai] eating i;

presented ill the grub-Stage. [Tie male, lg 1 example of adaptation of structui
i

.
...,, , . . , among ground-beetles in cychrus, which i

however, IS a true little beetle With The fore-body is greatly reduced in width and the head is

H- i i ... lengthened to enabli the beetle to push its 1

owish-brown wing-cases, with wmgs sheii on which it chiefly P.

beneath them, and a pair of much-branched long antennae. To the beetle
collector he appears to be much more plentiful than his mate, but Mr. Crawshay
found as a matter of fact that the males arc lew a- compared with the
females. The difference in the form of the two sexes will be appreciated bj
a glance at the foreground figure- in the drawing we have had made on a -(ale oi

five times the actual life size. In this drawing the upper figure- on the snails
i ill -rubs.

Viewed from above, the grubs are -ecu to be tapered somewhat from back
to front, and are covered with fleshy growths from which spring coarse hairs of
a red-brown colour. The head also is red-brown, and flattened

; the mouth armed
with -Hon- -harp mandible-. At the end oi the lund-bodv there are two bristly

outgrowths, which are evidently for the protection of the grub when it i- in the

-nail-shell, keeping off any enemy that would otherwise attack it from the rear.

The grub begin- life about the middle of July, and does not become ,, beetle until

the early summer of the third or fourth year.

1'- mode of procedure when about to attack a snail, a- observed by
Crawshay, is curious. It i- deliberate in it- action-, and doe- not begin \>\

poking it- nose into the first -nail-hell it conies across. First, the -nib
climbs upon the -hell, and examines it to satisfy itself that it contains
a snail. But perhaps the -nail i- not suitablj situated to afford drilu

-ale and uninterrupted meal for tin- is not to be one oi the quick-
lunch kind, but extended over many days. Ii the -nail is not so placed as to offer

a quiet tune, the beetle-grub f^nslns it into a more favourable position, probably into
cover of some sort. This is often a difficult matter, for the snail may require lifting over

1
I 'rilus Bavescens.
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an obstruction. Crawshay has watched a grub manoeuvring a snail for three hours

before it succeeded in placing it to its own satisfaction. He found that the larger

grubs were not so particular in this matter as the small ones. The larger snails

appear to know what is the meaning of this manipulation, and make an effort to

glide off in another direction, or twist and shake their shells from side to side. But

the grub has a short way with such rebels : it uses its jaws and compels the snail

to retreat into its shell.

The meal lasts from eight to sixteen days, and then the grub carefully cleans

out the shell, using its brushes, and making many journeys to the exterior with bits

of refuse. Then it rests for a time and moults its old skin. The whole process of

eating one snail, cleaning out the shell, resting from its labours, and changing it-.

clothes occupies a period of about forty days. It only manages to consume threr or

four snails each summer, and always moults before leaving the empty shell. In

the autumn it goes into hibernation in the shell it

has last cleaned out. For its winter rest it changes

it- form somewhat and becomes inactive. In

this state it emits an offensive fluid, no doubt for

a protective purpose. In its active condition it

contents itself when molested with coiling into a

ring, hedgehog fashion, when its brushes of hairs

serve to defend it.

The female beetle, which is so much like the

grub., lays her eggs in July, to the number of two

hundred and fifty to three, hundred ;
but dis-

tributes them in batches of about thirty. They

are pale yellow and measure about one twenty-

fifth of an inch aero—.

Drone-Flies.
Photo by\ [E.Stcp.F.L.S.

Snail-eating Beetle. There is a group 1 of two-Winged flies which
Hi. male of this remarkable little beetli is ... i „__„ „f mimptir rpwm-
shown magnified eight times, its colour is presents us with several cases ot mimetic resem
yellowish-brown and its antennae are much

^
-. . . , , ^, T „,- U^ir^ nr\+ hppn miite

branched. The female is quite unlike a beetle. blance which, llOWeVel ,
have 110t Deen qUIU

satisfactorily explained. To an earlier generation, before there was any theory

of protective or mimetic resemblance, the explanation was simple enougtr—though

it might not bear examination. Thus Kirby and Spence, in their Introduction to

Entomology,tell us that " Another tribe of these little animals ... is secured from

harm by a different kind of imitation, and affords a beautiful instance of the wisdom

of Providence in adapting means to their end. Some singular larvae . . . live in tin

nests of humble-bees, and are the offspring of a particular genus of flies (Vohicella),

many of the species of which strikingly resemble those bees in shape, clothing, and

colour. Thus has the Author of nature provided that they may enter these nests

and deposit their eggs undiscovered. Did these intruders venture themselve-

amongst the humble-bees in a less kindred form, their lives would probably pay

the forfeit of their presumption." It is all very well to be called upon to admire

the wisdom of Providence in fitting out an impostor so that it escapes the observation

1 Volucella.



The Snail-destroying Drilus and us G
In the foreground are the female and i the former much more like .1 grub than i mature Insect, The three upprr figun

- making itsprel Th.it to the left is biting i

that evinces a dispos I that to the right is pushing its snail into uient for its consumption
il size.
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of the innocent humble-bee, but we naturally inquire what the inoffensive humble-bee

has done that its insidious foe should have Divine backing ? As a matter of fact,

the early Victorians were on the wrong track entirely in this matter, for the bee-like

fly is no enemy, but a friend, and its counterfeit resemblance is not intended to

impose upon the bee, but upon creatures who know the bee has a sting and who

may be disposed to let the unarmed fly go scatheless under the impression that

it is not a fly but a bee. From which it appears that Darwinism has vindicated

Providence from the well-intentioned assaults of the ideologists.

That the grub of one of the drone-flies 1 lived upon the grubs of the humble-bee

was assumed to be a fact until yesterday, probably owing to confusion of this species

with another we shall have occasion to describe separately. Observers of the bees

had seen the volucella-grub among the cells of the humble-bee, nay actually in the

cocoons ; and if the cocoons were empty, was not that presumptive evidence that

the volucella-grub had

emptied it by eating the

bee-grub ? The facts of

the case show that the grub

of the fly, though there

solely to serve its own ends,

that is, to get a living, is

at the same time rendering

valuable service to the

bee by its consumption of

filth and effete matter.

The bee apparently recog-

nizes the value to the

community of these offices,

and it offers no hindrance

to the scavengers. When
a cocoon has been vacated

by its inmate coming to

the winged stage, and quit-

ting it, the workers adapt

to a new use by storing pollen in it ; but they could not do so unless

it were first cleaned out in a way that is impossible to the bulky humble-bees.

The humble-bee grub when casting its last skin to become a chrysalis throws out

the accumulated waste of its larva-hood, and later there is the empty chrysalis

skin also. All this useless material the volucella-grub turns to account as food.

Its body is broad behind and tapers away to the front, and as the body is capable

of considerable elongation forward, it is able to reach and thoroughly clean the deepest

part of the cocoon as well as the top and middle depths. It is just possible that

if the modern hive were not so carefully constructed to keep out as far as possible

all but the honey-bees, foul-brood might not be so common and increasing a scourge.

The volucella-grubs might do for the honey-bee what they do for the humble-bee.

To make it quite clear that the old idea of these grubs feeding upon the grubs

1 Volucella bombylans.

Photo by] '-E
-
steP' F -LS -

The Humble-Bee's Drone-Fly.
The breadth and hairiness of the body of this two-winged fly gives it a superficial likeness

to some of the smaller humble-bees ; and it was formerly assumed that the resemblance

was for the purpose of enabling the fly to enter the bee's nest unobserved, there to lay its

eggs and so bring about the destruction of the bee colony. This fly is not an enemy,

but a friend to all bees and wasps. It is here magnified three times.

but they
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and chrysalids of the humble-bi 1 1 an erroneous one, it may be stated that attempts

have been made to bring up the fly-grubs on such a diet, bul the} preferred to

starve rather than attack living Insects; though on being presented with dead

bee-chrysalids thej eagerlj availed themselves oi such 1 1. showing thai their

mission 1- to prevent putrefai tion and all the horrors thai ensue from it.

< >ther members oi the same genus attach 1 1 inn selves to the service oi the 01 ial

wasps, but the remarkable thing here, in the lighl oi the teleologists' view, is that

the speci* concerned do not resemble wasps, though ii the wasps were not conviro 1 d

oi the benevolent intentions of these flies the latter would need protective resemblance

1
.ii more than the humble-bee fly, for two-winged flies form a large percentagi oi

the food "I wasps. One of these flies
] we have found particularly abundant in the

grub stage in the underground nests of one oi the common wasps. 2 We have

dug ou1 these nests in autumn when the activity of the community was prai tically

over. A few cells alone remained capped,

showing thai the new wasp had no1 emerged.

Man\- had been newly vacated, and in

others were dead grubs, which arc believed

to be killed by the wasps when there are

insufncienl workers to feed them to matu-

rity. The combs, removed to tin boxes

tn secure whatever living associates might

be in or on them, after being closed up

for a few hours yielded an abominable

ammoniacal odour from the effete matter

contained in the cells. These combs had

hundred- oi volucella-grubs creeping over

tin in, from the almost full-sized specimens

three-quarters oi an inch long down to

minute individuals thai measured only a

couple i'l millimetre--, and were apparently

newly hatched. Mos1 oi them were active.

Having cleared oul .ill the refuse from one

cell, a ^rub would look about for the nexl

niie that demanded attention. Standing at

would be extended to make inquiry a- to tin condition el the cell, and it

it was found to have been cleaned oul the -nib would move mi. Bui ii it

proved to be in (from this grub's point of view 1 a nil - dirty condition, then he would

gel inside and pursue his proper avocation. The fully-grown grubs were too lat ;e

to get quite into tin largesl cells those that had produced queens but all thai

was visible was the In. ..id hinder segments forming a dark convex cap to the -II

with the double breathin- organ in tin- middle.

The form of this grub will be seen in the photograph. When at resl it is a

flattened pear-shape. The ground colour is a dirty white mottled with dark brown.

111. body is rough with transverse ridges and lew -pin.-. Along the centn -1 the

upper side is a row of stouter bushy spines, and along the margin oi the back is

1 Volucella pcllucens. ' Vespa germanica.

// i; ltd, / / .S.

vsai [SO] i iRi i
! i.v.

within the grub-skin,

,-iu-ar

Within
white chrysalis

ed < of it. thethe part
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a fringe of much longer fleshy spines which stand out straight and horizontally.

The slender half, which terminates in the mouth, can be extended to twice its resting

length. On the under side there is a double row of short, fleshy feet covered with
hooked bristles, which cannot be seen until the grub is turned upon its back. At
the rear-end on the upper side will be seen a double coronet, or rather two coronets

side by side. These are the openings to the breathing organs of the grub. As
we have already shown, in most Insects the spiracles or breathing holes are situated

along the sides, but clearly this arrangement would be useless to a grub whose
sides are pressed tightly against the walls of the wasp-cells. The only available

place for an intake of fresh air is this last segment of the body, which acts as a stopper

to the cell that the grub is cleaning out ; and here it is placed. The creature has no
head, no eyes, only a mouth.

The chrysalis is much like the grub at a glance, but here the broader end is the

front, and the position

of the breathing organ is

changed. Instead of the

two coronets on the last

segment, we
short curved

behind the

truth, the

appearance is

and due to

chrysalis being

have two

horns just

head. In

external

deceptive

the real

covered

by the skin of the grub.

Within, the chrysalis

shows all the parts of

the future fly folded

close to the bodv.

The fly that emerges
is about three-quarters of

an inch in length, reckon-

ing from the base of the
antennae to the tips of the closed wings, In general appearance there is not
the remotest likeness to a wasp as one would expect to find on the basis of
the teleological view of the humble-bee's drone-fly. As a matter of fact when the fly

comes indoors, as it frequently does, it is always taken for a honey-bee. The large
compound eyes are dark purple-brown, and cover almost the whole of the upper
part of the head. Slightly separating them is a golden-brown interval which
broadens in front and becomes downy. The antennae are short, stout, three-jointed
clubs, the first joint bearing a much longer feather-like branch. The fore-body is black,
as also the terminal half of the hind-body. The basal half of the hind-body is white
and pellucid. There is a smoky patch on the fore-edge of the wings, and when these
are closed the dark patches correspond in position with the dark portion of the
body beneath them and have the effect of widening it. In this stage of its existence

Photoby] [E.Step,F.L.S.
Girdled Drone-Fly.

In its banding of yellow and black this species approaches to a colour resemblance t.i the
wasp, but the form of its body is quite different: and it mav be concluded that it- li\ - i v
is not intended to deceive il~ friend, the wasp, but to act as a warning signal to possible
enemies—black and yellow stronglv contrasted being .1 common sign that the Insei 1 is

not edible.



Pellucid Drone-Fly.
In the upper photograph the dirk-coloured spiny grul

f
uP°n

waste mattei li it in them by the wasp-grabs, the lower photogra[
I

perfect Insect, possil i
In both cases the Insects

are shown of the natural size. The wasps, though very destructive to flies in general, take no notice of these, recognizing them as useful allies.

*75
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it appears to be mainly occupied in visiting flowers to feed upon pollen,
Two species have certainly got the black and yellow banding of the wasps.
They are probably only forms or varieties of one species which we may term the
girdled drone-fly. 1 Although it has the black and yellow livery, it cannot be said
to nave any strong form-resemblance to a wasp; and we do not think that its

coloration is at all for the purpose of imposing upon the wasp, but rather for its

own protection from fly-catching birds who would understand the colours to indicate

that it is not edible.

It should be stated that the term drone-

fly is used sometimes for the fly that develops
from the rat-tailed maggot, 2 and is more
generally known as the hover-fly.

Scale-Insects.

Although the scale-Insects 3 are all plant

parasites that spend their existence in sucking
the juices of plants, and many exist in millions

on a single tree, they are mostly unknown
except to practical gardeners and naturalists.

Some of them are absolute pests on plants

under glass, and most of these have at some
time or other been introduced from abroad
with the plants they chiefly affect. Those that

are real natives of our islands are mostly found
upon trees and shrubs in the open air. They
are somewhat akin to the green-fly, but those

individuals that have wings only possess one
pair. The winged Insects are always males,
but not all males have wings. The males are

much less numerous than the females, and in

many species the males have not yet been
discovered. One peculiarity of a male is that

it never has a mouth. It can take no food,

and the sole reason for its existence is the

fertilization of the female. Even this does
not appear to be necessary to the continuance
of the species, for many generations of fertile

females may be produced in succession without
the intervention of a male. But these genera-

tions differ from those of green-fly in that they
are not produced rapidly : there is only one
brood in a year, but an enormous number of

eggs are laid by one female. Exotic species

found in our glasshouses know little of our
seasons

; and these produce more than one
'-'

liristalis tenax. 3 Coccidas

Photos by] [j|». Wcsti

In the first of these two photographs the adult female is

shown from the under and uppersidesrespectively, with
the long cloak of wax in two stages of development.
The second photograph shows the same Insect in a
younger condi tion before the wax plates have been formed.
Thefirst photograph is twelve times larger than the actual
size of the Insects, and the second is twenty-eight times.

1 Volucella zonaria and V. inani=.
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bi I a yi M
. The youn

;

are much like mites and an ["hey have six li

I pair "t antennae, and a long liair-like rostrum or sucking tube. Then activity

does ti.it lasl lon| ["hey selecl a place on the shool or leaf, thrust in the long

rostrum, which looks too feeble for such use, and b tun In mo I cases at

the first moult legs and antennae are thrown ofl with the old skin as being ol no
furthei use, and a protective shield, formed partly ol a waxy exudation'and partlv
"i i ast skins, begins to form around and behind them. This is the " scale " thai i-

the distinguisl o many of the species, and which has suggested the name
l»\ v, In. h they arc known to gardener

retain their limbs and their a< tivity.

Some "I tin -i' an- know n as meah

rhere are a few genera in which the gi nl>

V
u

ft

bugs, from their excretions taking

the form of long flocks or strings

ol a meal-like powder ; in both

emanations consist of

wax,

The scale ol the male grub
becomes its puparium in which it

rests as a chrysalis. In this stage

the \\ ings and legs ol the perfet I

Insects are free from the body,
tin mgh immature and encased i ai h

in its separate -heath. When the

chrysalis skin is casl ofl it is pushed
• ait "I the Male from the hindei

margin, and the winged Insei I

follows backwards through the same
aperture. It is usually yellow or

crimson in colour, though a few

species are mauve or brown. The
wing i- transparent, free from scales,

and has not the netted . hara. ter

ol the wings in other Inse< ts, thi

being only a single net \ ure, whii h

forks, and the two branches run

parallel with the lore and hind

borders of the wing. A second pair of wings is indicated, as in the diptera

bj a pair of balancers, in this case taking the form of "hooked bristles,

which lit into minute turned-up flaps or pocket- in the wings." When not in use

the wings lie Bat along the body and usually overlap behind. The body oi the male
i- frequent]} terminated by two or four very long white filaments.

Although the grubs that an developing into femali first indistinguishable
from those oi the male si \. the differem e I" i omi - manifest when the latti i enter
the chrysalis stage, for the females .it the corresponding change oi skin are unalti red.

They grow larger and the scale becomes broadei , I In \ hav< lost all their externa]

'fffiH£

r
IV

S
Felted Bee* h-Scale.

.

' have the appearance ol having their ti

Lightly coated with in t:.

a few oi thi tndant
:n nature. Thai w ill

ted tha
I
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Photo by]

A Common Scale-Insect.

On the stems of wild rose and dogwood often may be found what look like little

drops of fat or wax. Examined under the microscope, it will be seen that the

pointed end consists of a female scale-Insect, and the broad, fat-like expansion is

a marginal secretion of wax. The photograph shows a portion of a colony of

adult females on dogwood, and is magnified twelve times.

organs except the rostrum,

which still enables them to

feed. The eggs are deposited

under the scale, from which

the young grubs emerge after

a short period of crowding

together. Then they disperse

and seek unoccupied spots

in which to thrust in the

rostrum and become fixed.

The scale-Insects are not

a large family. Only about

eight hundred species are

known from all parts of the

world, and less than a hundred

of these have been found in

the British Isles, of which

number a very few are real

natives, most of them having

found their way into green-

houses with foreign plants.

It is here that the scale-

Insects are chiefly a terror to the gardener ; out of doors it is doubtful if

much damage is done in our climate, the most serious pests in this department

being the mussel scale 1 and oyster-shell scale, 2 which attack fruit trees. In the

greenhouse, where they have to dial with more tender plants, and are actively

sucking at the sap all the year round, the damage they inflict often amounts to

extirpation of the plants. The sucking at the juice is not the only trouble. Scale-

Insects, like green-fly, excrete a sweet, clear liquid, which is eagerly sought by ants,

bees, wasps, and other Insects,

and as some species that have

been watched have been found

to discharge this liquid twenty

times in a day, it will be seen

that a considerable quantity

accumulates on the leaves of

greenhouse plants, where

heavy showers cannot wash

it away, as they do outside.

This sticky coating on the

leaves provides a suitable

medium for the development

of a low form of fungus, which

runs riot in it. This fungus

does not attack the tissues of

Photo by]

A Common Scale-Insect.
[W. West.

A single example from the group in the preceding photograph is here shown on a

larger scale ; that is, twenty-five times the natural size. The dark mark in the

broad margin is a juvenile example of the same species.

Mytilaspis pomorum. Aspidiotus ostreaeformis.



Photo by]

A Giant Killed by Dwarfs.

The felted beech-scale is shown, bighlv magnified, on page 277. As it appears on beech-trees it is associated in millions

appearance to the trunks. The central tree in this photograph has been ittack, much of the bark having peeled off. Many

beech-trees in certain localities are in the same condition through the attack of this scale.

279
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the leaf, but soon covers it with a most unsightly black deposit like soot, which

utterly spoils the appearance of peaches and other glass-grown fruit.

On the other side of the account, it must be pointed out that scale-Insects

produce some substances that are of importance in human industry. There is,,

for example, the valuable substance known as " lac," which is the basis of French

polish, varnishes, and sealing-

wax. This lac is excreted by
the female of an Indian scale-

Insect, 1 and forms resinous

masses upon the twigs where

the Insects feed. The female

herself yields the beautiful

colour which artists distin-

guish as lake. Then there is

cochineal, which at one time

was one of our important

articles of commerce as a

dye-stuff, and is still used as

a colouring-matter for medi-

cines, sweetmeats, and as a

cure for whooping-cough. It

consists of the bodies of several

species of coccus that feed

upon the prickly-pear and

other cacti. The manna of

the ancients is believed to be

the secretions of a coccus'2

that is found on tamarisk in

the countries around the

Mediterranean, where it is

still used as food. Several

Indian and Chinese spei ies

produce a beautiful white wax
in sufficient quantity to make
it worth while gathering. At

least, it was worth while before

the production of solid kero-

sene for the manufacture of

candles restricted the use of

real wax for this purpose.

Some of our native species are wax-producers, but not in such quantity as to make
them commercially important. The Chinese and Indian species referred to 3

produce it in the form of long, woolly streamers covering the body. Our most

conspicuous example of these wax-producers is the felted beech-scale,4 which makes
old beeches to look as though they had been in a recent snow-shower. The Insects

1 Tachardia lacca. 2 Gossyparia mannifera. 3 Ericerus peJa and Ccroplastcs ccrifcra.
4 Cryptococcus iagi.

Photo byi [E. Step, F.L.S.

An Insect Necklace.
rhese necklai es, worn l>\ native ladies in South Africa, arc known as being formed
of ground pearls. The} are really a species of scale-Insect that attacks the roots of
certain trees \t a particular stage in their career the females cover themselves
with a sei n l i"ii which hardens in to a horny shell, varying in hue from clear yellow
to blown. In these closed ci lis the Insects are believed to remain often for years
before completing their development.
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take up positions in the long, narrow crevices oi the bark, and ultimately kill the

tree One oi the species whose wax secretions take a inure solid form 1- Newstead's

scale,
1 in which the covering 1- a number oi curved plates of pine white wax

standing out all around. In a related species 2 there are curved plates on each

side, .iml behind them i- .1 row oi almost straight plates. This is the adult female

as represented in our photograph. Anothei photograph shows the youngei

condition oi the [nsect, before the execution oi wax has begun.

< )ne remarkable species of these scale-Insects, though it can scarcely be included

among useful Insects, has a certain small commercial value, because it 1- made up

into necklaces. Qiesi are known as margarodes or ground pearls, and consist oi

the female oi a South African species,3 which att.uk- the roots oi certain tree-.

Ihe\ are belies ed lo< allj to be ants' eggs,

but 1 onsisl oi the females in the chrj salis

encysted in a pearly, yellowish-brown

cell, which is made up oi several layers

oi a substance resembling lac, but which

is said to be thin chitin. A string oi tin e

in our possession (see page 280) shows

\ .11 - gradations oi colour from a clear

yellow to brown.

Leaf-Butterflies.

Anions the butterflies ol other coun-

tries that may he said to he known to

the man in the street at home, i- one oi

the leaf-butterflies that 1- a native "t

India.4 The feature that ha- am ted

publii attention in tin- case 1- the striking

resemblance to a leal that 1- afforded by
the under side oi the win-- when they are

ted in a state oi rest. A- often

mounted 1>\ the natural history dealer, and

exhibited in museums, on leafy branches,

with the " tail " of the hinder wing jusl

touching the branch, it affords some amount i,\ amusemenl to determine which
aie leaves and which are butterflies. Now, when flying, these butterflies are among

most conspicuous of Insects, for the upper side i- marked by broad band- oi

purple and orange. Such an Insect flying in bright sunshine "Hers a mark tor an

Insei t eating bird to follow But the butterfly ha- only to drop upon a leafy bush

and close its wings, t< become invisible a1 e; for the under side is coloured like

a dead leaf with various lint- ol yellow, brown, and ash, and dark spots so lik< fui

discolorations, that it 1- difficult t believe they have in it actually been pn iduced mi

the butterfly b\ fungi. The museum preparations ate wrong in that the butterfly is

represented head upwards. Those who know the butterflj at large saj that it always

settles head downward-, and so is -till more like a dead leai hanging iead\ to fall

1 Newsteadia floccosa. 2 Orthezia insignis. trimeni. ' Kallima niacins.

Newstead's Scale-1'
II'. West.

1 hi \ .'.I
;

. with w lu h the uppci side is

and margined. The upper and undersides an
elve times.
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There are many species of these leaf-butterflies, and they are not entirely

confined to the genus kaliima. This genus has representatives in Tropical Africa,

Continental India and the neighbouring islands, and throughout Malaya. Buxton's

leaf-butterfly 1
is a fine example of the group, its closed wings providing a " leaf

"

three inches long, blotched as though in decay, and with a well-defined " midrib."

The upper side is dark purple-brown

in ground-colour, suffused with blue,

which extends from a large patch of

that colour near the body. The tip of

the fore-wings is black, and, just below,

the wing is crossed by a broad band of

dull scarlet.

Dr. A. R. Wallace has given his

experience of another species 2 he met

with in Sumatra, which goes to show
that this mimicry of leaves is of a

character to impose not only upon the

undiscerning, and not due to the skilful

manipulation of museum curators. Here

we have a hardened naturalist used to

seizing upon minute points of difference,

and so not easily imposed upon by

Nature. Yet he admits to having been

constantly deceived. He says :
' This

species was not uncommon in dry woods

and thickets, and I often endeavoured

to capture it without success ; for after

flying for a short distance, it would

enter a bush among dry or dead leaves,

and however carefully I crept up to the

spot, I could never see it till it would

suddenly start out again, and then dis-

appear in a similar place. At length

I was fortunate enough to see the exact

spot where the butterfly settled ; and

though 1 lost sight of it for some time,

f

Photo by] [H. B« tin

Indian Leaf-Butterfly.
The leaf-butterfly, usually shown with its wings closed, when
alone there is any resemblance to a leaf, is here seen with its wings
expanded as in flight. As these are brightly marked with purple
and orange, the flying butterfly is very conspicuous and a mark
for birds. By alighting in a bush and closing its wings so as to

show the dead -leaf-like under side, it at once eludes pursuit and
recognition.

gazing full upon it. 1 captured several specimens on the wing,

to understand the way in which this wonderful resemblance is produced.
' The end of the upper wings terminates in a fine point, just as the leaves of

many tropical shrubs and trees are pointed, while the lower wings are somewhat

I at length discovered that it was right

before my eyes, but that in its position

of repose it so closely resembled a dead

leaf attached to a twig as almost cer-

tainly to deceive the eye even when
and was able fullv

Kallima buxtoni. K. paralekta.



Leaf Butterflies at Rest.

When tl tails of the w
a leaf-stalk i onm i ting the butt rfly to the branch. 1
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more obtuse, and are lengthened out into a short, thick tail. Between these two
points there runs a dark curved line exactly representing the midrib of a leaf, and
from this radiate on each side a few oblique marks which well imitate the lateral

veins. . . . The tint of the under surface varies much, but it is always some ashy-

brown or reddish colour, which matches with those of dead leaves. The habit

of the species is always to rest on

a twig and among dead or dry leaves,

and in this position, with the wings

closely pressed together, their outline

is exactly that of a moderately-sized

leaf slightly curved or shrivelled.

The tail of the hind-wings forms

a perfect stalk, and touches the

stick while the Insect is supported

by the middle pair of legs, which

are not noticed among the twigs

and fibres that surround it. The
head and antennae are drawn back

between the wings so as to be quite

concealed, and there is a little notch

hollowed out at the very base of the

wings, which allows the head to be

retracted sufficiently. All these varied

details combine to produce a disguise

that is so complete and marvellous

as to astonish every one who observes

it ; and the habits of the Insects

are such as to utilize all these pecu-

liarities, and render them available

in such a manner as to remove all

doubt of the purpose of this singular

case of mimicry, which is undoubtedly

a protection to the Insect. Its strong

and swift flight is sufficient to save

it from its enemies when on the wing,

but if it were equally conspicuous

when at rest it could not long escape

extinction, owing to the attacks of

the insectivorous birds and reptiles

that abound in the tropical

forests."

A very near approach to this perfect mimicry of a dead leaf is attained by
butterflies of a neighbouring genus, 1 of which one species 2 occurs throughout the

East Indies and North Australia. Another,3 found in Malaya, has the upper side

tawny with black tips to the fore-wings ; and on the under side it is dullochreous

' DoleschalHa. 2 D. bisaliide. 3 D. pratipa.

Photo by]

A South American
[H. Baslin.

Leaf-Butterfly.
In addition to the curved tip of the fore-wings which helps the leaf

resemblance of the under side, there is on the hind-margin a gap
which looks as though it had been bitten out. The appearance of the
under side in this cose is rather of two leaves overlapping, for the
midrib mark on the fore-wine is not continuous with the leaf-stalk tail

on the hind-wing.
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suffused with olive, with a si ries of ring-like marks with a central spot, whi< h might

be the point- oi fungus attacks on the dead leaf.

The Cockroach-Wasp.

it has any resemblamWe have so denominated this Insect 1 not becausi

a 1 01 kroach, but because the latter

Insecl 1- preyed upon bj the wasp

who makes cockroach-hunting thi

business oi it- wingi d life. This

wasp i~ related to the sand-wasps

ami the mud-daubers bu1 does not

appeal to do any burrowing, con-

tenting itself with the utilization

of any hole—even a key-hole

—

that may be handy to the scene

nt it- capture. It is only from

thn e-quarters to an inch in the

length of its body, but owing to

its long antenna.' and long legs

it appears to be much larger than

tin- measurement indicates. Its

fore-body is continued forward

considerably in advance oi the

wings, and it seems thus to have

a stout, tapering neck. The hind-

body is connected to the fore-

body by a -lender -talk as in the

mud-daubers, but the stalk is much
shorter. Although something was
known of this wasp and it-choice

of food in Reaumur's day, little

oi its life-history is known even

now, and further observations

an desirable. It has

found in the East Indies and
in the I-le ol France, and
other species have been found

in West Africa, whilst one

closely allied occurs,

lv, in Europe.

Owing to the fondness that the pestiferous species of cockroach show for

a domestic life, it is not surprising to find thai the o tt-wasps come ind

alter their prey. The original observation oi the species by Cossigni tell- how
wasp and cockroach eye each other for an instant : then the wasp dart- upon the

cockroach, " seizes it by the muzzle with its strong jaws, and bending its hind-body
1 Ampulex compn

;

Indian Orange-tip Butterfly.

though

A relation of our familiar HtUe orange-tip, bill

orange tip to 1

I
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underneath it, pierces it with its fatal sting. Sure of its victim, it now walks or

flies away, leaving the poison to work its effect ! but in a short time returns, and
finding it deprived of power to make resistance, seizes it again by the head, and
drags it away, walking backwards to deposit it in a hole or chink of a wall." If

the hole or chink selected is not large enough to admit the cockroach, the wasp is

not nonplussed : it reduces the size of its prey by biting off obstructive portions.

From certain observations made it appears probable that instead of feeding upon

the cockroach from the exterior, as other solitary wasp-grubs do to the caterpillars,

spiders, etc., with which their cell is furnished, this wasp's grub enters its prey and
feeds within the leathery cuticle. It afterwards spins its

cocoon within its victim and changes to a chrysalis ; for

the empty cocoon is often protruding from the cockroach

skin.

Perkins gives a remarkable account of a species 1

he found in West Africa. This wasp enters houses that

are infested by cockroaches, and selects a good specimen

for attack—it may be four times the size of the plucky

wasp. A bit of a struggle ensues between the two, but

when the wasp has contrived to sting its victim the

cockroach becomes quiet and allows its conqueror to drag

it away to a hole. In one case that he watched, the

victim was carried to a keyhole and deposited therein
;

but the wasp, apparently conscious that its sting only

disabled the cockroach and that the movements of the

latter might be sufficient to work it out of so shallow

a retreat, found some heavy nails and carried these to

the keyhole to make its prisoner more secure !

In most places where found the cockroach-wasp does

not appear to be at all plentiful ; but Lefroy states it is

common in the plains of India. " At Pusa this Insect

is purely arboreal in its habitat. The chief haunts are

the trunks of old peepul 2 and fig-trees, which possess

numerous holes and chinks." He says it is not an un-

common sight to see the wasp hurrying along the tree-

trunk searching hole after hole for cockroaches, and

occasionally flying to a distant branch only to

search in a few seconds. As far as observed, this species

confines itself exclusively to species of cockroach for its prey. The cockroach is

invariably bigger than the wasp. The manoeuvres employed are much like those

of the mud-dauber wasps in capturing spiders, though there is not so much careful

t;nt and dexterity displayed by the wasp in dealing with the cockroach, probably

because the latter is not armed with any poisonous weapons : it has to depend

on its activity and the irritating spines on its legs for its defence. Often, if the

cockroach has wings, it takes to flight, but the wasp quickly overtakes it and alights

on its back, when the cockroach submits. The wasp at once thrusts its sting into

1 Ampulex sibirica. - Fii us religiosa.

Photo by] [E. Step, F.L.S.

Cockroach-Wasp.
The species figured is different from
tli.it shown in the plate opposite, but
the habits of the two are identicai.

The upper figure shows the wasp
with its wings extended as in flight,

the lower as at rest with the wings
folded. Natural size.

return and continue the
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irreras.

Tins beautiful, polished green wasp devi I
which it first stings in order to render them inert,

and then drags them away to its nesting-holes to provide food for its own grubs.
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Figwort-Beetles.
[H. Bastin

the side of the cock-

roach's fore-body, where

it reaches the most im-

portant of the nerve

centres. But the sting

does not appear to have

the rapid effect noted in

other cases, for if the wasp

has to leave its victim

whilst it searches for a

hole to hide it in, the cock-

roach often manages to

slip into some convenient

chink and so escape.

The Figwort-Beetle.

A common plant

Two distinct though closely related species, that agree generally in their habits and life-

history. That to the left is the species more particularly described. They are shown
about six times the actual size.

named the figwort, that grows on roadside wastes and about woods, is of

interest to the Insect-hunter as well as to the botanist. In June some plants

may be found whose leaves present a sorry spectacle, the fleshy portion

having been either eaten away entirely or riddled with small holes. Most persons

on examining such leaves and finding the creatures that are obviously causing the

damage would declare that they were small slugs. As a matter of fact they are

the grubs of a beetle 1 belonging to the great family of weevils. Most weevils are

very destructive, and many have obtained an unenviable notoriety on account

of their attacking fruits and food-plants. In the present case the plant is a mere

weed, and so the Insect that attacks it is of no consequence, and is known only to

the few. But there are points in its economy that make it worthy of a short

description, and may give rise to important thoughts.

If these shining, slimy, slug-like creatures can be divested of their slime, they will

be found to be much like the grubs one sometimes finds eating the kernel of a hazel-

nut ;
but on the twelfth segment of the body there is an excretory gland which

pours out slime, and this gets diffused all over the body, and effectually disguises

the true nature of the grub. In the photograph of the flowering stems of figwort

(page 289) a number of these grubs are present feeding upon the flowers and buds, but

are only to be distinguished from the latter here and there where the light shines upon

their slime. Some of them have ascended for the purpose of undergoing the change

to the chrysalis, and these have fashioned cocoons out of the slime. One such is

conspicuous in the centre of the photograph owing to the high light upon it, and a

glance at its form will lead to the detection of other cocoons not so new and glossy.

These cocoons are just about the same size and shape as the seed-vessels of the

plant, and as the slime dries into a parchment-like texture there is little to distinguish

between seed-vessel and cocoon.

The chrysalis stage lasts little more than a week ; and then a neat lid is cut

around the cocoon, thrown back, and out walks a rather globular beetle clothed

(

'ii mus scrophularias
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in dark grej which 1- prettily spotted with black and yellow. One oi the black

-puts is much larger than the others and situated on the dividing line between

the wing 1 overs, whereit looks precisely like a hole bored through the beetle -which,

however, does not look at all like .1 beetle bul more resemble a eed A very

similar but less noticeable spol will be found .11 the curved extremitj ol the -

covers. Bu1 the mosl conspicuous feature oi the beetle when viewed from the

side is the long and strongly curved rostrum.

The grub does nol appi ar so particulai .1- are many Insects .1- to the attitude

in which it shall spend its 1 hrysalis period. II the vacated cocoons are examined.

it will be seen that whil-t some have the lids opening upwards, others are quite

reversed. In our third photograph two cocoons will be seen adjoining, oi which

the upper opens above and the lower opens below.

It is remarkable that in these three stages oi existence this particular beetle is

protected byits resemblances to other things. As a grub its thick slime makes

it repulsive, and

to appear like a

small blackslug.

As a defence-

less chrysalis it

avoids obser-
vation un-
der e 11 v e r

nt its ' 1 "uon,

which 1- pa—ed
ovet a- one of

the fig wort ' s

numerous seed

vessels : and the

perfect beetle

at resl between

till 1) a - e ill

the bat and
the stem of

t h e plant,
with it- legs

tucked under
it. linik> like

a hard seed.

Here 1- food

lor thoughl
as to the

tses that

have brough.1

about these
resemblam es

Photo by]

Grubs of I Beetle.

it appear lik.

parchment-like cocoon in which il

portly wo
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Sanitary Officer and Disease-disseminator.

Among Nature's sanitary officers that are best known to the non-entomological

public are the two-winged flies, especially those that make frequent calls upon us

in our homes. But the public, as a rule, fail to recognize them in the character

of officers for the removal of nuisances, insisting that they are themselves a nuisance.

Of late years one very prominent member of this staff of sanitary officials has actually

been accused—and with good

reason—of being actively en-

gaged in the dissemination of

disease germs. This monster

—

according to recent views of

him—is the ubiquitous house-

fly.
1 The charge appears to

be well founded, but, though

we have no desire to whitewash

him, it is right that someone

should act the part of " devil's

advocate," and point out, with

a view to mitigation of penal-

ties, that his carrying of noxious

germs is not done " of malice

afoiethought," and that he

would not do so if the said

germs were not left carelessly

in his way to cling to his feet.

We play all sorts of tricks with

the laws of Nature, and when
trouble comes of it we try to

set it right in the wrong way.

Here we are now, founding

Kill-that-Fly " leagues and
preaching crusades against the

Insect when we ought to be

clearing away the muck-heaps

near our homes in which the

flies are nurtured. Nearly
every man who owns a bit of

garden-ground is so impressed with the necessity for feeding up his plants with stable

manure that he has a heap handy for the purpose and a smaller heap at the roots

of every rose-bush. In some cases he has applied it so continuously that the surface

soil of the whole garden is largely composed of it. Then the flies come as Nature's

sanitary officers and decide that it must be reduced to an inoffensive condition

Every female fly lays about a hundred and twenty eggs upon it, and perhaps repeats

the number several times at intervals. These hatch in a day or two. and the maggots
1Musca domcstica.

Plwto by] [H. Bashn.

Figwort-Beetles and Their Cocoons.
The cocoons arc attached to the fruiting shoots of figwort, and may be distin-

guished by the absence of a beak at the upper side. The beetle leaves the
cocoon by lifting a distinct lid. One of the beetles is climbing the stem, and
two others are present whose exact location the reader may like to discover
for himself.
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HGGS AND LiRlBS OF THE HOUSE- I IV

iiale house-fly lays about six hundred eggs in several batch I hi- grubs 01 i ler, tapering

to the month. They feed upon the hnuid portion of the refuse, and in a week art- full grown. In another week hiough

the chrysalis stage and are winged Insects.
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that issue from them set to work with all speed to reduce the most offensive portion
of the nuisance. In less than a week they have done what they could, and have
become full grown. They turn to chrysalids inside the maggot skin, and in another
week they are flies. These lay their eggs, thus ensuring the continuation of the
sanitary work by a vastly increased host of workers, and then, attracted by various

odours, enter our dwellings for a brief life of enjoyment, partaking of infinitesimal

portions of our food, licking up the microbes we foster but do not want, and perhaps
coming to an end in the milk-jug or jam-dish, whose contents thereby become
impregnated with germs.

It must not be supposed from what has been said that the house-fly confines

its attention to stable manure as an egg

laying ground and nursery for its progenv.

It feeds in any organic waste that is suffi-

ciently warm and moist to ferment, but

mainly in horse manure,
pig manure, spent hops,

(brewer's grains). Each
several batches of eggs,

hundred, which hatch in

with

human manure,

and malt-waste

female fly lays

in all about -i\

periods varying

eight

Photo by] u. Btutin.

Puparia of House-Fly.
The grub of the In iusi -fly, instead of casting its skin when
it turns to a chrysalis, merely detaches itself from the skin,
which becomes a hard and dark red barrel protecting the
delicate white chrysalis. This case is known as the
puparium. To escape, the newly formed fly blows out
a bladder on its head, which pushes off one" end of the
puparium and allows its exit.

the conditions at the time—often

hours, sometimes four clays. The
newly hatched "maggot" at once burrows

into the refuse, seeking the moister parts

that it may feed upon the liquid portion.

The most favourable temperature for deve-

lopment appears to be between 90°-98
:>

.

Dr. L. O. Howard, who has written a

terrible indictment of the house-fly—which
he prefers to call the typhoid-fly—has made
a calculation of the progenv of a single

female fly that, having passed the winter in

some snug spot, begins laying eggs on

April 15th. By the 10th of September
the living issue of that fly will be

5,598,720,000,000 ! Of course, in fact, all

the eggs laid do not produce maggots,
all the maggots hatched do not survive to become flies, all the flies are not females,

and all the female flies do not become mothers ; but to eliminate failure of this sort

he reckons that half a generation consists of females and that each female lax-

only one hundred and twenty eggs, instead of her maximum of six hundred. He
shows that, in the United States at least, typhoid, cholera infantum, and " summer
complaint " are chiefly spread by these flies carrying the germs from the sick to the
well. Most other complaints that flesh is supposed to be heir to are greatly assisted

in their spread by the same agency. Several English authorities on sanitation have
made similar declarations as the result of their investigations.
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M . 1 1 1 \ oi these creatures are a sorl oi Jekyll-and-Hyde combinati I two

personalities, marking two successive phases oi existence. The question 1-, which

1-. the greatei the harm they do or the good? The answer for the individual

ii 1.1 \ be, the harm, whilst for the race it 1- probablj the good. Anyway, the rational

>e is to cleai awaj the 1 ause and the effei ts must cease. It 1- puerile to be

catching single flies in the house whilsl we are e uraging milUons to brei '1 a1 the

back door. The -table is rapidly becoming an institution of the past. Let the

suburban gardener anticipate the early date when it will have ceased to be, l>v

feeding his garden with chemical manures.

Bui one oi our domestic Hies, the small house-fly 1 a paler as well as smallei

Insect than the other—feeds in it- larva] stage on decaying vegetable refusi

the garden rubbish should be burnt, no1 stacked. This fly has more rounded tips

ti it- wings, and i in ac< ount of

it- intern n size 1- often n ferred

to as a young house fl; Size

in the case oi [nsects that have

reai hed the winged stage, it

1- perhaps unne< essary to point

out, is no criterion oi age.

This stage r< a< hed, growth

>es.

Tile IiiihI i.t the blew tl\

or blue-bottle- in it- grub-

is very different. It is

a flesh-feeder, and it- proper

mission in life i- to cleai awaj

those animal- that have met

w ith death from eld age, dis-

ease, or in an en< ounti 1 with

an opponent that i- net car-

nivorous. That mi— ion is

undoubtedly an important and

ii lal one for the human
; but when that race take-

to storing meat, poultry, and fish in it> larder-, and the keen senses of the blow-fly

track it to it- hiding-place, some fault 1- found with Nature's arrangements. What
-.in- to be required oi Nature to meet the altered conditions broughl about by

civilization is the evolution of a race of blow-flies that can distinguish between

what 1- common and what 1- property. The vegetarian's comment upon this

suggestion would be, in all probability, that it would be more reasonable to give up

onverting our larders into charnel-housi

The truth i- that what we dub domestic pests are part oi tin- price we must

pay for our domesticity. All the kill-that-fly leagues can do will make no

apprei iable diffen m e to the rlv nuisance ; and probably it we were to pull down

our houses and return to the pastoral life of our nomad ancestor- we should find

1 Homaloniyia canicularis. /omitoria.

P

I I) 1 I 1 \ OR Hi UE-BOTTLE.
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that we had only got rid of the attentions of one class of pests to fall under the care

of another group. Even Mrs. Troglodyte-Smith must have found that there were
undesirable creatures who insisted upon sharing her cave. Another fact that

militates against the success of the fly leagues is the war that has been waged in

late years against the wasp, one of the most inveterate destroyers of flies.

Some of these sanitary or scavenger flies, though their habits in the larval

stage are similar to those of the blow-fly, rarely or never enter our houses, and there-

fore do not become a nuisance to us. Such are the green-bottle 1 and the flesh-fly. 2

The first does occasionally wander into open windows and doors in the summer,
but does not stay in the house, preferring to sit on leaves in the hottest sunshine

and exhibit its shining golden-green livery to the best advantage. The green-

bottle is the special bane of the fishmonger, and if by chance we pass bv the back
premises where this tradesman temporarily stores his refuse, we shall startle up
a cloud of these beautiful but repulsive Insects, who have been engaged not only

in depositing eggs in the offal, but in sucking up the more fluid decomposing portions.

The flesh-fly is similar to the blow-fly, but rather longer and of a grey and black

coloration instead of the steely-blue which has given the name of blue-bottle. It

is a carrion-feeder, but out of doors
;

and it retains its eggs until they are

hatched, so that on the discovery of

suitable material for their deposit the

sanitary work of clearing away dan-

gerous matter begins at once. In

this connection it is worthy of note

that these flies have had all the details

piwto by] [H.s.cheavin,F.R.M.s. of their hfe-history adapted to the

Balancer or Hind-Wing of House-Fly. necessities of the case. A heap
The balancers or halteresiare like minute wings.and probably represent of Stable manure IS leSS inimical
the hinder wings of the four-winged orders. They are believed to be
sense organs. to animal life than is decomposing
flesh, and as innumerable beetles and flies help to clear it away, the fecundity

of the house-fly is not nearly so high as that of the blue-bottle and flesh-fly,

whose work must be done much more expeditiously. We have mentioned
that the house-fly lays about six hundred eggs ; the blow-fly lays from five

hundred to a thousand, but dissection has shown that the flesh-fly is able to

deposit as many as twenty thousand. Of course, these are not all deposited at once,

or in the same mass of corruption : they are laid in batches as appears to be necessary.

But it frequently happens that a number of egg-laden blow-flies or flesh-flies will

lay their eggs in the same food-mass, which may not be sufficient to bring so vast

an army of maggots to their full size. In that case some would feed upon their

weaker kindred, so that a few could come to maturity and continue the race. The
dead matter would be converted rapidly into living matter, and so cease to pollute

the atmosphere. The futility of attempting to get rid of the fly-nuisance by killing

a few thousand flies here and there is apparent. It is akin to emptying the ocean

with a tea-spoon.

We have spoken of all these flies as laying eggs, but it should be remembered
1 Lucilia csesar. - Sarcophaga carnaria.
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that in the case of the flesh-fly the eggs are hatched before they leave the parent.

The maggots are much larger than those of the blue-bottle, and the hinder end

is a steep slope deeply hollowed, and in the hollow are the two spiracles or breathing

inlets which are made conspicuous by their reddish tint. The edge of the depression

in which these lie is fringed with fleshy points which can be turned outwards to

expose the cavity to the air or folded in to protect the spiracles from any matter

that might clog them and put them out of action. Headless as the maggot is,

and therefore eyeless and sightless, it has a keen perception of the difference between

light and darkness, always strongly avoiding the light and seeking the dark.

One remarkable power possessed by the maggots of all these flies is that of

being able to liquefy rapidly any

albuminous substance such as flesh

or the white of hard-boiled egg.

Though the mouth is provided with

a couple of grasping hooks, which are

really used as organs of locomotion,

they serve no purpose in breaking

up their food, which must be liquid

to enable them to consume it. To
this end they pour out from the

mouth a sort of pepsin which rapidly

reduces the solid muscle or boiled

egg to a fluid.

Cockroaches.

There is a well-known story of

a certain lexicographer who wrote in

his new dictionary, after the word
/

. crab, what he considered a parti-

cularly concise definition : "A little

Photoby] [p.j.Bamud. red fish that walks backwards." The
story goes that on submitting this

The flesh-fly is much like a blow fly, but lacks the blue coloration of

the latter, being decorated in grey and black. It is not a house-fly,

but an out-of-doors carrion-feeder. The female can deposit about

twenty thousand eggs, and her progeny i> thus so numerous thai il

can quickly dispose of offensive matter.

[P. J. Barraud

The Flesh-Fly

for the approval of a naturalist friend,

the latter remarked that it was an

admirable definition, but it had three

rather weak points : the crab is not a fish, it is not red until it has been boiled, and

it does not walk backwards. In a similar spirit of good-natured criticism it has

been pointed out that the name black-beetle, which is generally applied to the

cockroach, is a good name, but that the Insect indicated is not a beetle and is not

black.

Cockroaches are four-winged Insects of the straight-winged order, 1 and the

various species constitute a distinct family. 2 Like the other straight-winged

Insects, when they leave the egg they are in the form they retain through life with

little change beyond increase of size and the acquisition of wings. They are also

paler in colour than when they are older. They cast their skins five or six times,

1 Orthoptera. 2 Blattida?.
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and at the lasl change their wings arc developed. In some species only the male
is winged, and some others are wingless in both sexes. In the kind that 1- 1 nl\ 1 m
common in many oi our houses the adult male alone has wings, the Eemali h 1

to be . .intent with two minute scales as evidence of the fact that she is theoretically

.1 winged Insect. The young cockroach pursues the even tenor of its way to adult
lit. in full activity, withoul the resting period that for many Insects precede- tin

acquisition of wings.

I' maj appear strange that though we have three native species of cockroai hi

1 ither oi them can be said to be known to the public; whilst oi several foreign

?pe ies that have settled among us

without hem- united two an toler-

ably well known, and a third perhaps

as well known as anj British Insect.

This third species i- the so-called

"black-beetle," 3 whose native land

has no1 ye1 been satisfactorily made
out. It is believed to he Asiatic, and
to have set about the conquest of

Britain three hundred years or so ago.

At first it was content with the oci u-

pation of our ports, and, of course,

no foreign invader would overlook
the rich port of London. Probably
hiding itseli away in hale- oi met

chandise, as later arrivals have been

detected in doing, it got here ; and

ever since it has been engaged in the

subjugation of the inland districts.

It 1- possible that we may owe its

introduction to Francis Drake, for

Mout'tct in his book on [nsects, pub-
lished a- early a- 1634, tell- how our

greal freebooting hero took the

Spanish ship Philip, all laden with

spi es, and found that it contaim d

also a multitude of winged cockroaches.

Perhaps it will help the patriotic Englishman, who is suffering from this pest, to

bear his lot ii he reflects that they may be the direct descendants of the winged
portion of that prize cargo. The reason why it i- so fond oi the kitchen and bake-

house is not mercK that there are more chances of picking up food there, but that

it conns from the tropical part- oi Asia and must have warmth. For this n

also, it is only seen out of door- on hot summer days, when its migrations are effected.

Its spread from London to the surrounding country appear- to have been slow,

and this i- probably due to the wingless condition oi the female, whii h enables her

to go only from house to house on foot. It might spread rapidly in a town, but to

1 Stilopyga oriental]-.
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get to other towns or villages probably had to depend upon man carrying it among
his merchandise. Gilbert White, somewhere about the year 1790, complains that

cockroaches are swarming in his chimney closets and kitchen, and says he has

not observed them till recently. They had, apparently, not long reached

Selborne.

This common cockroach is a little over an inch in length when full grown. Only the

male is winged, and the wing-covers extend over about two-thirds of his hind-body,

whilst the wings themselves are shorter. The wing-covers are leathery and opaque.

The female is much broader than the male, and the absence of wings gives her a more

repulsive appearance than that of the male. In both sexes there is a pair of long,

slender, and sensitive antennae, and at the other end of the body is a pair of short,

stouter, antenna-like organs. The antennae are a little longer than the body in the

male ; a little shorter than the body in the female ; and they consist of from seventy-

five to ninety joints each.

The mouth is furnished with powerful jaws, whose edges are well toothed

and capable of cutting up the very various

substances upon which the cockroach

will feed. Probably no other Insect is

so perfectly omnivorous as the cockroach.

Anything that man eats, or wears, or other-

wise uses, the cockroach will and does

eat. This may appear to be too sweeping

a statement, but one cannot give a com-

plete list of the things they have been

known to consume, because of its excessive

length ; vet when one selects as examples

such unpromising articles as woollen clothes,

boot uppers, blacking, ink, emery paper,

their own cast-skins, and their dead com-

panions, it may be considered that then-

possible bill of fare is by no means limited.

Professor Moseley refers to the annoyance he received from the attentions of a larger

species on board H.M.S. Challenger. He says :

" At one period of the voyage,

a number of these Insects established themselves in my cabin, and devoured parts

of my boots, nibbling off all the margins of leather projecting beyond the seams

on the upper leathers. One huge winged cockroach for a long time baffled me in

my attempts to get rid of him. I could not discover his retreat. At night he came
out and rested on my bookshelf, at the foot of my bed, swaying his antennas to and

iio, and watching me closely. If I reached out my hand from the bed, to get a stick,

or raised my book to throw it at him, he dropped at once on deck, and was forthwith

out of harm's way. He bothered me much, because when my light was out, he had

a familiar habit of coming to sip the moisture from my face and lips, which was

decidedly unpleasant, and often awoke me from a doze. I believe it was with

this object that he watched me before I went to sleep. I often had a shot at him

with a book or other missile, as he sat on the book-shelf, but he always dodged and

Photo by] {W. J. Lucas, F.E.S.

Common Cockroach.
The " black-beetle " of domestic parlance. The two sexes
are shown, that to the left being the female and to the right

the male. The latter, it will be noticed, has wings, but the
female is always wingless, although vestiges of the organs are
to be seen just behind the head.
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escaped. His quickness and agility astonished me. At last I triumphed, by

adopting the advice of Captain Maclear, and shooting him with a pellet of paper

from my air-gun, a mode of attack for which he was evidently unprepared."

Female cockroaches may often be seen carrying a dark brown, horny purse

attached to the hinder body. The upper side is ridged and slightly toothed. This

is her egg-capsule, and it contains sixteen eggs arranged in two rows of eight. This

will be deposited in some safe crevice. When the eggs

hatch, the tiny white cockroaches by the emission of

saliva soften the ridged roof of their cradle, and the two
sides separate to allow of their escape. They are very

active little creatures, running with great ease, and on

coming into daylight soon darken to brown.

In some houses that are cockroach-ridden the

place of the common cockroach is taken by a much
smaller species known in the United States as the croton-

bug. Linnaeus called it the German cockroach, 1 from

a belief that Germany was its natural home. It really

came from Asia and North-eastern Europe through

Russia. It is said to have come to England in the

company of soldiers returning from the Crimean War.

It is about half the size of the common cockroach, and

both sexes are winged. As it reaches maturity in the

course of a few months (the common species takes

several years), it soon forms enormous swarms. It

is of a lighter colour than its larger relation, and the

wing-covers extend beyond the end of the body. A
much larger species, the kakerlac, 2 came to us from

Tropical America, and is established in houses chiefly

near the docks, as it is the species most frequent on

board ship. It may also be seen in some plenty in

certain of the warmer houses in the Zoological Society's

Gardens ; but otherwise it does not appear to spread

much in this country. Occasionally a specimen or two

of the still larger drummer,3 of the West Indies, is

caught here, having come on ship-board ; but it does

not appear ever to have obtained a proper footing.

Other species turn up at Kew, with plants from all

quarters of the world ; and of these we give several

portraits.

Our three native cockroaches are small, and being

hardy disdain the soft indoor life that appeals to the aliens. They keep to the

coast and woods not far inland, where they may be found among dead leaves and

debris. One of these, the Lapland cockroach,4 though only found in thickets in

this country and over the greater part of the Continent, shares the homes of the

Lapps, and is a pest because it attacks their stores of dried fish. The word cockroach

Photo by} [H. Main, F.E.S.

Croton-Bug or German
Cockroach.

Really an Asiatic species which is believed
to have been introduced to England with
troops returning from the Crimean War.
It may be studied easily in some London
restaurants. It is photographed from
the under side to show how (in cockroaches
generally) the head is kept inflexed under
the fore-body.

1 Phyllodromia germanica. 2 Periplaneta americana. Ectobia lapponica.
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i- said to I" 1 derived from a Spanish word, cucurdcha ; but as the latter m
a 1 ontemptible berry, it is nol easy to see hou it became applied to these Insects.

Dragon-Flies.

These the largest and mosl powerful representatives oi Insect life in this

country are as well known as to their general form as the butterflies and moths.

But, so far as the vast majority oi our fellow men and women are concerned, there

<>iir knowledge ends. They are too commonly known as "horse-stingers," and

the name indicates the wide-spread belief thai thej are creatures to be feared and

avoided. In all probability this libellous designation arose from the fact that the

dragon-fly has been seen sweeping around horses in pursuil of the real horse-stingers

(gad flies) and other [nsects that annoy

horses and cattle. The dragon-fly has

no sting, and is not a blood-sucker ;

but it has a very formidable set oi jaws

with which it commit- great destruction

among other Insects. From these at-

tacks the backboned animals are im-

mune. So there is no reason why we

should not make (lose acquaintance

with them, and admire their splendid

aerostatics without a fear of molestation.

The distinctive features of the

dragon-fly are the long and mostly slender

hind-body, the robust fore-body to

which the wings and legs are attached,

thi enormous compound eves, and the

four transparent, netted wings oi greal

expanse. It is easy to undi rstand,

without dissection oi the creature, that

the robustness ot the fore-body is due

to the concentration there oi powerful

muscles needed ti 1 woi k the l< >ng w i

The size of the very convex compound

eyes, too, is understandable when one inquires how many facets or lenses they

include. One species has been found to possess in one of these eyes about ten

thousand lenses.

I Ine oi the astonishing tacts concerning those Insects that excel in flight is thai

their earlier life does not appear to be a training for that kind of existence. It

one watches the continuous wheeling oi a dragon-fly ovei a pond, or its swift sweep

up and down a leafy lane, m pursuit ot u- prey, one 1- astonished at the contrast

with it- former sluggish life at the bottom of a stagnanl pool. There is one point.

however, on which the two periods of life are the same : the dragon-fly tie

its life 1- ., rapacious Insect. As a nymph it lives by stalking other denizens oi

the pond. It is not provided with fins or a flexible tail with which it can lash

1

Surinam Cockroa*
This is the most recent ofourforeigi naturalized

slippery. Tin that it will

at home in

plant-houses, and probably feeds upon
i
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the water and urge itself along ; but it can on occasion make a spurt in a double

sense by ejecting water forcibly from its breathing chamber in its hind-body, and

so propel itself.

In the photograph of the nymph it will be seen that the hind-body terminates

in several wedge-shaped " tails " guarding the entrance to a chamber in which

is contained organs through which the blood courses, and through whose walls oxygen

dissolved in the water can be taken up by the blood. When the nymph expands

its hind-body these " tails " separate widely and the chamber is filled with a fresh

supply of water. Then the tails close up and constitute a valve, keeping the water

in. When the water is exhausted of its oxygen, the valve is opened, the water

ejected, and another supply taken in.

Photos by] [H. Main, F.E.S.

Egg-Capsules.
The common cockroach lays her eggs in parcels of sixteen,
two rows of eight being enclosed in a horny capsule, which
is carried about by the female until she can find a suitable
crevice in which to hide it. The upper photograph shows the
capsule of the common species (" black-beetle "), the lower
that of the smaller " croton-bug."

If the nymph wishes to reach the other

side of the pond quickly, it has only to

eject the water under great pressure and
lift its feet, when the force of the outward

stream sends the nymph forward rapidly.

Another remarkable item in the struc-

ture of the dragon-fly nymph is the develop-

ment of its lower lip to almost half the

entire length of the body. But it is hinged

to the mouth and again near its middle, so

that when not in active use it can lie packed

close under the head. At its front this

structure ends in two curved hooks which

fit against the face like a mask. Creeping

quietly up towards its prey, it suddenly

extends this mask to its full length, secures

the victim with its hooks, and holds it close

against the real jaws whilst it is consumed.

We have elsewhere spoken of com-

plete and partial metamorphoses, and have

explained that where the food of the Insect

is of the same nature throughout life,

involving no change in the digestive system,

there is no need for a resting period

known as the chrysalis-stage. The dragon-fly is carnivorous throughout life

:

therefore, its acquisition of wings is gradual as in the grasshoppers, and until it

leaves the water to fully develop these organs it leads an active life.

After a year or two of this kind of life—the period varies in different species

—

the nymph crawls up a water-plant that has aerial stems and climbs right out of

the water. Hooking its feet into the plant it takes firm hold, for it feels that

something important is going to happen. Of course, like other Insects, it has had
to moult several times in order to allow of an increase of size. Now the change

is to be not merely a more roomy jacket of the same pattern as the last, but some-

thing more striking. The skin of the fore-body splits above, and the Insect walks

out of it, the old shells of its feet retaining their hold of the plant. Its long hind-body



1 Li of the ] >k.\i,i in Fly
Id its early : Lragou fly li\ . larkable at this period (or the extraordinary di

ol the mouth into what is known a> the mask. This is doubly hinged, s*i that it may be pai ki

i in order to secure other creatures, as shown in the middl '• the light anothei
devouring a bloodworm. Above the water a nymph has climbed up a stem, ami its skin has split behind the bead
mature trisect—the dragon-fly.
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Photo by] [E.SUp.F.LS.
Dragon-Fly Nymphs.

Nymphs of one of the large cylindrical-bodied species. That to the left has its mask retracted; the one to the right has it partially

xtended, showing the two-jointed portions which fold up under the head. The valves at the end of the body are shown also.

is withdrawn, and it clings to the empty old skin whilst its wings, so long cramped

up in the little hard pads on its back, hang limp but visibly expanding.

When man, after many experiments, acquired the means of flying he had to make

many trials, a large proportion ending fatally for the intrepid experimenter. But

the dragon-fly, after waiting a little to allow his wings and integuments to harden,

knows exactly how to use them, and spreading them, starts swiftly on a level course,

wheeling sharply to right or left, and backing with facility. In the pond he preyed

upon the other inhabitants, and now in the air he pursues the same methods of

subsistence, but upon the winged Insects.

In addition to the stout-bodied, cylindrical, and the broad-bodied, flat species

of large size, there are others, the demoiselles, with very slender bodies and delicate

narrow wings, the bodies striped with blue and black ; but the general facts of their

life-history are all much alike.

Spinners of Silk.

From very early times man has been acquainted with, and has made use of,

the silk-producing powers of Insects. The silkworm 1 that originally came from

China or India, has been the principal source of the finest raiment with which the

human species has clothed itself, but the faculty of producing silk is shared by many

Insects in a minor degree. In most of them it is utilized in the final stage of the

grub state to make provision for the security of the chrysalis, but many caterpillars

possess it already when newly issued from the egg. As an example of this we may

cite the case of the young caterpillar of the puss-moth, 2 which feeds upon the upper

surface of the leaves of sallow, willow, and poplar. The latter are not only glossy,

affording an insecure foothold, but are kept in a state of constant fluttering by the

slightest movements of the air. The tiny caterpillars, looking like smuts that have

clung to the leaf and that might be detached by a breath, at once set to work to spin

a little pad of silk on the leaf, in which the hooks of their feet may catch, and so

enable the animated particle to feed in safety no matter how violent the jerking

of the leaf from side to side.

1 Bombyx mori. 2 Dicranura vinula.

^
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Another simple, but highly useful example of the spinning power is exhibited

by the leaf-rolling caterpillars and the elongated caterpillars known as geometei

(with which we deal elsewher* from theii peculiar manner of progression, in which

they appear to be carefully measuring the distance traversed. Some caterpillars

.it these two families, when the bough upon which they are feeding is rudely jerked,

at once loose their hold, but simultaneously spin a single thread by which they

hang suspended in mid-air until the supposed danger appears to have passed, when

the) ascend the thread and regain their former station.

A- a rule the -pinning of butterflj caterpillars i- restricted to the fabrication

oi a silken pad into which the terminal hooks oi the chrysalis become attached,

and nl a girdle around what we may term the waist of the chrysalis. The fluid

silk i> produced 1»\ two large glands, one on each side of the body, whose duet,

unite and are continued externally as the spinneret, which i- a point on the middle

line of the lip, differently developed in the different families and species. The

glands are of simple structure and vary in size according to the amount of silk-

production required by the species. In some of the moth-caterpillars that elaboi ati

tl.i.k cocoons their length and weight are considerable : the silkworm, for instai

possessing a pair of silk-glands each measuring live times the full length of the

body. Tin- length is exceeded by some other species, the caterpillar of the

polyphemus silk-moth. 1 for example, having silk-glands seven times the length

of its body. In those that do not spin cocoons, on the other hand, the silk-glands

P
The Demoiselle Dragon-Fly.

The dei ng the slender-bodied dragon-flies bv reason of their dark purple colour. The cylindrical body is

lions. The photograph shows the characteristic resting attitude of this sp

1 Telea polyphemus.
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do not equal the length of the body- In the full-grown silkworm the weight of

the glands equals two-fifths of the Insect's total weight. This is not surprising

when we consider the great length of thread that is produced in the weaving of

the cocoon. The average length of silk wound off from a single cocoon is 1,526 feet
;

but there is a difference between the produce from a cocoon containing a female

chrysalis and one containing a male sufficient to enable the silk-farmers to sort

out the sexes by the weight of the cocoons. In agreement with this result, it is found

that a silkworm which is to develop into a female moth has larger silk-glands than

one that is to become a male

moth.

The history of the domes-

tication of the silkworm, like

that of the honey-bee, extend?

so far back that its beginnings

are hidden in the mists of

antiquity. Silk is known to

have been in general use

among the Chinese at a period

compared with which the in-

troduction of the Insect into

Europe may be spoken of as

recent ; and it is probable

that the silkworm is a native

of China, though some con-

sider it to have originated as

a wild species in Bengal.

Silk tissues reached Europe

from Asia long before any-

thing certain was known as

to their origin, " some sup-

posing," Kirby and Spence

tell us, " it to be the entrails

of a spider-like Insect with

eight legs, which was fed for

four years upon a kind of

paste, and then with the

leaves of the green willow,

until it burst with fat ;
others

that it was the produce of a worm which built clay nests, and collected wax ;

Aristotle, with more truth, that it was unwound from the pupa of a large horned

caterpillar. Nor was the mode of producing and manufacturing this precious

material known to Europe until long after the Christian era, being first learnt about

the year 550, by two monks, who procured in India the eggs of the silkworm-moth,

with which, concealing them in hollow canes, they hastened to Constantinople, where

they speedily multiplied, and were subsequently introduced into Italy, of which

Photo by] [E- Step, F.L.S.

Four-spotted Dragon-Fly.
One of our larger native species, of the flat-bodied section, whose wings are marked
at the base with a blotch of brown, and the hind-body coated with a bluish powder.
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Photo by) [H. Main, F.E.S

.

An Open-work Cocoon.
The caterpillar of the little plute-lla-moth,

when about to become a chrysalis, spins this

net-like cocoon, through which the chrysalis

may be plainly seen. Six times the actual size.

Cocoon of Tusseh-Silkworm.
The cocoon is spun up in a folded leaf or
between two leaves, the caterpillar taking care
first to spin a long stalk of silk which will

attach the cocoon firmly to the branch should
the leaf-stalk become detached. The dark-
coloured silk is rather coarse and tough, but
it makes a very durable fabric.

country silk was long a peculiar and staple commodity -

It was not cultivated in France until the time of

Henry IV., who, considering that mulberries grew

in his kingdom as well as in Italy, resolved, in

opposition to the opinion of Sully, to attempt

introducing it, and fully succeeded."

But in classical times, long before the intro-

duction of the silkworm, very fine silk was produced

in the island of Cos, in the Jigean, probably from

the cocoons of a large brown moth, 1 a native of

South Europe and Western Asia. James I. of

England had visions of a British silk industry when
he encouraged the planting of mulberry trees in this

country ; but all attempts to breed silkworms on

a large scale in these islands have ended in failure.

It has been estimated that in the production of one

pound of raw silk the silkworms consume thirty

pounds of mulberry leaves.

Most persons have been in their youth amateur

silk-farmers, and have reared this Insect right

through from lead-coloured eggs and the smooth,

white caterpillars with the caudal horn to the

insignificant-looking moth, which has been so demo-

ralized by thousands of years of domestication that

it no longer has the power or the inclination to fly.

There is no moth that has a less interesting life-

history than this ; and yet, because of this silk-

producing power of its caterpillar, it outweighs

in importance all other species of moths put together,

according to the notions of civilized man. There

are finer moths whose caterpillars produce silk of

fine quality more abundantly, but they fail in the

spinning quality of the thread. Of some of these

great hopes have been entertained from time to time.

but with the exception of certain wild Indian species

which supply the tussa, taser, or tusseh silk and

the eri silk, the results have been somewhat dis-

appointing commercially. These big silkworms

belong to a family different from that which includes

the silkworm. They are more closely related to our

emperor moth, already described ;
but a few words

upon the chief silk-producing species will not

be out of place here. We have seen that

the upper part of the emperor's cocoon is

so contrived by the untaught caterpillar that

1 Pachypasa otus.
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it- exit when it becomes a moth will he easy, whilsl entry on the pari

' i any intruder will In- difficult. At tin- upper pari the cocoon 1- ii"t i losed in hut

tapi i- to .1 point formed 1>\ straighl silken hairs i onverging. These maj !» push d

against from outside without yielding, hut verj ilighl pressure from within will

serve to separate them and reveal the opening. At a little distance inside, this

-tin. tuo i- repeated, so that the chrysalis reposes in safety behind two puzzle

'1 s which oppose no obstruction to the moth,

In a North American species of silk-moth ' this type of cocoon is improved
upon. There are in fact two cocoons placed one within the other with a packing

of loosely spun thread- between the two walls, which keep the inner cocoon in

place, as shown in the photograph of the cocoon in section. This arrangement

must protect the contained chrysalis from great changes of temperature; but

Photo by] a i

The A.RRIND1 Silk-Moth.
Another silk-moth of India and the East, which is somewhat larger than the tusseh-moth. Its yellowish-olive wings are handed with
white and 1

1 white marks edged with yellow and black. The photograph shows the actual

though admirable for the chrysalis and the moth, it is not appreciated by those

who would convert it- filaments into woven tissues. The upper open end of tin'

cocoon make- it a difficult matter to unwind tin- -ilk, and so it does not appear to

have a high commercial value, though it is said to have been successfully woven
into stockings. A- the cocoon is three inches or more in length and nearlv an inch

and a half broad, one would expect that the extra quantity of silk would i

up for the defect. In California, however, a -mailer member of the same family

i- reared for the sake of it- -ilk much as is the silkworm of the old world. The
1 1

1
lopia-moth, as may be supposed from the dimensions of its cocoon, is a lar^e

Insect. When the moth spreads its beautifully ornamented wing-, the disl

between the tips of the fore-wings is about six inches; and the caterpillar that

spins the big cocoon is four inches long and nearly an inch in thickness. It is

1 Platysamia cecropia.
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gloriously coloured with a beautiful green shaded with blue, and from each of the

rings or segments of its body there stand out five stout, fleshy spines of red, blue,

and yellow, some of them knobbed and the knobs supporting sharp, black bristles.

The outer envelope of the cocoon is so closely woven, with the interstices filled

with liquid silk, that it is as tough and firm as vellum ; the inner lining is of similar

consistency but thinner. An Indian species is described as having the cocoon

of leather-like texture, and Colonel Sykes said it was cut into strips by the Mahrattas

and used as thongs for lashing together the barrel and stock of their guns.

The tusseh silk-moth 1
is a fawn or brown-coloured moth, with a wing expanse

of four or five inches, and a strongly marked eye-spot on each wing. The caterpillar

is pale yellow-green, with metallic spots along the sides, and is about three inches

in length. It feeds upon several kinds of

trees in the forest regions of India, where

the natives watch the caterpillars at large

on the trees rather than properly domes-

ticating them, collecting the cocoons when
they are ready. These are large ovals of

a dark-brown colour, about two and a quarter

inches long, and suspended from a branch

by a long silk stalk. As in the case of the

mulberry silkworm the chrysalis has to be

killed, and then the silk is reeled from the

It is woven into a fine enduring

and its manufacture is an important

industry. The muga silk of Assam
product of an allied species. 2 Arrindi

obtained from a near relation of the

the largest known moth, with

of wings varying from eight to

eleven and three-quarter inches. The arrindi-

moth 4
is a wild form, and what is believed

cocoon

fabric,

Indian

is the

silk is

atlas-moth,3

an expanse

Pholo by] [H. Bastin.

The Arrindi-Silkworm.
Tliis handsome caterpillar is coloured green,

spotted with black, and bears fleshy spines. It

feeds upon .the castor-oil plant and the leaves of

the ailanthus-tree. The spinning of its cocoon is

shown on the page opposite.

a domesticated

silk of Assam.

race 5 of itto be

the eri silk of Assam. In this case

cannot be unwound from the cocoon,

to be woven into threads as cotton is woven

produces

the silk

but has

Bee's-nest Beetles.

The nests of bees, wasps, and ants give shelter to numerous Insects other than

the builders and their progeny. Some of these, as we have already shown, though

long considered as enemies, are now known to be very useful friends. But the

beetles to which we propose now to call attention have not yet had any advocate

declaring that their character has been misunderstood in the past. So far as it

goes, our present knowledge of their habits and life-history seems to prove that

they are enemies to the industrious bees and wasps ; but we should not be at all

surprised if some one discovered that their work was much more that of the

1 Antheraea paphia. - A. assama. 3 Attacus atlas. 4 A. cynthia. 5 A. ricini.
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scavenger than of the murderer. Although these beetles have been reported as

taken occasionally in this country, they are not considered to be natives ; but on
the Continent they are not uncommon. The one whose photograph we reproduce,

and which appears also in the coloured plate, may, following its scientific name, 1

be called the bee-keeper. The perfect Insect is of

rather slender form, half an inch in length, and narrower

in front than behind. Its legs, head, and the fore-body

in front of the wing-covers are of deep blue, which

shines slightly beneath the coat of hairs. The wing-

covers themselves are crossed by alternate bands

of red and blue-black, of which there are three of each.

The joints of the antennae form a wedge-shaped club.

The female beetle makes her way into the nests of

wasps, solitary bees, and where the bee-master has not

exercised proper care, into the bee-hive, where she lays

her eggs. When these hatch the young grubs make
their way into the honey-comb whence they attack

and eat sickly bees, and breaking into the cells devour

the bee-grubs and chrysalids. The eggs are laid

between May and July, and hatch soon after, the grub

performing its destructive work until early in the

following year. After attaining full size as a grub,

it appears to rest for a time before becoming a chrysalis,

and specimens of another species 2 kept under obser-

vation have been known to extend this inactive,

waiting period for nearly two years ; but this may
have been due to artificial conditions. We may
assume that under normal conditions the chrysalis-

skin is thrown off in May, and the perfect beetles

seek the flowers where they find their mates.

Now, from what has been said in previous articles

on the subject of strongly contrasted bands or spots

of red or yellow in conjunction with black or other

dark colour, it will be evident that the colour-scheme

of these beetles denotes inedibility, and this, no

doubt, has reference to the risks they would otherwise

run from bird attacks when exposed on flowers in

the sunshine. But such warning colours are no

protection against the stings of bees ; and our

^S^c^bfSS^taFSS artist has sought t0 show what Probably happens

when the newly mature beetles have left the security

of their nests in the substance of the brood-combs,

and are making their way out of the hive. They have been detected by some of

the watchful workers, who are seeking with their poisoned stings to find a joint in

the armour of the beetle.

Photo by] [H. Bastin.

The Finished Cocoon.
This particular cocoon was spun in cap-

to inherited habits of its kind,
structed the silken covering
imaginary leaf-stalk.

1 Trichodes apiarius. 2 T. alveolarius.
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ound chiefly in the nests oi the
1 performs a useful 3i i ii i bj

The second species we have named has been

mason-bee and othei soUtarj bees. A third species

destro} ing tin- Moro can locust.

Spring-tails.

III.' simplesl group oi the true Insects are the spring tails, 2 minute creatures

with six legs but mi wine,s. Having nothing to develop beyond what they begin

life with, thej undergo no transformation or metamorphosis. Although Some

of the species must be perfectlj familiar to everybody who has.done a little gardening;

turned over woodland debris, or hunted on a rocky shore foi larger objei I oi natural

history, the actual nature and characters oi the spring tails and their nearest allies

appear to he known only to a lew specialists. In a greenhouse or garden-frame

they often swarm, and it watched lor a minute or two they will be seen to indulgi

in a considerable amount oi leaping exercise,

though they have no special long legs with

thickened thighs as the grasshoppers have for

this purpose. The jumping apparatus is of a

kind that is Special to this order of Insect--,

and remind- one strongly oi the little wooden
that are such a delighl in childhood.

The mechanism oi the toy and of the spring-

tail Insect i- essentially the same.

The division of the body into three

portion-, usually SO pronounced in adult

[ns& ts, i-. a- a rule, obscure in this group.

In mosl cases there appears to the eye only

one division into head and body. By anal, i

.-I i ourse, we know that the three pair- oi legs

are attached to the three segments of the

bodj or trunk, and in a lew species this

fai i i- made i videni l>v the trunk being

somewhat broader than tin hind-bodj The

ln-ei i is covered with scales oi hair- in mosi

cases with scales somewhat similar to those oi butterflies' wings, exhibiting under

the micros* ope very elaborate and beautiful markings, which have caused them to be

used extensivi 1\ tor testing the power- oi objective-glasses for that instrument.

The head bear- a pair of antenna' or " feelers," and behind these are the eyes,

it any. Some oi the spei ies are quite blind, and those that have eyes have simple

one- -umlar to those seen between the largi compound eyes of bees and other

Insects. The mouth i- not made prominent a- in most fnsects by projecting jaws

or proboscis. In the spring-tails the mouth i- formed more for sucking than for

biting, and owing to the masticator) apparatus being entirely within the mouth,

the latter i- not at all obvious.

Just behind the third pair of legs, or to bi more exacl on the under side of

the first segment oi the hind-body, there is a little swelling which opens to permit

1 Tri' unios. lUmbola.

I

Hee-ui\ i B

This prettily marked I l1 length is little

more than halfanini
i
on a largei

The hail and thi

with bands <>i red.
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the outward passage of a fleshy sucker which is moist and sticky, and enables the

Insect to attach itself to any small object it is walking over. Almost at the

extremity of the hind-body and extending up to or very near to the legs, there

is a long forked process bent on the under surface of the body, and fastened by

a sort of catch when not in use. When occasion requires this can be suddenly

extended, with the result that the Insect is thrown into the air. The sticky sucker

probably has its use in steadying the Insect when alighting from one of these leaps.

The spring-tails, though exceedingly plentiful on moist soil where there is

decaying vegetation, are too small to have received more than passing attention

from most Nature-students. In consequence, very little is known about them.

Forty years ago, Sir John Lubbock (afterwards Lord Avebury) wrote a book upon

them, in which he told all that was known about them at that date, and very little

has been added to our knowledge of the group since. Beyond the expressive name

spring-tail applied indiscriminately to all the species, there are only Latin names

to distinguish them, which—helpful

as these are to the scientific student

—

always serve to hinder the layman in

acquiring knowledge. An attempt

may be made to indicate a few of them

by invented names that will agree

sufficiently with the Latin ones.

The brown smynthurus is a

common species and the largest of its

genus, though this is not saying much
for size, seeing that it measures less

than a tenth of an inch. It is com-

mon under loose bark on old stumps,

where it appears to feed upon fungus

threads. It often has numbers of a

minute mite clinging to its under side.

The green smynthurus, another com-

mon species, is only one-twelfth of an

inch, and has green eyes surrounded by black, and long antennae. The yellow

smynthurus also has its eyes surrounded by black, and the tips of its antenna; are

coloured violet.

The girdled orchesella is about a quarter of an inch long, the body mottled

with yellow and black in variable proportions, and a girdle of black across the hind-

body. It has no scales, but is distinctly hairy. It is found among moss and decaying

leaves. An allied species, the hairy orchesella, is very similar in its mottling of

yellow and black, but is without the black girdle.

The bent-necked lepidocyrtus, viewed from the side, has a very quaint appear-

ance. The fore-part of the trunk is elevated and projecting, whilst the head is

depressed. Its scales are metallic-looking and reflect many brilliant colours.

The ringed degeeria is another scaleless species. The ground colour is greenish-

yellow, with brown transverse markings which give the ringed appearance.

Scale of a Spring-tail.

The spring-tails are clothed with minute scales, whirh are in some
cases long and hair-like. They were long in use by microscopists as
tests of the definition of their high-power lenses. The photograph
shows one enlarged to six hundred times the actual size.
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[W. West.

Spring tails.

J tvpes of structure of this group of primitiv. 1 i for the fact that they undergo no to

develop nbmng! Manyofthen a they are thrown into the

Some have a peculiai tub . tls n tin- under surface, whose function has not yet been explained satisfactorily. They may be said

to be Insects that have not advanced beyond the larval stage.

315
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The aquatic podura is the little blue-black creature that may often be found

clustering on the surface of stagnant pools and puddles. A somewhat similar

Insect, so far as shape is concerned, but white in colour and without a spring, is the

dunghill lipura. Its white colour is due to the fact that it lives beneath the soil,

where it feeds upon fleshy roots. It is about a tenth of an inch in length ; and a very

common species. An allied species, the seaside lipura, is lead-coloured, and found

upon seaweed and in rock crevices along the seashore between high- and low-water

marks. When the tide is in its hiding places are, of course, under water, but as

a ride the Insect appears to keep its body surrounded with air, which enables it

to breathe. Another species, white and eyeless, is found in caves.

By some authors the spring-tails are held to be a connecting-link between

the Insects and the class represented by the centipedes and millipedes.

Earth- Measurers.

This name in a Greek form 1 has been

given to a large family of moths with long and
slender bodies and broad but fragile wings.

Properly speaking the name belongs to the

caterpillars of these moths, for it was their

peculiar form and manner of progression

that suggested they were engaged in

measuring the distance travelled. This

peculiarity is due to the situation of their

clasping temporary feet. They have the

usual six horny permanent legs placed on
the first segments of the bodv behind the

head
; but the soft temporary feet, that do

not appear in the winged stage, instead of

supporting the middle of the body as in

other caterpillars, are reduced to a single

pair and placed far back, just in front of

I he tail claspers. In most other cater-

pillars there are four pairs of these in

tail claspers, and progression is effected by increasing and
distance between these middle feet. In geometer-caterpillars

the true feet are at the front end and the clasping feet at the other

end, so that in order to go forward the caterpillar has to take hold
with its fore-feet and, curving its body into a great loop in the middle, bring
its hind-feet close up to the others. Taking hold with the claspers the loop is now
straightened out and the body extended to its full length, where the fore-legs again
take hold. In this fashion at every step it takes it covers an extent of surface

equal to its own length, and does it witli an air of deliberation that is quite the

opposite of the hurried movements performed by many other caterpillars more
liberally furnished with clasping feet.

Relying as they do upon these claspers for their principal support, the geometer-
1 Geometrae.

Photo by]

Spring-tail Leaping.
;

. Step, F.L.S.

The lead-coloured tomocerus is represented as in tin ai t "i

leaping. The spring, it will be seen, is now fully extended,
but before the Insect has reached the ground again it will be
folded forward with the fork between the legs. The photo-
graph is thirteen times the Insect's actual size.

addition to the

reducing the
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II . West.

\\ \m:i r Spring tail.
tail, apparently v< Lat< d to the m<

caterpillars have learned to balance themselves as it were upon them, to hold the

body extended and rigid foi hours, so thai they look like twigs or branches oi their

food-planl In this position, however, thej are tnostlj helped by a thread from

the mouth t «
> the stem. Most oi them are coloured some shade oi green or

brown thai harmonizes with the stem they arc holding to, and in main i a

tin resemblance i- greatly helped by warts upon the skin which beat a wondei In I

likeness to the leaf-buds upon the real shoots. Although many "l these cater-

pillars feed only in the evening or at night, they do not hide themselves l>v

day as other night-feeders do,

but remain extended as twigs,

etc., quite openly. Some of the

In -t known, because largest, nl

these twig-like caterpillar- arc

thos< oi the swallow-tailed moth, ]

the brimstone-moth, 2 the oak

beauty,3 brindled beauty,' and

peppered-moth,5 oi which we give

some photogi aphic examples.

Some oi the smaller species

are not large enough to cany ou1

this twig mimicry, and they elude

observation by some other re-em

blances, the brimstone looking

like a piece torn out oi a leal but

still clinging to it. Another look-

like an empty snail-shell 6—if it

looked like a lull one it would be

as likely to be eaten as though it

resi mbled a i aterpillar ! The

caterpillar of the large emerald"

teed- on birch and hazel, and so

(dings to a twig or leaf-stalk th it

;: has the appearance of a catkin.

It- colour is brown marked with

green, and it- segments appear to

overlap, and resemble the ovet

lapping scales of the catkin. Its

form, which is -hurt and thick,

helps the resemblance. The young caterpillar oi the early thorn-moth 8 twists

itself on a leaf in such a remarkable manner that it look- like the excrement

snail. The caterpillar of the Brussels-lace moth 9 feeds upon lichens, and it- colours

and markings are such that it i- exceedingly difficult to deteel it among the similarly

coloured tood-plant. The two caterpillars represented slightly in excess oi the

natural size on page 319, are respectively oi the brindled beauty moth and the

peppered moth, two of our largest native representatives oi the group.

1 Ourapteryx sambucaria. - Rumia cratsgata. 3 Amphidasys strati ' Lycia hirtaria
1 Pactays betularia. ,; Aspilate T Geometra papilionaria. B Selenia illunaria.

1

• >ra lichenaria.

,»'. ii',,i.

Long-horned Tomocerus
md third paii

k id, lip Insect is shown on
li tual size.
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A Carpenter-Bee's Lodgers.

Some years ago Dr. R. C. L. Perkins, who has added greatly to our knowledge

of tropical Insects, called attention to a remarkable structure in certain large species

of carpenter-bees from the Indo-Malay region and South Africa. These carpenter-

bees belong to a different genus 1 from that to which the European carpenter 2

belongs. In our article upon the carpenter-bees we gave a portrait of one of these

koptorthosomas—the broad-footed carpenter (see page 40). Now, although on

a superficial view the hind-body appears to be attached to the fore-body by its

entire width, this is not so in

reality, the connection being re-

stricted to a short and narrow

waist at the lower side. Above

this waist the fore- and hind-

bodies are separated, though there

is only a slight space between them.

Down the face of this part of the

hind-body in the females of certain

species there is an opening which

leads to a cavity in the fust

segment of the hind-body, and the

entrance to it is protected by a

fringe of stiff hairs. In this

chamber dwell a number of mites

of a particular species.'5

Now it is a well-known fact

that our common humble-bees are

more or less infested with mites,

and it is the prevailing idea that

these creatures are parasites.

Humble-bees, like other Insects,

die ; and if one is found in a

dying condition with the mites

much in evidence as—like the

proverbial rats and the sinking

ship—they are preparing to seek

other quarters, it is assumed that

they have killed the poor bee. It is but natural, therefore, that on the

discovery of this mite-chamber in the females of the koptorthosomas, it

should again be supposed that the mites were parasites. It was con-

tended that being subject to the annoyance of having these parasites,

it would be to the advantage of the bee to have them confined to a hidden

part of her body where they would be within easy reach of the only soft portion

of the bee's exterior—the connection between fore- and hind-body. One can

understand a special adaptation of structure to suit the convenience of a

1 Koptorthosoma. - Xylocopa violacea. 3 Greenia perkinsi.

Photo by]

Caterpillar of Brussels-Lace Moth.
This caterpillar is one of the earth-measurers or geometers, and feeds upon
lichens. It will be seen that its type of coloration makes it almost identical

in appearance with the lichen-clad branch.

It is but
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friendly companion, and there are many examples of such structures, as the

present writer has pointed out with some detail in his book on Messmates
;

but it would be much more extraordinary if such provision were made for

the comfort of an enemy who is supposed to bring about the untimely death of

its benefactor.

The habits of these bees make it a difficult matter to determine precisely what

are the relations subsisting between the bee and the mite, but we believe that fuller

investigation will show that the mites are scavengers, feeding upon the debris,

and possibly germs, that cling to the long hairs with which both carpenter-bees

and humble-bees are clothed. It is worthy of note in this connection that the

males of both kinds of bees do not perform any of the mining in wood or earth that is

calculated to bring about the soiling of this hairy coat. They spend their short

existence in the open air and sunshine, and are not troubled by mites ; but if the mites

were parasites the male bees should be as acceptable food-providers as their mates.

Cert a i n

butterflies,

notably the
" blues," fre-

quently have

one or more

rather large"

red mites upon

them ; but it

seems prob-

able that in

this case they

are merely
using the

A Pocket for Mites. DUUeimes as

A large species nf r.irpmtt r h.<- which has .i ^p< i.il i h.imber in iN hind body for tlie accommodation of a statfe COacheS
swarm of mites, variously estimated as parasites and scavengers. The arrow points to the entrance of the °
chamber. t O Convey
them from plant to plant. On page 138 of this work there is a photograph of

the big West Indian cockroach known as the Drummer. In the middle of the

back of the specimen photographed there is a light patch, which cannot be

resolved into anything definite in the reproduction, but when we examined the

Insect with a lens, the patch proved to consist of a large number of mites, which

probably kept clean the Drummer's back where the over-lapping wings prevented

brushing with the hind-legs. Many beetles have mites constantly upon their under

ides in considerable numbers ; but the beetles so affected are always such as feed

upon filth or burrow in the earth, and it appears most likely that their office is to

keep clean those portions of the beetle which the inflexible armour with which it is

encased will not permit the Insect to get at with its legs. Among these beetles

may be mentioned the dor, or watchman-beetle, that manipulates dung and burrows

beneath it, the species of aphodius, that have similar habits, and the burying

beetles, that come in contact with filth of another kind. It is the view of the
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Grasshoppers.

present writer, that if these [nsect-infesting mites were the parasites thej an

thought to be, thej would be found also upon ofl bodied Insects, such as cater-

pillars .mil other grubs, where they would certainly be near i to the juices which

they are supposed to suck. It is quite clear thai further and closer observation

upon both [nsects and mites

is needed before anything

positive can be stated as to

their relations.

I he remarkable series

oi photographs illustrating

this article makes the posi-

tion and nature oi this mite-

chamber verj clear. The
portrait oi the bei shows, by

means oi the white arrow,

the line of separation be-

tween the fore-body and

hind-body. In the longi-

t udinal section oi the hind-

body en pae,e ;_'_', the mite

chamber is marked B, and

the black arrow points to

where the lore-body joins on.

Two other photographs show

the broad end of the liind-

bodv, first with a needli

inserted in the entrance to

the mite-chamber, and second

with .1 mite issuing from it.

Grasshoppers.

The grasshoppers form

two large families the short-

horns 1 and the long-horns. 2

Unlike main- of the family

distinctions of [nsects, tin--

i- a point of difference that

may be memorized easilv

by those who have no taste

tor scientific phraseology.

Tin- is not a mere arbitral \

division, for the difference m the length of the antennae connotes other diffen

in structure, but it is sufficient to remember this one item. Such simple

distinctions, a- a rule, have a way of being puzzling to the novice who
would not know where to draw the line between long and short. But here

1 Acridiidje. : I.ocustidae.

Carpj itei Bee's Mite-( hambj
f the bee's hind-body from th<_' front. In the upper photograph a needle is

in cted wer photograph one of the

that dw.ll tli from the same cavity. The lower gap in each is the

tion with the fore-body, broken off for the purpose of photographing.
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there is not such difficulty, for the antennae oi the short-horns never have

more than thirty joint* ; whilst those of the long-horns never have nearly so

few as thirty joints, being mostly as long as, or longer than, the body. The

active little grasshoppers of our fields are short-horns ;
so are the locusts that

migrate in vast armies and inflict agricultural ruin wherever they settle. But with

a strange perversity, the high priests of entomology have distinguished the long-horn

familv by a name that appears to indicate that the all-devouring locusts are

included in it—which is quite the opposite of the fact. The Cambridge Natural

History makes the matter worse by speaking of " the Insects called locusts in popular

language," which seems to imply that the users of " popular language " have

misappropriated a scientific name, whereas it is science that has misapplied a folk-

name that has been in use for ages. Of these locusts we shall have occasion to

speak in a separate article : it is sufficient now to make it clear that they are

, simply large grass-

hoppers of the

short-horned kind

that have g r e-

garious habits and

the migratory
instinct.

( i rassh o p p e r s

belong to the great

order 1 of Insect life

that includes the

cockroaches, ear-

wigs, stick-Insects,

and crickets. These

are all characterized

by a gradual deve-

lopment from the

egg to the fully-

winged condition

without any resting

period : they are active throughout life—the wings growing gradually as the Insects

increase in size. These wings are four in number and constitute two distinct pairs.

The upper pair (or wing-covers) are of a parchment character ; the lower ones

are. finer and more delicate. The mouth-parts are formed for biting. The grass-

hoppers share these characters with all the other families of the order. There is

one other they have in common with the long-horns and the crickets only : that

is, the great development of the hind pair of legs, which are very long, and the broad

thigh is broadest near its base. It is to this development, and the powrer of the

muscles attached to these limbs, that the leaping ability for which they are famed

is due.

Grasshoppers leave the egg in the same form practically as that of their mature

parents, the only difference being the absence of wings. The first indication of

1
( Irthoptera.

Carpenter-Bee's Hind-Body.
[H. Baslm.

A longitudinal section of the hind-body to show the situation of the mite-chamber. A is the part
containing the internal organs. B is the special compartment for the mites, and the needle is

thrust through the entrance. The arrow marks the point of attachment to the fore-body.



An African Grasshopper.
photogrraphs nra under different conditio!

folded fan-rasbion, as indii rvures," and i

which is portrayed oi the natura tinted, and a i ag parts ol Africa.
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these comes after the grasshopper has thrown off its second skin. After the third

moult these are more evident, but until the final change of skin they are mere buds,

the incipient wings being short and folded within a firm envelope. After the last

moult they are free from their wrappings, and rapidly expand to their full size,

afterwards being folded along the back and sides. Such a coarse of development

is known as partial or incomplete metamorphosis. It is only possible to those

Insects in which there is no change, but only a development, of their mouth-parts

and their digestive system. This enables them to continue the process of nutrition

whilst their wings are developing. The first appearance of the wing-buds marks
the beginning of the pupa stage, but as we cannot fitly use the term pupa or chrysalis

where the Insect is active, it is known as a nymph until it has got fully developed,

free wings. There are some species in which the wings are never developed.

The grasshoppers have both compound and simple eyes, but in the long-horns

the latter are often imperfectly developed, and two of the three may be wanting.

Photo by] IE. Step, F.L.S.

Two-coloured Grasshopper.
One of the most familiar of the "common grasshoppers," abounding in meadows, on heaths, etc. Although not good runners,

owing to the impediment of their long hind-legs, they get along with rapidity by making long leaps and spreading their wings.

Their colour—a mixture of green and brown—is such as makes them quite inconspicuous. Nearly twice the actual size.

As the grasshoppers are musical Insects it is not surprising that they should have

ears to enable them to appreciate the notes of their fellows. Here, again, there

is considerable difference between the short-horns and the long-horns, for whereas

the former carry their ears on the back at the base of the hind-body, the latter

have theirs in the shank of the front pair of legs, a little below the knee. Other

Insects do not possess these organs; and, seeing that only the males produce sounds

it has been by some thought strange that ears have not been restricted to the females.

There is no doubt, however, that it is important for the maintenance of rivalry

between males that these should hear the enchanting strains their rivals are

producing. A singular fact is this : that species which to the human ear appear

incapable of sound-production are provided with ears. This is thought to indicate

that these apparently silent species do produce sounds in reality, but that they

are too fine to be appreciated by our ears. The short-horns produce their music

bv scraping the big thigh over the wing-cover.

The eggs of the grasshoppers are laid in masses in the ground, the female

long-horns having a cutlass-shaped egg-placer for this purpose. The short-horns.
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howevi 1
.
are withoul sui h aid, and have to bore a hole by thrusting the hind-body

well into the soil. A fluid 1 poured over the eggs, and this, hardening, unites

ill' ni .iikI forms a protection, h does not, however, ward oil all enemii ["hi

blister-beetle hunt- for these egg-masses and deposits her own eggs upon them, and
nil hatching the beetle-grub: batten up. in the grasshoppers' eggs. A similar 1

1 followed bj certain two-winged flies; and the nutritive value "I the eggs i-

appn 1 iated In some bird-.

All the IhHi horns are strid vegetarians, bul some oi the long horns add
other Insects to then vegetable fare. Whilst much attention ha- been paid t"

ilir
1 a\ ages "l locusts, and

expi nsn e measures have

been adopted to a imbal

them, comparatively little

notice has been taken oi
-.(g-r:-

the effect upon grasslands ^J§j

"1 the small grasshoppers. ' ~

li "in -u- quietly in mea *5!

dow or pasture for a -hurt

time and observes the enor-

mous number of these

Insects that arc clinging

tn the grass - stems and

eating the leaves, he must
' ome to the conclusion that

the quantity of grass

1 "ii iimed throughout the

summer musl make a

' onsiderable difference to

the tonnage oi hay yielded

bv the ni' ul' i\\ . and to the

number of animal- that can

be fed in the pasture. \\ e
, , . Pkm

alr too apt, pernaps, to Short-Horned Green Grasshopper.
refifard the matter trom the ' grasshopperol uncultn largest but one of our native

» boms. The in

a-lhetic point of \*ie\\ ami '

tn think of the grasshoppei u robatic feats and it- cheerful chirrup a- importanl
item- in the amenities of tin- country. So, indeed, they are; but it i-- surprisin

that the eciinomic agriculturists have no1 given us statistics oi the loss the grass

hopper causes, and devised -nine mean- fur reducing its numbers.

Having dealt with the long-horns already (see page 150), let us take a few

typical examples from the short-horns to show their variety. The common
grasshoppers of our meadows 1 are well known, for what reader in his child-

hood has not engaged in the rather elusive delight of hunting them ? They
agree pretty generally in form with the large migratory locusts. There
are -ome remarkable departure-, from this type. One oi these 1- the long-nose, 2

1 Stenobothrus and Gomphoccrus. -' Trj uta.
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a native of Europe, though it does not occur in Rritain. It has a long, slender

body, two and a half inches in length, and leaping legs more than three inches long

;

but instead of the stout, squarish head of the typical grasshoppers, in this species

the first division of the Insect is prolonged considerably in front of the mouth in

a tapering form and an upward direction, as will be seen in the photographs on

page 328. The eyes and antenna' are borne near

the extremity of this snout-like extension. But

in a South American species 1 this tendency to

elongation is carried to such an extreme that the

grasshopper might easily be mistaken for one of

the stick-Insects. It is six inches long and only

about a fifth of an inch broad. It sits anion;;

withered grass, which it exactly resembles.

Then in some species of the little grouse

locusts—of which we can boast two native

representatives, though they are not quite half

an inch long—we meet with remarkable disguises.

The British species 2 are quite normal grasshoppers

at first sight, but what we take for the wing-

covers extended over the hind-body is a remark-

able outgrowth of the fore-part of the fore-body

and known as a pronotum. This species is

shown on page 32Q. In an African species 3
it

forms a high-arched ridge extending right over

the Insect from head to tail, and gives this grass-

hopper an exact likeness to a membracid. Another

species from Ceylon 4 has the pronotum developed

into a hood which covers the head, shoulders,

and middle of the back, and extends as a high

toothed peak over and in front of the head.

Many of the grasshoppers of other countries

are wingless and run into remarkable forms, some

of them being very spiny. One such, the toad

grasshopper,5 lives among stones in South Africa,

and is so " got up " in colour and surface orna-

mentation that it may be passed as a stone more

easily than recognized as a grasshopper. Another

species, from the karoo, 6 resembles a clod of earth,

and is so sedentary in its habits that it has lost

the power of leaping by disuse of the leaping legs,

which it carries pressed along its back, and employs them only in the production

of sounds. In this species both sexes produce considerable noise, which appears

to serve them as a protection by scaring possible enemies. The apparatus for

sound production in this species is not confined to the hind-thigh and the unde-

veloped wing-cover, but there are also swollen portions of the lower part of the side

1 Cephalocoema lineata. - Tetrix bipunctatus. 3 Xerophyllum. Cladonotus.
5 Trachypetra bufo. 6 Methone anderssoni.

/ [£. Step, F.L.i.

Lubber Locust.

S e of the l.n:: l'i. I .![ "
-l-^ of the southern

parts of North America are known as lubber or

clumsy locusts from an .tlw m , of grace in their

vi ments. They are heavily built, and whilst

I heir antenna? are rather long for short-horns, their

wings and wing-covers are not long enough to cover
the hind-body. Natural size.
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part ol which exhibits

several strong folds and

am ithi 1 part is finely

grooved. The finer

ridges of the grooved

portion arc rubbed by the

inner face oi the thigh

moving over them, and

thestrong folds arc -truck

by peg-like wart- near

the base of the same

limb. It is very pro-

bable that it was a grass

hopper nt tin- type, but

with wings, which was

encountered in Africa by Mr. Gregory

I'hnlo by]

Chorthippus Nymph.
[P. J. Bart md, t I s

A young female of this species enlarged to a 1 its actual size The growing

atpresenton I 1 third of the hind-body : at full development they will covi

In his book, The Great Rift Valley, he says :

Strolling one evening out of the camp at Kurawa, I was startled by a hissing

noise like thai ol a snake coming from a clump of grass. As I was wearing knicker-

bockers and tennis-shoes, I sprang back and pelted the grass with handful- oi -and

As this did not drive out the supposed snake, 1 cautiously approached, peering into

thi clump. I could just detect a small green head among the stalks, and behind

tin- appeared, whenever the noise was repeated, an expansion like the hood ol

.1 i obra. I tried to kill the animal by a few sharp blows with my stick behind the

head, and one ol these knocked it over. 1 then found that I had been frightened

by a big grasshoppei

which, by puffing ou1 i1
-

wings, assumed a resem-

blance to the shape of the

head of a hooded snake ;

while it- noise was a good

imitation of the dull jerky

hi-- ol some spei ies i >i

snakes."

Hover-Flies.

Among the In

that are entitled to the

direi i encouragement

(nol mere toleration ol

the gardener are the

yellow-banded little fhi -

that hang in air, sustained

in one place by move-

ments ot the wings -o

rapid that the form

Spotted Grasshoi
!

tints of its surroundings. It will be noticed that the

ire clubbed, but this fcatur lentinthemal
north'
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ss

m^r?:'

these organs is entirely lost, and the head and body appear to be surrounded by
a delicate haze or a halo. They change from place to place with a darting movement
and immediately recommence the wonderful hovering which has gained them their

common name. In watching the marvellous manner in which this flv can maintain

its position as though it were su-pended by an invisible wire, one is struck by its

resemblance to tin- aerial performance- oi the humming-bird and the humming-bird

hawk- moth. But the

object in view is very

different : the bird and

the moth are intent upon

the extraction of nectar

from flowers, but the

hover-fly 1
is prospecting

for a suitable place in

which to deposit her eggs.

The point she is anxious

to decide is whether the

plant whose leaves and

stems -he is surveying is

affected by green-fly. It

so, then it is a suitable

plant to receive her eggs.

Herein lies the hover-

fly's claim to the con-

sideration of the gardener.

The green-fly is probably

his greatest horror. Its

smallness, its power of

rapid multiplication with-

out cessation throughout

the season, and the mys-

terious way in which a

plant that was apparently

quite clean a few days ago

is swarming with the pest

to-dav, make it more

difficult to cope withLong-Xose Grasshopper.
This species, which is found in Europe and other parts of the world, differs from the usual

pper type in the head tapering to a point considerably in advance of the mouth,
and in the eyes and antenna being borne by the extremity. The antenna; are of peculiar

shape and the eyes are modified in shape to suit the situation.

than most of the garden

scourges. But a batch of

eggs laid bv the hover-fly or the lady-bird will result in the thorough cleaning of

the plant that has received the attentions of these beneficent Insects. At this date

most gardeners have accepted the lady-bird as a friend, but the ministrations of

the hover-flv's grub are not so well known to them. The appearance of the fly is

to most of them too suggestive of the wasp, and the wasp is undeservedly on their

black list. Still, in the case of the hover-fly grub, it is quite easy to afford the

1 Syrphtis.



Hover-Flies.

( ',10 IUS1 I

Apparently a normally lorn*
: r, it will

to be (hi

tanning a hard shield thar

trily explained.
The actual length of the body is about half an inch.

unbelieving gardener a demonstration oi its

practical assi which maj jood way
towards a mvincing him.

The soft, maggot-like -rub- are broad behind

and taper away to a fine point forward when the

creature is hunting for it- prey. It is pale gi

in i "lour, with a white line down the middle of the

back. It is blind and it has no feet ; but like

other maggots it contrive-; to cling by mean

slight roughness of the -kin. and it- lower surl

can be so flattened ou1 as to bring it into close

contact with the plant. Flattening out its hinder

part, it take- bold in this elementary way, and

extend- the remainder of its body as far as

possible. Its mouth is provided with a triple

spine which can b i into the leal to secure us hold. Then it releases it- hinder

pari and draw- this forwards toward- the mouth, takes hold again and extends
the fore-part a- before, proceeding much after the manner of a geometer-caterpillar.

Ihi- method oi progression, and it- extremely soft and ductile body, are of great

use to it in the search for it- victims. Having cleared the green-fly off one leaf,

it marches up the stem to the next leal, where, taking hold with it> hind-quarter-,

it elevates it- body in the air. and sways it about from side to side. It cannot

bul it appear- to have the sense oi smell. There i- a green-fly in the middle of the

and the hover-fly Ljrub correctly locates it. No sooner does he get within

reach than his body i- stretched

t" the lull extent, and the

green-fly i- delicately impaled,

then held triumphantlv in the

air as high a- the -rub can

elevate it. It i- rather like

a drinker tilting back his head
in order that the content- oi

a bottle may run out and down
hi- throat by simple gravitation.

Possibly the -rub i- helped in

the same way, lor in about a

minute the green-fly leather-

bottle ha- been emptied of it-

fluid contents, and the useless

envelope is dropped. The
green-fly lives by -action of

the fluids of plant-, and has

no hard part-. The L.Tllb of White-lined Hover-Fly.
+1 X. a 1_ 1 natural
ttie Hover-fly ha- onlv to tap -• rtie bind-txxh .round,

. .Vi • as in all the hover-flies : but this species has also two light lines on the fore-body
the green-flv, and secures in behind the big compound-
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a minute what may have taken the green-fly hours to pump up through its hair-fine

sucking apparatus. All day, and night, too, for about ten days the hover-fly grub

Then it feels it haspursues this course, and destroys many hundreds of green-fly.

reached the end of its labours.

It now attaches itself to the stem of the plant, contracts

skin becomes taut and polished. In shape it becomes much
its length, and the

like a grape-stone.

Within, the grub has turned to a chrysalis, from which it emerges about ten days

later as a black and yellow banded fly. These are bright little creatures, and they

may be seen frequently with their wings at rest upon flowers, when they are engaged

in feeding upon pollen and nectar. When so engaged, their characteristic markings

and the very distinct arrangement of the wing-nervures may be closely examined

by those who have no desire to capture them, but to study the living Insects. For

this purpose no flowers offer a better

opportunity than those of the Michael-

mas-daisies in gardens, which swarm
with various species of hover-flies.

Most df them bear either bands or

spots of yellow on a black ground,

and those that differ from this style

of colouring may be detected by the

wing-neuration. What this is may

•
be learned much better from a glance

KnX^S^ at the photograph of the pear-tree

\ \"-^oS<. hover-flv 1 on this page than from

—Ol-Ovi any detailed description.

A singular fact about these flies

is that the mouth is furnished with

cutting lancets, as though they were

blood-sucking flies requiring instru-

ments for cutting the skin of the

higher animals ; but we believe they

have never been known to draw blood.

Such a type of mouth is not the best

lifted either for sucking up nectar

t is probable that some important habit in which the lancets

than have yet applied

themselves to its study.

The eggs are laid singly, always in the neighbourhood of green-fly. If a plant

is badly infested with these pests, many eggs may be laid upon it, but they will

be distributed over all the affected leaves, the stem, and the flowers, provided

the green-fly are on these parts. An estimate of the work accomplished may be

formed by a sight of the empty green-fly skins still adhering to the plant, but many
of them fall to the ground when the hover-fly grub casts them awav.

We have many species of hover-fly, but though they may differ in detail, what
we have described applies in general to them all.

1 Catabomba pyrastri.

Photo by] [E. Step. F.L.H.

Pear-Tree Hover-Fly.
\ common species enlarged four times. It has the yellow and
black banding of the hind-body common to all the species.

Another feature shared by them all is well exemplified in this

photograph—the peculiar pattern formed by the nerves of the wings.
The hind-body, too, when viewed from the side will be found to

be exci --i\< !v thin.

or for eating pollen.

are brought into use awaits the discovery of keener observers



Life-Hisi « »RY oi M Fly.

The fly in the foreground is layii

grub is furnished with hooks, which hi fly whilst it is ;

within the grub-skin. Tfo

wing show the thinn id hind-body. All tl about four tin
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the large 1 and the small garden whites.

species, for in point of number

exceed, them But these are

, the

dull

Garden White Butterflies.

The two of our native butterflies that are best known to the community are

Yet they are not the commonest of our

meadow brown 3 and the small heath 4 far

coloured and keep to the open country,

whilst the two whites named are urban

as well as rural, and their white and

black coloration renders them exceed-

ingly conspicuous. They might almost

be described as domestic Insects, for

they are far more abundant in gardens

and allotments than in the fields, except

where these happen to be cropped with

cabbages or plants of the same family.

As suggested in the article on the

brimstone-butterfly, there is every

reason for supposing that these butter-

flies owe their plentifulness to man
the cultivator. He produces their food

in abundance, and has taken pains, by

selection and cultivation, to make it

more tender and luxuriant, and the

Insects have taken full advantage of

these conditions, and have so thriven

on his industrv that there are times

when the voracity of their teeming

caterpillars threatens to extinguish that

industry by making it non-productive.

With many persons there is a

belief that the large and small

whites are merely younger and

older individuals of the same

species, but if they would watch their

development they would become easily

satisfied that this is not so. As in all

other Insects, the full size of the butter-

fly is reached soon after it has escaped

from the chrysalis and before it has taken its first flight. The eggs of the two are

very similar, but the caterpillars are quite different, and so are the chrysalids,

though, of course, there is a family likeness. Let us glance at these in turn and

point out wherein the differences lie.

If one walks down to the cabbage patch and notes that some of the big leaves

have been reduced to skeletons, only the thicker and tougher ribs having been left,

one may be tolerably certain that the caterpillars of the large white have done this

1 Pieris brassies. ~ P. rapse. 3 Epinephele ianira. 4 Ccenonympha paraphilia.

Photo by]

The Hover-Fly's Grub.
_H. Main, F.E.S.

The grub of the hover-fly may be distinguished at once by its

shape, the body tapering from the broad hinder part to the head-
less front. It has no legs, and locomotion is effected by the alter-

nate contraction and extension of the body, hold being taken by
the two extremil i

-
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;/. Main, I

Large Garden White Butterfly,

To most persons the large and the small garden whiti mselves

mischii f. ft is probably too late to

find any of them on vvhal remains

oi thai h i 11 -i neighbouring

one thej maj be found. Up to .1

, ei tain poinl in its d< \ eli ipment

the caterpillar oi the large white is

i inn-, and this i- due in two

fai ts. The female buttei tl\ lays

Ik i trinepin-shaped, yellow eggs in

.1 b iti h "ii tin- cabbage-leaf, all

standing upright. The batch may
be .1- few .1- six eggs 1 >i there may
be more than a hundred, and they

arc laid at the rate oi three or four

per minute. In from seven to ten

1 1 1,, .. l,..t,'h mil ill tin' vinm" as youngerand older individuals of the s; iwever,
aays Xne) nau II, alio an lilt yuiuig

quite distinct in spite of the superficial i winged

1 Ittil'illar- ll.lYlll" eaten their Insects, The caterpillars are quite unlike. Thisphotograph is of a male.

impn egg-shells, crowd together and attack the cabbage-leaf in unison. The

fart thai the eggs arc laid in batches 1- "M' reason why the young caterpillar- keep

ther, as the cabbage-leai is large enough to feed them all for a time. But the

chief reason i-- that the caterpillars arc uneatable, and their colours indicating that,

it 1- important by associating to impress tin- fad speedily upon birds that might

injure without eating them. The same tactics of rendering themselves a- con-

spii u. »h- a- possible in tin- way i> adopted by sawfly-caterpillars. The ground-

colour of the caterpillar i- green, but the more conspicuous feature- are five yellow

line- running lengthwise, one in the middle of the back and two on eai h side oi it,

with dot- and blotches of black

between them. In addition they

have a coal oi short, whitish hairs,

and they give off an odour that 1-

verj unpleasanl from a single

caterpillar but when -core- oi

them combine the smell is in-

toli rable. Until they have shed

their third >kin they continue in

company ; then they separate and

each goes wandering "it to lind a

leal tor himself.

When full-ted they migrate to

the nearest wall, fence, or post

upon which t" settle for the chrysa-

lis stage of existence. Sometimes

thej have to go Eai foi the nei es

sarj accommodation, and often

they mav be seen on door and

im. small Garden White Butterfly.

bundant of our native buttei

from t!

and col liars. The butterfly i- shown oi the natural
:i. with wine ick.
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window frames, usually with the head upwards, but sometimes horizontally. They
spin a little patch of silk in which to hook the tail of the chrysalis, and a loop of the
same material to keep the fore-part of the body steady. In this position they

throw off the last caterpillar skin and
become keeled and angled chrvsalids

of a greenish-white or whitish-grey

colour, liberally dotted with black and
streaked with yellow.

At this point we ought to say that

there are two broods of the Insect in

each year. We will suppose that the

Insects we have been describing came
from eggs deposited in May. The
chrysalis stage is reached at the end
of June. In July the butterflies will

be laying fresh batches of eggs, and
these will produce chrysalids bv Sep-

tember. These chrysalids will remain

as such until the following spring.

Fortunately for the cottager and
the market gardener many of the

caterpillars never reach the cluysalis

stage, and many chrysalids fail to

produce butterflies. The caterpillars

are stung by a minute ichneumon-
wasp, which lays numerous eggs in its

body, for such creatures take no
account of the warning colours or

objectionable smells that keep off

larger enemies. The ichneumon-grubs

feed upon the interior parts of the

caterpillar, and when it is about to

become a chrysalis they make their

way out through the skin, and spin

minute cocoons for their own pupation.

The caterpillar dies exhausted. But if

the caterpillar has evaded this deadly

enemy and become a chrysalis, it may
be immediately set upon by a much
smaller member of the same order of

four-winged stinging Insects, who may
load it with more than a hundred eggs,

and these hatching consume the whole

of the material that should have gone

to the evolution of the butterflv. The

'''•"'" '" [Hugh Mum, F.E.S.
A Butterfly's Eggs.

This cluster of eggs of the large white butterfly, deposited upon a
abbage-leaf, shows the eggs enlarged to twenty times the natural
' [his is the first stage in the cycle of butterfly development.
From each of these emerges one of the tiny caterpillars th it are
shown on the page opposite.



Main, II ,S.

The Lif] History of mi Large Whiti Bi hkflv.

In t i1(
- ite the whol tewly hatched caterpillars (

upon a nasturtium-!' caterpillars when it has finished ite growth and has spun a silken pad, to whicl

[i g. iii. eh: >hown,andth waiting for its wings to expand fully and

335
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Photo by] [H. Mam, F.E.S.
Large Garden White Butterfly.

A view from above to show the markings of the female, and the
full spread of the expanded wings. These measure from two
and a half to two and three-quarter inches from tip to tip of the
fore-wings. The two sexes are differently marked, as will be
evident by comparing this photograph with that of the male on
page 333.

chrysalis turns brown—a useful indica-

tion to the husbandman that this con-

tains friends instead of an enemy—and
in spring, instead of a butterfly there

issues forth a hundred minute four-

winged " flies." It is just as well, for

in addition to the large white butterflies

that are produced from home-fed cater-

pillars, we are constantly receiving large

hordes of surplus Continental produc-

tion, who take the Straits of Dover at

a flight, and disperse themselves on an

egg-laying mission over the country.

It is probable that the great abundance
of the butterflies here in some seasons is

largely due to these immigrations.

Although the butterfly is so well known that a description is unnecessary,

there is a difference in the markings of the sexes that should be stated. In both

the upper side of the wings is white with a black blotch at the tip of the fore-wing.

In addition to that blotch the male has only a black mark on the front margin of

the hind-wing ; but the female has two black spots on the fore-wing, and a streak

of the same hue on the hind-margin of the wing. On the under side the wings

of both sexes are alike : the black of the fore-wing tip is replaced by yellow, the

spots of the female upper side are repeated below in both sexes, and the hind-wing

is yellow powdered with black.

The small garden white is so similar in all respects except that of size, that

the uninitiated may surely be forgiven for their assumption that it is only a smaller

or younger example of the large white. The only marked difference is in the male,

which has a black spot in the centre of the fore-wing, sometimes very small or

very indistinct. The tips of the wings, too, in both sexes are not so definitely

black as in the larger species. The butterfly makes its first appearance in April

or May, a second brood appearing in July.

Its eggs are laid on cabbage and allied plants, not in batches, but singly, so

that we do not find the caterpillars swarming on a leaf and reducing it to a skeleton.

The downy caterpillar is more distinctly green—a bluish-green—than that of the

larger species, in which the yellow markings give the general tone. There is yellow

in the smaller species, but it is restricted to a fine line down the centre of the back,

and a narrow broken stripe along each side. In addition to plants of the cabbage

tribe, it is very partial to garden nasturtiums and mignonette, but these are attacked

chiefly by caterpillars of the second brood in July and August, the plants being

scarcely ready for the first brood. The chrysalis is much smaller, more slender,

usually light greenish-grey, with the angles slightly tipped with yellow, but the

black dots are much smaller and less numerous.

The eggs laid in April or May result in butterflies at the end of July or beginning

of August, and these lay eggs which hatch in about ten days, and the caterpillars
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turn to chrysalids, which produce butterflies in the spring following. As in the

ol the large white, our native-grown butterflies are .it times largely reinforced

hv the immigration ol swarms from the Continent.

["here is another species oi similar proportions to those oi the small garden

white, which, when on the wing, is scarcelj distinguishable from it. This is the

green-veined white, 3 whose chiei distinction is indicated in its name. The veinings

nl the wings are dusted with black scales, and on the under side ol the hind-win

the mixing oi these with the yellow ground-colour produces the effed of green.

Although the butterflies may be seen flying over gardens, they do not have then

origin there. This is a butterfl} of the woodside, green lanes, meadows, and marshes.

The caterpillar is very like that oi the small white, but it- green colour is paler,

and it lark- the central yellow line. The broken line along the sides is here more

distinctly resolved into a single spol upon each segment oi the body. Although

true to it- relative's taste for plant- ol the cabbage tribe, this prefers the wild

species, such as garlic-mustard, wintercress, and watercress. The chrysalis, though

in genera] like that of the small white, is pale tureen in colour. I hen are two brood-

as in the other species.

I H similar proportions and superficial appearance is the bath white or chequi n d

white, 2 which, however, is only doubtfully a native of these islands, though it is

common in Europe. From time to time specimens have been taken living in this

country, mostly on oi near the South Coast, and the presumption i- that like the

tin. Work in- the Caterpillar or the Large White.
Tli. photograph r.

j

• tiroccoli which ha* been attacked I liars of the large ganlm white butterfly.
All thi is of the large leaves have 1 and only thi touter branch)

the havoc that has been wrought.

' Pieris napi. J IV daplidice.
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large swarms of the common species a few bath whites come across the Channel.

It is scarcely to be supposed that they come of their own volition, for their flying

powers are weak, and more probably they are blown across the narrow Straits.

The distinguishing feature of the bath white when viewed at close quarters is that

the black on the upper side is stronger and more abundant, but broken up so that

the tip of the fore-wing in both sexes and the hind-wing of the female have a chequered

pattern. On the under side the yellow scaling of the hind-wing is not continuous

as in the other species, but is broken up and alternated with white spaces, so that

we have chequers again. The black-spotted yellow and grey caterpillar feeds upon

mignonette, wild and cultivated ; but it has never been found at large in this country,

though it is known that the immigrant females deposit their eggs, for these have

been obtained and the Insect reared through all its stages from them.

Lady-Birds.

1 1 we relied upon popular classification for

a right view of the nature of things, we should

be going astray constantly. The popular notion

of a beetle, for example, is an Insect that is at

least objectionable, and in most cases repulsive.

There are many beetles that are as beautiful and

brilliant as gems, but in these cases the public

ignores their beetle-nature, and calls them some-

thing else. Although the lady-birds 1 do not quite

come into the latter category, they are admittedly

pretty, and no one objects to their alighting upon

hand or clothes. The children have even a

doggerel formula for bidding them to spread the

delicate brown wings that are packed so cleverly

under the glossy red wing-covers, and to fly to

a home that does not exist. But they are never

-they are our lady's birds. So they do not

Photo by]

A Lady-Bird.
[E. Step, F.L.S.

The beetle shown is the seven-spotted lady-bird,

one of the two most common species ; the other
being the two-spotted, with a single black spot

upon each red wing-cover. Here the same type of

colouring is found, but with the spots more
numerous. The photograph is four times the size

of the beetle.

acknowledged to be

cause alarm to the

learned to restrain

the lady-bird in the

beetles-

average woman, and even the average gardener has

his natural desire to stamp them out. But with

grub stage, it is a very different matter. Few persons

have any notion that it is a phase of lady-bird development, and that it is the

stage in which this Insect's important life-work is mainly carried out. We have

actually been told by rose-growers who would pass for men of intelligence, that

their choicest rose-trees were being eaten up by a " blight " of which they submitted

sample specimens for identification ; such samples proved to be the grub of the

lady-bird. Sometimes it has happened that a zealous upholder of law and order,

whilst engaged in stalking a burglar or other evildoer, has himself been arrested

by the police under the impression that he is the actual criminal. So it is with

beneficent Insects. Seen in the company of notorious destroyers such as green-fly,

the gardener jumps to the conclusion that they are aiding and abetting these pests

in their nefarious work.

Coccinella.



Lady-Birds.

In order that the reader may not fall

into tin- serious error and be tempted t<

destroj .1 good friend, we ^iw a j »] n >t
t

>-

graphic poi trail "I this active little helper

w ho, during tin- foui 01 ii\ e weeks "l his

larval existence, 1- consumed by a passion

for benefiting the gardener. It ha- -i\

fairlj long, jointed legs, which an- used with

more activity than 1- the case with mosl

beetle-grubs, and 1- of a slaty or purplish-

brown tint, diversified by raised -pots of

Mark, blue, and red. What -ood, the

gardener may a<k. can so -mall a creature

effei t, even though it- intentions .ire oi

the best, as you say ? The best answer to

this question is to bid him watch one lady-

bird grub lor an hour upon a green-fly-

infested leaf or shoot. He will find that

in that -parr of time the grub has destroyed

from thirty to forty oi tin- green-fly :
and

,i~ there are almosl certainly a number i>!

1I1. in working upon the same plant, a day's

work hi the squad ;_:<><'- a lon^ \\.i\ towards

learance. Some oi the methods employed

by the gardener only result in the green-

ih dropping oil tin foliage, and reascending

that in -mne other plant t ntinue their

work. When the lady-bird grub takes the

green-tlv in hand it i- a thorough elear up.

The green-Hv that has made aeipiaintance

with the grub's jaws has finished it- work,

and leaves no descendants in the direct

line.

When its month 1- up the lady-bird

-rub fastens it- tail to the under side of

a leaf, throw- off it- -kin. and reveal- itself

a- a -hurt. -tout, conspicuously spotted

chrysalis. This hangs for a short time in

order to develop it> wings, and thin

break- nut a- a black-spotted, scarlet-coated

beetle, which continues to feed upon green-

fly. In this stage it flies about in the

sunshine and inspects plant- to find which

are most in need o! the services oi its

children. Having found a badly infested

1

1 ni' 1 in. Lady I !ird.

//. u . / !

A dust' 1 "i i' ih. in twenty eggs of the common two-
.p. itted lull 1 d up.. ti .1 ro& leai

judged tiy the dimensions of the leaf, the photograph is on
Cm ''I of t"a ice ill. natural size.

I. uiy I tlRD < .Kl BS

A cluster ..t eggs, sui li as is shown in tin- upper photograph,
has just hatched, and the young grubs ao
m- al. They « HI soon dispi i

> ov« thi plan i

1 a leai tliit is attacked by a colony of green-fly.

plant, the female lady-bird lay- about
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twenty eggs in a close cluster, and when these

set to work on their mission in life.

hatch the minute grubs at once

Photo by] [H. Main, F.E.S.

Grub of Lady-Bird.
Few persons who see this grub crawling on
their rose-bushes have any idea th.it it is

the early—and to them the most important
—stage in the history of the lady-bird.
During the four or five weeks th.tt this

stagi Easts its -"!' food i- tie aphis, or
green-fly, and it consumes from thirty

t" forty green-flv in an hour.

It is a singular thing, but these Insects appear to

have no enemies at all. The conspicuous colour spots

on the grub and chrysalis, and the strongly con-

trasted colours of the beetle, warn Insect-eating birds

that they are not palatable ; but many Insects so pro-

tected fall victims to other Insects that deposit their

eggs in them. The lady-birds appear to be immune
from the attacks even of ichneumon-wasps. It maybe
that theseare kept off by an unpleasant odour emana-
ting from the blood of the Insect. If a lady-bird be

touched it will be seen to exude from certain joints of

its legs a yellow fluid—really blood—which has a

strong, unpleasant smell.

Something like two thousand species of the lady-

bird family are known from various parts of the world,

and of this number more than forty are British. A few

of them are vegetarians. Even among our native species

great variety in the matter of spots will be found. In

some, yellow takes the place of red in their livery, and
instead of definite spots we may have an elaborate

labyrinthine pattern. The commonest species in our

gardens are the two-spotted ! and the seven-spotted

lady-birds. 2 In season:- when green-fly are abnormally

abundant, the grubs appear to get through their feeding

more quickly, and soon the perfect beetles are in

evidence everywhere. It is more than probable that

on such occasions vast swarms migrate from the Con-

tinent, for over and over again they have been found

washed up by the sea in millions along our southern and

eastern shores. These, of course, were only the few

weak or unfortunate members of the host that chanced
to fly too near the surface, and were caught by the

crests of the waves. The vast bodv has flown on and

settled on the green lands ol Kent, Sussex, and Surrey,

where the extensive hop-gardens have been suffering

so badly from green-fly that beer-drinkers have feared

a future when all the bitter flavour of their staple

beverage would have to be supplied by the chemist

Then, by some means, the lady-birds at a great distance

have learned that their services are required here,

and they gathered in enormous swarms, and descending

upon the sickly hop-bines have cleared them of the pest and so saved the

situation for the hop-merchant and the beer-drinker. We can remember
1 Arialia bipunctata. 2 Coccinella septempunctata.

p [H. Main, F.E.S.

Chrysalis of Lady-Bird
When the grub has sucked to the full of

green-flv juice, it suspends itself by the
tail to a leaf—as shown to the left of the
photograph—contracts in length, and turns
to the chrysalis shown on the right side of

the midrib.
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such .1 visitation on an enormous scale thai occurred in the yeai 1869, when

actually more lad} birds came ovei than could be absorbed by the hop-fields,

and the surplus came on to London, where they streamed over roads, pavi mi nts, and

walls, so that there were probablj far more lady-birds than green-fly. Lotsoi money

had mi doubt been waited that year on poisonous washes ; the lady-birds did the

work oi clearing the hop-gardens without one halfpenny oi expense to anyone.

In formei times such migrating swarms have filled the people with alarm.

The reason for their visit no1 being understood, they have been regarded as portents

oi -(.in,- dire evil thai was about to befall the country. Even so recently as the

yeai [835 the intelligenl authorities at Reading appear to have been perturbed

1>\ such a visitation, for it is on record that the fire engines, public and

private, were called out to repel the " attack," and disperse the invaders with

watei that had been poisoned with tobacco! though

pure water would have been quite a- effective for

washing them away.

Humble-Bees.

Half-way, SO to -peak, between the hone\--t olllle

bee- of the hive and the bee- that lead a solit .1 1 \ life,

come the humble-bees. 1 They are social bees, but

their communities are very small when compared with

those ol the honej bee. As the results oi their com

munal activity cannot be bought and sold, man has no1

taken them under his wing and provided them with

patent hives and comb-foundation. For all that, theit

industry 1- oi the greatest importance to all -rower- oi

flowers and fruit, for they are mosl efficient agents in

the pollination ol plants, and their presence or absence

in normal number- make- all the difference between

g 1 and bad fruit harvests.

honev-bee, the community consists oi male-, females, l! "

T

and incomplete females known as workers.
1 tension, as shown in the

As Compared With the ho11e\ bee the humble-bee ilws; the preliminary to flight.

in spring is always welcomed as

and let- the world know by her

to activity. These early bees

torpid state through the wintei

I s* / 1 s

A- i- the case with the 1 ,
, .,,,

1- a burly giant whose n appi arance

she goes about the earliesl blossoms

cheerful humming that she i- returning

are always female- thai have lain in a

in some cosy nook, and have temporarily emerged lor the refreshment that

-allow catkins afford, A- you stand under tin- -allow- in March and listen to the

organ-like volume oi music th.it emanate- from the hundred- oi humble-bees that

are gathering nectar from tin- flowers the so-called " palm " you may be excused

tor regarding them a- a " -warm " akin to the -warm- ol honev-bee-. As a matti 1

oi fact, every individual of that host is an independent female, each the possible

founder oi a new ami separate colony. When they have tilled their honey-bags,

each goes back to her hibernaculum to sleep again until May. Then she looks

1 Bombus.
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about for a deserted mouse's nest or other suitable retreat, and lays the foundations

of her colony that is to be. This may be on the surface, protected by grass or moss,

or underground at the end of a tunnel—often a yard long. Different species have

their own special tastes in this matter.

The humble-bees are not nearly so eminent as wax-workers as are their cousins

of the hive, for they build no proper combs. They produce little wax, and that

exudes from under the rings on the back, not from the under surface as in the

honey-bee. The wax, too, is brown in colour, and much softer than that

of the honey-bee.

It is the custom to speak of the fertile female humble-bee as a queen, just as

one speaks of her equivalent in the hive ; but there is a great difference between the

Photo by]

Humble-Bees.
[H. Bastin.

Here are shown the three forms common to all the species of humble-bees. The more burly figure to the left is that of the female

or " mother." To the right is a worker, and below is a male or " drone." The community consists mainly of the workers. The
figures are one and a half times the natural size.

two. The queen-bee is a mere layer of unlimited eggs : she is too regal to be

domestic. We prefer to speak of the founder of the humble-bee colony by the higher

title of mother-bee. She is a real mother, with the maternal instincts highly

developed. Unaided she lays the foundations of the family, incubates her eggs,

nestles and feeds her brood, and when she has raised a bevy of infertile daughters

to help her, she still takes part in all this work so long as her physical powers allow

her to do so. Having selected a suitable site, she sets to work to prepare the nest.

If it is an abandoned nest of the field-mouse, she probably finds it already provided

with material suited to her use. This will consist of half-rotted grass, finely divided

and cut into short lengths. The mouse is very particular in the selection of material,

taking the withered blades from the base of a tussock and dividing them lengthwise
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On Lifting th< moss;
througfa the surrounding mat' rial. The upper photograph 1 nest. 1

in the nests ol touths
in the upper part oi th< firsl wax.
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Eggs of Humble-Bee.
1 he wax dome turned over to show some of the eggs beneath
it. These an here shown magnified considerably.

as well as crosswise, in order to have them
perfectly ductile and capable of felting.

This also is the quality of material that

the humble-bee likes. Sometimes she

mixes fragments of fine moss with it.

probably to increase its springiness. All

this material is taken, bit by bit, in her

jaws, passed by her two hinder pairs of legs

under her body and accumulated behind

her. Then she pierces a tunnel to its centre,

where she hollows out an oval chamber.

Her home is ready for furnishing.

She next sets off on a hunt among the

flowers, and comes back a little later with

her thighs bulging with masses of pollen

and her honey-crop filled with nectar.

She brushes off the pollen in a little heap

upon the floor of her nest and moistens

it with honey ; then with her jaws she kneads it into a paste, which she builds up

into a solid mass. Upon this she constructs a ring-like wall of wax—her first cell,

of which the pollen mass forms the floor. In this cell she lays about a dozen eggs,

and then closes in the top with a dome of wax. She also constructs a pot of thin

wax to contain honey, which is placed in the doorway of the nest-chamber and

filled with honey. The honey-pot is about

half an inch across and about three-

quarters of an inch deep. This filled, she is

ready for the possible advent of a bad day

when she cannot steal a few minutes from

her nursing duties to fly to the nearest

flowers and obtain food. She now takes up

her station over her cell, with her face to

the door, and actually incubates her eggs.

The grubs hatch out upon the fourth day,

and set to work feeding upon the floor of

the cell. Each scoops out for itself a

hollow in the pollen mass, and so that they

shall not eat through it to the exterior

the mother-bee collects more pollen and

plasters it all around the original heap.

She also makes a semi-fluid mess of pollen

and honey and, cutting a hole in the wax
lid of the cell, drops it in upon her grubs.

Between the necessary expeditions for

collecting food she sits upon the brood

mass, from which she can reach with

Photo by]

Humble-Bee Grubs.
[H. Baslm.

Five grubs are here brought together to show form, etc. In
the nest each occupies a separate cell it has eaten into the
mass of pollen and honey beneath them. When full grown
each spins an oval cocoon, in which it assumes the chrysalis
condition, shown in a later photograph. The grub stage lasts
only about one week.
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hei long tongue to the honey-pot at such times as she requires food for herself.

Mm h "i this i- used up in the production oi heal to keep up the temperature oi the

n> -t nighl and daj . Hie honey-pol is always undergoing changes when it is in use.

When lull it i~ relatively tall and has a small mouth. A- the honey gets lower
-M do the walls oi the pol in agreement, and when H is refilled the walls an built

up again. But alter about a month, when there are workers about to assist the

mother, the waxen pot is neglected and falls into ruin. The honey is of a more fluid

character than that stored by the honey-b

The legless grubs when they are about five days old increase the izi oi the

hollows in whirh they repose, each occupying it- own cell in the food-mass; and

two days later each spins a tough papery cocoon. The mother about this time

rs ,iwa\ the brown wax she had been continually adding to for the protection

oi the grubs, and the i l< araro e reveals the upper ends ol all these cocoons standing

side by side A d( pression

run- through the middle i
it

the group, which indi

where the mother's body
has lain in her brooding

vigils. This groove she

continues to occupy, for

her offspring -till need

warmth to help their de-

ment, even when they

i hanged into chrysa-

lids. On the twenty-sei i ind

or twenty-third day after

the eggs were laid she has

the reward for all her

labour and care, for the

chrysalids develop into

bees, which begin to bite

through the tops oi the

cocoon- and emerge. In this they are assisted by the mother, who enla

the openings to make their exit easier. The newly emerged bees are all small

worker-, and as soon as their legs and wings have become firm and their

wetted, matted coats are dry, they begin to assist the mother in collecting

pn visions for their larval sisters. For all this time, the mother-bee has been making
other cells and lilliiiL; them with eggs, so thai the brood- come on with interval- ol

only two or three days between them.

The new worker- -tart collecting out of door- when only three or lour days

out of the cocoons, and do their work at once a- though they had been trained

to it. Everj tew days they are joined by later emergences—all worker- lor a time.

I ater, thi mother lays eggs which produce male- ami lem.de-. The .ell- tor the

-'
' "iid and later batches oi eggs are built on the sides oi the taller coc is, so that

they can derive warmth from the mother'- body a- -he i- imparting it to her first

H. I-

II' Mil e-Bee Chrysai [DS

town, much enlarg I Hii Bisl is i vi n I th under
side with the legs, tongue, i In ind the

shown, with th.> wings folded down th
I

'out a

ght.
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brood. It is to this arrangement that the higgledy-piggledy appearance of the
nest at the end of the season is due.

Later in the season, when the mother-bee is getting enfeebled, the older workers
take to laying virgin eggs, but these produce males only. The sexual bees produced
by the mother earlier in the season are all much smaller than those produced in

early autumn, upon which the continuance of the race depends. For the humble-
bee communities all come to an end before winter, and the future of the species

depends upon the young fertile females who go into hibernation, and are ready to

begin egg-laying in spring.

These humble-bees, of which there are many species—seventeen of them natives
of our own islands—differ in their nesting habits, some as indicated going under-
ground, whilst a few. known as carder-bees, form their nests in slight hollows of

the surface, covering

them with domes of

felted grass and moss.

These carders are

much less numerous
in individuals than the

subterranean builders.

Smith says that the

communities of a

common underground

builder * are the most
numerous. One such

nest he found to con-

tain 107 males, 560
and 180

a surface-

nest would

about half

ofHoney-Pots.
[W. Baslm.

females,

workers

builder's

contain

The humble-bees storage for honey shown upon an enlarged scale. The receptacle marked A
has been bunt up specially of wax. B is a vacated cocoon with wax additions to serve the
same purpose. The others are all empty cocoons that have be-?n utilized for storage.

I

these numbers
inmates.

The empty cocoons
from which came the first batch of workers are utilized bv them for the
storage of pollen, and by some species as honey-pots for the immediate
use of the commonwealth. We have mentioned the readiness of the under-
ground-builders to adapt a mouse's nest and run to their own purposes ; and the
surface-builders are not above similar economy of labour. We have found them
making use of a field-vole's nest. They are not likely to take possession of such
places before they have been abandoned by the original owners, for mice are great
enemies to the brood, though they know better than to make an attack when the
bees are at home. Smith has recorded an instance of a humble-bee 3 taking possession
of a wren's nest that was occupied by a clutch of the bird's eggs. Possibly, the bee
thought they were cocoons ; anyway, she heaped up her collected pollen among
them, and so disgusted the wren by her action that the eggs were abandoned, and

1 Eombus terrestris. 2 B. sylvarum, or B. agrorum. 3 B. agrorum.
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it is probable that a new nest was built elsewhere. Mr. Sladen mentions a double
case of adaptation. A mouse had utilized a cast-off shoe as a nesting-place, and after

the mouse had done with it a humble-bee adapted the nest to her own use. Such
a course of procedure saves the colony-founding female the labour of collecting

all the material required, and enables her to devote her energies at once to the

laying of eggs and gathering of food.

Walking-Leaves.

In speaking of the stick-Insects we have remarked that the walking-leaf Insects *

are included in the same family.

Although superficially these portlv-

looking leaves appear so different from
the sticks, in essentials they are much
alike, but only a naturalist, who looks

beneath the surface veneer, would
dream of bringing them together in

this way. Their life-history and course

of development are the same. Instead

of the hind-body being reduced to

almost the narrowest dimensions, it

appears in these Insects to be spread

out as widely as the material will allow.

Each of the limbs bears thin lateral

expansions that are leaf-like, and like

the majority of leaves have toothed

edges.

In their vounger stages, before the

wings are developed, the flat hind-body

bears a general resemblance to a leaf

something like that of the common
cherry-laurel of our garden shrubberies

;

the lines of the segments with a few

colour-lines standing for the veining

of the leaf. In this condition the young
leaf-Insect is said to arrange its posi-

tion on a shrub with proper regard to

the attitudes of the real leaves so that

it passes as one of them ; though it is only when the wings and their covers

are fully developed that the marvellous deceptive likeness to foliage is fully seen.

When newly emerged from the egg—which is contained in a seed-like capsule

like the eggs of the sticks—the leaf-Insect is reddish-yellow in colour, and therefore

fairly conspicuous if it gets upon the upper side of a leaf. But as soon as it has

made a meal the colouring matter of its food seems to permeate all its tissues, and
makes it harmonize absolutely with the plant it is feeding on. This effect is so

remarkable that the colouring matter of the Insect has been submitted to

1 Phylliv.ro.

Phiila by]
l
H. Bastin.

The Labour-saving Humble-Bee.
In her honey-gathering the humble-bee has learned that much time
is to be saved by biting through the flower just above the nectar
glands, instead of thrusting her head in at the proper opening.
These wounds at the back of the bean-flower have been made by
the jaws of tile bee in order to obtain the honey illicitly.
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analv-i- and i- found to i ree exactlj \\ ith i In ' nlouriiiL;examination l>\ -

(

m Hum
matter oi leaves.

["here is a atrangi difference in thi i sternal appearance oi the two sexes. I In

female has no wings, hut her wing covers are developed to such an extenl thai they

extend ovei two-thirds oi the hind-body, and have a beautiful and complicated

system oi nen ures that very closely mimii the veining oi a leaf. This full develop-

ment is quite contrary to the rule that prevails in the family, as we have shown
in the case oi the stick-Insects, where the wing-covers (when present) are too small

i ver the wings. Now the male walking-leai has expansive hind-wings which

nearly cover the hind-body, but the

wing-covers are \<i\ small. This is

in a the i nd oi the pei aliai • i >nditi< ms

prevailing among these [nsects. It

must have been noticed that in nearly

all [nsects the stoutesl nervures are

situated at or near the fore-edge oi

the wings to give strength to thai

part which has to meet the resistance

oi the air in flight. As there are no

flight-wings in the case oi the female

walking-leaf, Nature did nol feel bound
to follow the rule. She was getting

up these wing-covers to imitate a leaf,

and -lulled the strong nervures to the

hinder margin oi the wing-covers, so

that when these lay resting on the

Insect's back they constitute the

apparent midrib of the leaf, ll, in

our photograph, these are looked at

in i omparison with the fore-wings i >i

• tin r [nsects, it will be seen also that

the outline is reversed- the straighl

ed p
\ \\ \1 KIM, 1 I U [NSE( I .

//. Baslin.

th- in. This sex having
ibil "' flight :

upon whi

1 eing In hind and the rounded

edge in front. As a flying organ

such a form must be pronounced
uttei K wrong ; but the female

leaf-Insecl having given up the ambition to fly, these organs have been devoted

to the important office oi protection from enemies, and from thi- point oi view

the imperfection is turned into perfection.

The walking-leaf fnsects an n ;
i cted to the old World, and there to the

tropica] regions. India, Malaysia, and i specially the islands oi the Pacific and Indian

Oceans from Mauritius and Seychelles to Fiji, provide us with examples. Then
are several species, but their differences are nol great, and are such as appeal mon
to the classifying entomologist than to the reader- l< r whom this work i- intended.

In essentials the description of one species will sejve for all.
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Like those of the stick-Insects, the egg of the walking-leaf is enclosed in a capsule

which is so much like a ribbed seed such as is produced by many plants of the parsnip

family, that one entomologist who has made a careful investigation into the structure

of the capsule of one species, 1 expresses his belief that almost every botanist examining
a thin section of this capsule would declare that he was looking at a vegetable

production.

All these leaf-Insects are green after their infancy, but it is impossible to go
further and say what sort of green, for each individual frequently changes the

particular tint of green, according to his food and surroundings, so that he may
be alternately yellow-green, red-green, brown-green, blue-green, or any other kind

of green. The natives of the places in which they are found shake their heads

when told that the walking-leaf comes from an egg like other Insects. It is their

fixed belief that a

leaf-bud develops

into this creature

with legs, quits its

attachment to the

twig, and walks

about. The likeness

to real leaves is so

|f afc? t 'r
1 great that even the

X
^S -o. Insects themselves

are deceived by it,

and have been known
to begin feedingtupon their com-

panions before they

discovered - prob-

ably by the differ-

ence of taste—they

had made a mistake.

That this was not

to cannibalism is shown by the fact that the attacks never proceeded far

enough to injure the bitten one, but only far enough to make the deception

appear more convincing.

The Fly that Causes Sleeping-Sickness.

The tsetse-fly has long been familiar to readers of books on Zululand and other

parts of Tropical Africa, where it proved a great scourge by killing off the buffaloes,

oxen, and horses. From the sixteenth century onwards, explorers had noted this

circumstance, mainly from information derived from the natives, who believed

that the disease of their cattle—the nagana or fly-disease, as it was called—-was due
to the attack of the fly. The theory was that the sucking organ of the fly had
a poison-gland at its base, some of whose contents were poured into the wounds it

made, and that such a " bite " was followed by the illness of the animal that had been

1 Phv!liiim crurifolium.

Photo by]

.Male Walking-Leaves.
[H. Bastin.

These are male? of the species whose femal" is shown on the previous page. In the second figure
will In seen the wing-covers, so small as to be quite useless for covering the wings. It will also be
noticed that the male has long antenna', whilst in the female they are very short.

(hi
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A Walking-Leaf I-

; i .5.

The best known of the walking-leaf Insect tne is in India and adjacent countrie I

the ampl development oi thi n startling re vond
tint.' ippear to be what it i igs beneath to b
flight. The photograph is nearly one and .1 hall times the actual size of the ln-
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attacked. Now, the sting of such an Insect as a wasp is an offensive weapon designed

to secure the submission of its prey and for defensive purposes. It is situated

at the end of the hind-body and provided with poison glands ; but the instrument

of the tsctse-flv, as oi the mosquito, is a development of the mouth-parts into a hollow

tube through which the victim's blood may be sucked. There were not wanting

entomological experts who held that any unpleasantness following the operation

of the tsetse-fly was solely due to mechanical irritation and the loss of a small

amount oi blood. It was a mere coincidence, said they, that the flies had been

about the cattle before these were stricken with disease and death ; and

one well-known man spoke of the supposed connection of the fly and the disease

as a myth. Cattle that were penned in the native villages were safe : the

natives said because the fly avoided the neighbourhood of human filth.

At tin- time it

was thought that

there was only one

kind of tsetse, 1 and

consequently it was

spoken of as the fly.

About ten years ago

more careful in-

vestigation showed

that there were seven

distinct species, and

now our knowledge

has been increased

so rapidly that about

fifteen species are

known. These vary

in size from a quarter

to half an inch in

length, and roughly

speaking mav be

said to be not unlike

our common house-fly in appearance. They are not generally distributed over

the country, but are often restricted to comparativelv small areas known as

" flv-belts." They appear to avoid extensive open tracts of grassland, and to demand
the cover of bush, forest, or reed-beds. The different species vary in colour from black

through brown of different tints to yellow ; and the beak or sucking organ when not

in use is carried extended in front of the head. One character of the tsetse-flies

—

though not confined to them—is that the females do not deposit eggs, as do the

majority of flies, but retain them until they have hatched and developed into full-

grown yellow grubs. Only one grub is produced at a time, and as a rule it is deposited

on light sandy soil into which it immediately burrows and changes to the chrysalis

condition, from which it emerges as a fly five or six weeks later. Unlike most blood-

sucking flies, the male tsetse as well as the female indulges in this objectionable habit.

1 Glossina morsitans.

Photo by] //. Baslin.

A Tsetse-Fly.
The tsetse-flies asannoyanc< s to man and cattle have been well known trout the sixteenth 1 1 ntury,
but it is only within recent years that they haV'c been discovered I" I" the carrying agents by
which the healthy are inoculated with the germs of disease.



The Fly that Causes Sleeping-Sickness. !53

In the yea.) [895 the Governor of Natal senl Surgeon-Major (now Co]

Sir David Bi nee, of the Army Medical Service, into Zululand, in order thai he might
investigate the tsetse-fly disease on the spot. Bruce made a number oi painstaking
researches from which mosl oi our present actual knowledge of the fnsect lias been
derived He traced oul the distribution of the disease, and made experiments
with the fly upon the native big game and domestii cattle. He found thai before
feeding, the hind-body of the fly is so empty that the upper and lower walls appear
'" be in contact, but after a few minutes the fly has imbibed so much blood that

the hind-bod} swells up to such an extent that it- lower wall is transparent and
the coloui oi the imbibed blood shows through.

Bruce kept some oi the flies in confinemenl until "\

all signs oi their previous meal had disappeared
and the hind-body resumed it- empty condition,

and fed them daily upon dogs for periods varying
from ten days to two months. The dogs remained
healthy, and showed that the mere bite oi the

tsetse-flj was no1 capable of giving rise to the

disease.

Then, in turn, the flies were fed upon dogs
known to be suffering from nagana, and upon
healthy dogs, with the resull thai the lattei

became affected by the disease. Many experi-

ment- were made, but briefly it may be said that,

in all cases where the flies were fed first upon
diseased and then upon healthy animal-, the

bl 1 oi the latter yielded alter a -hurt interval

countless example- of a very low form oi hie 1

which 1- always found in the blood oi animals.

It appear- to feed upon tin red 1 orpuscles oi the

blood, producing a condition of anemia, emacia-
tion, prostration, and finally, death. It is

carried from the sick to the healthy by the beak
of the fly.

So tar we have not mentioned sleeping-sick-

ness; but the foregoing remark- upon nagana
ne a necessary introduction. At the end oi the

Head op rsETSi I s

This pin itograph on > lai . [ ol the
in- 1 1

'
' t be apparatus by •

is propagated.
i>t or

afflii ted man, carry some oi the germs inlnineteenth
< • 1 1

1

111 \ a disease called sleeping

sickness began to spread with alarming rapidity anion- human beings in Uganda,
and several vessels homeward bound from Eas1 Africa were found to have
among their crew- men suffering from this terrible malady. The disease

wa- proving a formidable barrier to the colonization ol Uganda, and the

seriousness of the matter wa- brought to the notice oi the Royal Society. The
51 k iety appointed a commission of three medical men experienced in tropical dis<

to inquire into it- nature and causes. Colonel Bruce was one of the three. His

previous researches into nagana suggested to him thai this also mighl be a fly-

1 Trypanosoma brui ei.
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disease. The doctor in charge of the sleeping-sickness patients in the hospital

had told him that he had found 'trypanosomes present in their blood, so Bruce

directed his inquiries to test whether these got into the blood through the attacks

of a fly. His researches established the fact that sleeping-sickness is caused by

a kindred form of low life
1 to that which produces nagana, and that the active

agent in its inoculation is a distinct species of tsetse-fly. 2 The intervention of the

fly is absolutely essential to the propagation of the disease. When it sucks up the

blood of the animal already afflicted it also takes in many of the immature trypano-

somes, whose development is further advanced in the fly, and when the latter indulges

Photo by]

Frscous Tsetse-Fly.
[H. Bastin.

A typical species of tsetse-fly, shown on a much enlarged scale to make more clear its characters. It is here seen about five times

the actual size.

in its next meal of blood there are sure to be some germs attached to its beak and so

introduced into the blood of the present victim. In the circulation of the blood

it finds its way to the brain, and by its action there produces the condition of coma

which is the outstanding symptom of the disease. Having determined the exact

species of tsetse-flv that is the carrying agent, Bruce found that the ravages of the

disease coincided with the distribution of the fly. Sleeping-sickness affects monkeys

as well as man. Dogs and rats were found to be partially susceptible to inoculation,

but efforts to infect guinea-pigs, donkeys, oxen, goats, and sheep yielded negative

results.

Thus it is shown again that though Insects may be regarded by some superior

1 Trypanosoma gambiense. - Glossina |>;il)>,ih>
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persons as altogether too insignificant to engage the serious

study of intelligent men, a contemptuous ignorance of their

forms and habits may result not only in heavy financial loss,

but in rendering vast tracts of rich country uninhabitable by

man and his herds of domestic animals. Sir Harry Johnston

has shown, too, in this connection how the love of finery in

one part of the world may result hj the infliction of untold

misery upon human beings in another part of the world,

for he has pointed out that the destruction of Insect-

eating African birds for the sake of their plumage has led

to the unchecked increase of the very flies that spread

this dire disease.

The Drinker and the Lappet.

The drinker 1

Photo by] [II. Mam. I I S.

Eggs of the Drinker.
The large egf;s are laid in i lus-

1. r- 1 hi iln -t. msoi grasses. In

i In- gn mi' si me have hatched,
.11 1 1 1 the young caterpillars

h.ivi in. ulr ,i in-i meal ol tl

i gg-shi Us. Al i li-' bottom "i

tlir cluster .i caterpillar is

emerging -from the egg. Twice
tli' .u tu.il ?ize.

i fine moth much
the fox moths, but with the lore-win;

their tips, a diagonal dark line from the tip to the middle

<it the hind-margin, and a couple of silvery-white spots near

ike the egger and

more pointed at

the centre of the front margin. It flies

in July, and has a preference for moist

places, such as green lanes, marshes, and
moorlands. The caterpillar is of goodly

proportions, about two and a quarter
inches long, of a dark slate colour on which are laid innumer-
able dots of yellow in lines. Its hairy covering is of three

or lour kinds: along the back are two rows oi tutted, short

black hairs and between them longer brown hairs ; along

the sides are shaggy locks of yellowish-white hanging down
and almost hiding the legs. Just behind the head stands

a pointed hair pencil, and a more bushy brush points back-

wards from the tail-end of the back. It may be found cpiite

small feeding on various coarse tall grasses from August to

October, and again of larger size from April to June. In

between these times it is enjoying a winter rest. About June
it may be seen spinning its long brown cocoon to a stout

grass stem. This is of peculiar form to suit the narrow
situation. It is broader in front (or the top end), which is

rounded, and tapers considerably to the lower end. The
chrysalis is brown. As already mentioned in the article on
eggers, the caterpillar is a thirsty creature and imbibes the

morning dew-drops, a fact that was observed more than two
centuries ago and led to its being named the drinker, whose
meaning is repeated in the Latin potato: in.

But the finest of our representatives of this family is the

lappet, 2 both as caterpillar and moth. The caterpillar is

1 Cosmotriche potatoria. 2 Gastropacha quercifolia

Photo by] [II. Main, F.E.S.

The I irinker-Cater-
PILLAR.

This large hairy caterpillar

feeds on grasses, and is brown
in colour with yellow stripes

along the sides. Some of the
tufts of hair are white, and on
i h.' In. I. near . ach end is a
pointed tuft of black hairs.



The Drinker and the Lappet. .;.->/
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about four inches in length, oi a dark-grej colour, and thickly clothed with fine,

short hair. Along th< sid< i .1 fringe ol much longei and brown hairs. 11m 1

•

arc two white marks on the back a little behind the head, and al the tail end there

is a short, thick, horn-like elevation. Below the side fringe are the fleshy lappets

which have suggested the creature's name. It feeds upon blackthorn, hawthorn,

apple, ami -allow . When il 1- feeding upon bushes whose

brarn hi - are more oi less covered with lichen-, it is said

sometimes to duplicate the white spots on the hack, which

has the optical effect oi breaking up it- great hulk and

bringing it into closer harmony with it- surroundings.

I ike the drinker, the lappet-caterpillar first sees the light

in August, and onlj feeds for a few weeks before seeking

retirement for the winter. It becomes active again in

spring, and i- lull grown in .May or June, when it spins

a rather long, grey cocoon in which it uses its long hair-

to felt in with the silk. This is attached to the lower part

ol the tree upon which it fed. The dark-brown chrysalis

1- covered with a sort ol " bloom," due to the calcium

oxalate referred to in connection with the eggers, and it

pretty well fills the cocoon without havingroom for wriggling.

The moth i- a night-flyer and i-. therefore, seldom
seen on the wing ; but those who know what to look lot-

may find it at rest in the day-time sitting on a leaf. The
female measures three inches or more aero-- the wings,

which are dark rust-colour suffused with purple and crossed

by several dark wavy line-, made up lor the greater part

oi -mall "hall moon-." The outer margins ol all the

wings are scalloped. The reason win it cannot be een

easily when .it resl is owing to a characteristic trick ol

disposing it- closed wings. The fore-wings are folded

along the sides and over the back to form a sort oi -pan

roof, and the Iront margin ol the hind-wings i- broughl

under them and flattened out on the leal. In 1 onsequem e

we gel a resemblance, not to a moth, hut to a bunch oi

withered leaves. Tin- was probably the earliesl noticed

example ol protective resemblance among Insects, and
th' figure ot the moth in it- resting attitude was familiar

in natural history book- long before anybody thought ol

the important part such resemblances play in the struggle

foi 1 xisti in e. Much the -ame trick i- played by the rare

-mall lappet. 1 Tin- moth escaped notio as a British species until the yeai [852,

when Mr. Atkinson, collecting on ( annock Chase, stooped to sei ure 1 -mall moth ol

another kind, and saw a dead leal hanging from a bilberrj bush. Something
about that supposed leal aiTe-ted hi- attention, and he examined it closely, with

the result that the -mall lappet-moth was added to the list of British Insects.

1 Epicnaptera Uicifolia.

;/ 1; n"», F.E.S.

Lappet -< lar.

In this phol
show ii 0! the Datura] si/". Along
the sides will be > en the fleshy folds

I>opuIar
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Cardboard-Wasps.

The social wasps with which we are acquainted in this country protect their

many tiers of brood cells by building a bag of several layers of fragile paper, made
from wood-pulp prepared by their own jaws. In Tropical America there is a wasp 1

that builds with a view to the society being continued year after year. It has

therefore improved upon the flimsy paper bag that needs constant strengthening

by means of additional layers of paper on the outside. Our paper-making wasps

have a lease on one life only—the queen's—and they build accordingly ;
but the

cardboard workers build as though they had a freehold and the house was to serve

for successive generations. They still use wood-pulp for their material, but it is

more finely divided and mixed with a greater proportion of their own saliva. Paper

is not the word for this material. It is thick, tough, solid, with a smooth finished

surface upon which one could write with pen and ink ; and the term papier mache

is much more suitable for it.

A tolerably well-known example of this type is the Dutchman's pipe nest of

a slim-waisted wasp, which as it hangs from a branch is more suggestive of a bell

than a pipe. The pipe-shape is produced by

exhibiting it inverted, with a length of the branch

to which it is attached by its builders to form the

pipe-stem. The style of its architecture is, like

that of our native wasps' nests, of an ingenious

character, since it allows of increase from small

beginnings up to any size that may be required

A Honey-Wasp. by the growth of the community, without depart-
Certain wasps of Tropical Americahave the remark- - f _, fu_ t,l Qrl „,- ;,-, anxJ ,,p\' marrintr llir
able habit of storing honey in their cells as some ing II oil! tile plan 01 in ail\ Waj mailing II1C

%£^*LS&Z^&ZSX?i?Si symmetry, as sometimes happens when man adds
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- wings or other additions to his ancestral abode.

The combs in this case are attached by their edges to the firm walls, and

all have a curve which makes the upper side concave and the lower side

convex. It is to the lower side that the cells are attached so that their

mouths open downwards, just as in the comb of the common wasp. The

broad end of this bell-shaped nest is of the same solid material as the side

walls, and has an entrance hole in its centre. A corresponding hole is in the centre of

each comb, and permits passage to and from the successive floors ; for there is no

means of getting round between the wall and the edge of the comb as in the nests

we know' most intimately. When the increase of the population makes an increase

of cell-accommodation necessary the pasteboard-wasp extends the side walls at

the mouth of the bell and builds a new sheet of pasteboard across. The former

lower wall is then used as the base of a new comb, a new set of cells being constructed

over its lower face. It will be seen that by this method of construction there is

no waste of labour, such as is involved in the nests of our common wasps, where

the outer layers of the walls have to be constantly renewed as the inner layers

are cut away to allow of the addition of new cells to the circumference of existing

combs. Another point in this method of building worth notice is that the floors

1 Chartergus chartarius.
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This enormous nest has complete box-like vails with a sing - entrance and exit It is studded all over with thorn-like projection
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being a continuation of the walls, there is no need for supporting pillars between

the combs, and the whole of the space between any two floors is entirely unobstructed.

Owing to the solid character of the pasteboard, and the fact that the only access

to the interior is by a single aperture on its lower side, the structure withstands

the destroying effects of tropical storms, and lasts for years. Even after the wasps

have done with it, it sometimes serves as a nesting-place for birds.

The colonies of these pasteboard-wasps arc continuous, like those of the honey-

bee ; and when the nest has reached its maximum size, the surplus product of the

brood combs is got rid of by sending out a swarm, with a queen, to form a new
community.

Somewhat similar are the box-like nests of some of the species of polybia. One
of the most remarkable of these is that of the honey-wasp, 1 a native of Brazil and

Uruguay. It is about a couple of feet in depth with a circumference of three feet.

Its envelope is of thick card, but instead of being smooth the exterior is beset with

stout spikes, which have been supposed to be a defence against the attacks of

mammals that have a " sweet-tooth " —for, strange to say, this wasp stores honey
in some of its combs. We say

"strange," but it is strange only in

contrast to the habits of most of the

wasps we know. Even the Insect-

feeding wasps are fond of sweets, but

they do not store honey because they

do not want it for winter consumption.

If one considers why bees store honey
it appears quite natural that a com-

munity of wasps that continues un-

broken for years should do the same.

A Cardboard-Wasp. This Point of view
>

however, never

Another species- lUiacea—of the cardboard-making wasps. This OCCUrrC'd to the naturalists of a hundred
example is represented on a scale of two and a half times the natural , r ,

size. years ago, when the existence of honey-
storing wasps was first brought to their notice. They rejected it as a traveller's

tale. The first intimation of the existence of honey-wasps was made by the Spaniard,

De Azara, who had spent thirteen years in the work of a boundary delimitation

commission in Paraguay, at the end of the eighteenth century. His published

account of his travels was much criticized because of this statement, and whilst

some regarded it as a pure fabrication of the Munchausen class, others thought
tin' Insects he considered wasps were really bees. When about forty years later

specimens of the nests reached this country and were examined by Dr. Adam White,

of the British Museum, dry honey was found in the combs, and the reputation

of De Azara was rehabilitated. Since then other tropical species of the same genus
have been found to have the honey-storing habit.

One reason for the suspicion attached to De Azara's statement was the fact

that, so far as was then known, wasps are feeders upon animal substances, and
feed their grubs upon Insect remains. The sweets that attract wasps in the autumn
are not so much taken as food as an indulgence of the appetite. But the normal

' Polybia *ciitcllnris.
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Katydids. ;6i

food oi the wasps cannot be stored up except in the stupefied living condition ; and

we may take it thai with the evolution of the permanent community came the

discovery that honey was .1 food that could be stored without losing its value,

Mosl animals would hesitate to attack a wasp's nest, especially one so lar^e

as that oi the honey-wasp; but the jaguar is said to do so in spite of the stout

cardboard spines thai bristle all ovei the exterior oi the nest. It may be sup] I

thai the shaj p, sti ong 1 laws of

such an animal would have little

difficulty in tearing opi n the card-

board box, and breaking ofi poi

tions oi the 1 omb. Apparently,

in tin- case it is the gi ubs in the

comb rathi r than honey that is the r>

attraction to the jaguar.

Katydids.

In reading stories'by Ann 1 ican

authors who ha\ e laid.theii scenes

in rural surroundings, one is sure

t me upon references to the

katydids and their shrill songs,

whose sole burden is the reiterated

assertion that Katy did something
ni other. As a rule we get no
further. Every American readei

knows -11 will what a katydid is

thai it i- quite un sai \ for the

writer to explain that katydids

are several species oi long-horned

grasshoppers whi h agree in utter-

11 1 mnds that resemble the wi irds,

Katy did," with variations. The
r< ider who know- the long horned
great green rasshopper ' oi the

South oi England, that sits in the

bushes and pours ou1 a in 1 .'—ion

oi eai -pien ing trills, will know in

neral way what the katydids

an- like. The sounds in both

arc 1
'i vocal but purely mechani-

cal, and are produced bj the bases oi the Insect's wing-covers. Riley says oi this

sound-produi tion by one oi the 1 ommonest species oi katydid :
-" The wing-covers

arc partially opened b\ a sudden j< rk and the notes produced by the gradual closing

oi the same. Die song consists ..1 a series oi from twentj fiv< to thirty rasp
as of a stiff quill drawn across a coarse file. There arc about five oi these raspings or

1 Locusta viridissima.

Interior of Honey-Wasp's t>

the nest, whose exterior is shown hadthe
walls parUy stripped oil to show the inti

a kind of papii t<-d by theil

All thi lirvid, and the cells open on the

iften upwards < >i tw
the lowei
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trills per second, all alike, and with equal intervals, except the last two or three, which

with the closing of the wing-covers run into each other. The whole strongly recalls

the slow turning of a child's wooden rattle, ending by a sudden jerk of the same;

and this prolonged rattling, which is peculiar to the male, is invariably and instantly

answered by a single sharp ' chirp ' or ' tschick ' from one or more females, who
produce the sound by a sudden upward jerk of the wings." The katydid properlv

so-called 1
is a native of the Southern and Eastern States. The bright-green wing-

covers are very leaf-like, and so long that the wings are entirely hidden. The antennae

are considerably longer than the entire length of the body. The female has a long,

curved, sword-shaped egg-placer that is almost as long as her hind-body. The

end of it is sharp pointed, and the lower edge is slightly toothed at this part. By
means of this organ the

slate-coloured eggs are

placed in crevices of bark

and the soft shoots of

woody plants.

But the commonest
of the North American

species is the angular-

winged katydid, 2 and this

is the species whose life-

history has been closely

studied and worked out

by Mr. C. V. Riley, from

whose account we have

already quoted his refer-

ence to its notes. Its

green, net-veined wings

are long, and the shorter

wing-covers are broad and

of the same colour. The

egg-placer of the female is

very short and strongly

curved in accordance with

her habit of gluing her eggs

to shoots instead of burying them in the ground or hiding them in crevices. This

operation is performed mostly at night, and she begins by biting the bark of the

selected shoot to make it rough and so afford a better hold for the eggs. There are

many batches laid, from the beginning of September onwards, and altogether one

female will lay from a hundred and fifty to two hundred eggs.

Towards spring the eggs swell up somewhat and lose their flat appearance.

Early in May these hatch, and the young katydids emerge from the free end of the

egg. In the act of hatching they cast their first skin, and leave it, a white, crumpled
film, attached to the split egg-shell. Its body is now an eighth of an inch long,

but with its hind-legs and its antennae extended fore and aft, it measures half an inch.

1 Pterophylla concavus. 2 Orophus retinervis.

Photo by] [H. Baslin

Nest of Marabunter Wasp.
The nest of a Brazilian species which is attached to a bough so that the single entrance
is beneath. The cardboard-like material of the case is so solid that it is said the surface
may be written upon with a fine pen.
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After a rest of about twenty minutes to allow full expansion of all its parts

and the consolidation of its integuments, the little katydid begins to run around,

to take leaps, and to exercise its jaws upon the vegetation. It remains in this larval

stage for seven or eight weeks, during which time it again casts its skin three times.

The third time (fourth including its moult in the process of hatching) is the end

of the larval stage : with the assumption of its fifth skin it has become the equivalent

of a chrysalis with incipient wings packed up in wraps upon its back.

At the end of this stage the nymph takes firm hold of a twig with its feet, and rests

awhile. It feels that a change is coming, and waits quietly for it. At length the

skin splits from the front to the back of the head, and then around the neck or

division between the head and the

trunk. This enables the Insect to

get its newly clad head free from the

old helmet, which slides off in front.

Then with great care the long,

thread-like antenna are pulled out

of their sheaths, the mouth-feelers

assisting in the operation by pushing

down the old nymph-skin. When
these are quite free the Insect

indulges in a short rest, as though

temporarily exhausted by its exer-

tions. It is soon ready, however, to

renew its efforts, and does so by

a series of jerks and contractions

which impel the body forward,

whilst the old skin is held in position

by the second and third pairs of legs,

their claws being fixed in the twig.

' The most difficult part of the

w hole process seems to be the

extrication of the front legs. This

once accomplished, the katydid has

something to grasp with, and ex-

periences no further trouble in

withdrawing the body and the remaining legs from the old integument, often leaving

the latter, as an almost transparent shell, in perfect shape upon the twig. It is not

allowed to remain long, however, as an object of curiosity, for almost the first efforts

of the transformed Insect are directed to the task of eating up this, its outgrown

and outworn garment."

There are other species of grasshoppers that are locally known as katydids

in different parts of the United States, but their habits are much the same as those

of the common one described. A very beautiful form is one from Florida, known
as the laurel-leaf katydid, x and shown on page 363, whose wing-covers are fashioned

and coloured to resemble the leaves among which it lives.

1 Microcentrum laurifolium.

Angular-winged Katydid.
The commonest of the North American species. It is coloured :i leaf-green,

and the wing-covers are veined like leaves. The wing- .in longer than the
wing-rovers, and the projecting portions are coloured to agree with the

wing "vers. The photograph shows the actual size of the Insect.
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Ground-Beetles.

I lir numerous family "I beetles 30 named are to be n - kom d amon
\

the 1" 31

friends oi the gardens and farmer, though il is to bi feared thai the) an seldom

treated as such. Something like thirteen thousand distind species oi the family

have been named and described from all parts of the world, and in this country

alom we ha\ e ovei three hundred

n presentath es. It might be ex-

pei ted thai in so large a family

1 1 msiderabli varii i\ oi habits would

be found : and it 1- so. The vast

majority of them feed on animal

foi ii and hunt for it. attacking the

living to obtain it. but not dis-

daining it ii tin \ find it alrei 1

h

di ad. I'm there are exceptions 1

1

this rule, and .1 few oi them have

been detected eating vegetable

matter, such as growing rum, and

several oi them have been ai cused

reprehensible wi akness i< t ripe

"S < 1 w lull we ha\ 1

made allowance f( a th< se few black

p in an enormous flock, we may
-till regard the family as mosl

valuable allies oi the husbandman
in all his variety.

Mosl oi the g] d-bei ties,
'

as their name indii ates, In e a sub-

terranean hi'
. and havi beci >mi

so habituated to i1 that they I

ed ti develop w ings. There are

strong, hard, and to all appi aranc< ,

well-finished wing-cases, but in the

majority of speci thi i ilj iv

to proted the bark in their burrowing

i >p< rations fur the edgi - air unite d

and they cannol be lifted to discL 1

the absem e of Bight-wing 3. When
arc not actually underground

they arc no furthei away than tin surface, where they run with greal agility. In

tin tropics, however, there are a number ol species that live among the foliagi

trees, and tbj well-developed wings, which they use freely. Some that keep

much underground have shorter and stouter legs, mor< fitted for digging than

111 . \IVIIID.

ill has rani

imple v

.

tl ing chirp.

1 Carabidae.
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Some of the greatest pests

The characteristic form of these beetles is neat and even graceful. As a rule

they are black, or of some dark, inconspicuous tint that harmonizes with the

surface when they are above-ground ; but often their wing-covers are grooved,

pitted, or shot with metallic lustre. In the genus 1 which gives its name to the family

the fore-body and the wing-covers have a flattened margin, which is coloured

golden-green or violet. The head, which is kept extended in front of the fore-body,

is furnished with a pair of large, sharp-pointed mandibles, which will be found

equally well developed in the active grub, which has predaceous habits similar to

those of the mature beetle.

to the market-gardener are those caterpillars of

moths that feed only at night. Their work is

plainly to be seen in the morning in the shape of

leaves riddled or skeletonized, but a daylight

search affords no clue to the identity of the des-

troyer. At the dawn of day he has retired into

the earth or under the clods, with which his dirty-

brown colour harmonizes. Here the ground-

beetle or its grub may come across him ; then the

sharp mandibles will be brought into use, and the

gardener will have one enemy the less. Of course,

when he is digging and comes across ground-beetles

or their grubs, he does not discriminate in their

favour. He knows nothing of their habits, and

regards their presence in the soil as evidence of

evil intentions towards his crops. So wire-worm

and ground-beetle—enemy and friend—share the

same fate. Some of them abroad have been found

to do good service bv killing and eating locust>

in their earlv stages. Others make a speciality of

destroying slugs and snails, and in order that they

may pursue the latter when they withdraw them-

selves well into their shells, the beetles have had

their structure modified, the fore-body being

narrowed and the head made long and slender

to enable the jaws to reach the snail. One such 2

is fairly common in this country, among moss and

dead leaves and under stones, in the places where snails are numerous (see page 268).

The beetles of this family that are best known to the public are the little

sunshiners,3 under which name several distinct species are popularly confused.

If they are not familiar to the adult members of the population—who may have

forgotten them—they are quite well known to the children, among whom survives

a superstition that if one of these golden-glossed beetles be killed rain will inevitably

fall. As the children are advocates for perennial sunshine the active little beetle

is always allowed to go free. These beetles appear to differ from the great majoritv

of the familv in being at least partially addicted to a vegetable diet.

1 Carabus. 2 Cvchrus rostratus. 3 Amara.

Photo by] [H. Bastin.

Violet Ground-Beetle.

A common garden-beetle that renders good service

by the destruction of root-feeding grubs. It

is ''photographed as usually seen when it comes
above-ground. Its black colouring gives violet

reflections, and it is margined with a line of golden-

violet. Its actual length is about an inch.
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Among these ground-beetles are a number of cave-dwellers 1 found in the

great caverns of Europe and North America. These, having no occasion for sight,

are blind, and some of them have lost not only their eves but the optic nerves as

well. But the loss of sight appears to be compensated by a finer development
of the sense of touch, for they are fully as active as those that have sight. Other
blind beetles of this family are found living under deeply imbedded stones, and
have never been found above-ground. We have a native genus 2 whose members
live under stones and in deep crevices, and some of these show great diminution
in the size of the eyes. Two other of our native species 3 live under stones on the

seashore, between tide-marks. As the tide comes in they do not trouble to run

up the shore out of its reach ; they merely retire under stones and allow the water
to cover them. This behaviour is made possible to them by the possession of a

couple of air-sacs within the hind-body which hold a sufficient amount of air to

sustain their respiration until the tide goes out again and sets them free to prey

Photo by]

The Golden Ground-Beetle.
'P. H. Fabie.

1 his beetle is common in France—where it is known as the gardener—whence it often raak. s it- way to English markets in crates'of
vegetables. Like the others of its family, it is voracious, and destroys large numbers of noxious Insects in fields and gardens. Other
inhabitants of the soil also fall victims to it, as in this case, where a party ot "gardeners" havi set upon a large earthw. .1 1 , i and ir
tearing it to pieces.

"

upon certain little sea-snails they find among the seaweeds that have been washed
ashore.

One of the finest of the members of this family is a beetle which, borrowing
from its scientific name,4 we may call the beautiful searcher. It is rare in this

country, but is found in the New Forest and a few other localities. It is broad
m proportion to its length, and of a beautiful dark bronzy-green or violet-black ;

the wing-covers each bearing three rows of minute pits, and having the remainder
of the surface delicately grooved in two directions. Owing to its rarity here we
cannot claim for it that it is a very valuable member of the British fauna ; but
on the Continent an allied species is more abundant, and its activity in the interest

of the timber-grower is so patent to all that it is acknowledged, and care is taken
not to destroy it. It haunts the oak- and pine-woods, which surfer so severely
from the attack of the caterpillars of the processionary moths 5 that large numbers
i if trees are absolutely killed through the loss of their foliage. The "caterpillars

'Anopthalmus. 2 Trechus. s Aepus marinus and A. robinii.. 4 Calosoma inquisitor. 5 Cnethocampa.
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oi this moth spin an extensive web oi silk on the trunk, under which several hundred

of them pass the day, marching oul in procession in the evening to feed upon the

leaves oi the tree. The grub oi the beautiful searcher is an active creature, some-

thing like a lady-bird grub, dark coloured and flai backed when no! overfed.

This grub searches for the tents of the processionarj caterpillars, and entering behaves

like .1 woli in a sheep fold. Caterpillar after caterpillar he attacks with his sharp

jaws, and gorges until his skin is inflated and tight, ll several oi the beetle-grubs

have got into the same tent there may come a time when all the caterpillars have

bi en i onsumed. Two searcher-grubs may be making a meal oi the lasl caterpillar,

and when it is finished the largi i

in stronger of the beetle-grubs

maj finish bj eating his brothei

( die other species of these

ground-beetles must be men
tioned, because it affords an

illuj tratii m oi one way in which

many useful Insects are pro-

tected from more powerful

enemies. 1 his is the In tie bom-
bardier-beetle, 1 quite a small

member oi the family measuring

only 10 nun., it we leave legs

and antennae oui oi the aco iunt.

It- head, fi ire-bodi . legs . and

antennae are bi ick-red ; the

\\ ing i i vers, which only hide

two-thirds oi the dusky hind-

bod} . are blue-black. It is

found lurking imder -tunc- on

river margins and seashores.

.V ithing \ ery definite appi at

as tn it- *

living, exi epi

to attai k other

[nsects, like mosi oi it- family.

Without having had any oppi u

tunitj for observing i1 in its

haunt- lit is a very local Insect), we venture the suggestion that it will be found

tn feed principally upon snails. The suggestion is based entirely upon its build.

The hind-body is narrow and almost cylindrical, the fore-body and head not more

than a third nt the width oi the hind-bodj ,
-n\i\ appear to In- planned for their inser-

tion into -nail— lull-. But the peculiarity that ha- made tin bombardier famous

and given it both popular ami scientific names, is it- power "l pi du i
mimii

explosions accompanied by a smoke-like vapour of evil odour. Most of the men
nt the family have glands at the tip of the hind-bodj from which when attacked

1 Brachinus crepitans.

to be known
oi ^ettin^ a

that it i- -aid

P by]

-HEADED Bl
bust build than the irabus.

I

,i uniform bl
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they eject a caustic and ill-smelling fluid, with the object of disgusting a pursuer.

In the case of the bombardier, this fluid rapidly volatilizes on exposure to the air,

and goes off as a bluish vapour. Its emission is accompanied by a cracking sound.

Dufour describes the odour as similar to that of nitric acid, and says that litmus

paper reddens on being exposed to its fumes. One can imagine the effect produced
on its pursuer by such a discharge, which can be repeated. Cooper, quoted by
Stephens, has recorded that one specimen " performed the operation no less than

thirteen times in rapid succession "
; and Rolander says it is capable of twenty

discharges. The volatile fluid if brought into contact with the human skin causes

a burning sensation, and makes a red mark, which afterwards turns brown.

Mosquitoes and Gnats.

When a townsman goes into the

country and takes a rest on a flowery

bank, he sometimes gets bitten by a

gnat. The part of his anatomy selected

by the Insect for experimental borings

is usually either the ankle, the temples,

or the back of the neck. The so-called

" bite " of the gnat is a stab from a

stiletto, and the instrument being

perforated the Insect is able to suck

a drop of blood through it. The stab

itself is nothing—a mere pin-prick, but

the Insect appears to inject a minute

drop of some liquid, probably for the

purpose of thinning the blood and

making it flow more freely. But with

some temperaments it does more than

this— it produces a smarting, burning

sensation, and around the puncture the

flesh may swell up into a large in-

flamed bump. When there are symp-
toms such as these the victim is

assured that he has not been bitten by an ordinary common gnat—it must have

been a mosquito, such as one reads of in books of foreign travel. No British Insect

could be so malignant ! To such a sufferer the statement that the Insect

sometimes dies as the result of its indulgence in human blood will be read

with satisfaction—it is so like the finale of Goldsmith's Elegy on the dog who
to gain some private ends, went mad and bit the man." In the result we

know on good authority that :

—

" The man recovered of the bite
;

The dog it was that died."

Even man may have in his blood some microbe that is deadly to blood-sucking

flies as well as to dogs. Naturally, we only look at the matter from our own point

Plwlo by]

Beautiful Searcher.
[E. Step, F.L.S.

One of the prettiest of the ground-beetles, but unfortunately rare
in this country. In both grub and perfect stages it preys upon
noxious Insects. An allied species on the Continent wages war upon
the destructive processionary caterpillars. Twice the natural size.
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of view- ; but it is possible that some of ns who are badlv tormented bv Insects

may in return cause serious mortality among our little persecutors.

But the point we wished to make plain is this—that gnats are mosquitoes, and
that mosquitoes are only gnats translated into Spanish. This will be unconvincing

the people who think it is more interesting to be bitten bv mosquitoes than bv
common _ - just as they would be rather pleased to tell vou thev suffer from
arthritis, but are ashamed to confess to so vulgar a complaint as gout ! Let it also

be understood that these terms—gnat and mosquito—are general, like butterflv

and moth, and do not indicate any particular species. We have in this countrv
alone about a dozen spe:: - : _nat, and they do not all belong to one genu-

same family. From the popular point of view it is unnecessary and
rather absurd to distinguish between species of flies that appear so much alike

that only spec: lists in sepa-

rate them ; but there are

marked'diii'eren^e? in the early

-"

The common gnat * has an

v aquatic grub about a third of

an inch long, with a swollen

fore-body and a long, slender

hind-body of nin-:

but no legs. It has the pecu-

liar habit of ha;..: E
-

:

from the surface-film of the

water, head downwards. It is

enabled to do this—in spite

eavier than water

—

owing to its possession of a

tube which starts off at an

angle from the eighth segment,

and ends in five flaps. This

tube is in connection with the

internal air-tubes, by mea
which Insects get their blood

V I

Read of .

The h- '-

supplied with oxygen. WTien the gnat-grub dives into the depths of its stagnant

pool or water-butt, the tube is closed bv the five flaps meeting in a point ; but when
feeding head downwards at the surface the flaps are- spread out and he

the surft ch manner that they form a shallow funnel which at once adi

air for respiration and buoys up the grub. The head bears a number of delicate

las:. lents micros'; directed to the mouth.

ng and several ch skin, the grub becomes a chrysalis,

blance to a minute tadpole, for its head and fore-body are

conjoined like the head and body of the tadpole, whilst the long, slender hind- I

the tail of the tadpole. The gnat-chrysalis has what may
called a tail consisting of two lobes at the end of the hind-body, which

1 Cuk-x pipiens.
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it uses as paddles for propelling it through the water. There is no longer any

air-tube at this end of the Insect, but from the back of the large portion there stand-

out a pair of curved trumpet-like tubes which serve the same office. The n

for the removal of the respiratory tubes from one end to the- other is that tin- is

the part of the chrysalis that con.-

nearest to the surface of the water.

Another reason will appear directly.

When the wings oi the future

gnal ar< formed withm the chrj salis-

skin. the hind-body is extended and

laid along the surface. Then the skin

between the two trumpets -phis and

the fore-parts The

chrysalis-skin b& omes a boat, and tin.

critical operation of emerging lmm it

in ,m erect position without the 1

legs or wings 1- undertaken. A slight

puff of air would Mow the gnat over

and probably make a fatal endin I

the performance. But usually the l< js

are withdrawn successfully, .1 pair at

the time, and re-ted on the w; I

the wings are spread and dried, and the

hind-body is withdrawn from the boat.

After a short rest the fully-developed

gnat is able to join it- companions in

flight. But it will be seen that unless

>ition of the breathing-tub

changed when the Insect became

a chrysalis, this deli ate final 1

morphosis could not havi

This is the common gnat oi which

5pei ies 1- found nearly

all over the world, and is thi

quito. The sexes an easily dis-

uished by the fact that the female

has comparatively simple, thread-like

antennae with short side-branches,

whilst those of the male are distinctly

bushy with frequent whorls of very

long branches. The fei nat in

preparing for the continuance of the

species stands on the water with her fore-legs resting on some slight floating support,

and her hind-legs crossed behind her. Into the angle thus formed sh ts her

glutinous oval 1 ggs to the number of about a couple of hundred. They all stand

<-

V

Photo*

In these two photographs
with heavily

The
comparai

Qto the small
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mos-

not

and

erectly and adhere one to another, so that finally they form a tiny, boat-shaped mass,
which floats safely on the water, and the emerging grubs, a few days later, haw-
only to push open a sort of trap in the floor to find themselves in the water.

The proboscis or piercing and sucking organ of the gnat i< to the unaided eye
a simple instrument, and we have spoken of it as a stiletto ; but viewed through
the microscope it is seen to be anything but simple in its structure, for it has no
fewer than seven separate parts. Two of these are the lengthened upper and lower
lips, which form a protecting case for the more delicate cutting needles. This outer
sheath does pierce the skin, but having a sort of knee-joint it partly doubles up
to allow the needles to enter, whilst by pressing its lobed tips against the skin it

steadies the action

of the other parts,

which are a modi-

fication of the

jaws of biting

Insects. Now the

reason why the

male gnat or

quito does

attack man
other animals is

not necessarily that

it is of more peace-

ful disposition, but

rather that it has

not the power—the

piercing and cutting

implements are
undeveloped.

Although our

common gnat can

make itself exceed-

ingly unpleasant

through the irrita-

tion and disfiguring

swellings produced
by its blood-sucking, it has not yet been detected as a carrier and transmitter of
disease

;
but a member of the same genus, 1 the brown mosquito so prevalent in

Southern India, is the transmitter of elephantiasis. Several allied species, but
belonging to another genus,2 are the carriers of malaria, which they accomplish
by sucking up the germs with the blood of an already afflicted person, "and
inoculating a healthy person with them when they take another meal. The
parasite runs through its course of development in the body of the anopheles
mosquito and stores the Insect's salivary glands with a fresh stock of germs for

dissemination.

P*<"' H.S.I I Jc.M.S.
The Gxat Emerges.

When full development is almost reached, the gnat-chrvsalis floats, back upwards, at the surface, and
its skin splits behind the head. The gnat wriggles partly out, g< ts its I gs out. and balancing itself
on He tips of these, withdraws its long wings and the hind-bodv. It has to maintain itself in this
precarious position until its parts are sutfidentlv firm for flight.

'
Magnified about ten t

1 Culex fatisrans. Anopheles.
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Early History of the Harlequin-Gnat.'
:nale chironomus d<.-; ttached to a water-plant. By the absorption -on bee

of jell v. crapb, enlarged twelve ti: ;>amtc eggs are shown on a larger scale in the se

In the third, the egg - irom them are seen magnified twelve times. .The last
j

a single newly hatched bloodworm 1 size.
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Photo by)

The Cacique
[E. Step, F.L.S.

inn i„Auy^t.
The huge wings, which span six and a half inches from tip to tip, are coloured deep blue with white spots. They are highly polished

and give brilliant reflections. The photograph is one-fifth less than natural size.

Another genus 1 includes the mosquitoes that are necessary agents in the pro-

pagation of yellow fever, which can only be transmitted bv their unconscious aid.

Here an interval of twelve days is necessary between the biting of a fever patient

and the attack upon a healthy person, and during that period the germs absorbed

pass through certain stages which make the mosquito an efficient distributor of

the disease to all whose blood it samples. It was the discovery of the facts concerning

this species that enabled the United States Commission to extirpate yellow fever

from Cuba, and a few years later the experience thus gained made the completion

of the derelict Panama Canal works possible. It was a case of Gulliver against

the Lilliputians ; but no military conquest recorded in history is lit to be compared

with it. The French Panama Company had from fifteen to eighteen thousand labourers

at work, and annually lost between sixty and seventy per thousand from yellow

fever and malaria. At length, after fifty millions of money had been spent, the task

was abandoned as impossible under such difficulties. Recently, Colonel Gorgas,

with the experience gained in Cuba and the assistance of a staff of reliable helpers,

cleared up the belt of land through which the canal was to run, abolishing the breeding

places of the gnat, screening every water-vessel, and fumigating every house with

sulphur and pyrethrum-powder. The enemy, whose minuteness and abundance

made its conquest to appear an impossibility, was routed. Yellow fever became

practically extinct in that region, and the Panama Canal is an accomplished fact.

The victory over the malaria-gnat was, in a sense, more difficult, because its

early stages are passed in clean water which, of course, cannot be sacrificed. But

it is more under control because the gnat rarely flies farther than two hundred yards

from its breeding pools ; and if the inhabitants are dosed with three grains of quinine

per day, their blood is rendered poisonous to any malaria germs that may get into it.

1 Stegomyia.



Butterfly Beauties.

Commonly confused with the gnats are the harlequin-flies, ] whose aquatii

grubs are well known .1- " bl Iworms " in stagnanl water- and the mud-banks
oi rivers. The perfeci tl\ may often be seen flying up and dov\ 1 window panes

;

and when a1 resl it may easily be distinguished from a trui gnal bj a trick it ha-

ul raising it- first pan oi legs from its support. 11m true gnats commonly raise

the hind-legs under similai conditions. The eggs are laid in gelatinous masses,

as shown on page 375, attached to anything at the margin oi the pond From these

hatch out very minute "bloodworms," which ultimately attain a length <>i about

an inch, and arc distinguished from ordinary gnat-grubs 1>\ their bl L-red colour.

Butterfly Beauties.

Among the grandest oi the known forms oi butterflies are the members ol

a genus that i- confined to Tropical America. Fabricius more than a hundred
ago named this genus morpho, to indicate their beauty oi form. To beauty

oi form are added brilliance oi colour and magnificence of size. Although in

expanse oi wing measured from tip to tip they are surpassed by the bird-winged

butterflies oi the eastern tropics, in total wing area there is not much difference,

for whilst the bird-wings have these organs long and narrow, in the morpho- they are

very deep. But in proportionate expanse oi wing relative to the size oi the bod;

whose muscles have to work and control those wings, the morpho- take the tir^t place.

t>,
F.LS

The I 'in n s

The colouring of thi blue with darker margins to alF

the w m

ironomus.
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The prevailing tint of the morphos is a brilliant sheeny-blue of varying shades

on the upper surface of the wings ; but on the under sides we have various tints

of brown and white, to render the Insects less conspicuous when they are at rest

with the upper sides pressed together over the body. Some of them have longer

wings than others, and these are noticeably high-flyers, habitually taking altitudes

between twenty and a hundred feet above the earth. Those with deeper wings

fiv lower, and even descend to the ground to suck the juices of ripe fruit that has

fallen. The high-flyers never descend to the ground.

The life-history of these Insects may be very briefly indicated generally, as

it is impossible here to enter upon a description of the fifty or so species individually.

The eggs are globular and translucent, smooth or with slight ornamentation of the

Photo by) [£• Slip, F.L.S.

The Menelaus.
A Brazilian species measuring six inches across the fore-wings. All the wings are entirely blue, with the exception of the inner margins

of the hind-wings, which arc brown. The smallness of the body in comparison with the wing area is specially noticeable in this and the

next photograph.

surface. The caterpillars are in shape much like those of our purple emperor,

with a forked tail, and the head divided in the middle. Some of them are con-

spicuously coloured with red, yellow, black, and white, and clothed with spines.

These colours are doubtless of the nature of warnings to birds that they are not

palatable ; for although night-feeders, they congregate in open positions in the

day, a- though conscious that their vivid colours will protect them from interference.

A further protection is found in the spines, which break off and enter the skin when

the caterpillar is carelessly handled. How secure they are in their exposed resting

positions is shown by the fact that the caterpillars of a common Brazilian species 1

will congregate in a cluster of a hundred or more on the trunk of a tree, and those

1 Morpho achilles.
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eautiful, the up] ing a brilliant glossy blue,

with bands ai ofspots, blotches, and rings in chocolate

and white. From tip to lip of the fore-wings i
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of another species 1 hang together as a red bunch on the twigs of their food-plant.

They change into stout, oval chrysalids with divided heads.

Although these butterflies are highly esteemed in collections for their size and

magnificent colouring, and have consequently been much hunted by assiduous

collectors, Kaye says that some of the woods—the morphos are purely forest Insects

—in South Brazil teem with them, just as Bates described them at the time of his

exploration of the Amazons country to the ninth. The latter says :" Morphos are

among the most conspicuous of the Insect denizens of Tropical American forests."

We will content ourselves with brief notes on the species whose photographs

appear as illustrations. The difficulty in referring to them is that they have no

popular names ; but as the scientific names are mostly derived from those oi persons,

Photo In E. Step, F.L.S.

Sulskowskv's Butterfly.
The beautiful under side of this comparatively small morpho is shown in this photograph. Its colouring consists of a marbling of pale

brown and brownish-white, diversified with ring-spots. The upper side i- pearly pale blue, with brown tips to the fore-wings and little

tails to the hind-wings. It measures four and a quarter inches across the fore-wings.

real and mythical, these will be more or less familiar words to the general reader.

The Venus 2
is a Central American species which measures five and a quarter

inches across the spread fore-wings, which are of a brilliant glossy blue with a broken

band of white across the middle and a line of six smaller white spots between it

and the hinder edge of the wing. The hind-wings are of similar colours, but here

the white band is unbroken and the smaller spots are more or less crescent shaped.

The under side is a beautiful arrangement of irregular spots, blotches, and eye-marks

in pale chocolate and white. The cacique 3 measures six and a half inches across,

and is of deep blue with a row of white spots near the margin of the fore-wings ;

whilst the inner margins of the hind-wings, which lap the body of the butterfly,

1 Morpho epistrophus. - M. < vpris. 3 M. cacica.
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are brown. The didius 1 measures six inches, and is almost wholly oi a beautiful

" moonlighl " blur : the exception being the dark-coloured margins oi all the wings

and the brown inner border of the hind-wings. Menelaus 2
is similarly self coloured

without the dark outei border, but the inner margins oi the hind-wings are brown.

Sulskowsky's morpho 3
is comparativelj small, measuring little more than foui

inches across, It is oi the pale blu tive oi mother-o'-pearl, with brown

tips to the fore-wings, two

htth tails to the hind-wings,

and two red dots abe\ e them.

< Mi the under side ii is marbled

with pale brown and brownish-

white, and has several con-

spicuou m its. The i ga '

is a ( olombian -pern-, mea-

suring lour inches and a half,

and is purplish-blue.

Pond-Bugs & Sea-Skaters.

1 verybody know- the

slender little bugs known as

ditch-skaters 5 that Hit over the

surface of fresh-water ponds

and ditches with the motion

oi a racing -kit! with outrij

except that it is spasmodic

instead of being continuous
;

but it is not so well known that

there are i loseh relafc d sp

who spend their lives on the

not alwaj - tranquil sui fai e oi

the ocean. The ditch— k iters

are remarkable for then long,

riarr w 1" dies, and then long,

thread-like legs, which make
some of them look like spiders

skimming the surface oi the

pond and never getting wet.

The firsl pair oi legs are

\
i i v short in comparison with

the second and third pair- ; and the object of the difference is to provide a pair oi

limbs with which the skater can take hold . fa wat< r-plant or oi it- prey. Th
middle pair cover a considerabl extent oi water surfai e, and they help materially to

buoy up the body, and by their aeti.ni row it along. The hinder pair do this also, but

they an' held m a more backward direction and are used more for steering. The whole

of the Insect, legs as well as body, is covered with a fine velvety down, scarcely

1 Morpho didi - M. menelaus. 3 M. sulskowskyi. : M rris.

Phoiv '/ Bastin.

\ Group of Pond-Bugs.
In the centre is what we may call the stick-Ii

a, 1! known l> i

lat'backed corixa. Another
Lit hand comer; and 0]

In- familiar wal
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Sea-Skaters.
These remarkable little Insects -actually only half the size of their
photographs—live entirely on the surface of the ocean, often many
hundreds of miles from the nearest I I

visible to the unassisted eye, which holds a film of air and so prevents the Insect

getting wet, even when submerged. A section made across the hind-body would

show that it is boat-shaped, the sid< -

being continued slightly over the back-

to form bulwarks as it were.

In one species, known as the

water-gnat, 1 the general form is much
like that of a stick-Insect on a very

small scale. One-third of the entire

length ol the trunk consists of the head,

which is drawn out to an inordinate

length, and the eyes arise from the

hinder half of the head. All its legs

are long, and its antennae are pro-

portionate to them , so that the super-

ln i.il likeness to a stick-Insect is com-

plete. Two of these skaters will be

found illustrated on page i(>2.

Built on somewhat similar lines

to the ditch-skaters, but very much
larger, is the ranatra, 2 which might

well be passed over as a length of

broken reed-stem. It is not in the

habit of skating over the surface, but

lies quietly below with its long re-

spiratory tube reaching to the surface,

and for short periods ranges along the

bottom in cjuest of food, mainly the

grubs of other Insects. A near rela-

tion i^ the very dissimilar water-

scorpion, and another is the gigantic

belostoma, with whose histories and

habits we have already dealt (see

pages 2-| and 161).

What one may call the sea-

skaters" more nearly resemble gerris

than they do the last-mentioned
;

but the hind-body is so greatly abbre-

viated as to look as though the major

part of it had been bitten off by some

other denizen of the deep. A number
of species are known from various

Photo by] [e. sup, f.l.s. parts of the ocean surface, where
Giant Water-Bug. f . . ...

This huge Insect, allied to the water scorpion of our ponds, is a rather it gets Sufficiently Wai'Ill for InSCCt lite
\

formidable native of South America and Trinidad, which catches T ,- • . -, i

fishes and frogs with its mantis-like fore-feet. Natural size: Dllt SO lai' 110 SpeClCS nave been I0UI1C1

1 Hydrometra stagnorum. 2 Ranatra linearis. Halobates.
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Floating on the surface of the poi flat and thin water-scorpion,
and for similar puij hich it kills its

g contrast with th*.- fornv r

arc shown twice the natural size.
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with wings, so that they may be presumed to spend their entire existence, generation
after generation, on the surface of the sea. often many hundreds of miles from the
nearest land. Their eggs have been found attached' to a floating bird's feather,
pumice, and cuttle-bones, but in some cases the female carries her eggs about until
they hatch. The Challenger naturalists were constantly finding these sea-
skaters in the towing nets, both in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. They are some-
times found on shallow water near the shore. They are believed to shelter from
storms by retiring to a sufficient depth to be clear of the agitation of the surface
waters.

Just as the pond -skaters get a living by sucking the juices of aerial
Insects that have had the misfortune to fall into tin pond or ditch, the

rhnto In-:
:». Main, F.E.S.

Lace-wing Fly.
These exceedingly graceful and delicate Insects are among the most valuable of the gardener's allies, laying their i KK^ where the
green-fly are thickest, that the resulting grubs mn feed upon the pest. The wings are green and bce-UUe, and the con-
spu uous eya s brilliant. Slightly enlargi .!.

sea-skaters are believed to subsist chiefly upon the juices of small animals
recently dead that float upon the surface of the sea. Also like the pond-
skaters, they are found in little companies on the sea. But the nearest approach
in form to the sea-skaters among fresh-water bugs is supplied by a species
native of North America and the West Indies, 1 whose hinder legs suggest
a distinctly gouty tendency, as indicated in its scientific name. In this species
the middle pair of legs are of great length, and the first pair very short. The
antenna; of the male are developed into prehensile organs with which to hold the
female. The species whose photograph appears on page 382 is Mullenstorff's
sea-skater. 2

1 Rheumatobates bergrothi. - Halobates mullenstorffi.
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Lace-wing Flies.

Among tlic familiar objects oi what we may term garden entomology, one oi

the besl known is the green lace-wing tl\ oi golden eye. It is nol a tl\ in the true

sense a creatun with two wings onlj for this has four, and they are nearly equal

in size. It 1- more nearly akin to the ant-lion tl\
, the caddis-fly, and the dragon-fly,

than to the house-flj and the hover-fly. It will be noticed that the wing is weak in

structure and nol capable "I powerful flight, there being onlj one trong nervuri

just wit Inn tin- hunt bun In . Although the resl oi the wing 1- entirelj covered with

a network ni fme veins thai has suggested the appropriate name oi Lee wing, there

i- nothing sufficiently substantia] to indicate swift or prolonged flight. So we find

the laci -wing fluttering silentlj

through the air as lightlj as a

-in i\\ (lake. The eomnion species, 1

to w hi h we particularly allude, is

1 di lii aie green in 1 1 low , the wings

transparent and shining, but the

most striking features are the

prominent eyes, which to appi ar-

ance are oi shining gold. From
this circumstance the fnsed is

also known as the golden-i 5 e.

There are a great number oi sp< 1 ies

known, and oi the>e fifteen are

nati\ es oi Britain, but the diffet

1 n< es bi tween them are such as

appeal more to the spei ialisl than

to ordinary reader-, and a state

meiit ol the life-history of the

common spi 1 ies will apply gene-

rally to the group. Some of the

species give off a very unpleasant

odour, whieh has earned for them

the alternative name oi stink-

tile-.

rhe eggs of the lace-wing are laid in an extraordinary manner, 50 that fewpersons

seeing them for the first time would imagine they were what they really are. They
are [ike the finest ivable oi entomological puis, half an inch long, with Med
pearls foi heads. The early naturalists, indeed, imagined they were the fruit oi

some kind of moss, and 1 la sified them as ;ui h. In most 1 ases they are sufficiently

far apart to keep their stalks quite distinct, but in some species they arc so closi

that the stalks unite. The lace-wine will a1 times afford us a demonstration of the

way in which, these remarkable footstalks are contrived. When about to lay, the

i her hind-body 1- brought into contai t with th< leai or -hoot she has sele< ted

and a minute globule oi gum 1- attached. Then, elevating hei b idj to the fnl]

1 Chrysopa perla.

V

!

he Grub oc 1 he La< 1 wing.
/ / s

11 tivc little creature has < fine pair ol sharp*pointed jaws with
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extent possible, the gum is drawn out into a thread of gossamer, which hardens on

exposure to the air, and becomes stiff enough to support the egg, which she attaches

to its extremity. In so doing, she is doubtless taking precautions against her eggs

being eaten by some other Insect, it may be against the grubs of her own kind,

for they are all of a voracious character and are not free from the imputation of

cannibalism. It has been noted that, where the eggs are sufficiently close together.

the first hatched-out grub will cling to its egg-shell and watch for the emergence of

its brothers and sisters, catching and eating them as they appear. In the ordinary

way the grub crawls down the hair-like stalk of the egg, and finds itself quite close

to a flock of green-fly.

The grub is, roughly speaking, not unlike the lady-bird grub in shape, with

six active legs and a somewhat flattened body. Its jaws are so constructed that when

not in use they may appear to be four in number, but for practical purposes the two

parts on each side of the mouth
unite to form a sharp-pointed

tube. The grub impales a succu-

lent green-fly between the points

of its jaws and sucks, when the

whole of the green-fly's contents

are drawn into the mouth through

these tubes and the empty skin

is cast aside. These jaws are hard

worked, for the life of the grub is

passed in a continuous picking up

of green-fly, emptying them, and

casting away the empty skins.

With this constant supply of food,

our grub increases in size rapidly,

and twice it has to cast its skin to

get one allowing of greater expan-

sion, until, in less than a month from

its emergence from the egg, it

reaches the limit of its growth,

and sets about arranging for its future state. It seeks a suitable crevice,

and there fabricates a silken ball or cocoon just large enough to contain itself. In

this it lies without change all through the winter, and not until the spring does it

cast off its last grub-skin and enter upon the chrysalis stage. The marvel is that

in the confined space it should be able to get free from its old integuments. As it

is, the chrysalis is packed up in what looks like a very uncomfortable position, and

if one did not know one might imagine that in the final stage the Insect was bound

to be a cripple. The legs and wings and long antenn;e are not all fixed up in a general

wrapper and immovable as in moth chrysalids, but are separately cased and folded

along the front of the body. A remarkable feature is the provision of a pair of

jaws which are different from those it possessed as a grub, and different from the

mouth-parts of the perfect Insect. They are indeed temporary developments to

Photo; by] \H. Main, F.E.S.

Cocoon and Chrysalis.
The lace-wing grub, having finished its course as a destroyer, spins a cocoon
in which it passes through the winter— still in the grub stage— and be sa
chrysalis in the spring. In the latter condition it is provided with a pair

of jaws specially for cutting off the upper end of its coccon before the

emergence of the complete lace-wing fly. Three times the actual size
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be used once only and then aban-

doned. A little before the lace-

wing fly is ready for emergence

from the chrysalis wraps, these

jaws become operative, and the

chrysalis cuts with them cleanly,

nearly all around one end of its

cocoon, leaving a small uncut

bit to serve as a hinge to this lid.

Then it pushes up the lid, and

still a chrysalis, crawls out into

space, where it can straighten

its doubled-up body. It uses its

legs, and with them clings to some
vertical surface where its body
and wing-bads can hang down.

This is an essential item in its

proper development, to allow the

fluids of the body to flow down
into and expand the wing'- ; but

first the chrysalis-skin lias to be

split, and the mature Insect walks

out. It retains the vertical posi-

tion until all its parts have at-

tained to full expansion, and are

sufficiently hardened to permit

of flight.

'

Horned Beetles.
Photo by] [H. Mam, 1 I ,S.

Some of the most striking

among the multitudinous species

of beetles owe their conspicuous-

ness to a sort of copying of the antlers of deer, antelope, and rhinoceri. Of

course, regarded from a structural point of view, these growths are in no

sense homologous with those of the four-footed beasts that they call to mind. In

some cases the antler-like growth is an excessive development of the jaws, as in

our largest native species—the stag-beetle. 1 In other species, which are suggestive

of the rhinoceros, the jaws have nothing to do with this counterfeit resemblance,

one horn being sometimes an outgrowth from the front part of the head, and another,

or perhaps others, from the fore-body, which is sometimes so greatly developed

forward as to make the head appear very small by comparison, or scarcely to

appear at all.

It is noteworthy that these enormous growths are, as a rule, restricted to the

male sex ; and this led years ago to the confident generalization that they were

sexual in purpose—that by means of them the male beetle was in the habit of

1 Lucanus cervus.

I.ace-wing Fly.

Having escaped from the chrysalis-skin, the lace-wing fly seeks some place

where it can hang vertically until its wings have fully expanded and hardened,
before attempting flight. One and a half times actual size.
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female. So far as oui >taj beetle i- concerned thai was
.1 reasonable explanation, and it was backed by the assertion oi some observers

thai thej had seen the greal jaws so employed ["hi reason foi its I nabli

i- thai tin- jaws move freely in .1 horizontal plane, and can I e used to hold .1 fi tnali

in their grip. Bui in many others the horns arc more 01 li vertical in position,

.ind moreovei are fixed outgrowths I nun the hi ad and fore-body. I he small amount

oi movcmenl possible to the head is no1 sufficienl to be oi any value in this

nection; whilsl even it the tips oi two horns oi this sort could be brought togethi 1

.

their polished and tapering ends would prevent the holding oi anything between

them. A notable example oi horns vertically opposed 1- seen in the Hercules beetli .

whose portrail 1- reproduced on page r. The well-known European rhinoceros

beetle 1 which, by the way, is nol nearly so good a rhinoceros as some oi the tropical

species '-1 copris illustrates the apparenl uselessness oi the horn by arching back-

wards from the front of the head over a scooped-oul area oi the fore-bodj ; and

there are manj examples oi a similar arrangement oi these ornaments.

Several oi the photographs we give as illustrations show that, in most cases,

thesi growths do not offer suggestions oi any way l>\ which they could be useful,

either for holding females or for fighting othei males for the possession oi females.

It 1- true thai the North American stag-beetle 2
is stated to use its horns in courtship,

and there -rcms nn lea-mi why our native species should nut do the same. So

also mighl the splendidly armed chiasognathus (sec page | oi Smith America,

whose jaws exceed the combined length oi head and body, and are set with sharp

teeth all along the inner margins the fore-legs having a similar armament. This

beetle ha- the reputation of being pugnacious, and prone to open wide hi- jaws

in presence oi i possible foe, bul Darwin found on putting his finger between them

Photo [E. Step,

Head oi \ Wood-boring Beetle.
In this example of a horned beetle, the " horns " are clue to a preat development of the jaws. Tht antenna
that they merit the popular leriii lied to antenna?. The photograph is nearly foui I

1 Oryctes nasicornis. ( .1 \ 11- elephas
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that their muscular power was not sufficient to inflict any pain. The jaws of the

female are quite small in comparison.

Until naturalists have devoted more attention to the habits of the great horn-

bearing beetles of other countries, which may throw some light on the uses of these

outgrowths, we are compelled to regard them as being merely sexual adornments

for the purpose of gratifying the aesthetic sense of their females. One might easily

imagine that our native typhseus beetle 1 by rotating its body on the short central

horn marked out the circumference of its tunnel with the two side horns ;
but

we are not aware of any observa-

tion- that would justify such an

explanation of their existence.

The Old Lady.

Main' butterflies and moths

are the bearers of remarkable names,

and it is not always an easy matter

to guess how these names were

suggested In some cases the reason

for the name is obvious in some

conspicuous mark or colour, or in

some habit of the Insect. Old

lady, however, appears at first sight

to need some special explanation as

the name for a moth. Yet, if one

comes upon this species in the day-

time with the fore-wings closed over

the hinder pair, as shown in our

photograph, and the observer is old

enough to remember the fashions

of mid-Victorian days, he will get

an idea. There is the upper part

of the lady of those days who had

passed middle age, and covered

her back and shoulders with a

flounced cape, scalloped along

the lower edge, and the scallops

bordered and fringed. This must

have been the origin of the present name. At an earlier date the moth was referred

to in books as the great brown bar, in allusion to the broad band that crosses the

wings from front to back ; and later as old maid.

A singular trait of this rather large moth 2
is its liking for houses. Many moths

are attracted into open windows at night owing to the rooms being lighted up ;

but the old lady rather comes in during the day in order to find an obscure corner

where she may rest. There she may be seen day after day for a week or more
;

but it must nof be assumed that she does not fly during this time. There is reason

1 Geotrupes typhseus. : Mormo maura.

Photo by]

Tyi'H/eus Beetle.
[E. Step, F.L.S.

i F the dung-beetles or scarabs. It sinks deep pits in the earth, in which
it stores rabbit dung for the food of itself and its grubs. Only the male

is adorned with the three spines, which are not head ornaments but

outgrow tlis from the fore-body. The photograph is four tiim-s the natural



F.L.S.

Horned Beetles.
linit will be seen that the homs are a part of lh"

form to the mas pper pholograpn
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for believing that having selected a suitable resting-place she returns to it day after

day. We have turned such specimens out of the house, and had good evidence

that the moth seen in the same place next day was the one turned out the day before.

Some years ago, an entomologist named Reading, believing this to be the case,

deliberately marked certain individuals and turned them adrift, only to find that

they returned to the house. Often it is not a single moth that has been found

clinging under the cornice, or behind curtains, but six or more huddled closely

together. Summer-houses, tables, and sheds, as well as dwelling-houses are

favoured by them, any structure with a roof appearing to satisfy them. The

colouring consists of various shades of dull brown, which harmonize well with the

shadows where they rest.

In spite of its familiar habits, it is by no means a well-known moth. Its period

of activity as a winged Insect is in July and August, and in some years it is much

more abundant than usual. It

begins life as a dingy brown cater-

pillar of rather large size—that is,

about two inches in length when

full grown. There is a series

of oblique paler stripes along

each side, and the spiracles are

made distinct by their red and

black colour. Young caterpillars

may be found in the autumn

feeding on various weeds. I hex-

pass the winter in sleep, and when

they emerge from hibernation in

spring they change their food,

showing a preference then for the

new shoots of various trees, such

as sallow, birch, and hawthorn.

When full grown— about the

middle of May—the caterpillar

spins a slight cocoon, and turns to a glossy red chrysalis. In the course of a few

hours, however, the red is not visible, and instead of the glossy surface

showing, the creature is coated with a blue-grey powder, probably some form

of wax. In July development is complete, and the chrysalis-skin splits to

release the moth. Our photograph on page 395 shows a number of these

moths in an overlapping cluster, spending the day in a dark corner of a passage,

from which they flew off in the evenings and returned in the mornings.

It is probable that in this matter they may be guided by scent, the place where

they have once settled having acquired some subtle aroma from their bodies. The

red under-wing moth has also been observed to return to a day-time perch again

and again after spending the nights away. This habit, it must be understood, is

quite distinct from that of the tortoise-shell butterflies and the queen wasps that

come into houses in autumn and sleep through the long winter.

IE. Step, F.L.S.

Axi.ti's Beetles.
This photograph illustrates the difference between male and female in the

matter of horn equipment. The male, to the left, has three curved horns

arising from the fore-bodv, and apparently of no use except for ornament.
The female, to the ri^ht. i> without even a vestiite of such adornments, and
rpr.ears to be .

n.s will off without them. Natural *tJ<\
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Social Wasps.

There are a large number ol wasps ol various kinds thai inhabit these islands,

hut most ol them are known only to the few entomologists who make a special

study of the order 1 ol Insects to which all the wasps belong. The many thai an

unknown to the general public arc solitary wasps wasps of which the females

laboriously construct a nesl ol some sorl which is provisioned with food, an

laid upon it, and the nesl closed up. The social wasps form communities, often

consisting of many thousands oi individuals, who not only provide a habitation

for their progeny, but watch over and nurse these from the moment they e-cape

from the egg until they reach the winged stage, preparing their food for them, and

a< tually putting it to their mouths.

It is generally thought that the common wasp is a well-known Insect, but

this is not the case. There are. in fact, few Insects that are so little known even

by those who organize clubs for their

destruction and pul a price upon the head

oi every queen-wasp. The wasp as it

presents itself to the imagination of thesi j^.
well-meaning people, and the wasp as y^Wi-

known to those who have -tudi'-d it- lite- j4HMj* :

history and habits, are two entirely

different creature-. Like all prejudices oi

long standing that have come to us from

the dark ages and have left their mark
upon our language, this false estimate of

the wa-p is dethroned with difficulty.

p1 Ei a i me shi 'it peril id in its life, when

the wasp undoubtedly doe- ai t in a way
that arouses the murderous resentmenl oi

greedy man the wasp ha- at leasl equal

claims with the bee and the ant to be

included in the h-t ol Nature'- moral

exemplars. But that one lapse not merely wipes out it- record of good deeds, it

prevents people seeing the possibility of it- ever having had a reputable past. Let

a- state the fact-, and leave judgment to the lair-minded reader.

A queen-wasp ol one of the common sorts,2 tor whose <\<w<\ body our local

wa-p club has ottered a reward, creeps out in spring from the dark, sheltered corner

where -he ha- been sleeping through the cold days oi winter. She had only thrown

oil her chrysalis wrap- in the autumn, and alter a day or two of rest in the nest,

to allow her new black and yellow corselet and her limbs to become firm, sh

out lor her virgin flight. The activities of the nest were over for the season. The

worker- who had -pent their winged existence in the unresl irch for food

for the helpless grubs in the combs, had now nothing to do. All the -rubs had

spun silk covers over their cells, and had turned to chrysalids. The old qu>

the mother of the entire community

—

was dead of old age, and no eggs had been

1 Hymenoptera. -pa vulgaris, or Y. gcrmanica.

Photo by] . F.L.S.

The < >u> Lady Moth.

and frit.. it fashion hi

in all probability. I

i
icuous, and io

well known. Natural size.
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Photos by] [E. Step, F.L.S.
Early Stages of the Old Lady.

Hi- ii|.|n i ]i), (1 1m L.: ip|, -d.iws the full grown r
; 1 1 ]

-

pillar of the natural size. The eggs are laid in
August, and a little later the young caterpillars
may be found feeding on low-growing plants.
The chrysalis is .11 first red and gl<^sv. but soon
1>r< "mi s dull witli a coating of bluish " bloom."

laid in the cells for some time. So the workers

went off to enjoy themselves during the very

short spell of life still left to them. They knew
that with the first night-frost of autumn the

older and weaker of them would die. It was

their last chance of a brief spell of enjoyment

unfettered by the responsibilities of sisterhood.

So they sallied forth to a neighbouring plum-tree

where the fruit was bursting its skin with over-

ripeness. They had laboured long for the fruit-

grower and his kind, killing millions of noxious

Insects to use as food for the grubs in the combs,

and now for once thejr had only pleasure to think

of. The newlv emerged virgin princess went

with them, and feasted royally upon the sweet

juices of Victoria plums. It was there she met

her husband, a smart young drone from a neigh-

bouring nest. Although smart, he was, perhaps,

not over-wise. After a brief but happy time

together, he must venture to explore a bottle

that was hanging from a branch. Whether it

was the odour of sweetness that came from the

bottle, or the sight of hundreds of other wasps

inside, struggling to drink of the liquid it con-

tained, she could not tell ; but he insisted on

going, and paid for his rashness by getting

drowned. It is to be feared that the princess

was not greatly concerned at this loss. Wasps
and bees, and, indeed, most Insects, set but slight

value upon their males. The responsibilities

of parentage, and the toils consecpient thereon,

are discharged bv the females.

After she had feasted sufficiently on

plum-juice, the princess flew into the open

window of a house, and her song as she flew around

attracted the attention of a woman, who made
various attempts to strike her down with a bread

knife. If the princess had been waspish in the

dictionary meaning of the adjective, she could

have alighted on the back of her neck and stabbed

her persecutor. But she had no wish to use her

defence unnecessarily ; so seeing some open

book-shelves near at hand, she flew to the top

of a book labelled Man's Place in Nature, and

crept back into the shadows behind it. Here
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she remembered a dream she had dreamt during her Ion

she thought she would rest awhile till that irascible woman had calmed down.

There, clinging by her jaws to the fore-edge of that particular book, she went to

sleep, and as nobody in that family wanted to read about man's place in

Nature, she continued to sleep all through the winter. It was not until the

incidence of the domestic upheaval known as " spring cleaning," when the

books were taken out of the shelves for their annual dusting, that she was
disturbed. The duster swept her from her hold, and she fell to the floor unnoticed.

Bruised and stiff she crawled away, and after brushing and shaking the dust off

her wings and corselet, and washing her face and hands, she climbed out of the

window into the spring sunshine, which soon made her feel alive again. Then

; winter sleep. According

to her dream she was to be

a queen, and to reign over

a populous city of her own
foundation. It was time

she set about her dream's

fulfilment.

All the sunny hours

—

they were not many—of

that Aptil day she flew

about and sought the

ideal site for a wasp-city,

but could not find it. In

the afternoon she crawled

beneath a piece of loose

bark on a dead oak-tree,

and went to sleep for the

night. The next morning

she found that the tree

itself had manv tunnels in

its decayed wood, where

beetles or other boring

had once exca-

and one of these

But on reaching

^f
Photo by] I S/i >, F.L.S

A Queen-Wasp.
Lately awakened from her long winter ^leep, the queen -wasp looks about her for a suitable

site for the foundations of her future city, whose first walls and comb she builds without
aid. As she is one of the underground builders her choice will probably fall upon a mouse's
tunnel in which she can excavate a roomy hall. Four times the actual size.

Insects

vated
;

trunk.led to a quite roomy hollow in the centre of the

this hall, she found a hornet-princess in possession. The hornet-princess

was a sort of cousin, and confided to her that at last she had found a suitable place

for the foundation of her city. So the wasp-princess retired, and resumed her search.

After a weary round of explorations that came to nothing satisfactory, she had the

good hick to find the entrance to a mouse's tunnel in a hedge-bank, and she could

tell from the absence of any mousy smell that it had long been vacant. So she

explored it, and found that a short distance along the tunnel there was a little

hollow, which could be rounded and made larger by a little hard work. So she

set to work at once upon the roof, digging out pellets of earth with her jaws and

carrying them outside, through the tunnel. After considerable labour she came
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upon whal she had hoped to find. She laid bare .1 small portion oi a tough brown

rool thai ran horizontally through her rooi Dial was enough digging for the

time. Going outside into the open air, she carefully took her bearings oi the

entrance-hole, and then si t ofl on her wings. A shorl flight 1 ighl hi r to .1 long

stretch of oak fencing which had absorbed a lot oi sunshine, and was warm and

dry. Here she set to work with her jaws again, shaving of! the finest possible

films oi wo "I from it- surface, and grinding this up in her jaws, and mixing it with

saliva until she had a little pile of wood-pulp. With this she flew home, and spread

it out evenly in a band

ai 1 mnd part of the roi >1 in

the roof, tncessanl jour-

n<\ - follow . and pellets oi

wi lod - pulp innumerable

are brought home, to be

w
. 1] ked up into coarse but

thin paper, with which she

constructs a sort of stick-

less umbrella depending

from the band on the root.

Then under the umbrella

she constructs her firsl

comb. There are only a

few c( II- at first, and thi -•

are quite -hallow when she

lays an egg in each. Then

she sets to again excavat-

ing to make her royal hall

larger and more regular in

shape. She add- to the

edgi - oi the umbrella and

make- it bn iad aboA e and

1 irri w b( low . Then an

outer umbrella protects

this balloon shaped bag

open at the bottom. The

eggs hatch, and food must

be obtained for the grubs.

This she gets by flying out

and pouncing upon almost the first Insect she sees flj
.

butterfly, or moth

, ired a prize oi some sort, she quickly severs the wings, legs, and head as being

too hard for her purpose : she earn.- ofl thi trunk and masticates portions, with

which she feeds the grubs from her mouth to theirs.

It should be stated that the cells are built only on the undej side oi thi eomb,

and with their open end- downward- and apparently, the grub keeps its hold oi the

fixed egg-shell to enal li ii to retain a position in the opi n i ell. It rapidly increases

\ '"ii n Wasp's NES1
F.L.S.

ii, and sen

shelter for thi ' «' her n r -
1 comb. When tin-

grubs b;

their n
rebuilt again and again to accommi

tspended in a bush, but a root i

out one-third of the actual

Having
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in bulk, and its fat sides fill the space. As the grub grows, the mother-wasp builds

up the cell walls, making them hexagonal in form like the wax cells of the honey-bee,

and also begins other cells around them in which more eggs are deposited. The

first batch of grubs become full fed, and then each spins a papery cap across the

mouth of its cell, and throwing off its last grub-skin, becomes a chrysalis. In about

four weeks from the day the first few eggs were laid an equal number of worker-wasps

emerge from the cells. After resting quietly for awhile, in order to let their new
integuments harden, these workers take up the duties of nurse, caterer, and builder.

The wasp-princess is now a queen with a select circle of subjects. The new arrivals,

without any instruction, know how to enlarge the nest-hall, to build new combs,

and to spread out additional layers of paper walls to increase the warmth of the

dwelling, and so hasten the development of the second batch of larvae. There is

no need for the

queen to do any of

this work—anything,

in fact, but to lay

eggs ; and as soon as

her worker-daughters

- imperfect females

—can construct more

cells she is ready to

supply the eggs. The
old cells, too, which

were the cradles of

these workers, have

other grubs in them
already. Soon, with

fresh batches of wasps

emerging frequently

from the combs, there

is a considerable

population. All these

new arrivals are

workers, until late in the summer or early in the autumn no males or perfect females

are produced.

A noteworthy example of the wasp's readiness to cope with unexpected

difficulties came under observation last summer. The nest was built in the bank

of a rock-garden, and only two or three inches from the entrance-hole was the

netting of the tennis-court. We had noticed with some surprise that, though home-

coming wasps flew through the meshes without hesitation or difficulty, the streams

of outgoing wasps made a sharp turn to the right or left to avoid the net. We could

not understand the reason for this difference, but evidently it was a real trouble,

for one day we noticed three workers hanging to the net by jaws and feet, and

revolving round the twine the better to cut it through. Before long there was a hole

in the net immediately opposite the entrance to their nesting-hole, and the out-

i a
Underground Nest ov Common Wasp.

A bank has been partly cut away to show the nest in position. It hangs suspend, d by a paper

strap to a tough root. The hole near the top is an accidental tear made by the excavator. The
entrance to the nest is underneath, not visible in this view.
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going wasps had no longer to turn sharply on going out. Detractors of the wasp

would contend, probably, that this was done from a desire to damage human property,

as usual ; but there were hundreds of square yards of the netting, and it was curious that

the only place cut was immediately facing their doorway. We covered the gap with

another piece of netting, and next day that was cut through. A second supple-

mentary piece was served in the same way, and satisfied that the damage had been

done to meet a real need, we forebore to give them further trouble.

Wasps appear to be very sensitive to cold, and with the exception of the newly

emerged females, who take care to hibernate in some sheltered retreat, all the

community die off in autumn. By this time the wasp-nest has largely increased.

Time after time the industrious workers have had to enlarge the hole in which

the nest hangs. Then to allow room for the enlargement of every comb by the

Photo by] [J- Holme .

Stages in a Wasp's Life.

The extreme right-hand figure of the lower scries shows a newly hatched grub, and the next four figures show stages in growth until

it is full fed. The next two show the newly formed chrysalis, all white excepting flic eyes. The two extreme left-hand figures show,

from above and below, the chrysalis when the wasp is ready for emergence.

addition of new cells to its margins, the inner layers of the paper walls have had

to be cut away and new layers added to the outside to keep up the previous thickness

which is necessary in order to maintain the warmth of the nest. New combs have

had to be built until there are from six to ten of them, suspended one from the

other. The cells that contain grubs destined to develop into perfect females and

males are much larger than the others which have produced the smaller workers.

During the period of great activity in the wasps' nest, when thousands of

grubs have to be fed several times a day, there is little fruit ripe enough or sweet

enough to tempt the wasps. There are strawberries it is true, but for some reason

the wasp does not appear to touch them. We have had two average-sized n< :sts

under a bed of strawberries, but we could never detect a single wasp eating the

fruit. It may be that the strawberry is too acid for their taste, but our impression
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1- thai at this period the wasp 1- too busy catching Insects to serve as food for

the grubs to have much time for the indulgence oi its nun appetiti foi sweel ,

though it does sip a1 the jam-dish when it visits our breakfast table to steal shreds

oi ham from our plates. We have little doubt that the grubs are fed entirely upon

an animal diel ; a1 midsummer flies are the chief item upon their menu. It

51 ems remarkable
thai in an age when
grea t efforts are

be i 11 g m a il«- to

minimize the pesl

Hi flies, a1 leasl as

tt endeavours
arc made todestroy

thi wasp, winch is

the mosl effectual

hec k upon the

multiplication of

the house-fly and

the bluebottle

If the fruit-

grower feels that he

must destroy wasps,

the most sensible

time for him to do

so is jusl before the

fruit has attained

sufficient sweetness

toattract them. To
kill them in spring

is to deny himseli

the greal advan-
1 ut their whole-

destruction of

Insecl pests.

1 Main of our

-' 11 ial wasps build

their paper 1 ities in

tree- and bushes :

others chiefly in the

and. but oc< a

sionally in trees and sheds. In the former group are included the tree-wasp, 1 the

Norwegian tree-wasp, 2 and the rare tree-wasp.3 The second group contains the

two common wasps 4 and the red-spotted wasp.5 The hornet, 6 our largest wasp,

prefers a hollow tree or the shelter of a house-roof.

Mr. Chas. Oldham, F.L.S., at a recent meeting of the South London

1 Vespa sylvestris. *V. norvegica. S V. arborea. «V. vulgaris and V. germanica. B V. rufa. 'V. crabro

II. Baslin.

The Queen on Her Comb.

The queen-wasp is the sole egg-layer in the community. As soon as .nstructcd a
... r it .111.1 la; the egg to the cell-wall. The combs arc

and the cells open downwards.
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Entomological and Natural History Society exhibited two collections of small

stones that he had obtained near the entrances of wasps' colonies, and which the

members of these had removed when making and enlarging the cavities in which

they built their nests. He said that if these stones are too heavy to be removed,

they are allowed to gravitate to the bottom of the cavity, only the loose soil and

stones not too heavy to carry being removed. The weight of some of the stones

lifted was, in proportion to the size of the wasps, very large, and that those exhibited

closely approached the limit, was shown by a heap being found at a few inches

from the entrance to the

nest. These heaps consisted

of stones all about the same

size, apparently very near

the limit of the weight which

a wasp was able to support

when on the wing, and so

they had been compelled to

drop them just outside the

nest-hole. The stones of

lesser weight, and the par-

ticles of earth, which had

also to be removed from the

cavity, were not in the heap,

and were, presumably, car-

ried to a further distance,

just as are the general refuse,

dead grubs, etc.

The talus of stones around

a nest of Vespa germanica

began some two inches from

the lip of the hole and
covered roughly an area of

a semi-circle of two feet

radius. They decreased in

number with the distance

but there was no apparent

decrease in their size. Fre-

quent observation of this

nest showed him that most

of the wasps got away with their burdens, but that those with larger stones nearer

the limit of the capacity of their bearer failed to take wing properly, and landed

somewhere within the above area and had, after many vain efforts, to relinquish

their burdens.

The nodules were weighed and compared. Ten flint nodules gave an avei

oi 7,3 grm., and twenty chalk nodules gave an average of 75 grm. They were

probably drier than when brought to the surface. Six of the wasps were captured

Interior of Nest showing First Comb.
In this photogiaph a similar nest to that on the opposite page has had its paper walls

removed to show the first comb. The original cells contain chrysalids and are capped.
Above them newer cells have grubs in them, and in more recently added cells at the

top eggs may be seen. Combs of later construction will be flat and horizontal.
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Photo by]

'9

The Magpie-Moth.
[I!\ Bagskaw.

The conspicuous colouring of the magpie-moth—spots and bands

of black and yellow on a whitish ground—indicates that it is

not good to eat. As though conscious of this fact the moth
exposes itself fre< ly everywhere.

and weighed immediately after death, and

their average weight was '076 grm. The

average weight of the thirty stones was

•347 grm., and, therefore, was 45 times

the average weight of the wasp. Similar

observations were made by him on a colony

of Yespa vulgaris, and it was found that in

the case of that species the average weight

of these stone nodules was 37 times the

average weight of the wasp, a difference,

no doubt, due to the wing area of the last-

named species being less than that of the

first. In this connection it should be

remembered that the weight is always

earned in the jaws of the wasp.

The Magpie-Moth.

Every possessor or frequenter of a garden knows this moth, though it may be

under the name of gooseberry-moth or currant-moth, 1 these alternatives indicating

two of its special preferences in the way of food whilst in the caterpillar stage.

But although it becomes specially noticeable when it attacks our fruit-bushes, it

is a pretty general feeder, and among other things often abounds on the Japanese

spindle, or garden euonymus, which is frequently grown as a garden hedge. The

reason for its being so well known to those who are not particularly interested in

observing Insects is that in all its stages it is at no pains to hide itself ;
instead,

it seems to thrust itself upon our atten-

tion, and the gardener who suffers from

Photo by] [E.SIep.F.L.S.

The Emergence of the Magpie.
A caterpillar had spun its flimsy cocoon under the rail of a fence,

and changed to the shiny chrysalis, which is ringed with yellow

on a black ground. This can be discerned dimly in the deep

shadow of the rail, but the moth that has just escaped from the

chrysalis and the cocoon is fully exposing itself whilst its wings

are expanding and hardening.

its depredations cannot plead that the

mischief went forward without his know-

ledge. The pretty caterpillar, striped and

spotted with black and red on a ground

of creamy white, is a most noticeable

pest, and carries on its nefarious work

fully exposed in the light of day. Even

the black, glossy chrysalis, with its bright-

yellow bands, is prominent through the

slight veil that is spun up on leaf or

paling; and the strongly marked black,

white, and yellow moth flaps along lazily

as though conscious that it has not an

enemy among birds, beasts, or reptiles.

There is no effort at concealment here

;

whether the moth settles on leaf or flower,

tree-trunk or garden-fence, it is equally

conspicuous. In the light of the theory of

1 Abraxas grossulariata.
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warning coloration there 1- no mystery about it so exposing itself. It has been found

by numerous experiments with birds, lizards, and monkeys in captivity to 1><

tionable as t I. and the Insect acts as though conscious ol th reely

exposing itself,

h 1- one "i the familj ol geometers, to which we have already ref< rred ;
and

it is usual throughout thai family for tin caterpillars to be coloured in harmony

either with the foliage upon which they feed or with the branches upon which thej

rest, and ol which thej appear to be twigs. The chrysalids, too, are hidden away

aj ig dead leaves on the ground, or spun up between leaves on the food-plant.

Tin moths themselves ar< so cryptically coloured that when thej settle on tre<

trunk-, etc., they are lost amid their surroundings. In the case ol thi

moth tin none oi these aids, because the insect being objectionable in all

it- stages and not sought for as food, there i- no chance of protective resemblances

being developed. We have said that it

is the rule for geometer-moths to be

protected by such devices : the magpie

is an exception that really does prove the

rule. Like the tiger-moth, it varies to

an extraordinary degree in a state oi

nature. The other member- of the

family vary considerably in the br< 1 d

ing cage- ni the entomologist, but such

variations are seldom found in the

li 1 ting net. It i- not thai they do not

occur in the wild state, but when they

do, if the variation i- at all in the

direction of rendering the Insect more

conspicuous, thai individual will be

snapped up by an enemy and have no

chance oi perpetuating the variation.

Such i- the working oi natural selection :

II . B

- of the Magpie-Moth.
re laid in captivity. In a state oi nature the female

and is car. in, only

always tending to fix and perpetuate

variations that tend to the good of the species by weeding out variations in the

othi 1 direi tion. In th the magpie-moth, varieties, so long as they retain

their warning colours which are well understood by insectivorous creatures as an

advertisement of inedibilit} can perpetuate the varying tendency, because the

particular arrangement oi their colours 1- oi no moment. So long as they retain

the black, white, and yellow they are equally protected, li anj varieties were to

appear that lacked these warning colours, though the moth- were -till inedible.

they would surely get killed off or so maimed .1 to 1" unlikely to leave desi endants.

The young caterpillars may be found in August, but are not then very notice-

able on account of their small size. Alter feeding foi two or three week-, they

retire from public view bj spinning up the edges of a leaf and hiding within it.

When the leaves fall in autumn that particular leai dee- not go with the other-.

because it has been attached to its twit; by a few threads, and in this cradle the
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caterpillar passes the winter. When the new leaves are expanded next year the

caterpillar resumes its feeding, and becomes full fed about the end of May- Then

it spins a flimsy cocoon, and changes to the yellow-banded black chrysalis, from

which the moth emerges in July or August. In suitable seasons the young cater-

pillar is sometimes able to attain to its full growth in the first year, and becomes

a moth in the autumn.

The clouded magpie, 1 which is our only other representative of the genus,

is a much less common Insect, and it is probably not so thoroughly inedible as the

magpie. It has not been
experimented upon in the same
way ; but though it has the

warning coloration it is not so

strongly and obviously marked.

The body is yellow with black

spots, but on the white wings

the markings are blotches of

vellow-brown and clouds of

grey. This colouring—apart

from feeding experiments with

birds, etc. -would lead one to sup-

pose that it would be less hurt-

ful than merely uninviting as

food, for it appears to rely upon

a protective resemblance more

than upon warning colours.

It haunts the edge of the wood-

land, and may be seen sitting

with expanded wings on the

leaves of dog's mercury and

other low plants. When so seen

it is not likely to be suspected

of being a moth by those who
are unacquainted with its

peculiarities. It will be passed

by as the dropping from a

wood-pigeon squab in the

branches above. That is exactly

the appearance presented.

The caterpillar, which feeds chiefly upon wych-elm, is greyish-white, which

becomes yellowish on the back, where there is a black central line and a broken

one on each side of it. The spiracles are black, and there is a yellow line below them.

It will thus be seen that in this species the caterpillar is more warningly coloured

than the moth, and the presumption is that it is more inedible in the earlier stage

than in the perfect state. In a few other geometer-moths protection is obtained

by a similar likeness to bird-droppings.

1 Abraxas svlvata.

Photo by] tl. Bastin.

The Magpie-Caterpillar.
This white caterpillar, spotted and blotched with red and black, is a most con-

spicuous as well .1- destructive Insect. Like those of the moth, a- colours ad-

vi in- Hi. fact thai a i- inedible, and for that reason it is not careful to hidi itself.

Twice the actual size.
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The Timberman.

We have already described several

species of long-horned beetles (see page 193),

and remarked upon the general characters

and habits of the family. It is a noteworthy

fact that all these beetles, whose relationship

can be established at a glance by reason of

the great length of their antennae, should

agree so closely in habit in their grub stage.

At this period they all obtain their food by
boring into timber, cutting cylindrical tun-

nels from the exterior towards the heartwood

of the tree, and eating all that they cut away.

The grubs are all much alike in form, though

differing, of course, in size, according to the

dimensions attained by the respective species

when they come to full beetle-hood. They
are white and soft, somewhat flattened above

and below, and are widest just behind the

head.

The species to which we desire to refer

now is rare as a British beetle, restricted

to the north of these islands, and its chief locality certain woods at Rannoch, where

the males may be seen flying with their extraordinarily long antennae extended

backwards. It is known locally as the

timberman, 1 and it is interesting to note

that equivalent terms in other tongues

are applied to it in Sweden and Lapland,

where it occurs also. It is said that the

reason for this name is to be found in its

usual trick of carrying its antennae so

spread that they resemble the arms of a pair

of compasses, with which it appears to

be making measurements. The females are

not so well endowed with these ornaments

as the males, in accordance with the

rule prevailing among beetles respecting

such adornments. It may be surmised

that in this matter the females have

little cause for complaint as their antennae

are usually twice the length of the body ;

but it is no unusual circumstance for

thost' of the male to be four times the

Photo by] [E. Step, F.L.S.

The Cobbler.
Tin- wood-boring beetle is common in the pine-growing
districts of the Continent, and is occasionally found in this

country. The photograph is that of a male, and shows the

actual size.

Photo by] [E. Step, F.L.S.

King-horned Palimna.
The palimna is a common wood-boring beetle of Malaya. Its
uniform mottling of black and grey gives it a pretty appear-
ance, which is rendered more graceful by the length of the
antennae, which are of the same colours as the body but
disposed in rings. Natural size. length of his body.

Acanthocinus aedilis.

We ought perhaps to
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qualify this statement by adding that this may be their length when the male has

but recently made his firsl publi irance. After he has met with anothei

of his se: i rival for the good opinion of a female, thesi ant i; bi

seriously damaged. The beetle-hunter has to deplore this tendencj oi th males

to fight and spoil the good looks oi their rivals, for it makes it a difficult mattei

to secure .1 perfect male specimen for the cabinet. In spite oi their great length,

these antennae consisl onlj oi thi same numbei 1
in manj Lonj horned

beetles, who: lo not show an} disproportion to the length oi I

bodie-. The disparity is attained by the lengthen-

ing 1 E the ten joints. Each joint has the

forward half light coloured, and the hinder half

The beetle attacks various trees, but shows

a distinct preference for pine. It is most fre-

quently obtained from the -tump- of felled trees,

use in the decaying oi the large cut surface

these are more 1 .i-il\ explored by the 1 olle< i<

n

but the In-' 1 does no1 restrict its operations to

these useless remains. It also pays attention to

standing timber, but there is reason fo] believing

that though the wood is -mind and useful, the

process of decay has begun before the beetle

insiders it lit for its purpose.

The grub make- tunnels oi considerable

width, ,md when approaching towards lull size

it turn- these in the direction of the 1 ircumference

the stem, 51 1 thai it finish - it- lab< mi - not far

from thi 1 xterior, where .1- .1 beetle it maj havi

little boring work in making it- escape. It then

constructs a sort of cocoon of gnawed fragm

oi wood, in which at the beginning oi summer
it 1 hanges to a chrysalis. In this stage the sexes

may be distinguished already, for the long

antennas of the male, curved down each side,

have to be curved again and brought up in front

and over the head, as shown in our drawing.

It remains in this condition for a few weeks only,

and then the perfed be tli throws ofi the chrysalis-skin. But it is in no hurry to

make a public appearance. It lies quietly in it- cell, apparently, for nearly a year,

,\}\(\ doe- not emerge into the open air until the summer following.

It has often been captured in coal-mines, sometimes at very great depths

below the surface, and the explanation 1- to be found in the fact that it has found

its way into these regions as a grub in the interior of timber used for propping

the roof of workings.

Two larger beetles of similar form and habit may—borrowing from their Latin

by] P, F.L.S.

Fortune's Long horn.
with metallic blue gr

itogiapb repri
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names 1- -be known as cobblers, the long antenna: having suggested to their sponsor
the wax thread of the shoemaker. These beetles, though plentiful in the pine-
growing districts of Europe, are of only rare occurrence in this country. We give
a photograph of the male sartor, and it will be seen that though his antennae are
more than twice the length of his body, they are proportionately much shorter than
those of the smaller timberman. The antenna; of the female are much shorter.

Another character of the males in these and some other long-horned beetles is

found in the greater length of the first pair of limbs. An allied species 2
is recorded

as having emerged from a piece of furniture known to be fifteen years old
;

and the evidence went to show that the grub was at work in the wood before
it was worked up. Other cases point to the probability that the grubs of these
long-horned beetles may extend their existence—under similar unnatural
conditions—over twice that 'period of time.

African Locust.
I In- specii - .ipj" ;irs to have its headquarters in East Africa, whence its surplus broods, numbered by billions, overflow into the
surrounding country, usually taking a northerly direction. They migrate in clouds, so vast that daylight is obscured.

Migratory Locusts.

The story of what man in all the ages has suffered from the ravages of vast

armies of locusts would fill a goodly book. From the earliest times thev
impressed man with his impotence pitted against a foe individually despicable but,

when associated in untold millions, irresistible. Not relishing defeat at the hands
of so insignificant a creature, some of the ancients took to magnifying him in their

imagination ; and so Pliny tells of a locust which was three feet long, and had
legs so strong and well-toothed that they were used as saws. The Arabians, who
suffered much from the locust, pictured it as being endowed with some of the

attributes of the strongest, swiftest, and most dangerous of other animals. It

1 Monohammus sartor and M. sutor. 2 M. confusus.
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The Migratory Locust.
One of the species celebrated for its devastating incursions from the earliest days. It is a native
of South-eastern Europe and Turkestan, and does not extend so widelyin its migrations as some
of the other species. Natural size.

had the head of the

horse, the eyes of the

elephant, the neck of

the bull, the horns of

the stag, the chest of

the lion, the belly of the

scorpion, the wings of

the eagle, the thighs of

the camel, the legs of

the ostrich, and the tail

of the serpent. The
locust hordes were to

them the avenging
armies of the great God.

They were believed to

lay ninety-nine eggs,

and to be restricted to

that number because, if

whole earth and all its
they laid a hundred, their progeny would consume the
contents.

There are many records extant of locust visitations in the south and east
during the historical period, without falling bark upon legend ; and even in our
own time the story of our kinsfolk's struggle with these Insects in Cyprus and
South Africa is sufficient to satisfy us that the older records do not exaggerate the
rum and devastation these creatures caused. The great Darwin, who was in no
sense prone to exaggeration, tells us how, in the year 1835, being just arrived at
Luxan, in South America, " we observed to the south a ragged cloud of a dark
reddish-brown colour. At first we thought that it was smoke from some great fire

on the plains
;

but we soon found that it was a swarm of locusts. They were
flying northward

; and with the aid of a light breeze they overtook us at the rate
of ten or twelve miles an hour. The main body filled the air from a height of twenty
feet to that, as it appeared, of two or three thousand above the ground ;

' and
the sound of their wings was as the sound of chariots, of many horses running to
battle '

: or rather, I should say, like a strong breeze passing through the rigging
of a ship. The sky, seen through the advance guard, appeared like a mezzotint
engraving, but the main body was impervious to sight ; they were not, however,

' thick together but that they could escape a stick waved backwards and forwards.
When they alighted, they were more numerous than the leaves in the field, and
the surface became reddish instead of being green : the swarm having once alighted,
the individuals flew from side to side in all directions."

Mr. Carruthers, in the year 1889, made observations on a swarm that passed
over the Red Sea, and estimated its extent as equal to two thousand square miles.
By ascertaining that each locust weighed a sixteenth of an ounce, he arrived at an
estimate of the total weight of the swarm bein^ 42 ,850 millions of tons ! A second swarm
of equal or greater extent was observed the following day. When we took possession
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ol < yprus described as the brightest jewel in the British crown it was

discovered that the great drawback to its prosperity consisted oi the enorn

swarms oi locusts thai almost perennial!; tated it, and rendered cultivatioi

impossible. During the year i8St, the organized conflict against this enemy
[ted in tin- destrui tion oi sixti en hundred millio ises, weighing thirti i n

dred tons. But this wholesale destruction oi eggs appeared to have littli

effect, for only two years later it was estimated thai over five thousand

million • cases were deposited. Finally, however, the scourge was practically

wiped oul by the ingenious device oi Signor Matthei, who.noting thai the sw

always proceeded across the island in the same direction, suggested the erection

oi ii.
. rly uprighl screens ai ross thru i ourse with tn riches at the base. A band oi

polished leather was fixed across these screens and formed an impassable obsl

for their feet cannot cling to a smooth surfai e. The winged Insects could, oi course,

themselves by flight, but the main objed oi the plan was to destroy them
in" tin- young stage, when they have nol attained to egg-laying powers. As thej

fell in thousands they were shovelled up and burnt in heaps; or stamped down
in the pits.

111. ( \ prititc plan did nol succeed to any appreciable extent in South Africa,

where the extenl oi country over which th< - the Boers term the

early wingless stage march is too extensive. Bui quite recently another plan has

been attended with complete success. This consists in setting apart a broad band
across their route, and, after excluding the domestic grazing animals from it,

sprinkling its vegetation liberally with Paris green. The voetgangers feed on the

Wandering Locust.
." '

The most universal of the migratory locusts ill its rum-', which takes in our own country, the Continent, Arabia. Afghanistan, and
Northern India. I- .In India it is known as the north-west locust, that being the din
Irom which its swarms arrive.
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march, clearing off every scrap of herbage as they advance, and they did this on
the treated strip, eating the Paris green with the vegetation, with the result that
the locust pest in South Africa may now be considered a terror of the past.

There are several kinds of these scourges. The migratory locust of science 1

is not the most important of these, as its range is said to be limited to South-eastern
Europe and Turkestan. An allied species, the ashy locust, 2

is of wider range,
extending throughout Europe and Asia, from the Atlantic in the West to China
in the East. The wandering locust 3

is even more universal in its tours. It has
visited us in England, takes in Africa, Cyprus, Persia, Arabia, Afghanistan, and
Northern India to its eastern limits. There is a record of a swarm invading a ship
in the Atlantic when twelve hundred miles from the nearest land, and it is believed
to be one of several species of the same genus that are migratory in South
America, which, it has been suggested, may have been its original home. In India

it is known as the north-west locust, that

^^^^^^^ being the direction from which it arrives.

In the earlier wingless condition, when it is

known as a hopper, it is very destructive

in the dry plains of the Punjab, where it

breeds. In the vast swarms in which they
come these locusts exhibit a great difference

of colouring from that assumed when they

Photo by] [F. Noad Clark.

Egg of a Butterfly.
The eggs of butterflies show considerable variety of form
and sculpturing. The example shown is the egg of the white
admiral, whicli is of a beautiful pale-green tint, and is laid
on the leaves of sallow in July, hatching about a fortnight
later. It is magnified twenty times.

settle down to the business of sowing the

ground with billions of their eggs. The
swarms have been described as red clouds,

and this colour is due to the fact that the

Insects in their nuptial dress have a rosy

tint ; but when they settle, this brightness

is dulled to a yellowish-grey tint, which
harmonizes better with the soil. Often

their clouds have descended on unsuitable

places for their egg-laying, such, for example,

as a railroad, with the result that millions

are destroyed by the rolling stock, whilst

their mangled remains, making the rails slippery, soon bring the railway service
to a standstill, and not infrequently have derailed the trains.

With the extremity of their hind-bodies the females bore holes in the earth.,

and leave in each a package of eggs, whicli are all glued together. Mr. E. P.

Stebbing, F.E.S., tells us that "Areas in which these egg masses have been deposited
look for all the world as if a heavy shower had recently passed over them, the soil

being pitted with small holes as if made by heavy raindrops. From these eggs
eventually emerge little black wingless hoppers, at first small and helpless and
quite unlike one's notion of a grasshopper or locust, but rapidly developing bv a

series of moults or casting of the skin. Some few days otter hatching, the
little ' hoppers ' pack together and move down into the cultivated lands in well-

ordered battalions and brigades and divisions, in which formation they spend the
1 Pachytylvts migratorius. P. cinerascens. Schistocerca peregrina.
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rest of the wingless portion of their lives devouring the crops. Another species *

appears to have its headquarters in East Africa, from which its superabundant

broods, billions in number, migrate in a northerly direction. Mr. W. L. Distant

describes such a migration of this species he witnessed at Pretoria in 1890. He says,

in his Naturalist in the Transvaal : "On the morning of May nth, our attention

had been directed to myriads of locusts flying near the hills, and some few stragglers

were found in the town ; but shortly after noon the air was darkened, as swarms

only to be computed by billions came with a rushing sound over our heads and

across our path. The light was obscured as with clouds of dust, whilst to walk

through the flitting Insects reminded one of the driving snowflakes at home, as the

pale hyaline wings and not the dark tegmina [wing-covers] are observable during

Stragglers continually fell out of the ranks, and we heard them drop onflight

the iron roof of our dwelling The

ground was thickly covered, and at sunset

most of the flight had probably settled for

the night. The heaviest portion of the

main bodv, which might be described as

the centre of the army, crossed us in about

half an hour, but the flight continued long

after and before. Their extraordinary

numbers could be appreciated by the non-

observable effect of their immense losses.

Myriads were trodden under foot, our

Kafir workmen collected them for food,

the poultry of Pretoria gorged themselves

on their bodies."

The Story of the Butterflies.

Although in the butterflies and moths,

which together constitute the scaly-

The so-called "tongue" of the butterfly is a very long trunk, winged Order 2 of Insects, We have the
kept coiled like a watch-spring when not in use, but extended °
for sucking the sweets of flowers. For the trunk is pierced highest development Of the race SO tai" aS
throughout its length, and is formed of two interlocking halves °

.

r

which are seen partially separated in our photograph. beailty IS Concerned, Viewed Il'Om Otnei"

standpoints they are seen not to have the premier position. Indeed, in

none of the systems of classification of Insects, ancient or modern, is

such a position given to them. Such priority has usually been accorded

either to the ants, bees, and wasps from their superior intelligence, or to the beetles

from the perfection of their external parts and the superior mechanism of their

joints. But to the non-classifying members of the human race, poets, painters, and

moralists, the butterfly has been the Insect par excellence, probably because in this

type of Insect the phenomenon of metamorphosis was first known. The imagination

was captured by the marvellous evolution of the magnificently painted and jewelled

creature, like a flying flower for beauty and brightness, from a " disgusting worm
"

whose sole concern in life was to minister to an insatiable appetite. In this was

seen a picture of man, grovelling and of the earth, earthy, who, when his span of

1 Pachytylus migratorioides. 2 Lepidoptera.

/ I to by] [II'. Bagshaw.
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eating and drinking was over, lay in his narrow cell chrysalis) from which hi— >ul

escaped in due course. So to the ancients the butterfly wa adopted as a type oi

the soul, .ind tin one word Psyche served for both. Psyche, the nymph, indeed, was
always portrayed by painter or sculptor in human form, but with the win-- oi a

butterfly.

As .1 niK- when Insect metamorphosis is referred to it is the life-history ol the

butterfly that is in our thoughts, for here it is best exemplified, the creature being

unconcealed in all its stages, ami therefore patent to the least observant. We
may have observed the small tortoiseshell-butterfly laying her greenish eggs upon
the leaves <>t stinging nettle, and shortly afterwards seen the same nettle plant

clustered with small caterpillars clothed

with short spines. Curiosity aroused, we
watch their progress from day today, see

them casting their skins at intervals and
coming out oi them largei each time, until

they have reached their lull stature. Then
we see them suspended 1>\ their tails from
the bran, he- and leaf-stalks, and observe

the last caterpillar-skin rolled up to and
"It the tail, and the strangely shaped gri

5

1
In \ salis revealed, with the points along it-

back tinged with gold. Finally, we see the

head end of the chrysalis split, and the

butterfly climbing out with the aid oi it-

weak, thread-like legs, and its soft and
crumpled rags of wings hanging limply.

But what a change is evident in an hour!
Die wings have expanded, and are re-

splendent on the upper side with dull red

and yellow and black and spots of blue.

And the wings having been tanned a little

to make sure that the motive muscles are

in working order, away sails our butterfl)

in the June sunshine, a thing of perfect

beauty.

Now, unless our ancestors far back
had watched this process they could never have
an\ connection between the caterpillar and the

.1 single point of external form or structun

//. S. 1 hcavin, F.R.M.S.

Scales from a Butterfly's \\
i

rns on the wings of butterflies and moths

1

hut tbi
i rely optical,

: thirty

imagined that there was
butterfly. There is not

that could suggest such
an amazing possibility as that the one would develop into the other, or
that the eggs laid by the butterfly would not hatch directly into small butterflies
again as the eggs ol bird- hatch into birds. It they had examined the mouth of
the caterpillar and found the cutting-jaws, and the several other part- fitted for the
tearing and mastication of vegetable matter, and compared it with the long, trunk-
like formation of the butterfly's principal mouth parts, they would have found no
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helpful analogy. Further, there is not an atom of suggestion in any external part of

the caterpillar of the relatively enormous wings, so beautifully clothed with scales

that are so minute they look like dust. 'Who could imagine either that the six

poor little bow-legs on the fore-part of the caterpillar would develop into the long
and graceful appendages of the butterfly, or that the insignificant little ocelli

would be supplemented by the magnificent compound eyes of which the butterfly's

head appears to be mainly composed. No wonder if contemplation of this complete
metamorphosis should give rise to the theory of metempsychosis—the belief that

in the apparently lifeless chrysalis

stage the soul of some other

creature entered into the Insect

and gave it the additional glories

of the final stage.

The eggs of butterflies are very

variable in shape and ornamenta-

tion. Some are ninepin-shaped.some

like codlin-apples reversed, others

t ^k V hassock-shaped. The sculpturing

^^ _ ^Fj usually takes the form of ribs and
fluting. The colour varies, not only

according to species, but with the

age of the egg. Some species deposit

their eggs singly, others in batches.

The caterpillar consists of

thirteen segments besides the head,

but the full number cannot be

made out often without dissection,

owing to the hinder two or three

being united. The first three seg-

ments behind the head bear each

a pair of tapering, curved and

jointed legs, and these segments

constitute the fore-body ; * the re-

maining ten form the hind-body. 2

Segments three to six of the hind-

body bear thick, unjointed, and

fleshy feet, which are of a temporary

character, and are not represented in the later stages. At the extremity of the body

there is a pair of similar nature distinguished by the name of claspers. These feet

and claspers are used for locomotion and for clinging to the food-plant, the true legs

as a rule being used only for steadying the edge of the leaf whilst the caterpillar

eats it. The true legs end in a minute claw ; the free ends of the feet are fringed

with hooks, which enable it to take hold so readily and so tenaciously.

The head at once appears as distinct from the body owing to its horny character.

On each side of the mouth may be seen six or fewer tiny clear spots, which are

1 Thorax. i Abdomen.

. Photo by]

Butterfly Caterpillars.
[E. Step, F.L.S.

These are caterpillars of the swallow-tail butterfly, the fine Insect that—so
far as Britain is concerned—is found only in certain parts of the fen districts.

The colour scheme is an alternation of black and orange rings.
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The White Admiral.
One of our most beautiful butterflies, photographed in the act of imbibing nectar from the (lowers of the musk-mallow. It is a woodland

like the larger purple emperor, which somewhat in its markings. ; the under side, which is shown
Slightly enli:

419
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The greater part of

stomach and digestive

middle line of the back,

There are also, however.

imperfect eyes, or " ocelli." From the character of the optic structures beneath

them it is considered that the visual powers of the caterpillar are very poor. Its

principal sense organs appear to be the very small antennae, which may be found

one just outside each of the cutting mandibles. The spinning organ, through

which it produces the silk threads by which it suspends itself before changing to

the chrysalis, will be detected as a projection from the lower lip. The spiracles,

or breathing pores, will be found to the number of nine along each side—one on the

first segment behind the head, and one on each of the segments four to eleven.

the caterpillar's interior is taken up by the enormous

organs. The slender tubular heart runs along the

and the nervous system along the floor of the body,

rudiments of the future wings, which may be seen by

dissection of a full-grown

caterpillar. These are just

beneath the second and
third segments of the body,

and perhaps explain why
these two segments arc

without spiracles. When
about to become a chrysalis,

the caterpillar in most cases

spins a pad of silk to which

the chrysalis can fix itself by

hooks at the tail end ; it

also in many cases spins a

girdle of silk across the

middle of the body, the two

ends being securely fastened

to the material upon which

the chrysalis is to be
suspended.

Having so secured it-

self, and thrown off the last

of its caterpillar-skins, the

chrysalis is revealed. The wings, the long legs, the antennae, the large compound

eyes, the long trunk, are all to be seen laid along the under side, but covered by a

hard skin, which is formed by the pouring out of a fluid when the caterpillar-skin

is thrown off. This hardens by exposure to the air, and glues down all the appen-

dages, forming a thin shell external to them. Now, although these organs are

formed in a sense at this stage, they are not properly developed ; they are, so to

speak, merely sketched in, and the mass of the body contents is in the condition of

a creamy fluid due to the breakdown of much of the caterpillar's internal organiza-

tion. The butterfly, subsisting upon a little liquid food, manifestly does not require

the enormous digestive apparatus of the caterpillar, that had to extract its nourish-

ment from leaves. The caterpillar was a creature of no

Photo by] [Lun

How a Caterpillar Clings.

The true legs of the caterpillar just behind the head are used chiefly for manipulating
its food. The thick, soft legs near the middle of its length are of a temporary character

and do not reappear in later stages of its existence. One of these pro-legs, as they are

called, is shown much enlarged to reveal the fringe of hooks which enable it to take hold

so readily and tenaciously.

sex—though some
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investigators have found the beginnings oi sexual organs by di-section—and the

generative system has got to be built up. So with other systems -the Insecl has

largely to be made up afresh from the materials oi the caterpillar. Even the

ales which < lothe and give pattern and colour to the wings have all to be developed.

The number oi scales on all the wings of one of the large South American morphos

ha- hem computed at a million and a half. They arc flattened bags containing

fluid or air, and are oi a similar nature to hairs, into which indeed they gradually

merge. It i- these - ales which give colour and pattern to the butterfly, sometimes

by a true pigment inside the scale which shows through, sometimes by an optical

ffei t produced by the microscopic ridges and grooves on the surface of the cal

Each of these scales is attached to the wing by a footstalk, winch tits into i receptacle

excavated in the wing-membrane,
one low oi scales overlapping the

footstalks of the next row. a

manner which may be said to be

i i pied in the tiling of a root. In

addition to the scales which cover

tin greater pai t oi the wings in

both sexes, there are special long

slender scales (termed andro-

conia) which are peculiar to the

wings of the males, and these are

believed to cover glands which an

the source oi scents prodm ed for

the purpose of charming the

females. It has been proved by
experiment that various butter-

flies have tlnir own distinctive

odours, which are either stronger

in oi restricted to the males.

The antennae of a caterpillar

are very small and inconspicuous

organs : in the butterfly tin \ are

developed to great length, and
eithi r have their free endsclubbed

or they are thickened a little short of the tip. Another remarkable development

oi the perfect butterfly is the proboscis, which is always oi great length. It is kept

coiled in a flat spiral close to the head ; but when the butterfly visits flowers it is

unrolled, the tip is inserted in the nee tar of the flower, and the sweet juices are sucked

up it. This proboscis really consists of two tubes, each with a concave inner face,

and these faces so interlot k by their edges that they form a third or central tube.

A Burrowing Wasp.

We have already given some account of wasps and bees that bore shafts into

the ground, terminating in nest-cells to which they bring their prey in order that it

Pi E. Step, F.L.S.

Rhinoceros-Beetle and its Foe.

The large rhino >wn with the great hairy wasp,

p down the numbers of the beetle. The beetle is coloured
a uniform brown. Both i; own of the natural si2
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may serve as food for their young during the helpless grub stage. There is a family

of wasps, represented in this country by two small species, but which in warmer
countries includes some of the largest and most powerful of the wasps, whose limbs

are stout and well formed for digging, but they adopt methods different from those

of the miners. They burrow in the earth, but they construct no definite shaft.

They make proper provision for the welfare of their progeny, but they make no cells.

They are hairy wasps of black colour save for several relieving spots or bands of red

or yellow, true to the wasp principle of advertising their dangerous character to

all whom it may concern. As usual, the females, who do all the work, are much
larger than the males. Several of the larger species are found as near to us as

France, where they have been studied by Fabre and others. Unfortunatelv, they
have no English name by which to distinguish them from other wasps, but we will

call them beetle-eating wasps, 1 though it must be understood that the beetles

they destroy are always in the grub stage, and that it is the wasp's grub that does
the eating.

Now it is remarkable that these beetle-eating wasps should restrict their

attentions to the grubs of a par-

ticular family of beetles—at first

sight not so remarkable, when we
remember that other of the solitary

wasps show similar exclusive pre-

ferences for particular kinds of

prey ; but in those cases the

selection takes place in daylight,

above-ground. The marvellous

thing in connection with the beetle-

eating wasp is that her victims are

hidden from sight underground.

They are all grubs of leaf-horned

beetles, such as the rose-chafer, the

species of beetle-eating wasp keeping to

Photo by]

Yellow-faced Beetle-Wasp
[£. Step, F.L.S.

Thickly clothed with long hairs, this yellow-spotted black wasp suggests a

parallel with burly carpenters of the bee tribes. Its sagacity in discovering
its hidden prey is remarkable. Natural size.

each one
These grubs are large and fat, not very active, and

rhinoceros-beetle, etc

genus of beetles.

lie on their sides, feeding upon decaying vegetable matter underground.
Now the task for the beetle-eating wasp, flying over the ground, is

to determine where one of these beetle-grubs is feeding below. As
they were hatched from the egg underground, there is no clue afforded by the

entrance to a burrow, and the task of the wasp seems to be as hopeless as that of

the self-styled water-diviner, who claims bv a special sense to be able to locate

hidden underground water-channels. Whether the beetle-eating wasp is the

possessor of a special sense for her purpose we cannot say, but it looks much like it.

The curious habits of these wasps were made known as far back as 1840, when
an Italian entomologist named Passerini published an account of the yellow-faced
beetle-eating wasp. 2 He found that the mother-wasp hunted for the fine large

grub of the rhinoceros-beetle,3 which is common on the Continent in spent-tan, and
when found placed an egg on its chest. When the egg hatched, the tiny wasp-grub

1 Scolia - S. Havifrons. 3 Orvctes nasicornis.
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at once bit the beetle-grub between the sixth and seventh segments of its
body, and buried the first three segments of its own body in that of its victim. In
this position the wasp-grub sucks and sucks until nothing but the skin of the beetle-
grub is left

;
but by that time the wasp-grub is full fed and able f,o transform itself

into a chrysalis, from which in due time the wasp emerges. Now, in this case
the task of the hunting mother-wasp may be comparatively easy, for the spent-tan
in which its victim is found may lie in a heap on the ground where the tanners have
thrown it out of the tannery pits ; but in other cases it does not appear so easy.

In more recent years, Fabre has investigated the operations of the two-banded
beetle-eating wasp, 1 who selects the grub of the rose-chafei beetle 2 for the food of
her young. These grubs are mostly found deep in the nests of the wood-ant, where
they feed upon the decaying vegetable matter of which these structures are composed.
However, the wasp finds it, and as the chafer-grub is a large one, and by its move-
ments might easily destroy the egg of the wasp, it is necessary to kill or render it

insensible. Fabre lays great stress

upon the necessity of rendering it

helpless without destroying life, in

order that its body may not

putrefy
; but the Peckhams, who

have paid special attention to all

matters relating to wasps, differ

from Fabre in this matter, and
say it does not matter if wasp-
victims are killed outright, they
serve the intended purpose all the

same. Fabre says that a struggle

ensues, the chafer-grub wriggling

to prevent the wasp getting its

weapon into the desired spot—
the centre of the nerve-ganglia

that control the movements of

but ultimately, the wasp is successful, the nerve mass is stung, and
henceforth the grub is as one paralyzed, alive but incapable of movement or feeling.

The cavity that the chafer-grub had made for itself to lie in serves for the cell of
the wasp-grub, and the single egg is laid on the under surface well behind the legs.

It hatches, and the young wasp-grub pushes its head through the skin of its victim
and gradually clears out the rich contents of the hind-body, and when this part is

gone it pushes its head further inside and attacks the more forward parts, until

the empty skin is left.

Another species 3 of these beetle-eating wasps chooses the grubs of two
related species of chafers 4 more akin to our cockchafer. The eggs are
laid in August or September and hatch about two days later. When
lull fed the wasp-grub spins a cocoon inside the empty skin of its victim.
In this stage it passes through the winter, and in spring becomes a perfect wasp

;

but it does not emerge from the earth until early in June.
1 Scolia bifasciata. 2 Cetonia aurata. 3 Scolia interrupta. « Anoxia.

The Heath Potter
One of the smaller of our native waspswho makes her cells—shown on page 423
—in the form of a broad-based vase with a short neck and turned-ont lip.
Each cell, made of clay, is furnished with a stock of small caterpillars and a
single wasp's egg.

1 he chafer-grub
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Wasps ao Potters.

Thai the common wasps which 'nine too freely into our houses in late summer

are competent paper-makers is a familiar fad to mosl people. But it is, perhaps,

nm v,, well known that all wasps do not follow the same industrial vocation. There

are wasps who work only in such plastic material as clay or mud, a- well as some

who are more masons than potters.

One of these—the heath potter-wasp 1—may sometimes he found constructing

ii nest on heath-plants, [t is a small black

and yellow creature differing from the

ordinary wasps, among other things, by

it^ hind-body being connected to the ton

body by a thin waisl .1- Ion- as the fore

body. Its nest takes the form of a low,

round-bellied vase with a short neck and

turned-out lip, and is made of clay

tempered with the wasp's own cement,

supplied from the mouth. It consists of

a single cell, and before the mouth is

closed it is stocked with small caterpillars—

which are believed to be stung to keep

them quiet—and the wasp's egg. Some-

time the vase is placed upon a broader

surface than the twigs of a shrub afford,

and in that case it loses a little of its grace,

the bottom being flattened to give it

a better hold. The wasp's egg is not

deposited on the living food store, but is

suspended by a thread from the roof.

The wood potter- and the apple

potter 3 embed small stones into the walls

of their nests, so that they have the

appearance of having been built up oi

stones with 1 la\ to hold them together.

The apple potter occurs in the South of

France, and Fabre, apparently describing

this species, says that the fourteen or

sixteen small caterpillars with which the

nest is provisioned are only slightly affected by the stinging (if they are

stung), lor they are able to use their jaw- and to kick out, as it

were, with the hinder part of the body. This power oi movement would make

them dangerous company for a delicate egg placed amont; them, 01 even lor a newly

hatched grub. Here, then, is the reason why the egg 1- suspended. Should it be

struck by the movement of one of the caterpillars it would swine, out of the way
like a pendulum ; whilst the newly hatched and tender grub can feed in safety

1 Eumenes coarctata. 2 E; arbustorum. 3
I
7
.. pomiformis.

Photo by] I .L.S.

Yellow-painted Potter.

This larL' ' Dative of Borneo, and weU illusl I

general form oi tin se pottei [h the present
is rrni.irlv.il 1 among 1 Ii ngth < >t it* " waist."

The light marks in trji col lyellowinthe
wasp. Four times th.' nai
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from its swinging perch. A remarkable point in this connection, showing how
several items are correlated, is the way in which the egg-shell splits up on hatching.

From the point of attachment of the suspensory thread it splits into a sort of ribbon,

which in effect lengthens the thread and enables the grub to get nearer to its food.

The clawed potter, 1 though it fashions a less regular vase, provides three cells in

the interior, each of which has its egg and its store of caterpillars. An Indian species 2

makes the mistake of constructing its nest with walls so thin that a parasite readily

pierces them to lay its eggs. For this reason only two wasps were reared from
a group of five cells, the parasites having destroyed the other three.

Several wasps of the genus trypoxylon construct nests much after the same
pattern as those mentioned. One of these is referred to by Bates in the account

of his natural history exploration of the Amazons. He says, " Their habits are

similar to those of [the mud-daubers] : namely, they carry off the clay in their

mandibles, and have a different song when they hasten away with their burthen
from that which they sing whilst at work. One species [the white-footed potter 3

],

which is a large, black kind, three-quarters of an inch

in length, makes a tremendous fuss whilst building its

cell. It often chooses the walls or doors of chambers
for this purpose, and when two or three are at work in

the same place their loud humming keeps the place in

an uproar. [The gold-faced potter 4
], a much smaller

species, makes a neat little nest shaped like a carafe,

building rows of them together in the corners of the

verandahs."

In Hawaii several species of mud-wasps 5 construct
The Gold-faced Potter. single-celled nests similar to those of eumenes, but more

2S^ a^^.£FE?"w»h cylindrical than spherical. They are fond of making

it£^£SP£LSS%£2*£& these in a leaf that has been curled up already by

%^$&?£?T£?££Z a spider to serve as a nursery for her young ones,
a comer of the verandah. and in addition the young of a certain species of

snail like to crowd into the same refuge; so that, as Mr. R. C. L. Perkins tells us,

you may find a curled leaf occupied by these three kinds of tenants at the same time.

Two European species of agenia (one of them British) make vase-like nests,

which they hide in tree-hollows, wall-holes, and similar places. The black agenia, 6

which is found in the South of England, contrives a nest much like a wide-mouthed
bottle, but it is not so accomplished in the potter's art as some of those we have
mentioned, for it does not appear to have learned the secret of kneading its materials
with saliva, and so its pots have not the proper permanency. For this reason
they are not placed in exposed situations, where the weather would soon crumble
them. The little wasp has learned that such material would not be waterproof,
and so she takes care to line the nest inside with a coating of glaze, probably supplied

by her mouth, which serves to keep the contents dry. The cell is provisioned
with spiders which are paralyzed by biting instead of stinging, and their legs are-

broken. An American species 7 builds its clay cells in the shape of little barrels,

which it hides under prostrate trees.

1 Eumenes unguiculata. - E. conica. 3 Trypoxylon albitarse. 4 T. aurifrons. 5 Odynerus.
6 Agenia carbonaria. " A. bombycina.
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Photo by] [£. Step, F.L.S.

A Bornean Potter.

Several related species of potters are found
in the Far East. They make pots of clay
much after the style of our heath potter,
storing them with caterpillars.

An East Indian wasp x makes clay pots like

those of eumenes, and stores them with stung cater-

pillars. The pots are attached to wood. Of an allied

species, 2 Sir Richard Owen complained that it

obliterates Egyptian hieroglyphics by plastering

its cells among them. Some thousands of years

ago, when an ancient Egyptian was being con-

verted into a mummy, one of these wasps had
the fortune to be wrapped up with him. When, in

later times, Dr. Birch, of the British Museum, unrolled

the wrappings of that mummy, the wasp came to

light, to prove that this potter was an ancient Egyptian also.

The Humble-Bee Fly.

We have already mentioned how the naturalists of a century ago saw in the

mimetic resemblance of a species of drone-fly a special intervention of Providence to

enable the fly to slip into a bee's nest unnoticed, in order that it might lay its eggs

there, and so bring about the ruin of the unoffending bee-colony. As we then pointed

out, one of the weaknesses of the argument is that the drone-fly is in no sense an
enemy to the bee, but a distinct friend. Had they pitched upon the humble-bee fly 3 as

their recipient of special Providential favour there might have been something in it
;

though even then it would have been hard to understand why the industrious bee

should have been victimized in order that a mere parasite brood should thrive.

The humble-bee fly is got up to resemble one of the smaller humble-bees, and
the likeness is achieved mainly by the dense pile of silky brown hairs that covers

the bodv, and by the long, bee-like " tongue." But there can be little doubt that

this livery is not intended to delude bees, but rather to deceive the enemies of flies

into the belief that this fly is some kind of a bee—therefore, provided with a sting,

and better left alone. As a matter of fact, though the humble-bee fly does victimize

humble-bees, it appears to be more of a nuisance to the solitary mining bees.

Dr. T. A. Chapman has made careful observations upon its behaviour towards andrena

and to the tower-building wasp odynerus. From these

observations it appears that the female fly does not

enter the nest of the bee to lay her eggs, but, whilst

still on the wing, flings her egg as it were against the

bank where the bees are mining. Proximity is apparently

enough, and the newly hatched grub probably attains

its goal more safely than if its mother attempted to

place the egg upon its victim.

Later Dr. Chapman found both the grub and the

chrysalis in the cells of a mining bee.4 The grubs at

first sight, owing to their form, might be mistaken for

those of a bee, but an examination of the head shows

it to be that of a two-winged fly. It has a very delicate

skin through which are seen masses of fat, and through
2 R. brunneum. 3 Bombylius major. 4 Andrena labialis.

The Black Bottle-maker.
This little potter-wasp, which may be found
in Southern Britain, constructs its nest in
the shape of a wide-mouthed bottle; but
it is not so accomplished a potter as some
others, and its work does not stand exposure
to bad weather, It is placed, therefore,
where it will not be fully exposed, and it is

lined with a coating of glaze.

Rhygchium nitidulur
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these runs the dark digestive system. It has a very small, retractile head, armed

with bristle-like jaws. It- feel arc reduced to six stout bristles. As the cell

taining the chrysalis was empty, save for the cast grub-skin, it appeared that the

fly-grub ha>l eaten the grub of the bee. The chrysalis is much like that of the

ghost-moth. On the head arc five spines, winch represent no corresponding part-

in the head of the perfei t tnsect, and arc -ecu to be special developments to assist

the 1 hrysalis to make it- way through the clay-stopping with which the mother-bee

had sealed up the mouth ol it- cells. There arc numerous bristles and hooks on the

various segments of the body, which give the chrysalis leverage to push it- head

1

The Humble Bei r.

, F.L.S.

I fly whose form and thick coat of long hair? products some resemblance to a small humble-bi .It] in the

vicinity of the nests of solitary 1 'nig grub enters a cell and feeds on the grub of the 1 i u four

times its actua

spines through the clay, and to help it in climbing through the burrow, which is

from six to ten inches deep.

It i- quite a common thing for moths which spend the chrysalis period in

\\ 1 or earth to have the way made easy for their exit as moths by the

pillar preparing thai way before it becomes a chrysalis. But in the case of

a fly-grub there arc no organs that will enable it to do this office, and the

circumstances of its pupation makes such provision unnecessary. The case

of bombylius is quite exceptional, and no other fly-chrysalis appears to be
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called upon to do such work, and consequently is not fitted with the tools

for the purpose.

There is one other point in which this Insect appears to have borrowed ideas

from the bees upon which it preys. In order to avoid fouling their nests, which

would probably bring about the destruction of the race, the bee-grub does not

void any of its waste, but retains it in the hinder part of its intestines until it attains

to the winged condition, when it is either left in the empty chrysalis-skin or dis-

charged after leaving it. A similar arrangement is met with in the ant-lions, and
here again in the case of the humble-bee fly.

Stag Beetles.

Of the more than three thousand species ol beetles that are to be found as

inhabitants of these islands, the stag-beetle 1 more than all the others has impressed

Photo by]

Male Stag-Beeti.es.
//. Bastitl.

A series of specimens photographed side by side to show the great variation in size and the development of the jaws that is found
in this species. The females exhibit a similar range of variation in size.

itself upon the popular mind. Though it is restricted in its range to the south,

the figure of the male often seen in books has become so familiar that most people

know its. name when they see it for the first time. Here, just one item in the

structure has served to make the Insect notorious, and this is the huge development

of the mandibles which are reminiscent of the antlers of a stag, and so have suggested

a distinctive popular name, which has been accepted and latinized by the learned

men who act as scientific sponsors for all living things. In one respect the name
is not a good one, because it relates to the appearance of one sex only : it is the

male alone that. has this great development of its jaws. Although the female

has got a strong pair of these organs, and for food-getting purposes a more practical

pair than her mate, they are only in fair proportion to her size, and, therefore, are

not noticeable ; so that a novice might easily mistake the two sexes for separate

species. In the photograph of the two sexes (page 431) it will be seen that

1 Lucanus cervus.
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with the development of the " horns " of the males there hab been a corresponding
increase in the size of the head and all its parts, eyes and antenna; included. In

truth, the comparison will show that the difference extends to the entire Insect,

for not only is the female con-

siderably the smaller of the

largest specimens of both sexes,

but her fore-body and her wing-

covers are much more rounded

than is the case in the male,

and the legs are smaller.

We have referred to the
" largest specimens " because

there is very great variation in

this respect in the species.

You mav come across males

that measure two and a half

inches from the tip of the

antlers to the end of the wing-

covers ; another may measure

less than half that length.

A similar disparity may be

found in the size of the females,

some of these being very small

indeed. The colour, too, varies

from a bright chestnut to a

brown that is scarcely to be

distinguished from black.

The possession of the
" horns " by the male has led

to a large amount of theorizing

and conflicting statements.

Their chief use appears to be

that of sexual ornament,
though they may be useful on

occasion to retain the female

where there is tolerable uni-

formity in size between the

pair. It is stated that the

males fight fiercely between

themselves for possession of

some desirable female, but we
have never seen one of these

conflicts. It is tolerably cer-

tain, however, that though they may indulge in a duel, they cannot well hurt one

another. Put your finger between the horns of a full-sized male, and induce it to

Photo by]

Stag-Beetle Grubs.
Tin grubs are shown feeding in a decaying tree, where they are engaged for several
years. The trees attacked are chiefly oaks and willows, but the timber is mostly
in a decaying condition before the eggs are laid upon it. Occasionally thev attack
the roots of trees still living.
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close them upon your flesh. You will then know thai the} have insufficient

muscular power to make the slightest impression upon the armour-clad bodies

oi their rivals. It is possible, too, thai they scare off birds by assuming

a proper attitude ;m<l distending their mandibles to the lull extent. A
common attitude with the male when at all alarmed is to raise the head

and fore-part of the body by stiffening the fore-legs, and then distend the

jaws and spread wide the antenna-. There is a " come on it you dare " air

about him, which, no doubt, serves the purpose for which it is assumed ; but it

i- mere bluff.

The well-formed wing-covers protect a pair of long, transparent wings of a

pale-brownish tint, so long thai they have to be doubled ov< r as well as folded to

get them underneath. The wing-covers take no pari in the work of flight, being

merely held up over the back to allow free play to the wings. The fligh.1 does

not strike the observer as being

business-like, bul rather as slow

and aimless. In the districts

where the beetle is plentiful they

may be seen in flight in the

e\ ening in June and July. They

frequently blunder against per-

sons and get their hooked [< el

entangled in the hair of ladies.

who become greatly alarmed, and

expect to be eaten. At such times

thej are fond oi flying around oak;

in quest oi mate-. They settle

also to feed upon vegetable juices,

which the female easily obtains

by crushing shoots and leaves with

1
1

- i shorl jaws. The male may also

do this with the teeth or tines of

his horns, but these organs are

ill-adapted for -ueh work, and he

probablj feeds at wound- which have been made by female-, or on frei flowing

juices. The tongue in both sexes is adapted for sucking fluids, its lour branches

being thickly beset with golden hairs.

In the larval stage the beetle feeds upon decaying wood, usuallj oak or willow
;

only occasionally upon the roots of living trees. They are occupied in this work

for about four years, but only a short period is spent in the chrysalis condition. In

this stage the large horn- of the male are bent under and lie pressed to the under

surface. The grub is much like that of the better-known i ockchafer, of a whitish

colour except the red-brown head, and with the hinder extremity oi the bodymuch
enlarged. When about to enter upon it- next stage it makes a sort oi cocoon of

wood-fragment- in which to lie. In exploring decaying stumps for beetles in the

siuing. the collector frequently comes upon stag-beetle- that have alreadj a; umed

Chrysai [SO] Stag-B

b hollow: t i

i

:'ii a cocoon,

inges to a i hn .Mi h will !.. seen thai I i like i iw an

to t!i let side, n iw uppei most, rfo chi ili

I mg befi >re the perfi t beetl leaves this cell.
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The Kentish Glory.
The photograph represents the finely marked female moth. The
i- much smaller and less brightly c< ilourcd, though it has finer ant'

Natural size.

the perfect form, but are in a lethargic

condition, in which they remain
until June, when they make their

way out into the public view. In

this emergence the males precede the

females by several days.

Attention should be drawn to the

remarkable form of the antennae,

which characterizes three families of

beetles, and reaches its highest de-

velopment in the cockchafer and its

immediate allies. In the stag-beetle

the last four joints are very broad in

one direction, so that they look like

a kind of brush with a long handle.

It is probable that these differently shaped terminal joints are the seat of some
special sense, but what that sense is has not yet been determined.

The stag-beetles are a numerous family, there being nearly six hundred species

known from various parts of the world. There are only two other British species,

neither of which is sufficiently known to have had any popular name bestowed upon
it. It must be confessed that the scientific men have tried their best to make
up for the deficiency by giving both fine-sounding names with a fair number of

syllables. 1 The word dorcus applied to one of these is evidently from the Greek
for an antelope, but it is not easy to see why it is so called. It is about an inch
long, and much like a diminutive stag-beetle, except that the mandibles of the
male are only as large as those of a female stag-beetle. In both sexes the colour
is black, and there is no difference in size except that the hind-body and wing-
covers are broader in the female. The grub is somewhat similar to that of the
stag-beetle, and feeds internally on the wood of decaying willow, beech, and oak.

The French call it La Petite Biche.

The third species, whose scientific name signifies the wood-destroyer, is a smaller

Insect, little more than half an inch long, shining black, minutely pitted on the

fore-body, which has its front part cut away abruptly and forming five small tooth-

like projections. The little head ends in a curved upright horn suggestive of that

of the rhinoceros in the male ; but

in the female

and straight,

the little pits

it is much shorter

On the wing-covers

are larger and run

Photo by] \H. Main, I I S

Eggs of Kentish Glory.
The large egs <. arc laid alnng the twigs of birch-trees, usually in a double
row. At first green, they change in tint to purple-brown. They are here
nl irged t" lui r the natural size.

one into another. The grub, which
lives in decaying ash, willow, and
other trees, is somewhat like that

of the stag-beetle, except that its

hinder parts are not swollen—it is

indeed narrower there than behind
the head.

Dorcus parallelopipedus and Sinodendron cylindricum.
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Photo by] \H. Main, F.E.S.

Young Caterpillars.
When very young the caterpillars of the Kentish
glory cluster together around a birch twig, with
their fore-parts raised. As they get larger they
separate and feed singly.

The Kentish Glory.

Although in general appearance this splendid

moth resembles the eggers, the very considerable

difference in the caterpillar shows it is not closely

related, and the authorities have erected it into

a separate family. If the photograph of this cater-

pillar is compared with those illustrating the

article on eggers (page 246), it will be seen that,

quite apart from the absence of hairy covering, the

Kentish glory caterpillar is quite different in form,

tapering to the head and having a pyramidal

elevation on the last segment but one, which

suggests a resemblance to the caterpillars of the

hawk-moths, a likeness increased by the oblique

4 ,*.. I white and creamy stripes along the sides. It is

\ coloured green, paling to a whitish tint on each

side of the central dark-green line. It attains a

length of about two inches, and in appropriate

localities it may be found feeding on birch from the

end of May to July. When newly hatched they are

black, but after casting their skins the black becomes greenish, sprinkled with minute

black dots ; later they become distinctly green, and the black dots are restricted to

(he lower surface. In the young condition a number of the caterpillars will cluster

together on the twigs of the birch, presenting a

peculiar appearance with their fore-parts raised

from the twig. As they get larger they separate,

apparently to avoid becoming too noticeable.

When full grown they construct a rough dark-

brown cocoon on or just under the surface of the

ground, and spin up moss and vegetable debris

into the structure. Here they change into blackish

chrysalids, with rough points on the segments,

which enable them to wriggle out of the cocoon

a few days before the moth emerges in the follow-

ing spring.

About April the small, tawny-brown males fly

in sunshine seeking the larger, paler-coloured

females, who sit about on birch or heather until

after dark. It is a forest and moorland species,

in the former frequenting the open places where
there is sufficient light for the birch to flourish.

Its old name of Kentish glory x was probably given

to it from its occurrence in Darenth Wood, near

Dartford, that former paradise of the London
1 Endromis versicolor.

Phnlo by] Mam, F.E.S.

Newly Emerged.
The Kentish glory has just escaped from the
1 hrysalis and cocoon at the base of the tree, and
has •limbed up a twig, there to hang until the
wings have expanded fully.
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entomologist, whose glories (in a double sense) have long

departed. Tilgate Forest, in Sussex, was also a stronghold

ill tin- moth, but it is by no means so plentiful as it was,

excepl in parts of Scotland and Worcestershire. The

female measures nearly three ini hes across the wings,

and the male about two inches and a quarter. The

large, purplish - brown eggs arc laid in double rows

along the twigs of birch.

Upholsterer Bees.

Some Insects exhibit a tendency to luxury in their

surroundings. Many there are that finish off their cocoons

with a delicate, polished, silken lining so that the chrysalis

shall not

b e i n

(1 a n ge r

of injury through anj roughness

of the part that lies next to it
;

but a select few to which we pro-

pose to devote a small space, rely

not upon their own secretions fi u

this purpose, but import hangings

from without. Let us hist, how-

ever, briefly refer to two or three

nl the former class among bees.

Under the head oi carpenter-bees

we have already mentioned several

species thai bore into bramble-

stems and divide the burrow into

cells by building up partitions

ai i"" a. The little solitary bees

oi the genus prosopis, howe^ ei

.

that excavate their nests, some

species in the steins oi brambles

,ind other plants, and some in the

earth, form cells by lining the

burrow with a fluid secretion from

the mouth which hardens into a

delicate tissue, nut unlike gold

beater's skin, but finer. There is

reason for the use "I tin- matei ial

in the tact that the provision for

the food of the future grub is m ire

liquid than is usual in the i a e

of the solitary bees. This 1 1

i

The Work of ihk
in. i

Li. A i

which four leaflets hai been cut by the bee. Sitting astride

theedgeofthi
I

i cut through by her jaws, and when
complet* I

is curved

and adapted to the form require).
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consists oi pollen to which sufficient honey is added to enable the bee to knead
it into a pasty lump. Prosopis is without the usual pollen-collecting apparatus
on the hind-legs : and for this reason it was long suspected to be of parasitical

habits. But though parasitism has been shown by Mr. R. C. L. Perkins to be indulged
in by some of the numerous llawaian specie-, the charge does not lie against our
native species. It is now shown that they are of rather primitive organization,
and have to bring home their pollen and honey mixed—in their interiors—and
regurgitate it for the storing of their cells. The mixture being more liquid in

character, the cell- are lined to make them waterproof for the holding of it. For
the purpose oi laying on the lining secretion, the tongue is specially developed into a

somewhat triangular organ, broad in front.

In the neighbouring genus colletes, although the bees make their burrows

in the ground, their cells are lined with the same
material. They are less primitive than prosopis,

and have the legs well clothed with hairs, but they

have a similar shaped tongue, and mix a good deal

of honey with their pollen. They bring home a

great quantity of pollen on their legs, but this is

mixed in the cells with so much honey that, accord-

ing to Shuckard, the ma>s ferments, but is never-

theless consumed by the grub without any ill

results, the more liquid portion being consumed
first, the more solid later. Speaking of the up-

holstery work, this author says: 'The beauty

with which these cells are formed transcends

conception. Each consists of a succession of layers

of a membrane more delicate than the thinnest

gold-beater's skin, and more lustrous than the most
beautiful satin. In glitter it much resembles the

trail left by the snail, and is evidently, from all

experiments made, a secretion of the Insect

elaborated from some special food it consumes.

and by means of its bilobated tongue, which it uses

as a trowel, it plasters with it the sides and the

bottom of the tube it has excavated to the extent necessary for one division. As
t his secretion dries rapidly to a membrane it is succeeded by others to the number
of three or lour, which may be separated from each other by careful manipulation.

It then stoics this cell, deposits the egg. and proceeds to close it with a covercle

of double the number of membranes with which the sides are furnished, and continues

with another in a similar manner, until it has completed sufficient to till the tubular

cavity, which, alter closing the last case similarly to the rest, it stops up the orifice

with grains of sand or earth."

(5» The carder-bee 1
is one of the upholsterers that go abroad for their materials,

and her decoration takes more the character of tapestry. She is a larger bee than

just named, her body half an inch long, and the spread of wings an inch.

1 Anilmlium nianicatum.

H. Bastin.

A Leaf-cutter's Cell.
! .\ to show how

the leaves axe curved and folded t-> get the form
tograph i~ about three times

larger than the actual size.
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The Nest of the Leaf-cutter.

The leaf-cutter h.is -i nk id in two of these she his formed and pr

thn and previous it
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She is too large for bramble-stem exploration, and does not appear to relish hard,

manual labour such as is involved in digging a shaft in the earth ; so she looks out

for the disused tunnel of some other Insect, such as the musk-beetle or the goat-moth,

and appropriates it to her own use. This is the Insect to which Gilbert White

refers in the following passage, though he did not know its name : — ' There is a

sort of wild bee frequenting the garden-campion for the sake of its tomentum,

which probably it turns to some purpose in the business of nidification. It is very

pleasant to see with what address it strips off the pubes, running from the top to the

bottom of a branch, and shaving it bare with the dexterity of a hoop-shaver. Winn
it has got n bundle, almost as large as itself, it flies away, holding it secure between

its chin and its fore-legs."

In addition to the plant mentioned by White, the carder-bee gathers her

cotton-wool from the corn-cockle, the quince, and other plants with downy leaves

and stems. With this she lines the cavitv selected for her operations, and forms

Plmlo by Bastin. Photos by] [H. Main, I E.S.

Egg. Grub. Chrysalis.
In this series of photographs is shown what the cells of the leaf-cutter bee contain at different periods. Before the cell is closed an
egg is laid on the mixture of pollen and honey upon which the grub is to feed. In the second photograph the full-grown grub is shown
in its cell after having disposed of the food-supply. Tin- third photograph shows a cell cut open after the grub has changed to the

chrysalis.

her cells in it, coating the inside of the cells with cement to enable them to hold

the pollen-honey mixture with which she next stores them. This is the only British

species, and here it is restricted to the southern parts of England, but there are

others on the Continent. Fabre has described the work of one of them 1 which

forms its nest in hollow reeds, much after the fashion adopted by our species. The
grub, before pupation, constructs a cocoon of its own excrement connected by
silk. At one end it is provided with a perforated conical extension, which Fabre

surmises to be for the admission of air. Two other species utilize empty snail-

shells for nesting places. One of these 2 only uses the broader body-whorl of the

shell, shutting off the narrower portion by a wall of resin collected from plants.

The other 3 uses the narrower whorls and leaves the body-whorl vacant ; in con-

sequence it sometimes happens that a species of osmia builds her nest in the mouth
of the shell and blocks up the carder-bee. As the latter is ready to leave its cell

before the osmia has completed its transformations, it dies a prisoner in its cell.

1 Anthidium diadema. - A. septemdentatum. 3 A. bellicosnni.
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Upholsterer Bees. H'

Bui the bees tint are most fully entitled to the name oi uphol ti n i an the

leaf-cutter bees. 1 These have long been known, not only to naturalists, bu1 also

to everj who has grown roses, forever} rose-garden furnishes evid oi the

-kill with which these bees 6u1 out i In ula and oval piei es foi the lining oi theii

cells. Sometimes the foliage "1 one particular rosi trei is specially attacked, and

tin' rose-growei who takes pride in the general perfection of his plants leai as well

.1- flower i- rather emphatic in his denunciation of the " pesl " thai has wrought

this havoc. All the leaf-cutters, however, do not select rose-leaves for their purp

thf spei ies thai do so mostlj are Willughby's leaf-i atter - and the patchwork leaf-

i ut tei
:: The

h i - 1 - n .i

usually in

it- nesl by
boring deep
wells in the

soft woodi 'i .in

oldw illovt ,and

sometimes La-

st e a d of
rose-leaves
st'lti ts those

of the labur-

num for its

d< pi edations.

The nianiH i in

which mosl oi

the spei ies

work has been

well desi i ib< d

Shuckard.

He 5 a y s :

•
I !.i\ in- fixed

upon the pre-

d plant,

rose bush or

I i Inn n urn or

-allow, or whatever it may be, it alights upon the leaf, and fixing itself upon the

edge, it holds it with three legs on each side, then using it- mandibles as the cutter

oi silhouettes would his scissors, and just as rapidly as he cuts out a profile, does

this ingenious little i reature ply the tools it i- furnished with by nature. The oval

or semicircular cutting being thus speedily dispatched, with the legs still clinging

to the surfaces, the Insect biting it- way backwards, the piece cul off necessarily

remains within the clutch of the legs, and. when about falling, the rejoicing labourer

expand- her wings and flies ofl with it with a hum of delightful triumph, the cutting

beintj carried perpendi ularlv to her body, hi a direel line she wings her way to

1 Meeachile. - M. willughbiella. D M. ceutuncularis

oi Leai ci lting Bei

In this < if soft decaying wood the tunnel i I in living wood that of a small lii.rrv

ad packed with cells, fwo lis are seen in the lower left-hand corner of the photograph.
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Ji. Baslin.

ICHNETJMl

A cocoon of the leaf-cutter bee on being cut open is

in this instance found to contain a number of chry-

salids of an ichneumon-wasp. The female ichneumon
had contrived to deposit her eggs in the cell, and the

grubs have lived at the expense of the bee larva, which
has been consumed ultimately.

the receptacle, and arrived at the mouth of the

aperture within which she has to convey it, she

rolls it to its requisite tubular form and thrusts

it forward to the bottom of the cavity. The first

piece for the lining of the cell is always oval and

larger in proportion to the succeeding ones,

which, to the number of three or four, are semi-

circular, the first piece having an extra use to

serve in forming a concave bottom to the cavity.

Having completed the requisite manipulation

for adjusting to shape the external lining of the

bottom and sides of the first cell, she withdraws

backwards, again flies off, and, as if she had

traced a trail in the air, . . . back she wends to the same plant, and proxi-

mately to the spot of her recent triumphant exploit, renews the operation,

but the result of which, this time, is to be semicircular. Home she

flies again, and the arrangement within of this piece is different . . .

for this is simply tubular, and so placed that it imbricates with its cut margin

within the serrated edge of the first and the third, and in case of a fourth the fourth

also is similarly placed, so that one laps within the other, the edges of two of these

cuttings never being conterminous. The number of the cuttings is apparently

regulated by the drier or moister condition of the substance in which the tunnel

is drilled. Another duty has now to be performed, indeed that for which all the

preceding labours were undertaken—the provision for its young, wherein it

perpetuates its kind. . . . Having completed the requisite store of honey mixed

with pollen, this is carried to the brush with which the under side of the abdomen

is furnished, by means of the posterior legs. The honey and pollen are gathered

from different kinds of thistles, whence it acquires a reddish hue and looks almost

like conserve of roses, and the nest is filled with it within a line of its top ; the

egg is then deposited. . . . The cell has

now to be closed, and the artificer, knowing

that the transverse section of the cell is

circular, again flies forth, and without

compass, but with all the accuracy with

which Leonardo da Vinci struck a circle

with his pencil, to testify his mastery, cuts

the leaf again in that form, and as surely :

and three or four, or five or six times

repeats the operation, returning each time

with each piece, so many having been

variously observed."

In the same manner other cells to the

number of four or five are formed above

the first, and any space remaining in the

tube is filled up with earth. The bee

Photo by] H. Baslin.

A Bee Parasite.

Ichneumons are not the only enemies from which the leaf-

cutters suffer. Another bee—ccelioxys—to save the labour

oi nest making and provisioning, lays her eggs in tin leaf-

cutter's cells, and the young consume the egg and stores of then-

hosts. This is the bee that does the mischief.
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then bores another tube, and repeats the process until her egg-supply isexhausted.

When the grub has consumed its food-store, it spins a lustrous silken cocoon

attached to the hangings of its cell, and undergoes the changes into the chrysalis

and perfect bee.

Our other native species proceed in a similar manner, though some of them
work in different materials. Thus, one l makes her excavations in the ground of

banks, but lines them with rose-leaves ; another 2 mines in sand, and sometimes

uses the leaves of bird's-foot trefoil for her upholstery; a third,3 like Willughby's

leaf-cutter, makes hers in wood; a fourth 4 has been found nesting in the stumps
of the broom. The common species,

again, has sometimes been found to

use the petals of the garden geranium,

in which she appears to come close to

the poppy upholsterer. which lines

her cells with the scarlet petals of the

corn poppy. This bee is usually found

in the neighbourhood of cornfields,

and sinks her shafts in the firm earth

of roads and well-trodden footpath-.

Cutting semicircular pieces from the

bright-red petals of the poppy, she

uses them in much the same manner
as the common species does with her

rose-leaves, but instead of cutting

small circles for capping the cells, she

dimply turns over the upper edges of

the lining pieces to effect the closure.

Another species, 6 with labour-

saving" inclinations, usually appro-

priates a burrow of the earthworm,

and as this is far too long for her

purpose, she stops it at the proper

depth with a plug of leaves, on which

she builds up her cells. This labour-

saving idea is appreciated by various

species, who are not slow to avail

themselves of any previously existing

cylindrical hole of the right size for their nesting place. Bamboos used for the

support of tall plants in gardens are frequently adapted to their purpose ; screw-

holes, pipes of small bore, and gun-barrels also come in handy to some individuals.

Photo by] LA J- I' ard, I 1- S

Ruff Ermixf.-Caterpillarr.

One of the smaller" woolly bears " that may be seen frequently m lat<

summer or early autumn, hurrying across paths. It is a destroyer of

many low weeds. Natural size.

Ermine-Moths.
Included in the same family " with the tiger-moths are several white or cream-

coloured species that are common bv waysides and in gardens. From the fact

that they are more or less spotted with black on their downy wings and bodies

Osmia papaveris.1 Megachile circumcincta. ! M argentata. 3 M. ligneseca.
6 Megachile albocincta.

1 M. versicolor.

Aretiida?.



Ermine-Moths.

the name of ermine-moths appears to be a very appropriate one. During the daj they

itting aboul on low herb cposed positions where 5u< li an exhibi-

tion seems hi ous in .1 world that 1 many [nse< t-eatii

I'.ui the ermine-moths at ;ood to eat, and their conducl almosl indii

insi iousness oi the fact, as their 1 olours make- it known to the li

Mi. mosl familiar member oi this group 1- the white ermine. 1 Normally

it- fore-wings are white with the faintest tinge oi ci lour, scarcely evident

excepi bj contrasi with the pure white- hind-wings. Other specimens

thi 1 wings distinctly cream coloured, and in others the ci

has deepened to buff. Typical specimens have a great number oi -mall

black dots scattered over the fo ind two or three on the hind-wings.

I hi ttini
; dy is yellow with a black

in tin- middle oi eai h segment

and one on 1 ai h side. I he 1 ater-

pillar is one of the " bears," and under

it- long, brown hair- the body is

brown with an ora d stripe di

the middle oi the uppi r surfa e. It

is a general feeder on all kinds oi

plants whose foliage is 1 lose to th<

and, whereon it may be found

during August and Sepl It

the n spins ii]> a slighl and far from

roomy cocoon into which it wi

it- own hairs, and having 1 hanged to

a dark-brown chrysalis, passes

winter and spring in that condition,

the moth emerging in June.

A very similar moth i- the water

ermine- which has all the wings

white, with a black dot or two on the

.'in-- The yellow hind-body i?-

white .a the tip. It i- not a common
species, and is only found in the

iibourhood of marshes, where its caterpillar days are -pent in feeding

mi the plant- peculiar to such places, such as mint, willow-herb, lousewort,

yellow loosestrife, flag, and waterdock. The caterpillar is dark brown,

dotted with black wart-, from which spring the -preading tufts of dark-

brown hairs. It spins up in August. The cocoon and chrysalis are

>imilar to those of the white ermine, but the chrysalis has a redder tinge. It

remains in the chrysalis stage during the winter and spring, and the moth m
it- appearance in June.

A third is known a- the buff ermine,3 from the colour of the fore-wings

being commonly some -hade of butt, though it varies in one direction to cream

ir and in another to light yellow. The hind-wings are usually paler. Several

losoma menthastri. - urtica:. 3 S. lubricipeda.

Buff Ermine Moth.

Similar in 3 genera]
Miff, with the black Natural
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black dots are scattered along the front edge of the fore-wings, and others form
a more or less indefinite oblique line extending from the tip to the hind-margin.
There are a few (number variable) small, black spots on the hind-wings also. The
hind-body is yellow with three rows of black spots. The caterpillar, which often

tries to help us get rid of our garden weeds, is a brown, hairy creature much like

that of the white ermine. It feeds upon all kinds of low-growing plants, spin-

up in August or September, and passes the winter as a red-brown chrysalis, from
which the moth break> out in June.

One further species must be mentioned. This is the muslin-moth, 1 in which
the females alone have white wings, with six or seven black dots on each. The
smaller male is entirely of a smoky-brown colour, upon which the darker dots
are not very prominent. From this fact it is concluded that the muslin-moth

is edible, and that the females, who expose them-

selves to view much more than the males, mimic
the inedible white ermine.

The Wasp-Beetle.

Among the beetles of the long-horn family 2 which
feed as grubs in timber is one that may frequently be

seen in summer flying about flowers. Like others of its

family its body is long, slender, and straight-sided, its

legs and antenna; are long, and its colouring is black

and bright yellow. The yellow is laid in narrow bands

across the black, and the superficial appearance pre-

sented is that of one of the smaller species of wasp.

The manner in which it moves its long legs in walking

is very like the movements of a wasp, and it agitates

its antenna? in precisely the same nervous manner as

the wasp does hers. There can be little doubt that this

close general resemblance to a wasp largely protects

the beetle from being eaten by birds, for it must be

remembered that the colouring of a wasp not merely

gives notice of the fact that it is dangerous to meddle with it on account of its stinging

powers, but that it is objectionable as food to most creatures at least. The strongly

contrasted black and yellow, or black and red, wherever found as the predominating
feature in the colouring of animals, may be held, prima facie, as presumptive evidence

that the creature so coloured is inedible, or at least unpalatable. Creatures so

coloured have the habit of boldly, sometimes ostentatiously, exposing themselves

to the view of the natural enemies of their kind, as though fully conscious that

the significance of such colouring is generally understood. Thus, the caterpillar of the

cinnabar-moth, conspicuously coloured in alternate rings of orange and black,

feeds openly all day in crowds on the ragwort, not troubling to hide itself under the

leaves. The cinnabar-moth itself, simply coloured in black and crimson, flies

lazily in sunshine, and the somewhat similarly ornamented burnet-moths sit on

flowers in company as though there were no such creatures as Insect-eating birds.

1 Diaphora mendica. 2 Cerambycida?.

Photo by] [E. Step. I -I S

Wasp-Beetle.
Conspicuously banded with bright yellow
on a black ground and with a globular fore-

body, this beetle, when walking on flowers
and leaves, is frequently mistaken for a
wasp. Twice the natural size.
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Pl'olo *>'] [£. Step, F.L.S.

Obscure Wasp-Beetle.
Of similar form to the yellow-banded species, this is

black marked with grey bands, and a large purple-
brown patch at the base of each wing-cover. When
walking on the bark of trees these patches make the
beetle look like one of the wasps that have long, slender

j
waists. Four times the natural si2e.

Ph0, fry] [E. Step, F.L.S
Mullein-Beetle.

the wasp-beetles, but scarcely wasp-like It i

ft'lth yellow-grey scales and banded with black
und in Europe, but not in Britain. Four time

the actual size.

But to return to our wasp-like beetle. 1

Although it has obtained the popular name
of the wasp-beetle, the resemblance is not
nearly so good as in some of the moths where,
by losing their scales on emergence from the
chrysalis, the wings also resemble those of a
wasp and bring about a true likeness in details.

Except when in flight, the wings of the wasp-
beetle are kept in concealment beneath the
wing-covers. And yet, the body of the wasp
being more conspicuous than its semi-trans-
parent wings, it appears to be sufficient that
the wing-covers of the beetle should have a
general colour resemblance to the wasp's body.
Of course, without something unpleasant in its

taste to back up its colouring, birds would soon
learn, probably, to distinguish between the real

wasp and its imitator, but the unpleasantness
appears to be there. Experiments have been
made in feeding Insect-eating birds and reptiles

with these strongly marked Insects, and in the
majority of cases they have been rejected.

Sometimes, when impelled by hunger, an
attempt has been made to eat one, but
the offer of a second helping has been
refused. Recently we supplied a wasp to a
long-eared bat that we knew to be in a fasting

condition. At first it was refused, but later

it was eaten. The next day a second wasp
was offered, but the bat refused to have it.

A similar result followed the offer of the large

yellow-underwing moth, whose hinder wings
are banded with black.

The larva of the wasp-beetle is a long,

whitish grub which, like the other long-horn-,
feeds in wood, apparently more in the branches
than the trunks of trees. A few years ago our
" den " became somewhat enlivened by the
appearance of about half a dozen of these
bright and active beetles, and for a week
there were daily accessions to their numbers.
The family were puzzled at this irruption, and
fears were entertained that thev might be

. infesting the furniture or woodwork of the
house

; but ultimately they were traced to

Clytus arietis.



Caddis-Flies.

oak-billet- that bore specimens oi corky fungi. The beetle, which varies

.1 good deal in tin- matter oi size, makes its app in June, and

ni that and the following month may frequently be seen on the flowers

and vegetation of the hedgerow. We haw two other species, the greater w

beetle ' and the obscure wasp-beetle.2 The former is a better representative

oi the wasp cm account of its larger size, but it is a rarer fnsect. ["he

third species i- much smaller, and ha- no yellow band-, grey taking their place,

and on the base oi each wing-cover there i- a large patch of purple-brown, which

ha- the effect ot making the beetle

when seen on a dark background
look like one of the burrowing

wasps with a long, slender waist.

The pretty mullein-beetle,3 shown
in one of our photographs, belongs

to the same genus, but i- not a

native, though European.

It should br added th.it the

coloured band- of the beetles are

not due to pigmenl in the wing-

i over itself, but to a layer of

scales and hairs arranged upon it.

as may easilj be -, , n with tl

of a pocket lens.

Caddis-Flies.

Many a naturalist had his

observing faculty first awakened

on the margin of a pond or stream.

lb may have -farted a- a boy

catching " tiddlers " with a small

net. and would then gi t interested

in the very numerous and varied

forms of life that he would brintc

up with every sweep ot in- imple-r < '
i ujdis Fly at Rest.

Illeilt. Among these Would almost Thl . LlI _ ,.. flv ilIV C1]
. lyatnight. Durinc

.1 ,;,t1,- K.. fVio ,,,-i,K I ,,-rw. r.f the (lav th. v I

( i uami\ ot me gruDS oi s>onn oi .
.

,, in , r„M ,. •

the caddis-flies in their remarkable are dM'^ ^- but «* - ^"'w »

table houses or "cases," ami these in main- instances have been taken home

ami installed in an aquarium, where their curious forms and the method oi building

them could be w at Ihd.

It i- open to any reader who ha- access to a pond or stream, large or -mall.

to do likewise—collect a number ot these caddis-cases, and. placing them in an

aquarium, to watch the development of the caddis "worm-" into the hairy-wit

ddis "
tli These fnsects form a natural order 1 of their own. char;

lw the possi -ion in the final stage of four wings, which are more or less liberally

1 Clyttis arcuatus. s C. mys; ' Trichopt

Photo by] H. Mam. F.E.S.
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clothed with hairs. In this stage they come rather closely into resemblance with

moths, 1 and in other days some of the species were for a time regarded as moths.

The majority of moths have the mouth-parts developed into a long tube which

can be coiled up after the manner of a watch-spring when not in use ; but a few

species of moth arc deficient in this respect. Now all the caddis-flies resemble these

aberrant species of moth in having their mouth-parts in a rudimentary condition.

The wings are thin and semi-transparent, especially the hinder pair, which are

larger than the fore-wings. As a rule they are of sombre tints, brown or black,

though a few are prettily mottled with grey or white. In most cases they have long

and tapering antennae, and in some species these are several times the length of

the bodv. They are carried standing straight out in front

of the head, and close together.

In these islands we can boast of about a hundred and

fifty distinct species, which are marshalled in seven

families ; but it is not necessary to enter into the technical

distinctions between these Let us rather deal with the

more interesting facts of their life-history in general terms.

The female alights upon the water, or upon some floating

leaf—she has been observed at times to enter the water

—

and deposits her eggs in a small mass of jelly direct into

the water. As in the case of the eggs of the frog and

toad, the jelly absorbs a great volume of water, so that

in a short time it has become a cylindrical mass nearly

four inches long, and half an inch in diameter. Such a

mass includes four or five hundred green eggs. Upon
hatching, the minute grubs make their first meal by con-

suming some of the jelly. They remain for two or three

days about the jelly mass ; then they set to work con-

structing a small case of any suitable material they find

handy. They are born with the knowledge that protection

from the numerous enemies the water contains is an

essential of existence. Pretty little objects they are at

this stage, as they roam over the weeds and the bottom.

Spinning a tube of paper-like silk around the body, they

attach foreign substances to it as they proceed. As they

grow bigger the case requires to be enlarged to accommodate them, and this is

effected in a very ingenious manner. All additions are made to the

front end. The fore-body, to which the legs are attached, being the

broadest part, additions to the case sufficient to surround this part

will provide ample accommodation for the hind-body later. But such

additions would soon make the case of unnecessary length ; so the grub cuts off

a portion at the rear each time it adds to the front, and keeps the same house for

its use until it acquires wings, though before that time the case has been gradually

remade entirely. The reason for this protection is found in the fact that the greater

length of the grub is white and soft—conspicuous and unprotected, and offering

1 Lepidoptera.

Photo by] [E. Step, F.LS.

Spawn of Caddis-Fly.

The dark dots are the green eggs
embedded in a cylindrical mass of jellv.

Originally it was longer, nearly a half
being doubled up behind the portion
that is shown clearly. It was attached
tothi stemof an aquatic grass. Natural
size.
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temptation to larger Insects of carnivorous nature, to say nothing of any fishes

that may be in those waters. The head and fore-body, which have to be protruded

in hauling the case along and in obtaining food, are dark and horny, as are the three

pairs of jointed legs. Most species are feeders upon aquatic plants ; but a few are

themselves carnivorous. Apparently the grub stage is the only feeding time. The
pupa has not the means of taking food, and it is probable that the rudimentary

condition of the mouth in the winged Insect does not allow of indulgence in food.

After the winter the caddis-worm prepares for the chrysalis stage by spinning

a silken grating across each end of its case, or by otherwise blocking up these

openings. One species * at this period attaches heavy stones to its case, turns round

inside, and thrusting its head out of the rear end, digs a hole

in the bottom of the stream—it is found only in running

water—and up-ends its case so that it becomes partially

embedded with the heavy stones keeping it in position.

When all is made safe in one of these ways, the last grub-

skin is cast, and the chrysalis, with its wings, long antenna;,

and legs folded down its sides, waits for the period of

emergence. When this time arrives—in early summer

—

the chrysalis butts against the obstruction at the fore-

end of its case and clears the way. It shoots up to the

surface of the water, and uses its limbs to propel it to

shallow water, where it wriggles ashore. Its chrysalis-

skin splits and the caddis-fly walks out.

The mature Insects are seldom seen, save by the

naturalist, for they are mostly night-fliers, but they may
be found by day settled on tree-trunks and posts near

water, where their sombre tints make them inconspicuous.

One of our photographs shows one of the brighter species, 2

with mottled-grey fore-wings, at rest on a tree ; its larger

relation 3
is shown, with expanded wings, in another

photograph. The latter species is the form most commonly
seen at rest on trees and fences. A few of the smaller

species may be seen flying in the sunshine above the surface

of ponds.

Although the caddis-flies may be described as

spending their earlier days in fresh-water, there are

two or three exceptions to the rule. One is terrestrial, and two
species are found in salt-water.

Winter Moths.

Strange as it may appear to those townsfolk who believe that nature goes to

sleep in late autumn and does not wake up again until spring, there are moths
that wait until the beginning of winter before they break out of the chrysalis.

Although one of these bears the name of winter moth, 4
it is not the only species

to which it could be applied with fitness. After the British climate, the winter moth
1 Micropterna sequax. - Phryganea minor. 3 P. grandis. 4 Cheimatobia brumata.

Photo by] [H. Man,, F.E.S.

Caddis Chrysalis.

Tin- chrysalis has been extracted from
its case. It will be seen that at this
stage the parts of the " fly " are
already well <li velopcd, tin wings and
antennae being especially noticeable.

foreign
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Photo by]

led Umber-Moth.
the commonest "i the wii

i- probably the worst enemy that the fruit-growei

in tin- country has to contend with; and anyone

acquainted with it- work might be pardoned for

saj ing that it- appearance in w inter, when tin nights

are long, i- onlj confirmation oi his theorj oi its

origin. The fruit-grower who knows his In

enemies will tell us that, in order the betfc ape

his vigilance when she is engaged on her deadh

work <>t laying eggs all over In- trees, the female

ha- got herseli up to resemble a spider, ami in this

guise, under cover oi winter darkness, she climbs

up tin' trunk from the earth where the chrysalis

has lain, and deposits her two or three hundred egf
i-.i t- .iuj ou -r months

in bat' In - about the buds. Mie 1- an insignificant spider-i

little creature, hei wings reduced to a size that enables one to assert that they are

there, but lor all practical purposes they mighl a- well he entirely wanting. Bui

she ha- her six legs, and with these -he can ascend quickly to the upper branches oi

the tree it the fruit-grower has not been laying a trap for her feet. This consists

ot a band oi tar and grease around the trunk, which prevents her passage. At
i it prevents the passage of the vast majority, but a tew contrive l>\ some means

to get up above and lay their eggs, or the race would soon lie exterminated locally.

The male has well-developed win--, expanding to about an inch, oi greyish-brown,

obscurely lined and dotted with a darker tint.

When newly laid the eggs are greenish but

become orange later. They hatch about April, when
the bud- are swollen preparatory to bursting and

freeing th< new leaves. The tinj caterpillars do not

wait tor this expansion, but bite through the bud-

and bury their head- in the contents, and so

de-troy the bud. These are the bud- that tin tit-

are -ecu -o industriouslj to pit k oil in spring m ordei

that tin \ can appropriate tin- grubs. The grower
will not listen to tin- i xplanation, nor see the grubs

on the tree- : to him the bird- an' purely malignant
who. tor lack ot other occupation, are bringing

hi- efforts to ruin. A- a matter ot tact, bird- who
have to take their food in such minute portion- have

no time to spare for amusement : all their energies

at this season are absorbed in filling the mouths
of the dozen youngsters thej have .it home, to say

nothing oi their own physical need-. A- the cater-

pillar gets too big for this work, and unattacked

buds unfold their leaves, it -pins two or three oi

these together and teed- undei cover. All sorts ot

-utter from it- depredations, but the destruction

I II. 1/ iin, I I S.

Dotted Border Moth.
A neat relation oi U
not appear until March. It: cample,
antl it will be seen that th<

hey are far too small I

nse in i! • body.
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is more evident in orchards, where the caterpillars are more partial to

members of the plum tribe than to apples and pears. Where the grease-

band is not in use and the females have been allowed to climb the

trees without let or hindrance, every leaf may be consumed, and the

tree possibly killed. In spite of all watchfulness and application of

grease-bands, females are found to get to the branches above and lay their eggs
;

and to many this has been a mystery. In the newspapers during November, 1913,

much was made of the importance of a solution of this mystery on a well-known

fruit farm, where the winged male was found to transport the coupled female to

the branches. But this solution of the mystery had been found at least twenty

years earlier, for in her Report on Injurious Insects for the year 1892, Miss Ormerod,

giving particulars of ways in which the grease-band failed to meet the case, says

:

"Adding to this the difficulties arising from transport of the wingless females in con-

nection with the winged males ... it was plain that even to meet this one matter

of prevention of egg-laying of wingless female moths, something more was needed."

The full-grown caterpillar is about three-

quarters of an inch long and blue-green or smoky-
brown, with a dark stripe down the middle of the

back and whitish lines along the sides. When full

fed it lowers itself to the ground by a fine silken

thread, and enters the soil close to the roots, where

it becomes a chrysalis. The moth emerges some-

time between the beginning of October and the

end of the year ; it may be seen as late as February.

Another geometer-caterpillar of similar de-

structive propensities is that of the mottled umber-

Pkoto by] [h. Main, f.e.s. moth, 1 which may also be described as a winter moth,
Mottled Umber-Moth.

for j^- makes its appearance chiefly between October
Themalemothis.shownat rest, as it may frequently r L J

be found on tree-trunks iii winter. The caterpillar aild December, and is Sometimes foUIld aS late
is very destructive in spring, alike to forest trees

and those in the orchard. as March. The male moth is considerably larger

than the winter moth, measuring an inch and a half across the variously marked,

brown fore-wings. The female is entirely unlike a moth, for she exhibits no trace of

wings. The pretty caterpillar is about an inch long with striped brown back and

yellow sides and under side. It feeds upon forest trees, fruit trees, roses, etc., causing

enormous damage to the young foliage in spring, and, as its scientific name indicates,

often strips the trees completely. This is the caterpillar that hangs in hundreds

from the branches in May, swinging on silken threads a couple of feet 'long.

Still belonging to the geometer family, though its stouter body and narrower

wings give it something of the appearance of a noctua, is the small brindled beauty, 2

which makes its first appearance in February. It is the male that makes anything

like a public appearance, for the female is again a wingless, spider-like creature that

must be looked for on the trunks of oak-trees, where it is waiting for the male, or

on its way to the branches for the purpose of egg-laying. These hatch in May.

and the caterpillars grow to a length of nearly two inches, purplish-brown in colour,

with raised black dots on the back. They feed chiefly upon oak in May and June.

1 Hybernia defoliaria. 2 Apocheima hispidaria.
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More akin to the mottled umber, but unlike it in colour and markings, is the

early moth, 1 which appears in January or February on hawthorn hedgerows after

dark. The male has the fore-wings dark brown, with two lines and a central spot

of a darker tint, and the hind-wings pale brown with a central dot, and a thin, dark

line across them. The female has the wings too small to be of any use to her.

The caterpillar is green, striped and spotted with white along the back and sides.

It may be found in spring feeding upon whitethorn, blackthorn, and plum-trees.

Another relation of early habits is known as the spring usher, 2 but as its time of

appearance is February, it has about the same relation to the spring as the snowdrop

has among flowers. The female is worse off in the matter of wings than the pre-

ceding species, so far as wings may be considered from the decorative point of view,

a tuft of scales at' the shoulders being their sole representation
;

practically she

is no worse off than the others. The caterpillar is

green, lined with yellow and mottled with brown.

It is an oak-feeder, and may be found in April and

.Maw Several other species leave the chrysalis at

the same inclement season, and yet others between

winter and spring, when few persons would suspect

moths to be on the wing. The belief that such

Insects are restricted to the warm nights of summer
would soon be dispelled if the dweller in the

suburbs or country towns would occasionally

glance at the public lamps on his way home
He would frequently >ee in winter, moths

fluttering against the glass in a vain effort to reach

the source of light within.

The Vine-Aphis

There are those who think our Board of

Agriculture and its predecessors have been on

occasion too much inclined to get into a state of

panic over feared importations of pests, as they did

over the potato-beetle and the San Jose scale ; and

certainly writers of horticultural and forestry hand-

books are too prone to describe as terrible pests Insects which, though

known to spread ruin in other countries, have been proved by long

experience to be negligible quantities here, thanks to our much-abused

climate. Still, it is well to be always on guard, for we have a large

body of evidence showing that a species that has never caused great concern in

the place of its origin will often run riot when introduced to a new country and

spread ruin far and wide. One need only mention the well-known results of the

sentimental introduction of thistles, watercress, and rabbits from Britain to her

Colonies at the Antipodes to illustrate the truth of this statement ; and another

striking instance is the introduction to Europe of an insignificant plant-louse from

North America. This unsuspected introduction on American vines took place

1 Hybernia rupicapraria. 2 H. leucophaearia.

Photo by] I
. Step, F.L.S.

Small Brindled Beauty.
Tin two sexes of this moth are shown— the

female the spider-like creature above. They
make their appearance in February.



The Vine-Aphis.

.ii some date shortlj before [863, for in thai year the peculiar diseasi caused by

its pi was firsl noticed in France. In the same year thi vine-aphis was

,1 ui vineries neai London, bu1 as i1 bon no evil reputation in th< 51

nothing much was thoughl oi either discovery. En France in the next few years

the disease spread rapidly, so that in thirteen years in one departmenl (Vaucluse)

the yield of wine From the vineyards had decreased by ninety per cent. It was

not until [868 that the connection between the vine-aphis and the vin< di

was proved by M . Planchon. From

thai date to the present, although

e\ ei \ iif ir thai scii ro e and prac-

1 hoi ticulture • an suggesl has

been put in operation against the

enemy with g I local results, it

has 1 ontinued to spread over

Western and I entra] Europe and

the t ape, and millions oi .11 res 1 >i

wine-producing land have been de-

vastated. The European countries

1 1 mi ei ned formed a \'\\\ Uoxera Con

vention, on whose advice the various

Govei nments 1m\ e adopted sti ingenl

laws for the desti u< tion oi all

infected plants, and to stop the

importation oi further supplies "I

all plants that mighi possibly har-

bour the pest There is t 1 for

thought here in the spectacle of

nations with huge standing armies

and fortified frontiers, who have

taken all possible measures against

ression l>v their own species,

being -ft at naught by insignificant

Insects individually measuring about

1 nun.

'

To tin' naked eye tin- Insect '

1- nut greatly unlike tin- wingless

green-fly with which we arc all so

familiar, but undei a good lens there

arc certain differences separating ""

it from the true aphis. It comes nearer to the spruce-gall Insect, bui in tead

nt producing alternate generations mi plain- oi differenl species, there is

here a migration only between leave- and runt-. Iii Amen, .1 th, \ m, aphis chiefly

attacks the leaves, producing galls upon them, but in Europe tin leaf-galls in

comparatively rare, the attack being almosi restricted to the roots, where tuberous,

sausage-shaped swellings are formed, upon which the Insects will be found sucking

1 Phylloxera vastatrix.

The Yin i \.

A portii Q, with the fini

ound wingli
1
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at the juices. As in the green-fly, there are several forms and conditions of the

vine-aphis. Those feeding upon the roots are mostly wingless females of a pale

yellow or dull-brown colour, with antenna; of three joints, rather short legs, and
imperfect eyes. They attach themselves to newly formed roots, into which they

thrust the fine proboscis, and suck at the sap. This causes the swelling up of the root,

which bursts its bark, revealing yellowish masses of a lac-like material. The roots

being unable to do their work properly, the upper shoots become stunted, the leaves

turn yellow, the roots die, and there is an end of the plant. When the plant is

dead the vine-aphis leaves it, and migrates to healthy plants within reach ; so

that one infected plant becomes the centre from which a district is attacked.

During the winter these root-females remain inactive, but in spring they wander

to newly formed roots, and each lays from thirty to forty eggs in several batches.

These hatch in from five to tw elve davs, and
the wingless young undergo several changes
of skin : but they are soon adult, when thev

also lay eggs which in turn produce wingless

females, and this process is in the main
repeated six or eight times throughout the

summer. About midsummer, however, there

is some change. Some of the eggs produce
individuals that develop wings and perfect

eyes and longer legs. These crawl up the

stems whilst still immature, and when their

wings are developed and free they may flv

away to infect other vines. This they

accomplish by laying a few eggs on the

leaf-buds or the under side of the leaf. These
eggs are not equal in size, and they differ

in character, the larger ones producing
mature females, and the smaller mature
males. Both sexes of these are produced
solely for breeding purposes, for neither of

them possess the means of feeding. They
pair, and the females lay egg singly under the loose bark of the vine. These eggs
remain through the winter and hatch in the following spring, all alike producing
wingless fertile females capable of producing other wingless females, and so on for

several generations. The first spring brood may remain on the leaves and attack
them, producing galls in the form of wart-like excrescences on the upper side of

the leaf with an entrance slit on the under side. They produce young inside the

gall, and these migrate to the roots.

To minimize the destruction caused by this pest, and taking advantage of the

fact that in America the aphis scarcely attacks the roots, vines are now being

grown that have been grafted upon stocks of the American species, which have
stronger roots and a more hardy constitution, owing probably to the fact that

they have been cultivated for a much shorter period.

Photo by] _W. West.

Oak Phylloxera.
A few of the eggs from one of the circles shown in the

next photograph, magnified to fifty times the actual size.

They hatch in the course of a few hours after being
deposited.
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The principal methods adopted in the warfare against the pest is the burning
of the diseased plants, and the treatment of the soil whence they have come with
bisulphide of carbon and gas-tar.

Another member of the genus x
is found upon the oak. The female may be found

on a discoloured patch of the oak-leaf where she has fed. Around her will be
found two or three circles of eggs, which will hatch in a few hours and set up
a cycle of forms which in about twenty-one generations results in the production
of sexually mature Insects. This oak-leaf aphis, like the multitude of other oak-
feeding Insects, appears to have no appreciable effect upon the tree, and is, therefore,

totally unlike in character to its congener of the vine. One of our photographs
shows a cluster of seventy-six eggs from which the female had departed when they
were discovered, but from the seven eggs standing out from the outer circle it

appears that she has only moved a short distance, and is engaged in depositing

a second batch which already numbers seventy-one. The perfect sexual individuals

of this species are produced in autumn, and possess no sucking rostrum, so can
partake of no nourishment. The female lays only one big egg, which remains

in a crevice of the bark
until spring, when it

produces a winged form
which lays eggs on the

under side of the oak-

leaf. The produce of

all these eggs are wing-

less, and each of them
lays eggs in concentric

circles, as shown in our

photograph. The
young hatched in >m

these eggs are at first

rather active, and move
away from the egg-circle in quest of a feeding ground. They are dotted with small
orange spots. On some young oaks every leaf is swarming with these Insects.

Musical Insects.

Of a few Insect musicians it may be said that their power of producing
sounds has been notorious from the beginning of time. Some have regarded

these sounds as music, others as a wearying noise, and in all probability they will

continue to be thus diversely regarded, according to the temperament or the

condition of health of the hearer. The poets—and others—have made mistakes

about this music. Some have thought the Insects had real vocal apparatus,

others that the sounds were produced solely by rapid wing-vibration. But, as

one would expect to find among creatures of such varied organization, a similar

end is reached by different means. Some have a real vocal apparatus, though
not connected with the mouth

; but in most cases it is more akin to the action

of lyre and plectrum. The list of Insect musicians is far too long to be dealt

1 Phylloxera punctata.

Photo by]

The Cicada.
[E. Step, F.L.S.

The most celebrated of the Insect musicians, whose powers were made much of by the ancient
Greeks. The apparatus for the production of sound differs altogether from those of all other
Insect musicians, as will be shown in further illustrations. It i- shown with (lie wings
expanded for flight.
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•
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with in detail : we can only pick ou1 .1 few representative spei I describe

the nature oi their sounds and how these are produced.

The [nsecl mosl 1 elebrati '1 foi i1 on from antiquity is the 1 h ada, concern-

ing winch the Greek poel Xenarchus wrote the ungallanl couplel that has been

quoted almost ad nauseam, possibly ever since it was writ

t

"
I lappy the cicadas' lives,

Foi thej Ml have voiceless \\ h <

The cicada stands aparl from all other [nsects, indeed hum all other animals,

in tli cter of its musical instrument. It is not here a case oi crapin om
on another, or a file on a drum. Then' i- a special cavity in the trunk, dn idi d

into chambers by films of differenl character, and a specially delicate drum or

tymbal, which is set vibrating by the Lnsed to produce the initial sound. I h< ;e

vibrations are 1 aughl ap and in-

i< nsified l»\ the other membranes
and the two shields which cover

the entire apparatus on the under

surface of the Insect. There is a

special muscle whi h sets the t\ mbal

\ ilu ating, and these vibrations 1 an

be watched when the Insed is

singing. Respecting the silem 1 1
1

the females, which atti ai ted the

attention oi Xenarchus, it i- not

duo to want oi the apparatus, but

to the fad thai it 1- not fully

d<-\ eloped. Hartman speaks 1
>i the

music as the " marital summons
irom the male-."

Speaking oi the sounds pro

dui ed b\ Amerii an 1 icadas, 1 )arwin

says that wlnn the Beagle was

anchored at the distance oi a

quarter of a mile from the shores

1 'I Brazil, " the noise thus mad.

could be plainly heard on board." It will be noted that Darwin does not

allude to it as a musica] sound, but a noise, and in this he is perhaps justified

bj a remark oi Bates, who was probabh referring to the same species, for

he was in the same region. Describing the "terrible discord" oi mingled

noises sei up al sunset by birds and monkeys, the latter naturalist says :

" Added to these noises were the sot gs oi strange cicadas, one large kind pen tied

high on the tree- around our little haven setting up a mosl piercing chirp ; it began

with the usual harsh, jarring tone oi it- tribe, but this gradually and rapidly became

shriller, until it ended in a long and loud note resembling the steam-whistle of a

motive engine. Half a dozen oi these wonderful performers made a consider-

able item in the evening concert."

1

"Drum
1 nt a male cicada

initial

sounds.
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There is, apparently, considerable difference in the character of the sound*

produced by American cicadas and those of Europe. The ancient Greeks kept

the latter in cages for the sake of their songs, and in this connection Kirby and

Spence have a paragraph which is worth quoting. Cicadas, thev declare, " seem

to have been the favourites of every Grecian bard from Homer and Hesiod to

Anacreon and Theocritus. Supposed to be perfectly harmless, and to live only

upon the dew, they were addressed by the most endearing epithets, and were

regarded as all Inn divine. One bard entreats the shepherds to spare the innoxious

tettix, that nightingale of the Nymphs, and to make those mischievous birds the

thrush and blackbird their prey. ' Sweet prophet of the summer,' says Anacreon,

addressing this Insect, ' the Muses love thee, Phcebus himself loves thee, and has

given thee a shrill song ; old age does

not wear thee out ; thou art wise,

earth-born, musical, impassive, without

blood ; thou art almost like a god.'

So attached were the Athenians to

these Insects that thev were accus-

tomed to fasten golden of

them in their hair, implying at the

same time a boast that they themselves

terra filii.

bv all as

tost

as well as the cicadas, were

They were regarded indeed

the happiest as well as the

innocent of animals."

The Romans appear to have

differed from the Greeks in then-

appreciation of this music, for Virgil

in his Georgics accuses his native

cicadas of bursting the very shrubs

with their noise, and he is supported

by the comparatively modern Sir J. E.

Smith, who says it " makes a most

disagreeable dull chirping." In our

own day, C. V. Riley, the late State

Entomologist, thus refers to the
' The general noise, on approaching the infested woods, is

pond. That

which they make when disturbed mimics a nest of young snakes or young birds

under similar circumstances—a sort of scream. Thev can only produce a chirp

somewhat like that of a cricket and a very loud, shrill screech prolonged for fifteen

or twenty seconds, and gradually increasing in force and then decreasing."

The order of Insects 1 which, next to the cicadas, has been most celebrated for

the production of sounds, contains the crickets and grasshoppers ; and these produce

their shrill cries in quite another manner, the instrument being more akin to the

fiddle and bow. Yet, even here, there is a great amount of variation in the method
1

1 Irthoptera

< [i mia's Musical Chamber.
'llir drawing shows wli.it lies under each oi the two covers seen in

th< preceding photograph. The jutting object to tin left 1^ part of

the hind leg. I he large iva] m ar the 1 1 ntri 1- tit. drum or tymbal,
whose vibrations .in- the primary source of the. sounds. Towards
the left and lower than the drum 1- a tens' lv stretched membrane

—

the mirror—reflecting light and appearing many coloured

seventeen-year cicada

a combination of that of a distant threshing machine and a distant fro
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of employing the same principle. In the three families, crickets, 1 long-horned grass-

hoppers, 2 and short-horned grasshoppers and locusts,3 differences of structure

necessitate differences in the fiddles and bows. The song of the house-cricket 4
is

produced by the wing-covers of the male Insect. On the under side is a file, and as

the two wings are vibrated the edge of one scrapes the file on the other and produces

the shrill " crink-crink." Bates speaks of a species of wood-cricket (really a long-

horned grasshopper) he found in the neighbourhood of Obydos, Brazil. He says :

' The notes are certainty the loudest and most extraordinary that I ever heard

produced by an orthopterous Insect. The natives call it the tanana, in allusion to

its music, which is a sharp, resonant, stridulation

resembling the syllables ta-na-na, ta-na-na,

succeeding each other with little intermission.

It seems to be rare in the neighbourhood. When
the natives capture one, they keep it in a wicker-

work cage for the sake of hearing it sing. A
friend of mine kept one six days. It was lively

only for two or three, and then its loud note

could be heard from one end of the village to the

other." The thin, parchmentv wing-covers are

very convex, and give the resting Insect an

inflated, bladder-like appearance. The inner edge

of each wing-cover has a horny lobe near the

base, and one lobe has sharp, raised margins,

whilst the strong nervure of the other is crossed

by fine, sharp furrows like those of a file. The

two lobes being rubbed sharply one over the

other, these instruments produce the sounds,

and the parchmenty wing-covers and the drum-

like space they enclose help to give resonance

to them.

The fact that these musical sounds are pro-

duced only by the males in most of the grasshopper

family and in the cicadas will prepare the reader

for the further statement that they are used in

the courtship of the Insects, the whereabouts of

the male being thus advertised to the female.

There is reason to believe that some species which appear to be without

musical calls of this character really have them, though the notes they

produce are not audible to the human ear. The reason for this supposition

lies in the fact that such apparently dumb species are provided, like the obviously

musical ones, with ears—situated in the legs or the hind-bodies. The posses-

sion of ears by an apparently dumb species is good presumptive evidence

that the species must itself produce sounds. It should be noted, too, that each

species has its own particular notes, to which, no doubt, its ears are specially attuned.

On this point Scudder, speaking of X(>rth American grasshoppers, says :

' The
1 Gryllidae. 2 Locustidse. rl Acridiidse. ' Gryllus domesticus.

Axdersson's Grasshopper.
In this South African species of remarkable appear-
ance, the wings are not developed and the leaping
legs arc net used for leaping. The undeveloped
wing-covers in the male are strongly grooved and
ridged, whilst below them on the body there is a
swollen plate with two or three hard folds. Over
these various ridges and folds the thigh is rubbed,
and the action results in a loud note. The specimen
photographed is mutilated, so far as legs air con
cerned, but it shows the general form and the
disposition of the hinder thighs.



Musical Insects.

uniformity with which each species oi stenobothrus plays it- own song is

quite remarkable. One kind ] produces aboul six notes pei i ond and

i ontinues them from one and .1 hah to two and a hali seconds ;
another 2 mala

from nine to twelve notes in aboul threi seconds, hi both cases the notes

follow each othei uniformly, and are slowei in the shade than in the sun.'

These, as in all the short-horned grasshoppers, produce then sounds \<\ scrap-

ing the hind-leg over the

projecting nervures oi the

wing 1 overs.

In .1 South African

species 3 oi t his family,

known as the flying

berry, there is an extra-

ordinary developmenl oi

the hind-body <>i the male,

and the wing-covers are no1

used in sound production.

I he hind-body is inflated

w hli air so as to b& i >me a

i. at, pellucid bladder, in

i irdei i" Hi' rease the re-

som the sounds the

Insecl makes bj -
1 apinj

the comparatively small

hind-legs over .1 series oi

1 idges which are placed on

each side oi the inflated

abdomen. At night these

[nsects make .1 wonderful

noise, according to Mr.

1 rimen. The file in this case,

though owing to its pi sition

it does nol show in the

photograph, is so large and

well defined as to be seen

without searching for it.

Another extra-
ordinary example, Anders-

son's grasshopper, from

South Africa l
1- wing-

less in both sexes and does no1 use its leaping legs for leaping. The thighs

tly expanded, and on their inner face near to the base there are peg-like

projections. Although there an no wings, there are incipient wing-covers

these in the male are strongly grooved and ridged, whilst below them on the firsl

segment of the hind-body, and partly overlapping the second, there 1- .1 sv

1

1

1 ical Instruments.
A view 1 from below. The '

luring the loi

1 Stenobothrus curtipennis. - S in. 1 in. i] ileurus.

hypetrella

'.Maris.
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plate with two or three strong and hard folds. Just behind it on the second segment
is a prominent area whose surface is marked by very fine, raised lines. Both sexes

have these arrangements, but in the male they are more highly developed than in

the female. The thigh is rubbed over these sculptured plates, and the action results

in a loud note. It is believed that the male can produce two distinct notes, one

agreeing with that of the female, and one peculiar to its own sex. It is a very

sedentary creature, and its colouring makes it appear like a clod of earth. When
molested it does not rely upon its full powers of locomotion for escape, but upon
its capacity for making a noise which will alarm its enemy.

The long-horned green grasshoppers 1 produce their music by means of the

wing-covers alone, and as these only slightly overlap at their bases, the production

of a considerable volume of sound seems at first sight not to be expected. Yet

anyone who has heard one of these Insects giving expression to its joy, must admit

that the volume of sound produced is marvellous. We have kept our native green

grasshopper 2 as a pet, feeding it upon flies, and in the evenings it sang with notes

that resounded through the house. In this family the ears are placed in the front

legs, a little below the knee. De Geer pointed out long ago that an eye-like spot in

the right wing-cover of the male was probably connected with the powerful note

(if this species. This area consists of

a transparent film " resembling a

little mirror or piece of talc, of the

tension of a drum. This membrane is

surrounded by a strong and pro-

minent nervure, and is concealed

under the fold of the left wing-cover,

Wing-cover of a Long-horned Grasshopper. which has also several prominent
The darker portion is that which overlaps or is overlapped by its fallow nei'VlireS answering tO the margin ot
'wing-cover. The clear space is the drum whose vibrations give resonance . -. ~.
M thf sounds produced by the adjacent til . tllC film. 1 llCTL' IS every reason tO

believe that the brisk movement with which the grasshopper rubs these nervures

against each other produces a vibration in the membrane augmenting the sound."

The katydids, celebrated Insect musicians, which are described in a separate

article, belong to the family of long-horned green grasshoppers.

We have already mentioned that the too-familiar house-cricket has, in the male,

a musical file on the under side of each wing-cover ; and this is a character

which will be found throughout, the family to which it belongs. In the

mole-cricket 3 the musical organs are smaller and simpler than those of the

house-cricket, and the note produced by them is a dull, jarring note which has

been compared to that of the nightjar.

Mason-Wasps.

The mason-bees, described in a separate article, have their counterpart among
the wasps. Though there is naturally some resemblance in their methods, there

are also some differences. The specie- with the best title to the name of mason-

wasp is a graceful little Insect 4 about half an inch long with a black body banded
with yellow. For a building site it chooses the slope of a sandbank where the

1 Locustid i

2 Locusta viridissima. 3 Gryllus gryllotalpa. ' Odynerus spinipes.
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-and is hard and firm, and therefore to be tunnelled with safety, though with great

labour. Kirby and Spence tell us picturesquely that " its mandibles alone would
be scarcely capable of penetrating [the hardened sand], were it not provided with

a slightly glutinous liquor which it pours out of its mouth, that, like the vinegar

with which Hannibal softened the Alps, acts upon the cement of the sand, and
renders the separation of the grains easy to the double pickaxe with which our little

pioneer is furnished."

The mason-wasp is both mason and miner. It bores a cylindrical cavity two

or three inches deep, which branches below into three or four cells ; but instead

of sweeping; away the pellets it quarries, as many mining Insects arc careful to do,

it uses them for building up around the mouth of its excavation a round tower,

at first straight, then curved to correspond with the curvature of its own bodv.

The purpose of this tower appears to be to make it difficult for anv parasitical

Insect to enter and lay eggs in the cavity during the absence of the mason-wa-]>

when seeking provisions. It is only a temporary erection, and therefore it is not

made solid ; the stones of which it is

constructed, though firmlv connected,

leave little interstices, as though the

builder were anxious to make the matei ial

go as far as possible. The cells are fur-

nished each with a number of small, green

i aterpillars, which naturally curl into a

circle when alarmed. These, of course,

are first stung, so that they have little

or no power of movement. The egg is

laid in the far end of the cell, so that on

hatching the grub first attacks the cater-

pillar that was first stung.

After filling up the cell with from

twenty to forty small caterpillars, the

mason-wasp takes down her tower, stone

by stone, and uses the materials for building up the mouth of the nest solidly. The

building of this tower is, therefore, a fine example of economy of labour. Instead

of dropping the material excavated from the hard sandbank, and having to collect

it or similar material again for building up the entrance, she stacks it ready to hand,

and in the doing of it contrives a shelter which protects her progeny from the

insidious attacks of a deadly enemy.

The " deadly enemy " is the brilliant little ruby-tail wasp, 1 wh®se head

and fore-body are blue or green in different aspects, and the hind-body red and

gold, the entire bodv having a metallic polish that makes the little creature glow

and flash in the sunshine. It appears to be chiefly against the ruby-tail that

the mason builds her temporary towers ; but wood-ants 2 have, in s®me district-,

to be guarded against also.

Some of the mason-wasps carry their labour-saving ideas further, and look

out for defects in human masonry. Where a chink has been left in the masonry

1 Chrysis bidentata. 2 Formica rufa.

;-:. Step, F.L.S.

The Mason-Wasp.
This clever little artificer has its body ringed with black and
yellow. It digs a tunnel in a firm sandbank and builds a tem-
porary tower ©f the excavated material. Four times the actual
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host, u

bv a careli workman, they enter and enlarge it, making ii symmetrical, as they

would have done had the} begun the ex< avation. < Ithers adopl keyholes, nailholes,

or any othei perforations thai are large enough, or can be madi larj igh by

a little manipulation !n some cases it is the othei way about, and they havi to

partially block up a crevice thai would 1" otherwise inconvenientlj roomy.

Whatever the mason's length may be its breadth is very little, and it contrives

the burrows to have only sufficienl "elbow room." ["here are man; inquisitive

bird- about with a taste for fat little grubs, and the smallei the entrance-hol to

nests the safer for the defenceless grub. Ichneumon-wasps with long lendei

placers, and other parasitica] Insects oi their own order, have to be

guarded against .1- far a- possible; but the latter are the more subtle,

,iik1 often succeed in introducing their own eggs to the utter ruin of the

mason-wasp's plans. It the parasite does no1 begin by eating up the

devours all the provisions and allows thi hosl to perish by starvation.

Om- species oi mason-wasp, 1 described by

Fabre, hangs its 1 gg from the rooi oi the cell by

,i -ilk thread, a provision to protect the newly

hatched grub from being crushed by movements

oi the si ore oi more oi small caterpillars thai an

placed inside alter the egg is laid. From the

shell the \ oung gi ub 1 an reach dow n to its

first caterpillar, and about twenty-four hours

r, when tin- 1- devoured, the grub is believed

to casl it- -kin and to be sufficiently strong to

taki care oi itself among the only partially

stupefied caterpillars. It eats them in the ordei

111 whii h thej war stored.

Let readers who -hare the common enmity

to wasps oi all sorts bear in mind these facts

about their utilization of caterpillar-. Let sui h

onsider how long it would take them to hunt for

and destroy ten do/en small caterpillars that are the exact tint of the

leaves upon which they feed. This i- the number that one species of

mason-wasp will requisition for the provisioning of the cells in one oi these

interesting -tincture-. Every such wasp that i- wantonly killed mean- that numbei

of caterpillars allowed to grow and to do incalculable damage to the choice plants

ir gardens, it ma\ be. Almosl certainly, if a wasp is killed in our garden, it

was there onahunting expedition, and it is our garden that will -utter for oui

ignorant folly.

[Tie wall mason 2 appears to be fond of proximitj a1 least to human beings,

for it- nests are commonly constructed on the walls oi houses, sometimi in the

es of the window frames, but often on thi of mortar between the bricks.

She uses -and and mud. and mixes them with her own mouth-cemenl which causes

it to 3( t like mortar. Sometimes she uses the " pointing " oi the human

brii klavcr.it thi- i- not so rich 111 cement as tod, u her jaws. What material.

1 Odynerus reniformis. ' O park-turn.

Photo by]

Wasp's Nesi in Cotton-reel.

shown thi ;

' 'gi iph ha
1 and filled the hole \\ ith o

ells.
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she turns it into cylindrical cells, which arc usually joined end to end, so that she

gets a continuous round-backed ridge on the wall. Each of these cells she stocks

with green caterpillars in turn as it is completed. Where she is engaged in her

building operations, the ruby-tail ' may usually be seen as an interested spectator,

watching for her opportunity to bring the mason's labours to naught.

A little-known species, 2 found in the Mediterranean region, makes its

nests in the earth, and connects them by a gallery two and a half inches long.

It renders this gallery difficult of access to enemies by erecting a chimney-

like porch after the manner of the first-named species. This precaution is very

necessary in this case, because the cells are not provisioned and sealed up, but

the grubs are fed more like those of the social wasps, by the mother bringing them

food from time to time. This food consists of a paste resembling dried honey.

Ruby-Wasps.

In our account of the

mason-wasps, we have re-

ferred to the destruction of

their grubs by the inter-

position of the ruby-tails or

cuckoo-wasps.3 As there

are many species of these,

of which our own islands

harbour about twenty, it

appears desirable to give

them more extended notice.

They are all small Insects,

and parasitic upon wasps

and bees. But what they lack

in size they make up for in

brilliancy of colouring, and

„, , , , ,
then metallii polish gleam

1 iii'i" oy\ [h. jtep, t .L.b. L tJ3

Mason-Wasp's Towers. ing in the Sunshine, of which

they are so fond, makes them

far more conspicuous than

most Insects of their size. They are not gatherers of honey, pollen, or Insects for

the sustenance of their progeny; but they take equally effective means to ensure the

perpetuation of their species, though at the expense of distant relations.

The method adopted by the female ruby-wasp is to haunt the spot where

a mason-wasp, for example, is provisioning a cell and is nearly ready for closing it.

Then the ruby-wasp, taking advantage of the temporary absence of the architect,

enters and deposits her own eggs—not one egg, as alone appears to be necessary,

but a number which may be as many as ten. The object of this prodigality in

egg-production is not clear, for, as far as observations have gone, only one appears

to hatch and the others perish. The different species of ruby-wasp attach them-

selves, in most cases, to hosts of particular species. An exception occurs in the

Two of the towers erected during the construction of the tunnel and underground cells.

I hesi are taken to pieces again to provide material for blocking up the entrance to the
ulls. Hour times tin actual sue.

1 Chrysis ignita. 2 Ccramius lusitanicus. 3 Chrysis.
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case ni the commonesl oi them, 1 which, though specially destructive to the wall

on wasp,2 will laj hei i in il -t oi an]
,

thai comes handy. The
spiny-footed mason-wasp,3 which builds temporary towers to keep out these

ruby-wasps as far as possible, is victimized by two pecii oi the parasites,* and
wherevei this mason wasp is plentiful these two rub) wasps will 1 mmon
Dr. T. A. Chapman, who investigated this matter man) years ago, found thai

:-third oi th< grubs "I the spiny-footed mason were destroyed bj the grub oi

the rub) wasps. The two species effecting this destrui tion havi different methods
"I attack. \< l& ta app< ars on the wing in Ma) .it the same time as the i arliesl

oi the spin) foots ; bidentata dew tiol how herseli until about three weeks later,

when the lasl oi the spiny-foots are emerging.

Il one oi the first nests oi the spiny-fool be examined a few days aftei il has

been closed, i1 will probably be found to contain n< ither egg nor grub oi the mason,
Imt ,i grub "I neglecta maybe there instead feeding upon the green caterpillars,

ami it may be presumed thai she has already eaten the egg or grub oi the mason
By the time bidentata emerges, the mason-grubs

thai have i scaped the attack oi neglei ta are full

grown and spinning their cocoons. From various

causes many oi the burrows of the mason-wasp
remain uncompleted, and the last-made cells an

only protected by the wall oi clay which she has

intended to be onl) a dividing wall between this

cell and another which she had purposed making.

Bidentata is able to bon through this and gel ai i ess

to tli>- cell. With her egg-placer she pierces the

cocoon and lays her eggs inside ; in some cases she

has nol this trouble, fi ir the i oc i is no1 quite

finished, and she can lay her eggs on the mason-

grub with ease, ["he cuckoo-grub nips a fold of

the -kin in it- jaws and, without cutting through

the latter, sucks away all the substance oi the

mason-grub and grows rapidly, changing it- -kin foui times, at intervals oi only

about .two days. There is little- save colour to distinguish the grubs oi hosl and

parrsite ; the former is yellow and the latter whin

The Aphis-Lion.

["he four-winged fly whose active grub is known as the aphis-lion 5 has been

di signated the brown lace-wing to distinguish it from the green lace-wing or golden-

eye.6 Most people would say it is the same thing with wings of anothei colour.

i el it the two are put side by side and closely examined there will be found points

oi difference which, in conjunction with some differences oi interna] structure and

life-history, have induced naturalists to put them apart in separate groups.

In mci-t species oi golden-eyes the larva goes about openly upon plants where

the aphis or green-fly abounds, and does his be-t to reduce the numbers oi the

pest. The larva of the brown lace-wing i an ies on the same good work, but possibly

1 Chrysis ignita. - Odynerus parietum. 'O 4 Chrysis bidentata and
(' neglecta Hemerobius. * Chrysopa.

i .

Ki BY I A II \\ ASP.

otograph show
tour times larecr than tl

thi hind'body

which flashes in tlu
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to hide his operations from the gardener—who finds it difficult to believe in the

existence of Insects that are friendly to him—he disguises himself by covering his

body with the sucked-dry skins of his victims, until he becomes an entomological
" old-clo' man." Nature appears to have given him decided help in this direction,

for from each segment of the body there stands out on each side a flesh}' process

which supports about half a dozen bristles. These bristles spread out fan-wise,

and keep the heap of rubbish from interfering with the action of the legs in walking.

The curved jaws are sharp pointed and hollow, and when they have impaled an

aphis, all its fluids are sucked through them. Then the thin, empty skin is tossed

over the head and makes a little addition to the portable rubbish-heap. Delicate

silken threads run through the rubbish and help to keep it together, but whether

this is spun by the aphis-lion or borrowed from some wandering spider is not known.

If we capture one of these aphis-lions, and carefully clear the rubbish off its back,

we shall find that the Insect roughly resembles the ant-lion, though it is of more
slender shape. When the aphis-lion has sucked

dry as many aphides as it can, and feels that

it has reached the limit of larva-hood, it spins

a silken cocoon, and turns to a chrysalis ; but

just before the latter is ready to cast its skin

and appear as a four-winged brown lace-wing

it breaks through the cocoon. The wings are

Photo by] [E. Step, F.L.S.

The Aphis-Lion.

The aphis-lion is the grub of the brown lace-wing. After
sucking his victims ilrv In hraps Ih. ii -tan-, upon his

back mil carries them abovit, like .in Indian brave with
his trophy of scalps. In the photograph hr i> iii.i^iiilinl

tour times.

very delicate and finely netted. The long,

fine antennae are made up of many short,

bead-like joints, so that an antenna looks like

a minute necklace. The Insect flies with a

weak, drifting flight, and when it settles on

a leaf the four wings are folded in such a way
that the body is completely hidden under a

high, ridged roof that comes down right over

the sides. In this country we have no fewer

than eighteen species, whose differences are

only of scientific interest ; and the distribution of the genus is world-wide. Several

allied genera come close to them in the winged state, among them the green lace

wings or golden-eyes.

Osmylus 1 in its winged state is very like the brown lace-wings, but is much
larger. Its larva differs considerably in its habits, being semi-aquatic and living

about the edge of the water, lurking under stones, in moss, or about the aquatic

vegetation. Its jaws are converted into almost straight, hollow, sharp-pointed

spears upon which it impales small Insects, and sucks their juices through the

spears. It is remarkable as having no posterior outlet to the digestive system
;

the hinder part being modified into a spinning apparatus. In this respect it

resembles the grub of the ant-lion. When full fed it forms a round cocoon in

which it mixes grains of sand with the silk. Drepanopteryx 2 is much like a moth,

and moth-like it has hooks for the locking of the fore and hind wings in flight.

These are shown in the photograph on page 475.
1

( ).. chrysops - I), phalaenoides.
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The Book-Louse.

When one is turning over the pages oi an old book the attention i frequently

drawn to .1 minute, almost colourless, wingless [nsecl thai runs along with com-
parative -\\ iftm ss. This is the so-called book-louse, 1 a name wi hardlj like to use

iuse "I the misleading nature oi its second half. I 1 1 us saj al once, to put the

reader .it his ease, thai the [nsei 1 known as the book-louse has no relationship to

the persona] vermin from which pari oi its name has been borrowed, noi does it

resemble it al all in habits, or in anything but a very superficial likeness of form.

Still, it has been mistaken fpi the real thing by many who, happily, have had no
• lose ai quaintance with the latti r. We have everal timi been the recipients oi

specimens of the book louse sdnl in carefully packed
sealed tub i mpanied by letters almosl implor-

ingly begging us to assure the sendei thai they were

no1 samples oi the loathed one, and asking for in-

structions how in gel rid of such unpleasanl looking

itures. One such communication was from a lady

who had recently changed her residence, and found

thai .1 certain room swarmed with these Insects

which she thoughl were oi the legitimate!} detested

species, and her objed was clearly to obtain an

opinion from us which would justify her in breaking
In

1 threi yeai igreement. ( )ur reporl did no1

sanction such a course, though we hoped that even-

tually it relieved her mind.

This little book-louse, though it causi ;rea1

anxiety to tl Ui ctoi oi In ects, maj be regarded

with unconcern by others. It is de trui tive without

doubt, bu1 unless it has such fragile things as In- :

I

to exercise it- minute jaws upon, it 1 auses no appre-

ciable damage. Bu1 ii it gets into the tightly glazed

drawers oi the entomological cabinet introduced

perhaps on a specimen received from .1 less careful

collectoi it may work great mischief before its

presem e 1- suspected. The first sign is a little impalpable dusl under one or more of

the specimens ["hen, ii neglected, an antenna may drop off, and the wing begin

00k shabby owing to the bright scales being eaten of] the surfa

It we secure on< oi these miscreants in .1 shallow, glass-topped box, wi can

view him with .1 pockel lens, and learn more oi his appearance The lens is

necessary, for mature specimens are only about one-twentieth of an im h in length.

With the aid oi this instrument it will be seen to pre- n1 a airlj

to a worker white ant. The interna] structure is very different, but the book-lice 2

are included in the same order 3 oi [nsecl life .1- the termites. lake the workers

of the latter tube, the book-louse never develops wings, though a very similar

allied [nsecl ' does so. It has the same kind of soft integumenl as the termite,

1 Atropos divinatoria. - IV europtera. ' ClothUla.

1 II YtaiH, I

I
1 ON.

When the aphis-lion is full flimsy

1
1. network, keeping it> hi

show it pnoi
i

'.1
1 Mti-a

five tiin
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and a proportionately large head. The only parts of the Insect which can be said

to have a thick deposit of brown chitin are the jaws, which are made firm for biting.

These take the form of a pair of stout, short shears, with the opposing edges well

toothed. The head is adorned with a pair of Ion;; and very fine antennae of many
minute joints, which are kept perpetually waving. The fore-body appears to

consist of two segments only, but this is due to the second and third having been

united. As usual, it supports the three pairs of legs, which are remarkable for the

stoutness of the thighs, though the shanks are very slender and end in the three-

jointed foot and its pair of hooked claws. The hind-body is oval, the fore part

only slightly narrower than the rear part, and giving the impression that the

Insect does not suffer from any shortage of food. There really is no reason

why it should, for it appears to feed upon any animal or vegetable substances

from old books to household stores in the cupboards, or the dried

•• specimens " of the naturalist, be they plants, Insects, or larger animal remains.

The book-
louse retains the

same form through-

out life. As there

is no development

of wings, and no

alteration of the

mouth-parts, there

is no metamor-
phosis. The only

changes— other
than of size—that

come to it is a

darkening of the

skin to a brownish

grey as maturity

is reached, an in-

crease in the num-
ber oi joints oi the antennas, and the development of simple eyes in addition to the

compound pair.

There is one point in the natural history of this Insect that must be mentioned.

All have heard of the " death-watch " that tills the superstitious with alarms.

The ticking of the death-watch proper is the nuptial signalling—by a code older

than the Morse- -of the little wood-boring beetle 1 that drills pinholes in our most

prized old furniture. The book-louse—which is also known as the lesser death-

watch—makes similar sounds, though less loud. More than two hundred wars
ago, the Rev. W. Derham brought this fact to the notice of the Royal Society ; but

since his day there have not been wanting those who, because their ears may not

have been rightly attuned to sounds so delicate, have denied his statements on the

ground that the book-louse is too soft to produce a noise by rapping its head or

other part of it against anything. But in spite of these denials, the book-louse does tick!

1 Anobium striatum.

Pholo by,

Brown Lace-wing.
[H. Main, F.E.S.

I In wings of the green lai e-wing flies and the brown lace-wings are formed on the same pi, in. Although
when in use lli< v appeal to us 50 flimsy, it will be seen from thisenl irgi I vii w that tin meshes ol

the 1.11 e are well knit. A strengthening rib extends along near the front edge, and a branch from it

runs parallel with tin inner margin.
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Most of the family 1 to which the book-louse belongs are small out-door Insects

which, if seen at all bv others than entomologists, are confused with the plant-louse,

which they superficially resemble in size and general appearance. Most of these

have wings, and there is, therefore, a slight metamorphosis in their development
;

but the Insects are active throughout life They live upon dry refuse matter,

both animal and vegetable, and various small forms of fungi found on decaying

wood, bark, etc. The family is a small one, but we have about thirty representatives

in this country, though none except the book-louse can boast of an English name.

A number of species have been found preserved in amber. The females of this out-

door group deposit their eggs in clusters of about ten on the under sides of leaves

and, strange to say, cover them witli a slight web. How this web is contrived bv

the winged Insect is not clear. It will be seen in our photograph on page 478, and

it will be found, no doubt, to have some protective value.

Mason-Bees.

The natural order of Insects 2 to which the bees belong

stands pre-eminent for the cleverness displayed by great num-
bers of its members as workers in wax, wood, clay, paper, etc.

jut In another article we have referred to the wasps who design

pots and vases of artistic forms, and to the mud-dauber wasps

that conceal their cells under massive knobs of mud of their

own accumulation. The work of the mason-bee 3
is much akin

._ ,^|> to that of the mud-dauber, except that the bee uses grains of

fl^J^
' sand instead of mud, and fits and cements these together witli™

her own saliva-cement. These Insects occur in the South of

Europe, and Reaumur told their story many years ago. More

recently, Fabre has paid much attention to them, making

experiments that help to an understanding of the order of in-

telligence displayed. Reaumur told how the mason-bee,

having decided upon the site of her nursery, carefully selects

sand, grain by grain, for her building materials. These she

glues together by means of a viscid secretion from her mouth,

until they form masses the size of small shot, and transports

them in her jaws to the building site. With a number of these,

cemented by the same means, she constructs her foundations. Upon the latter

she runs up the walls of a thimble-shaped cell, an inch long and half an inch in

breadth. Before it is roofed in she becomes a gatherer of pollen and honey, with

which she stocks the cell, and lays an egg in with it. On her return from one of

these collecting journeys, she puts her head into the cell and discharges her gathering

of honey. The pollen has been collected on the hairs of her lower surface, and

to discharge this she gets into the cell backwards and cleans off the pollen in such

manner that it falls to the bottom. When the requisite quantity of each of the two

ingredients has been stored, she gets her head well into the cell and with her jaws

works up the honey and pollen into a homogeneous paste ; then lays her egg and

seals up the top of the cell. The construction of a single cell takes the labour of two
1 Psocidffi. - Hymenoptera. 3 Chalicodoma muraria.

Photo by] [W. West.

The Book-Locse.

A minute Insect—here shown on
.1 scale 1 'i twenty-five times the

actual size tli.it may frequently
be found among old books, old
papers, and neglected stores of
various kinds, upon which it feeds
Its destructive powers are chiefly

noticeable when it obtains entry
to the store-boxes of the ento-
mologist. In spite of its mislead-
ing name, it is not a parasite.
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days to a< < omplish. Bu1 i ighl or nine cells are constructed, built one againsl the

others, and then the whole oi them are coated with .1 general mass <>t masonry.

When finished she has a dome-shaped stnictun the >iz< oi hall an orange. rh<

outei 1 oating oi .ill 1- 1 omposed oi grains oi sand 1 oai set than thosi previousrj u • 'I

It harmonizes well with the natural 1 to which it i- attai hed ; oi on a 1 losei

inspection mighl be regarded as an accidental daub oi mud. Bui the masonry
sets so hard that it i- with difficulty explored with a knife-blade.

This building work is carried ou1 in spring, and the solidity of the entire structure

has evident relation to the fai 1 thai in an exposed position it has to proted the

inmates from being dried up by summer's heat, and from being frozen by winter's

cold, for it is not until the following spring thai the young bees emi rge. Then the

hardness oi the masonry presents no obstacle to them : their jaws are -tout enough

and sharp enough to pick it to pieces and 1 lear a way lai 1 1 riough to permit oi

their exit. Yet Fabre found thai their powers in

tin- respei I were somewhat limited. It the nests

were closely surrounded 1>\ paper they cu1 through

it as though it were part ..i then natural enclosure ;

hut it the paper wall was so arranged thai a clear

space was Left between it and the nest, they cul

through the latter, oi course, but did not know how
to deal with the paper .1- a separate obstacle, and

perished in this miter prison. The difference 1- due,

probably, as suggested by Perez, to the tact that

in the large] space they do nol know when to I"

whilst in the confined space oi the cell they are

bound to concentrate their efforts upon one spot

that immediately in fronl oi them.

By marking some oi these bees with paint and

taking them away to a distance of lour kilometre

(that 1- over a quarter of a mile before releasing

them, Fabre found that their homing instinct was

so good that they were back working on their

unfinished nests next morning. But though their sense oi locality was proved

b\ this mean- to be very good, he found that when he transposed neighbouring

nests tin \ were unable to distinguish their own property, for a bee would

unhesitatingly se1 to work at the substituted nest which now occupied the site oi

its own previous labour-. It tin- -pot w a- lefl blank by the removal of the nest only

a slight distance away, the bee returned to the -pot and showed greal com

but failed to h, ognize it- nesl though it had passed over it in it- homeward flight.

Some ot the results of Fabre'- experiments were rather ridiculous, and showed

that the bee doe- not modify it- ai tions a. i ording to 1 in umstances a- honey-bees

do. It he substituted a built and partially provisioned cell lot one that had only

jusl been commenced, the bee would proceed from that point in it- operation at

which it had left off, and would make the substituted cell much longer than necessary ;

vet when it had made the cell a third larger than the normal size it appeared to

II . Wt 1.

i

Out-do ireely

t- the few who make .1
i

'1

-t M- u of tins small group. They are found
and

\i them have
1

They 1
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realize the absurdity of its action and left off. If such a substituted cell was already

provisioned but not closed in, and the nest taken away was beginning to be filled

with honey and pollen, the bee would continue to pour provisions into the full

nest and finish by laying an egg where there was one already.

It should be explained how Fabre was able to effect these alterations of the

positions of nests. In the ordinary course they are attached to rocks, and to attempt

to separate them from their base would almost certainly ruin the whole structure,

and would at least make it difficult and perhaps impossible to re-attach them in

such a way as would not vitiate the experiment by creating suspicion or aversion.

One particular species of mason-bee with which Fabre experimented builds its nests

on small boulders brought down by the

Rhone in flood and scattered along its

shores. Some of these were not too

large to be handled, and these Fabre

varied in position to suit his purpose.

Where it is possible to do so, the

mason-bee selects an angle of the rock,

as shown in our photographs on page 479.

It is obvious that such a position gives

greater security. The bee's object, no

doubt, is to secure the firmer hold that

the angle affords, nnrl the consequent

economy of labour and material ; but

there is the further advantage that the

blob of cement is less obtrusive in such

a situation than if attached to a plane

surface from which it stands out, and

is therefore less likely to be noticed by

a possible enemy. We have elsewhere

commented upon the wonderful industry

displayed by the mud-daubers in accu-

mulating the relatively enormous quan-

tity of clay or mud required for one

of their daubs, but it must be admitted

that the industry of the mason-bee is

greater. The mud-dauber selects moist

material which she knows will dry into a hard, stony mass. The mason-bee uses

dry, gritty stuff that has to be moistened grain by grain with her own adhesive

saliva before she can carry a load to the scene of her building operations.

Although the hard cement of the mason-bee suffices to protect the contained

grub or chrysalis"against extremes of temperature, it does not ensure immunity
from the attacks of parasites, who eat up the provisions and starve the grub, or even

eat the grub itself. One of these parasitical intruders is the beetle trichodes/,which

we have described in a previous article (see page 310). Both Aristotle and Pliny

describe the honey-bee as taking the precaution, when having to fly home in a strong

\ PSOCID.

A cluster of eggs deposited upon a holly-leaf. A remarkable tiling

about these and other psocid eggs is thai they are covered with a
slight web, probably for then pion , ii,.n. TIn\ are .lum n magnified
twelve times.
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wind, to ballast itself by carrying a small stone. Reaumur supposes that in this

matter these ancient authors were misled by seeing the mason-bee conveying one

of the blocks of concrete she has constructed by cementing sand-grains together.

But really in this matter they may have been misled only to the extent of

mistaking the mason-bee for the honey-bee

Plw/o by] [H. Baslin.

,.• • ;1iIason-Bee at Work.
A nearer yi,w \i(. Mtj- bee at work finishing off her masonry. The

' ifiouth [6i <a eedi proper is exposed at the top, and is being covered
"1.1 by a< mass ofaconcrete tli.it makes it less conspicuous.

for there is no doubt that the former

lightens her labour somewhat and
strengthens her building, by incorpor-

ating in it small stones. These have

to be angular fragments or chips,

such as are broken off larger masses

by the action of frost. These are

usually plentiful at the base of a

natural rock face, and fragments that

arc small enough to be gripped by the

bee's jaws are carried home and worked
into her masonry. Sometimes the bee's

masonry is attached to an old wall
;

but it has been noticed that in that

case she is careful to attach it wholly

to the stones of which the wall is

composed, and not to the mortar that

connects them. The wall may have

been " jerry-built " stuck together

with a mortar composed of soft earth

and spent lime—or the mortar origi-

nally good may have perished. In

either case it would not make a reliable

union with the new concrete. Possibly

mason-bees in the distant past worked
on such shoddy human foundations

and found their work tumbling down
before it was finished, and mi those

of the present day have inherited

a prejudice against trusting to any-

thing but solid stone—either the un-

alfi'i'V: Vn'utural rock or the hewed stone incorporated in a wall. The

: Vemaf'kahlr '.thing is that with this suspicion of old mortar, they do not

Ik -itaV'"t.O''nse and adapt old work of their own kind. They will not only

Icleaii' up, repair, and stock a mason-bee's nest that served its purpose in a

previous year, but they will fight with one of their own species for possession of it.

The End.
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